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This book is about globalization and the state. It shows that the spread of capitalist markets, values and social relationships around the world, far from being an inevitable outcome of inherently expansionist economic tendencies, has depended on the agency of states—and of one state in particular: America. Indeed, insofar as the relationship between the American state and the changing dynamics of production and finance was inscribed in the very process that came to be known as globalization, this book is devoted to understanding how it came to be that the American state developed the interest and capacity to superintend the making of global capitalism. In this respect, this is emphatically not another book on US military interventions; it is about the political economy of American empire. In this quite distinctive imperial state, the Pentagon and CIA have been much less important to the process of capitalist globalization than the US Treasury and Federal Reserve. This is so not just in terms of sponsoring the penetration and emulation of US economic practices abroad, but much more generally in terms of promoting free capital movements and free trade on the one hand, while on the other trying to contain the international economic crises a global capitalism spawns.

The book has itself been a long time in the making. Indeed, it might be said that its origins go all the way back to the close friendship we forged when we were undergraduates together in the early 1960s. This took root in many common interests but especially important was our mutual awareness of how much historical materialism helped us understand the world. We soon came to appreciate this not in terms of unyielding economic laws and the development of a so-called monopoly capitalism, but rather because it revealed how continuing competition and class conflict, and the contradictions to which they gave rise, not only determined but also were determined by the actions of capitalist states. This perspective proved invaluable as we went on to work, one in academe, the other in the union movement—always drawing strength from this enduring friendship over five decades.

It was just over a decade ago that we set out to produce this book, a project in good part made possible by research funds from the Social Science
and Humanities Research Council of Canada, and by the respective positions we held since 2001 as the Canada Research Chair in Comparative Political Economy and the Packer Visiting Chair in Social Justice at York University. It seems invidious to single out for thanks here only some colleagues and staff in the remarkable intellectual community that is York’s political science department. It was there that many of our ideas were generated, and that research reports were first presented and debated, especially at the empire seminar series. The discussions with students in the Globalization and the State graduate course were also extremely helpful. For their especially important contributions to the research teams of graduate students that made our work on this book so productive, particular thanks are due to Martijn Konings, Travis Fast, Ruth Felder, Eric Newstadt and David Sarai; Scott Aquanno, Brad Bauerly, Aidan Conway, Tom Keefer, Adam Schachhuber and Sean Starrs; as well as Khashayar Hooshyiar, Frederick Peters and Angie Swartz.

Apart from stimulating interactions with so many of our colleagues at York whose work overlaps with ours, this book has also benefited from discussions over the years with Giovanni Arrighi, Patrick Bond, Dick Bryan, Vivek Chibber, Jane D’Arista, Gerard Duménil, Peter Gowan, John Grahl, David Harvey, Ursula Huws, Gretta Krippner, Michael Lebowitz, Jim O’Connor, Fran Piven, Lukin Robinson, William Robinson, Chris Rude, Ellen Russell, Susanne Soederberg and Thomas Sablowski—among others too numerous to mention. We are above all appreciative of all the contributions that our dear friend Colin Leys made to this book: his close reading, generous praise, sharp criticism and insightful suggestions for each chapter were invaluable. The comments on the manuscript from Greg Albo, Scott Aquanno, Doug Henwood, Martijn Konings, Donald Swartz and Alan Zuege were also very rich, as were those from Adam Hilton and Justin Panos in the course of helping us prepare the final manuscript. The strong interest of Sebastian Budgen and Jake Stevens in publishing the book, and the thorough work of Mark Martin and their other colleagues at Verso in preparing it for publication, also deserve special mention here, as does the creative effort of Anne Sullivan in publicizing it.

Finally, we are grateful for the support of our wives and children over the decade that went into the making of this book. Long before we started working on it, Melanie Panitch and Schuster Gindin often used to say we really should have married each other. There were no doubt times over the past decade they wished we had, but in fact it was their love and encouragement that nourished us each day, even while their impatience to have it over with prodded us on. It is to them this book is dedicated.

Leo Panitch and Sam Gindin
Toronto, May 2012
Introduction

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, capitalism truly encompassed the world. The fashionable discourse of “globalization” vaguely spoke to this, yet cogent explanations of what had brought it about were in short supply. This was in good part due to the mistaken notion that, in going global, capitalist markets were escaping, bypassing or diminishing the state. This was seen to be true of all states, even the most powerful among them, including the American state. In showing that the making of global capitalism cannot be understood in these terms, this book seeks to transcend the false dichotomy between states and markets, and to come to grips with the intricate relationship between states and capitalism.

In contrast with those who have emphasized the marginalization of states, our argument is that states need to be placed at the center of the search for an explanation of the making of global capitalism. The role of states in maintaining property rights, overseeing contracts, stabilizing currencies, reproducing class relations, and containing crises has always been central to the operation of capitalism. Far from multinational corporations (MNCs) finding it most convenient to have a world “populated by dwarf states or by no states at all,” they depend on many states to see to it that these things are done.

The American state has played an exceptional role in the creation of a fully global capitalism and in coordinating its management, as well as restructuring other states to these ends. Although there has also been a certain renewed fashionability of the term “empire” to designate the United States, the imperial practices of the American state are usually presented as accompanied by economic decline and explained in terms of fending off challenges from rival states. The reality, however, is that it was the immense strength of US capitalism which made globalization possible, and what continued to make the American state distinctive was its vital role in managing and superintending capitalism on a worldwide plane.

The insights of an Adam Smith or a Karl Marx into capitalism’s DNA have often led people to imagine that globalization is no more than an inevitable outcome of capitalism’s structural tendencies to expansion. Yet
the spread of capitalism throughout the world was not the automatic result of the operation of any historical “law”; it was brought about by human agents and the institutions they created, albeit under conditions not of their choice. It has become quite commonplace to praise Marx in particular for recognizing that capital’s competitive drive led it to “nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere,” so that “in place of the old local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in every direction, universal inter-dependence of nations.” Rarely quoted, however, has been Marx’s no less perceptive insight that, while national barriers are “constantly overcome,” so are new ones “constantly posited.”

The globalizing tendencies of capitalism may have seemed close to being realized by the end of the nineteenth century when, as Karl Polanyi wrote, “only a madman would have doubted that the international economic system was the axis of the material existence of the human race.” Yet the first half of the twentieth century—punctuated as it was by inter-imperial capitalist rivalry, world war, economic crisis and state protectionism—painfully suggested that, far from being inevitable, the very processes of capitalist globalization produced such morbid symptoms for humanity, and therefore such counter-tendencies, as to render the realization of a global capitalism quite unlikely. As Philip McMichael has argued, globalization is “immanent in capitalism, but with quite distinct material (social, political and environmental) relations across time and time-space . . . Globalization is not simply the unfolding of capitalist tendencies but a historically distinct project shaped, or complicated, by the contradictory relations of previous episodes of globalizaiton.”

That capitalism’s globalizing tendencies were revived after 1945 through the postwar “golden age” had a great deal to do with the way the capitalist states of Europe and Japan were restructured under the aegis of the American state. And although the economic turmoil of the 1970s demonstrated that capitalist crises were by no means a thing of the past, the degree of integration between the advanced capitalist states led them—in contrast to the 1930s—to promote the acceleration of capitalist globalization, rather than retreat from it. This soon included helping to turn the formerly Communist countries, as well as those of the third world, into “emerging market states.” What the first great economic crisis of the twenty-first century, which began with a crisis in American finance in 2007, will eventually bring remains to be seen; but particularly notable is the strength of the interstate commitment—now extended from the G7 to the G20—to avoid protectionism, and the cooperation with the American state in containing the crisis so as to keep capitalist globalization going.
States in the Making of Global Capitalism

How global capitalism came about, and the nature of the American empire that superintends it today, are the central themes of this book. But before outlining them, a few general points must be made about states and capitalism, and about empire and imperialism. In the work of most economists, capitalism is seen as virtually synonymous with markets. In this framework, globalization is essentially the geographic extension of competitive markets, a process dependent on the removal of state barriers to this, and the overcoming of distance through technology. Political scientists, for their part, have usually understood that markets are not natural but had to be made, and that states are fundamental actors in this process; however, they rarely probe deeply into the ways this process has been shaped by the intersections of capitalist social relations and the dynamics of capital accumulation.

The mutual constitution of states, classes, and markets has been the main focus, of course, of political economists working within a historical-materialist framework. But they have often been hampered by Marxism’s inclinations to analyze the trajectory of capitalism as derivative of abstract economic laws. The conceptual categories Marx developed to define the structural relationships and economic dynamics distinctive to capitalism can be enormously valuable, but only if they guide an understanding of the choices made, and the specific institutions created, by specific historical actors. Building on earlier attempts to develop a theory of the capitalist state along these lines, it is this approach that guides this study of the role of the American state in the making of global capitalism.

One of capitalism’s defining characteristics, compared with pre-capitalist societies, is the legal and organizational differentiation between state and economy. This is not to say there was ever anything like an actual separation between the political and economic spheres of capitalism. The distinction between differentiation and separation is so important because as capitalism developed states in fact became more involved in economic life than ever, especially in the establishment and administration of the juridical, regulatory, and infrastructural framework in which private property, competition, and contracts came to operate. Capitalist states were also increasingly major actors in trying to contain capitalist crises, including as lenders of last resort. Capitalism could not have developed and expanded unless states came to do these things. Conversely, states became increasingly dependent on the success of capital accumulation for tax revenue and popular legitimacy.

It is one thing to say that capitalism could not exist unless states did certain things, but what states do in practice, and how well they do them, is the outcome of complex relations between societal and state actors, the balance of class forces, and, not least, the range and character of each state’s
capacities. Capitalist states have developed varying means of promoting and orchestrating capital accumulation, as well as anticipating future problems and containing them when they arise, and this has often been embodied in distinct institutions with specialized expertise. It is in these terms that we should understand the “relative autonomy” of capitalist states: not as being unconnected to capitalist classes, but rather as having autonomous capacities to act on behalf of the system as a whole. In this respect, capitalists are less likely to be able to see the forest for the trees than officials and politicians whose responsibilities are of a different order from that of turning a profit for a firm. But what these states can autonomously do, or do in response to societal pressures, is ultimately limited by their dependence on the success of capital accumulation. It is above all in this sense that their autonomy is only relative.

Capitalism’s development was inseparable from the deepening of economic ties within particular territorial spaces, and indeed from the process through which formerly pre-capitalist states constructed and expanded their borders and defined modern national identities. The differentiation between state and economy, which was a key aspect of the distancing of political rule from the class structure in capitalism, eventually allowed for the organization of class interests and their representation vis-à-vis opposing classes and the state. As capitalists, farmers, and workers developed distinctive institutions, the arbitrary authority of states was constrained, but the capacities of states were at the same time generally enhanced. One aspect of this was the establishment of the rule of law as a liberal political framework for property, competition, and contracts. Another was the establishment of specialized agencies to facilitate accumulation through regulating markets. Yet another was the establishment of liberal democracy as the modal form of the capitalist state, although this was not realized in any stable fashion even in the advanced capitalist states until the second half of the twentieth century.

As part of the differentiation between economic and political spheres, particular capitalists extended their range of activity beyond the territorial boundaries of their respective states. Insofar as states often encouraged and supported capitalists in doing this, there was always a specifically national dimension to processes of capitalist internationalization. And as the interaction with foreign capital affected domestic social forces, this in turn contributed to generating that combination of inside and outside pressures through which states came to accept a certain responsibility for reproducing capitalism internationally. As we shall see below, it is mainly in this sense that we can properly speak of the “internationalization of the state.”

It is therefore wrong to assume an irresolvable contradiction between the international space of accumulation and the national space of states. Rather, when looking at the role that states have always played on the international
economic stage, we need to ask how far their activities have been consistent with extending capitalist markets internationally—and also consistent with the actions of other states. Some states have played a much greater role than others in this respect, of course, and in the making of global capitalism none has been greater than that of the American state.

Capitalism and Informal Empire

The age-old history of empires as involving the political rule over extended territories was fundamentally affected by the differentiation between state and economy under capitalism. Before the late eighteenth century all empires had combined economic control with military and political control. It fell to Britain, where the differentiation between economy and state was most advanced, to develop a conception of empire based as much on economic expansion and influence—the “imperialism of free trade”—as on the military and political control of overseas territories. This prototype of an “informal empire” did not of course mark the end of territorial expansion, military conquest, and colonialism. Well into the twentieth century, international capitalist competition was still accompanied by formal imperial rule, and a tendency to dangerous inter-imperial rivalry. Nonetheless, by the late nineteenth century, even at the height of the scramble to extend old-fashioned formal empires, the development of capitalism had gone so far that, when capital expanded abroad, it was increasingly looked after by other states that were themselves spawning capitalist social orders.

The analysis of the international dimension of capitalism, and the insight that the export of capital was transforming the role of the state in both the capital-exporting and importing countries, was the most important contribution of theorists of imperialism writing at the beginning of the twentieth century. But the link these theorists made between the export of capital and the inter-imperial rivalry of those years was problematic, and would become even more so over the years from 1945 onwards. The problem was not only that the classical theories of imperialism saw states as merely acting at the behest of their respective capitalist classes, and thus did not give sufficient weight to the role of pre-capitalist ruling classes in the inter-imperial rivalries of their own time. It was also that they treated the export of capital itself as imperialist, and thus their theories did not really register the differentiation between the economic and political spheres in capitalism, or the significance of informal empire in this respect. This was itself a product of the failure, as Colin Leys once noted, to “disentangle the concept of imperialism from the concept of capitalism.”

Although this was perhaps not surprising, given the conjuncture in which these theories were formulated in the run-up to and during World War I, their tendency to directly associate the new export of capital with the old
history of imperialism (as the extension of rule through armed conquest of territories), led them to mistakenly conclude that this fusion defined the historical terminus of a mature capitalism. Moreover, the notion of “finance capital” (extrapolated far too generally from the monopoly trusts formed between industrial and financial firms at the turn of the century in Germany) was a hindrance to understanding the much looser relationship between production and finance that increasingly became the norm, along American lines, through the course of the century. But most problematic of all was the attempt to explain the export of capital in terms of the saturation of domestic markets in the major capitalist countries. This failed to recognize the long-run implications of the growth of working-class organizations for the dynamics of capitalism. In the “golden age” after 1945, domestic markets were anything but saturated; profits were realized through expanding working-class consumption, yet capital exports continued, driven by quite different factors, as the export of capital itself was transformed over the twentieth century in the context of the international integration of production through multinational corporations and the extensive development of international financial markets.14

On the basis of the changes capitalism had undergone by mid-century, the American state was not only uniquely placed but uniquely capable, for reasons related to its institutional capacities as well as class structure, to relaunch capitalist globalization after its interruption by world war and economic depression.15 This was a crucial moment in the historical differentiation between the economic and political in the making of global capitalism. In the passage from Britain’s only partially informal empire to the predominantly informal American empire, something much more distinctive had emerged than Pax America replacing Pax Britannica. The American state, in the very process of supporting the export of capital and the expansion of multinational corporations, increasingly took responsibility for creating the political and juridical conditions for the general extension and reproduction of capitalism internationally.

This was not just a matter of promoting the international expansion of US MNCs. That state actors explained their imperial role in terms of considerations of universal rule of law was not mere dissembling, even if they always also cast an eye to whether this would benefit US capitalism. As with the informal regional empire that the US established in its own hemisphere at the beginning of the twentieth century, a proper understanding of the informal global empire it established at mid-century requires a scale of analysis that can identify not only the domestic but also the international role of the American state in setting the conditions for capital accumulation. It also requires a very different understanding of the roots of US empire than those advanced by critical historians who linked the American state’s “Open Door” policy too directly to its own capitalists’ needs for exports
due to over-accumulation at home (or even to businessmen’s belief in that need). As Chapter 1 shows, economic crisis and class struggle at the time of the so-called closing of the US frontier in the 1890s contributed to the imperial posture of the American state at the turn of the century. But American capitalists invested abroad through the ensuing decades not because of the lack of opportunities at home, but to take advantage of additional opportunities.

It is incorrect, however, to try to explain US imperial practices in aid of commercial interests merely in terms of capitalists imposing them on the American state. The danger with this type of interpretation is that it exaggerates the extent to which capitalists’ consciousness of their interests was always so fixed and clear. It also often leads to drawing far too rigid distinctions between internationally oriented and domestically oriented elements of the US capitalist class. The tensions, as well as synergies, between the American state’s role vis-à-vis its own society and its growing responsibilities for facilitating capital accumulation in the world at large cannot be reduced to the lobbying of various “class fractions.”

Most crucially, such an interpretation gives insufficient weight to the relative autonomy of the American state in developing policy and strategic directions and bringing about political compromises among diverse capitalist forces—and between them and other social forces. This lack of attention to institutional capacity is also evident in Charles Kindleberger’s highly influential argument that the Great Depression (and by implication perhaps even the world war that followed it) could have been avoided had the US state been willing to step into the “hegemonic” role that Britain could no longer play as underwriter of the system. This puts too much emphasis on US “reluctance” and too little on its institutional incapacity to manage the international system until the changes it underwent during the New Deal and World War II.

Despite the US already having become the leading industrial power and banker to the world by the end of the Great War, and despite the internationalist inclinations of many Republicans as well as Democrats in office, it was only through the crucible of the 1930s and 1940s, as Chapter 2 shows, that the American state developed sufficient institutional capacity to take the helm in a project for making capitalism global.

The American Empire and the Internationalization of the State

The most important novelty of the relationship between capitalism and imperialism that World War II set in train was that the densest imperial networks and institutional linkages, which had earlier run North–South between imperial states and their formal or informal colonies, now ran between the US and the other major capitalist states. The creation of stable conditions for globalized capital accumulation, which Britain had been
unable to achieve (indeed hardly even to contemplate) in the nineteenth century, was now accomplished by the American informal empire, which succeeded in integrating all the other capitalist powers into an effective system of coordination under its aegis.

The significance of this can only be fully appreciated with a proper understanding of what it meant in terms of the internationalization of the capitalist state. The creation of new international institutions in the postwar era did not amount to the beginnings of a proto-global state; these institutions were constituted by national states, and were themselves embedded in the new American empire. National states remained primarily responsible for reorganizing and reproducing their respective countries’ social relations and institutions of class, property, currency, contract, and markets. But they were now “internationalized” in a different way than they had been before. Now they too had to accept some responsibility for promoting the accumulation of capital in a manner that contributed to the US-led management of the international capitalist order. The American state did not so much dictate this to other states; rather it “[set the parameters within which [the others] determined their course of action.”

At the same time, while the policies of the new imperial state continued to reflect pressures coming from domestic social forces, including pressures to represent US capitalists’ interests abroad, the state responded to these pressures in a way that redefined the American “national interest” in terms of the extension and defense of global capitalism. Domestic tensions with respect to its international role were reflected in heated debates, and even conflicting definitions of institutional responsibilities, within the American state. These tensions were eased by the fact that the accumulation strategies of the dominant sections of the US capitalist class were themselves increasingly global. That said, the state’s actions in support of global capitalism were not merely dictated by American capitalists, even if their growing international interests and connections structured the range of options open to the state in its international role. Moreover, the capacity to generate coherent international policies in the face of the conflicts and compromises inside the American state, as it took on the central responsibility for global capitalism while remaining the nation-state of the USA, was never achieved once and for all. Nor was policymaking ever centered in any singular state “brain.” It was only in the context of dealing with specific problems thrown up by an international capitalism, and of the accompanying shifts in the hierarchy of US state agencies, that key actors inside the American state struck the compromises and developed the common tactics to produce the kind of policy cohesion that allows us to speak in terms of the American state’s imperial strategies.

Apart from its importance as the world’s leading capitalist economy, what added to the legitimacy of the informal American empire was the
cachet that liberal-democratic ideas and the “rule of law” lent to the US abroad, even if this did not always provide credibility to the claim that American military interventions were all about human rights, democracy and freedom. And just as the liberal democratic project of reconciling formal equality of citizenship with the inherently unequal social relations of capitalism obscured the realities of class, so did the attempt to reconcile national self-determination and the formal equality of states with the inherently asymmetric inter-state relations in a capitalist world economy likewise obscure the new realities of empire.

Many US administrative, legal and constitutional forms were imitated in other states, but this was always mediated and refracted by the specific balance of social forces and the institutional make-up of each of them. Their politics were never a direct reflection of American economic penetration of their economies. Nor did other states become merely passive actors in the American empire; “relative autonomy” characterized the internationalization of these states as well. It was relative autonomy within the American empire that allowed other governments to pressure US governments to carry out their pre-eminent responsibilities in the management of global capitalism in ways that would not simply reflect the political and economic pressures to which American political actors were subject at home. But in doing so, these other governments recognized, usually explicitly, that the US alone had the capacity to play the leading role in the expansion, protection, and reproduction of capitalism.

The US-led postwar order is usually presented in terms of “the victory of the interventionist, or welfare, economy over the market economy,” which allowed states to cushion their populations from external disruptions in the context of “the movement towards greater openness in the international economy.” But what the notion of this so-called “embedded liberalism” obscures is that the social welfare reforms were structured so as to be embedded in capitalist social relations. They facilitated not the “decommodification” of society, but rather its increasing commodification through full employment in the labor market and through the consumer demand that the welfare state made possible. The social reforms of the welfare state were extremely important in terms of employment and income security, education and social mobility, and they strengthened working classes in many respects; but at the same time these reforms were limited by the way they were linked to the spreading and deepening of markets amid the relaunching of global capitalism.

Chapter 3 shows that, contrary to what is often supposed, it was precisely the concern to lay a stable basis for the spreading and deepening of global financial markets that was embodied in the 1944 Bretton Woods agreement—and the IMF and World Bank that were established under its auspices. In effectively putting the capitalist world on the dollar standard,
that agreement reflected the recognition on all sides of the immense size, depth, liquidity, and openness of US financial markets, and it ushered in the steady expansion of the financial sector both in the US and internationally. The considerable power that bankers retained within the American capitalist class and the institutional intertwining of the US Treasury and Federal Reserve with Wall Street were registered in the American state’s abandonment of its capital controls after the war. The controls that other capitalist states maintained represented not the defeat of international finance, but rather a pragmatic conjunctural response to postwar economic realities. Most US political actors regarded these controls as temporary arrangements. The explicit long-term goal of the American state was to create the material and legal conditions for the free movement of capital throughout the world. Precisely because these conditions were so successfully fostered in the advanced capitalist countries during the Bretton Woods era, those years should be understood as “the cradle of the global financial order that eventually emerged.”

One key feature of this transformation was the deeper incorporation of the American working class despite its considerable militancy immediately after World War II. As Chapter 4 shows, another of its crucial aspects, for which there was no historical precedent, was the extent to which US governments supported the revival of potential economic competitors—through low-interest loans, direct grants, technological assistance, and favorable trading relations—so that they could sell their products to the US. A pattern was thereby set for the economic integration of all the leading capitalist countries, and continues to this day. This laid the basis for the spread of US MNCs, whose growing strength and reach in turn reinforced the imperial capacities of the American state. The increasing flow of investment from Europe and Japan to the US further deepened the shift from “soft” integration based on lower tariffs to “hard” integration in the shape of cross-border networks of production. This did not mean that trade had become less important, but it was now structured by a broad range of MNCs that were more and more dependent on the regular flow of cross-border inputs and outputs. This increased pressures on states to support the “constitutionalization” of free trade and capital movements through both bilateral and multilateral agreements that effectively protected the assets and profits of MNCs around the world.

As capitalist states increasingly sought to attract foreign investment, their policies became more oriented to offering equal treatment to all capitalists, independent of their nationality, which was precisely what the American state had pressed for. MNCs came to depend on equal national treatment by many states; and these states were also internationalized in the sense of coming to take on more and more responsibility for creating and strengthening the conditions for non-discriminatory accumulation within their
borders. This eventually included legal and regulatory changes that facilitated the development of their own MNCs along the lines pioneered by the American state. This did not spawn a “transnational capitalist class,” loosened from any state moorings or about to spawn a supranational global state; “national capital,” in the shape of firms with dense historic linkages and distinct characteristics, did not disappear. Nor did economic competition between various centers of accumulation. But the interpenetration of capitals did largely efface the interest and capacity of each “national bourgeoisie” to act as the kind of coherent force that might have supported challenges to the informal American empire. Indeed they usually became hostile to the idea of any such challenge, not least because they saw the American state as the ultimate guarantor of capitalist interests globally.

The dense linkages binding these states to the American empire were also institutionalized, of course, through NATO and the hub-and-spokes networks of intelligence and security apparatuses between Washington and the other capitalist states. The containment of Communism, whether in the Cold War in Europe or the very hot wars in East Asia, was largely about ensuring that as many of the world’s states as possible would be open to the accumulation of capital. As Bacevich has put it: “US grand strategy during the Cold War required not only containing communism but also taking active measures to open up the world politically, culturally, and, above all, economically—which is precisely what policymakers said they intended to do.” They made this quite clear, moreover, as is now widely accepted among historians, “well before the Soviet Union emerged as a clear and present antagonist.” This was not, as has often been suggested, an extension of the old Open Door policy. That earlier policy had been conceived as securing equal treatment for American products and businessmen within the rival capitalist imperial spheres of influence, whereas the central strategic concern of those who planned the new American empire during World War II was to do away with discrete capitalist spheres of influence altogether. Their prime goal was to “alter the character of the capitalist core.”

The new relationship between capitalism and empire established at this time should not be understood in terms of the old “territorial logic of power” long associated with imperial rule merely becoming fused with the “capitalist logic of power” associated with “capital accumulation in space and time.” The US informal empire constituted a distinctly new form of political rule. Instead of aiming for territorial expansion along the lines of the old empires, US military interventions abroad were primarily aimed at preventing the closure of particular places or whole regions of the globe to capital accumulation. This was part of a larger remit of creating openings for or removing barriers to capital in general, not just US capital. The maintenance and indeed steady growth of US military installations around the
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... needs to be seen in this light, rather than in terms of securing territorial space for the exclusive US use of natural resources and accumulation by its corporations. For instance, US interventions in the Middle East—from the overthrow of Mossadegh in Iran in 1953 to the overthrow of Saddam fifty years later—cannot be understood simply in terms of keeping US gas prices low or winning exploration contracts for American companies. Such narrow concerns would not themselves “merit the intense level of US intervention in the region . . . Rather, America ensures that oil flows from the Persian Gulf are available to fuel international trade and economy as part of its global superpower responsibilities.”

The fact that the US could also plausibly present itself as anti-imperialist (in the old sense of the term) was based on its general encouragement of postwar decolonization and its promotion of an open and inclusive world capitalism. Of course, both the legacy of the old imperialisms, and the vast imbalance between the size of the Marshall Plan and Third World development aid, reproduced global inequalities between the new states and the advanced capitalist ones. Critical use of the term “imperialism” now became ever more loosely associated with core-periphery relations, dependency, and unequal exchange, with little focus on what distinguished the US from other empires. All the advanced capitalist countries might continue to benefit from the North–South divide, but any interventions abroad by them had to be either American-initiated or at least have American approval. The American state arrogated to itself the sole right to intervene against other sovereign states (which it repeatedly did around the world), and largely reserved to its own discretion the interpretation of international rules and norms. Its global reach and responsibilities made it not so much primus inter pares as qualitatively distinct from the other advanced capitalist states. (The Soviet Union was of course an entirely different matter, and insofar as it also played an imperial role in the postwar era, it did so in a very different way, precisely because it was not a capitalist state.)

Economic Crisis and the Illusion of Hegemonic Decline

By the 1960s, alongside the activities of MNCs abroad, the international operations of US management, legal, accounting, and consultancy firms also facilitated the making of global capitalism under the aegis of the American empire. This was further enhanced when the City of London switched its international allegiance from sterling to the dollar, and became by the 1960s the Eurodollar satellite of Wall Street. But, together with the appearance of US balance of payments deficits due to the flow of imports from Europe, as well as increased US foreign direct investment (FDI from here on) in Europe, this raised severe problems for the dollar’s fixed
exchange rate, even though the US Treasury bond market still served as the foundation for all calculations of value in the global capitalist economy. As Chapter 5 shows, it became the remit of the international nexus formed by the staffs of the US Treasury and Federal Reserve with those of the finance ministries and central banks of Europe and Japan to try to cope with the dollar’s problems. In the end they failed to do so within the Bretton Woods framework. That failure was ultimately due to the contradictions produced by the success of the “golden age” in producing near full employment by the 1960s. Growing worker militancy in the advanced capitalist countries, and assertions of economic nationalism in the Third World, combined to deepen the “crisis of the dollar.” This was a situation that proved confusing to all the main actors—including the Americans.

Many observers thought that the policy tensions among states around the time of the breakdown of Bretton Woods were a sign of challenges to American hegemony, and the clear beginnings of its decline. As usual, the most prominent US political scientists were picking up the unease of American policymakers themselves, who, having “encouraged as a deliberate act of American policy” the growth of the US’s main trading partners in the postwar era, were by the 1960s speaking privately in terms of “trying to make the decline of the United States in the world respectable and orderly.” In many respects, the expectations of US international relations “realists” were similar to those of Marxists who continued to expect a resurgence of inter-imperial rivalry. Yet, as Nicos Poulantzas was one of the few to understand clearly at the time, this failed to appreciate the depth of the incorporation of other advanced capitalist states into the new American empire. As he put it just when the first serious postwar capitalist economic crisis was unfolding, in the early 1970s, there was “no solution to this crisis, as the European bourgeoisies themselves are perfectly aware, by these bourgeoisies attacking American capital . . . The question for them . . . is rather to reorganize a hegemony that they still accept.”

American “structural power” (to employ Susan Strange’s term) was actually enhanced in the wake of the jettisoning of Bretton Woods, although this was not widely recognized until long after the dust from the crisis of the 1970s had settled. It was only well into the 1990s, for instance, that Peter Gowan could plausibly present an account of the Nixon administration’s 1971 decision to detach the dollar from gold as a “Faustian bid for world dominance” designed to give the US “monocratic power over international monetary affairs.” Yet despite its insights, this interpretation not only downplayed the importance of the links between New York and Washington throughout the postwar period; it also overplayed the coherence and clarity with which US policymakers responded to the crisis. In fact, the American state had embarked on an uncharted voyage through the “stagflationary” crisis decade of the 1970s.
But what was most significant was that this crisis did not produce anything approaching the kind of inter-imperial rivalry to which earlier capitalist crises had given rise. As Chapter 6 shows, the institutional infrastructure for the internationalization of the state built by the US, Europe, and Japan in trying to save Bretton Woods would lead in the 1970s to the creation of the G7, and would be crucially important in guiding the passage of international capitalism through the crisis. The fears of overwhelming currency instability once gold was demonetized “along with copper, nickel, silver, not to mention wampum and clam shells” (as Kindleberger once sarcastically put it) proved unfounded, not least due to the development of currency derivatives by US financial markets. The development of derivative markets provided risk-insurance in a complex global economy without which the internationalization of capital via trade and FDI would otherwise have been significantly restricted.

In 1978 a scarcely noticed US law formally repealed the century-old Coinage Act, which had obliged the American state to convert dollars into gold coins or bullion. That this act was passed without any fanfare reflected the fact that “nobody seriously thought of the dollar in terms of its gold equivalent any longer.” But this certainly did not mean that no one any longer thought about the dollar’s substantive value. On the contrary, the issue was now not just one of fluctuating exchange rates, or the US balance of payments, or even the price of Treasury bonds; the dollar’s growing centrality as the measure of value in the global circuits of capital after the collapse of Bretton Woods made the American state’s responsibility for sustaining capitalist confidence in the dollar more critical than ever.

What had really sapped this confidence was the inflationary threat which full employment had given rise to, especially as this was associated with increasing labor militancy and popular pressures for greater social expenditure, economic planning, and controls over investment.

It was only when class discipline was eventually imposed inside the advanced capitalist economies that an exit from the crisis of the 1970s was found. Amid a run on the dollar at the end of the decade, as Chapter 7 shows, the stage was finally set for the policy, introduced by the US Federal Reserve under Paul Volcker in 1979, which imposed that discipline. The “Volcker shock,” as the Fed’s draconian increase in interest rates became known, was designed to establish a permanent anti-inflation parameter which would guarantee that the dollar, backed by Treasury bonds, would provide a reliable anchor for international finance. This was accompanied by a broader neoliberal turn in the US, and its subsequent near-universalization as almost all the world’s states, soon including Communist ones, opened themselves up to free trade and the free movement of capital, and promoted the spread and deepening of capitalist social relations.

The common tendency to analyze these developments in terms of the
key tenets of neoliberal ideology as articulated by Reagan or Thatcher, or for that matter by Milton Freidman or Alan Greenspan, is a classic case of failing to see the wood for the trees. It misses the continuities between their prescriptions for free markets and the long-term goals already articulated by the American state at the time of the relaunching of global capitalism in the postwar era. And it fails to register the growing contradictions within the postwar class compromise, as the realization of near full employment and growing social expenditures took place alongside rapidly increasing commodification and ever-deepening capitalist social relations. Neoliberalism involved not only the restructuring of institutions to ensure that the anti-inflation parameter was enforced, but also the removal of barriers to competition in all markets, and especially in the labor market. Breaking the inflationary spiral involved, above all, disciplining labor. By accomplishing this, it secured the confidence of industrial as well as financial capital. Despite the Reaganite rhetoric in which neoliberal practices were enveloped (“government is not the solution, government is the problem”), it was the state that was the key actor. The mechanisms of neoliberalism—understood in terms of the expansion and deepening of markets and competitive pressures—may have been economic, but neoliberalism was essentially a political response to the democratic gains that had been previously achieved by working classes and which had become, from capital’s perspective, barriers to accumulation. It was only on the most stylized and superficial reading that the state could be seen to have withdrawn. Neoliberal practices did not entail institutional retreat so much as the expansion and consolidation of the networks of institutional linkages to an already globalizing capitalism.

In understanding both the trajectory and the contradictions of capitalism in the second half of the twentieth century, it is very significant that the new period of financial competition, growth, and innovation was spawned not in the era of neoliberalism during the reactionary 1980s under the imprint of Reaganism and Thatcherism, but rather, as we shall see, during the heyday of Keynesianism in the radical 1960s, under the imprint of Kennedy’s Camelot and Johnson’s “Great Society.” The ever-increasing importance of the Treasury and Federal Reserve within the American state was directly related to this, as well as to the further explosion of global finance in the 1980s, at the center of which were the large US international banks. Apart from being the key vehicle for the diffusion of American policy abroad through the liberalization of regulations on capital flows, financial markets also contributed in crucial ways to the renewal of the American empire. It was not so much that the American state “exploited” its power to secure favorable treatment from financial markets; rather, overseas central banks and private investors, whether structurally dependent on the US or attracted to the safety and returns in US financial markets, had a strong interest in moving funds to the US. As capital markets everywhere
became increasingly internationalized, the US could take advantage of the depth and breadth of its financial markets to supplement its trade in goods with its international financial services. This is why US trade deficits no longer led to a crisis of the dollar.

Nevertheless these trade deficits, combined with the manifest effect of economic restructuring in industrial shutdowns and layoffs, fomented further widespread angst about “American decline.” An insistent theme of more critical analysts was that the new age of finance was a symptom of the failure to resolve the profitability crisis of the 1970s. In fact, the weakening of labor provided American capital with competitive flexibility, and the explosion of finance contributed to the restoration of general profitability, both through the disciplinary impact of the “shareholder value” precepts it sponsored within firms and through the allocation of capital across firms. Firms restructured key production processes, outsourced others to cheaper and more specialized suppliers, and relocated to the US south—all as part of an accelerated general reallocation of capital within the American economy. Amid the bravado and almost manic competitiveness of Wall Street, pools of venture capital were made available for the high-tech firms of the “new economy.”

By the late 1980s these transformations in production laid the basis for US exports to grow faster than those of all other advanced capitalist countries. Moreover, the American economy’s unique access to global savings through the central position of Wall Street in global money markets allowed it to import freely without compromising other objectives. Despite very high rates of growth in the newly industrializing countries of the global south—the so-called NICs—the US proportion of world production remained stable, at around one-fourth of the total, right into the twenty-first century. In terms of the strength of American capitalism, there were indeed really two golden ages—the quarter-century up to the crisis of the 1970s (approximately 1948–73) and the quarter-century following the resolution of that crisis (approximately 1983–2007).

Many people initially expected that the Western European and East Asian “varieties of capitalism,” characterized by “strong states” with “coordinated market economies,” would provide an alternative to the allegedly “weak” type of Anglo-American states that were fully subjected to free market ideology and practice. Even apart from the wildly erroneous designation of the American state as “weak,” this view failed to recognize how far the increasingly transnational orientation of the leading sectors of capital in Europe and Asia necessarily involved greater ties with American capital. As Chapter 8 shows, the heady enthusiasm that attended the Common Market’s completion in the 1960s soon gave way to “Eurosclerosis.” The first steps towards a common European currency, in 1979, were seen by many as the battering ram for a challenge not only to the dollar but also to
US imperial hegemony. But the persistent inability to develop adequate mechanisms for transfers from surplus countries to deficit countries within the EU, together with the defeats suffered by the Left in the 1980s, reinforced Europe’s economic dependence on the US as “consumer of last resort,” and made “delinking” European capitalism from American capitalism virtually impossible.46

A similar mistake was commonly made in relation to Japan. The massive flow of Japanese capital to the US in the 1980s gave rise to widespread predictions that Japan would displace the US as capitalism’s hegemonic power. But this reflected a fundamental misconception, namely that foreigners’ purchases of US financial assets were all about compensating for the US trade deficit. Rather, as foreign capital was keen to invest inside the giant US economy and foreign states were eager to stabilize their currencies at competitive levels, both were attracted by deep US financial markets and their broad array of products and services. In practice, the flow of Japanese funds into US private assets and securities as well as Treasury bonds had the effect of reinforcing the American empire, not of turning the US into a supplicant debtor. It validated the dollar’s role as the global currency and gave the Federal Reserve enormous leeway in setting interest rates, while permitting not only a large trade deficit but also the fiscal deficits that came with Reagan’s policy of tax cuts combined with increased military spending. And, by no means least important, it enabled the Treasury and Federal Reserve to play an indispensable role as the world’s firefighters-in-chief, turning on the taps of liquidity to douse the repeated crises that were an inevitable consequence of the increasingly volatile global financial system.

Consolidating Capitalism and Containing Crises

The extension of capitalism as a global project through the final quarter of the twentieth century was intimately related to the development of the new mechanisms of international coordination sponsored by the renewed American empire. As Chapter 9 shows, the practice of neoliberalism reinforced the material and ideological conditions for international legal rules guaranteeing free trade and for the national treatment for foreign capital in each social formation. This was exemplified by NAFTA, European Economic and Monetary Union, and the WTO, as well as by the bilateral investment treaties promoted by the US Trade Representative. In addition to the G7’s role in forging a consensus first among finance ministries and then among heads of state, the Bank for International Settlements re-emerged as the major coordinating agency for central bankers, while the IMF became the vehicle for imposing neoliberal “structural adjustments” on Third World economies.

None of this could, in fact, go very far, or be very stable, without a much
deeper process of capitalist state-building, or what the World Bank called developing “effective states.” Moreover, far from neoliberal legal rules finally creating a crisis-free world order, as the proponents of free trade promised, periodic interruptions in accumulation now more than ever took place on a global plane. The intensified competition characteristic of neoliberalism, and the hyper-mobility of financial capital, aggravated the uneven development and volatility inherent in this global order. In fact, although global financial markets were increasingly important for mediating the integrated production circuits of global capitalism, they also vastly increased the likelihood of currency and bank crises.

So the consolidation of capitalism through the last decades of the twentieth century did not bring a new plateau of global stability. Instead, this global financial volatility left the developing countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America increasingly dependent on the crisis-management role of the US empire, as Chapter 10 shows. In the 1990s, at the same time as the US was called upon to act as the global policeman against human rights violations by “rogue states,” so was it also expected to put out financial conflagrations around the world. In the wake of the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis, with the US Treasury now explicitly defining its role in terms of “failure containment” rather than “failure prevention,” the cover of Time pictured Alan Greenspan of the Federal Reserve and Robert Rubin and Lawrence Summers of the US Treasury beneath the banner “THE COMMITTEE TO SAVE THE WORLD.” Conjured up here was an image of the American state as a global “executive committee of the bourgeoisie” (as Marx famously called the capitalist state). In advance of the creation of the G20 at the initiative of the US Treasury in 1998, Summers himself paraphrased the opening words of the Communist Manifesto: “[A] spectre is haunting the world’s governments: that of the global capital market whose advances they cannot resist, whose sudden rejections they cannot survive . . . We need systems that can handle failure because until the system is safe for failure, we will not be able to count on success.”

Those at the pinnacle of the American state clearly shared Paul Volcker’s view that both the volatility embedded in the globalization of finance and the US global role in containing the crises this produced were “a price we pay for the enormous advantages, the indispensable advantages, of open and competitive financial markets. It’s part and parcel of the process of ‘creative destruction.’” Even as they bore responsibility for managing crises, they were determined that such changes as were introduced to the regulatory “architecture” of international financial markets should not get in the way of the “indispensable advantages” the markets offered for making more and more of the world capitalist.

As Chapter 11 shows, by the millennium all the elements of “globalization”—the transformations in the global division of labor, the development
of competitive networks of production, and a new financial architecture to facilitate accelerated financialization—were implicated both in the US economy’s continuing centrality in global capitalism and in the successful integration into it of the huge and fast-growing Chinese economy. At the beginning of the twentieth century the Communist Manifesto’s prediction that the bourgeoisie would soon “batter down all Chinese walls” was, despite the Open Door policy, still very far from being realized. Half a century later, when the American informal empire was still at an early stage of expansion beyond its own hemisphere, the US was primarily concerned that China’s Communist revolution should not have any domino effects in Asia. Three decades later, however, when the Chinese Communist elite made its historic determination that the most promising path to development passed through capitalism, this coincided with a new stage in the informal American empire’s drive to realize a fully global capitalism.

The failure to grasp the centrality of the American empire to capitalist globalization led many commentators to predict that China’s entry into it marked a fundamental “re-Orientation” of the global capitalist order. Concerns over American dependence on external finance shifted from Japan to China, while fears that persistent US trade deficits reflected a “hollowing out” of the American economy were revived and intensified. But the US trade and credit “imbalances” were actually indicative of the extent of China’s integration into the American-led global capitalist order. US imports from China provided low-cost inputs for businesses and cheap consumer goods for workers, while China’s march to capitalism at home was characterized by the largest inflow of foreign capital and technology as well as the greatest export dependence of any late developer in history.

The New Crisis

The foreign reserves that not only China but other export-oriented developing states invested in US Treasuries were explicitly designed to prevent any recurrence of the vulnerability to capital outflows that South Korea and the other East Asian NICs had experienced in 1997–98. But the financial volatility that attended an increasingly integrated global capitalism was nevertheless preparing the ground for the first great capitalist crisis of the twenty-first century. If the financial crisis that began in 1997 deserved to be called the Asian Crisis, because of where it emanated from, the global crisis that started a decade later, in 2007, deserves to be known as the American Crisis. This is the subject of Chapter 12.

The nature of this crisis cannot be grasped if it is not first understood how not only labor but also capital—and not least finance—were strengthened in the postwar Keynesian era, how that determined both the causes and the outcomes of the 1970s crisis, and how the particular resolution of that crisis in
turn set up the conditions for the American and global crisis three decades later. The failure to recognize this obscures the fundamental differences between the 1970s crisis and the present one in terms of the degree of working-class strength; the transformations in finance, technology, and the international division of labor; and key institutional changes that have occurred within and among states. By the 1980s and 1990s the greater mobility of financial capital across sectors, space, and time (especially via derivatives)—that is, financial capital's quality as general or “abstract” capital—greatly intensified domestic and international competition at the same time as it brought a much greater degree of financial volatility. Thus, while the phenomenal growth of financial markets since the 1980s led to over-leveraging and excessive risk-taking, this was tolerated and in fact encouraged for reasons that went far beyond the competitive dynamics and power of finance itself. It was accepted because financial markets had become so crucial to the domestic and global expansion of capitalism in general.

Despite the sheer tenacity of the view, going back to the theories of imperialism a century earlier, that overaccumulation is the source of all capitalist crises, the crisis that erupted in the US in 2007 was not caused by a profit squeeze or collapse of investment due to general overaccumulation in the economy.\textsuperscript{14} In the US, in particular, profits and investments had recovered strongly since the early 1980s. Nor was it caused by a weakening of the dollar due to the recycling of China’s trade surpluses, as so many had predicted. On the contrary, the enormous foreign purchases of US Treasuries had allowed a low-interest-rate policy to be sustained in the US after the bursting of the “new economy” stock bubble at the beginning of the new century. While this stoked an even greater real-estate bubble, after a brief downturn economic growth and non-residential investment resumed. Indeed, investment was growing significantly in the two years before the onset of the crisis, profits were at a peak, and capacity-utilization in industry had just moved above the historic average.

It was only after the financial meltdown in 2007–08 that profits and investment declined. The roots of the crisis, in fact, lay in the growing global importance of US mortgage finance—a development which could not be understood apart from the expanded state support for home ownership, a long-standing element in the integration of workers into US capitalism. Since the 1980s, wages had stagnated and social programs had been eroded, reinforcing workers’ dependence on the rising value of their homes as a source of economic security. The decisive role of American state agencies in encouraging the development of mortgage-backed securities figured prominently in their spread throughout global financial markets. The close linkages between these markets and the American state were thus crucial both to the making of the US housing bubble and to its profound global impact when it burst, as mortgage-backed securities became difficult
to value and to sell, thus freezing the world’s financial markets. But crucially important in explaining why the financial crisis turned into such a severe economic crisis was that the collapse of housing prices also undermined workers’ main source of wealth, leading to a dramatic fall in US consumer spending. The bursting of the housing bubble thus had much greater effects than had the earlier bursting of the stock-market bubble at the turn of the century, and much greater implications for global capitalism in terms of the role the US played as “consumer of last resort.”

In true imperial fashion, the US fully shared its problems with the rest of the world. Given the role of US financial assets and consumer spending in global capitalism, illusions that other regions might be able avoid the crisis were quickly dispelled. But the centrality of the American state was at the same time made clearer than ever. Its key role in global crisis management was confirmed as the crisis unfolded, from the US Federal Reserve directly bailing out foreign banks and providing other central banks with much-needed dollars, to the Treasury’s coordination of stimulus policies with other states. The enormous demand for US Treasury bonds right through the crisis reflected the extent to which the American state continued to be regarded as the ultimate guarantor of value, and demonstrated how much the world remained on the dollar standard. Even while international tensions surfaced, what was so striking when the G20 leaders were gathered together to meet for the first time in late 2008 in Washington, DC was the consensus on avoiding protectionist measures.

The establishment of the G20 was not a matter of shifting effective decision-making powers from the national to the international level, much less from the American state to an international body. The G7 had never been about this in any case, and US hegemony within it was even further enhanced by the turn of the century. But it did symbolize the growing importance, and at the same time the difficult challenge, of integrating the leading developing states into the management of the global capitalist system under the aegis of the American empire. As we argue in the Conclusion, the severity of the first great crisis of the twenty-first century clearly exposed how far all of the world’s states are enveloped in capitalism’s irrationalities. Yet it was especially notable that the fissures the crisis produced did not take the form of conflicts between capitalist states, but of social conflict within them. The significance of the fact that the political fault-lines of global capitalism run within states rather than between them is, we suggest, replete with implications for the American empire’s capacity to sustain global capitalism in the twenty-first century. It is also pregnant with possibilities for the emergence of new movements to transcend capitalist markets and states.
I

PRELUDE TO THE NEW AMERICAN EMPIRE
The DNA of American Capitalism

The role that the United States came to play in the making of global capitalism was not inevitable, but nor was it accidental. The American empire did not appear from nowhere. But comparing it with empires of the past—usually beginning with Rome’s, and ending with Britain’s—tends to miss precisely what is distinctive about the American empire. When the new Republic of the United States was founded, the term “empire” was quite often used to describe it—George Washington was not the only Founding Father to do so when he spoke of it ambitiously as “a rising empire”—but proponents of American power gradually ceased to use the word. Unlike previous empires, the new American empire was primarily built without colonies. The early articulation of dynamic capitalist development at home with the Monroe Doctrine abroad involved building the continental territorial expansion of the republic directly into the American state structure, while at the same time trying to contain, and finally sweep out, the colonies established in the Western hemisphere by the European powers. This laid the foundation, despite the few colonies the US took over from Spain at the beginning of the twentieth century, for the eventual global reach of the informal American empire.

Writing a few years before World War I, Karl Kautsky observed, “the United States shows us our social future within capitalism.” Insofar as this turned out to be true, it was because of the way American capitalism and its worldwide appeal—“the attractive power of US models of production and culture”—emerged out of “the particular matrix of its own social history.” As Perry Anderson goes on to say, the “unencumbered property rights, untrammeled litigation, the invention of the corporation” that distinguished the US in the nineteenth century was part and parcel of the US’s remarkable economic dynamism in the twentieth, leading to “what Polanyi most feared, a juridical system disembedding the market as far as possible from ties of custom, tradition or solidarity, whose very abstraction from them later proved—American firms like American films—exportable and reproducible across the world, in a way that no other competitor could quite match.” Combined here were, on the one hand, the invention in the US of the
modern corporate form, “scientific management” of the labor process, and assembly-line mass production; and on the other, Hollywood-style “narrative and visual schemas stripped to their most abstract,” thereby not only appealing to and aggregating successive waves of immigrants, but ensuring that US consumption patterns were widely emulated abroad. But the role of the state in this could not be ignored: “The steady transformation of international merchant law and arbitration in conformity with US standards is witness to the process.”

An appreciation of how centrally US capitalism figures in the general development of capitalism in the hundred years before World War II is key to understanding what impelled the American state to assume its new imperial role. But we also need to understand what made it capable of “conjugating” (to borrow Anderson’s apt term) its “particular power with the general task of coordination” in the making of global capitalism. Anderson’s view is that US constitutional structures lacked the “carrying power” of its economic and cultural ones, being “moored to eighteenth century arrangements”; while Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, in sharp contrast, see the US constitution as having conferred a new kind of “network power” well adapted to the creation and management of globalization. While this is an important insight, it underplays not only the considerable power the US Constitution gave the federal state to police the regime against insurrection, to make war, to promote trade, and especially to expand the Union territorially, but also the room it provided for the federal state to superintend the development of an informal empire.

Abundant land and resources and access to large foreign pools of British capital and European labor privileged capitalist development in the US, but it is the way in which these came to be combined through its distinctive class relations, first in the independent commodity-producing farm economy and then in the modern corporate economy, that lies at the roots of the uniquely dynamic nature of American capitalist development. Pivotal to this was the American state. Though often characterized as particularly weak and “laissez-faire,” its activism sustained the conditions for the successes of US capitalism, and imprinted those successes with its own distinctive characteristics. Although he could not have imagined what this would actually look like two centuries later, it thereby fulfilled Thomas Jefferson’s boast that “no constitution was ever before as well-calculated for extensive empire and self-government.”

The Dynamic Economy

A key characteristic of American economic development was the use of leading-edge technologies to deepen domestic capital accumulation through intensive growth, while an unprecedented extensive growth was facilitated
by the state’s expansion of the territory within its sovereign control (from Ohio to Texas to California to Oregon), as well as by widening access to both proximate and far-flung international markets in a variety of ways. The small-scale family farming which engaged most white citizens, as independent commodity producers, in competitive commercial agriculture spawned a process of agro-industrialization, first in the Northern Atlantic states and then, and especially, in the new Midwest states. Once the farmers were “let loose on a fertile plain,” this system of agriculture “quickly generated huge surpluses for disposal elsewhere, revolutionized production methods across a wide range of agro-processing industries, and . . . built an immense urban system to support and sustain the bare bones of production.” Moreover, as early as the 1850s workers in the new cities and towns became significant mass consumers of standardized goods, adding another key element in the distinctive socio-economic matrix of American development: a relatively high-wage proletariat. The fact that by mid-century wages in the US were more than double those in Britain contributed strongly to pulling in the vast pools of labor that were simultaneously being pushed out by unemployment in Europe.

In fact, an industrial working class had begun to emerge in the US by the time de Tocqueville wrote *Democracy in America*, and he already discerned tensions emerging between it and the “new oligarchy” of factory owners. The shortage, and the mobility, of skilled labor was a key background factor here, reinforced by the bargaining power that an abundance of land and the possibility of starting a family farm gave to workers in the labor market, at least initially. By placing limits on the degree of exploitation employers could impose, in spite of the high rate of immigration of new workers, this spurred more capital-intensive production; it also provided levels of income that allowed some craftsmen to start their own factories, and forced factory owners to promote the development of labor-saving innovations in machine technology and factory organization. Two other factors reinforced this trend. One was the system of protective tariffs that, in spite of Northern merchant and Southern planter opposition, was in place from the 1820s onwards. Another was the initiation and coordination by the federal government, acting through the War Department’s federal armory, of new production methods using interchangeable parts, precision gauges, specialist machines operated by relatively unskilled labor, and management control information systems—the “American System of Manufacturing” so much admired in Europe by the middle of the nineteenth century.

After the defeat of the plantocracy in the Civil War, the vast inland domain stretching to the Pacific provided unparalleled space for industrial capitalism’s expansion in what was already emerging as the largest domestic market in the world. Outside of the core Southern states (which until after World War II remained primarily a low-wage, staples-producing
region), American capitalist growth in the last third of the nineteenth century—building directly on the previous phase of agro-industrialization—was both qualitatively and quantitatively spectacular. Until the mid 1890s, industrial growth was more or less internally financed, while financial capital concerned itself with the sale of securities to fund the public debt (which had grown enormously during the Civil War), and with handling the inflow of foreign capital that funded the extension of the railway system and the telegraph lines along every track—"probably the largest and most sustained construction program in world history to that time." By 1890, railroads—the first really big US businesses—accounted for half of all capital nation-wide, and they had greatly stimulated further industrial production, as well as the emergence of the first bond-rating agencies, S&P and Moody’s. At the same time, the massive over-investment in railroads, and the crises this spawned, led financial capital to turn increasingly towards the development of securities markets to raise funds for manufacturing industry, whose growth had by then begun to outstrip its capacity to fund all its own capital requirements.

The tremendous concentration and centralization of capital that took place in this period (almost 30 percent of the companies that made up the Fortune 500 list in the 1990s were founded between 1880 and 1910) established a distinctive pattern of accumulation. Many of these large corporations had emerged out of capitalist firms that had begun small and then diversified and competed to build nation-wide markets. In the last three decades of the nineteenth century, capital invested per worker almost tripled—a fact made all the more impressive in light of the enormous population growth at the time, including the more than 15 million immigrants who entered the country between 1870 and 1913. The result was that, whereas in 1870 US productivity was some 14 percent lower than the UK’s, by the end of the century it was 7 percent greater, and by 1913 it was 20 percent greater still, and more than twice that of France and Germany. The US share of world production, already 23 percent in 1870, reached 30 percent by 1900 and 36 percent by 1913. This was more than the UK and Germany combined, and not far from the share the US would hold in 1950.

In spite of high tariffs which limited competition from abroad, the country’s increasingly large firms remained intensely competitive with one another within the giant domestic market; to characterize the US economy of this time as uncompetitive or “monopoly” capitalism is a mistake. These firms’ relationship with the financial sector was fundamentally different from that of companies in countries with the kind of centralized banking systems that initially funded and then came to control industrial firms. This was in good part the legacy of the farmers’ populist struggles against bank concentration. Moreover, the institutions created to organize and run the sale of agricultural produce (the commodity “exchanges”), with the state
playing a crucial role in setting the legal framework for this, would eventually give birth to today’s financial derivatives markets. The links between US industry and finance were increasingly mediated by the stock market and the investment banks that handled the corporations’ sale of their own stocks and bonds.

The huge strength and expansive dynamism of the US economy was momentarily obscured by an economic crisis that began in 1893, leading to severe unemployment and falling agricultural prices, prompting intense worker militancy and farmer populism, and seeming to confirm Frederick Jackson Turner’s thesis, articulated in the same year, on the dark consequences of “the closing of the American frontier.” Corporate leaders and business economists argued vociferously that the domestic market was no longer able to sustain the enormous productive capacity of the corporations or provide sufficient outlets for the capital they had accumulated. Their claims were, of course, soon to prove wildly wrong. By 1898 the recession had ended and home markets continued to dwarf exports. The frontier may have been filled territorially, but accumulation within it was only in its very early stages when Turner identified its “closing.”

Ironically, these misleading American business notions of surplus capital also went on to influence the development in Europe of the theory of “finance capital”—the institutional combination of industry and banking under the dominance of the latter to limit competition at home while aggressively advancing it abroad. Yet this theory seriously misinterpreted the kind of capitalism developing in the United States. The merger boom at the turn of the century (epitomized by J.P. Morgan’s takeovers in the steel industry) proved quite short-lived. To be sure, the tremendous growth in the industrial bond and stock markets (their combined value rose from $500 million in 1893 to $7 billion in 1903) created a huge new intermediary role for New York investment banks, in particular, and was accompanied by the growth of interlocking directorships across finance and industry. Nevertheless, the generally decentralized and fragmented nature of American finance remained, and, as Konings has shown, it was largely because of this feature that the US financial system “held together by intricate networks of domestically grown institutional relations . . . [and] a complex set of linkages between banks and the stock market . . . was marked by capacities for liquidity creation and a degree of dynamism that had never been available to British banks.” Although this distinctive kind of financial intermediation would leave the US economy more prone to financial crises and initially limit the international role of the dollar, it would prove important for the eventual global dominance of US finance.

American capital had in fact begun to invest and accumulate abroad long before the 1890s, although the banks played a very small part in this, at least until World War I. Even before the Civil War, the US had become the
world leader in machine tools, guns, reapers, and sewing machines (all
already linked with mass production), and the decades after the war spawned
a new communications revolution worldwide with the telegraph, the tele-
phone, the phonograph, and the microphone. With the completion of the
continental railway and the new communications technology, American
companies had moved from local, state, or regional sales to marketing their
products nation-wide, and soon also began marketing and producing inter-
nationally too. As Mira Wilkins has demonstrated, “the American companies
with national sales plans and unique products . . . discovered the attractions
of doing business abroad and were the first to be successful in undertaking
such activities.” Singer, Edison, Westinghouse, Eastman Kodak, General
Electric, National Cash Register, Otis Elevator, and International
Harvester—not to mention Standard Oil—were among the first multi-
national corporations, spreading the inventions, technologies, and commodities
of the American industrial revolution abroad.

The evolution of the corporate form as a legal personality evolved earlier
and more fully in the US than anywhere else, and this laid the basis for the
modular twentieth-century corporate form, and the multinational corpora-
tion. The remarkable explosion of mergers in the late nineteenth century
was especially closely associated with legal innovations at the state level
allowing for incorporation “for any lawful business or purpose whatever”—
and, ironically enough, also as a way of avoiding federal anti-trust legislation
advanced by populist forces antagonistic to “Big Business.” As Thomas
McCraw notes, “[N]othing like this sudden concentration of economic
power had occurred anywhere in the First Industrial Revolution . . . [nor]
had it happened during the Second Industrial Revolution in any country
besides the United States.” In the period 1897–1904, over 4,200 firms
were combined into 257, and by the end of that period 318 American
companies owned some 40 percent of the entire nation’s manufacturing
assets. But the intense competition that nevertheless prevailed proved that
the concentration of capital was not synonymous with a monopoly capital-
ism that negated competition.

With the institutional crystallization of American capitalist class power in
the modern corporation, and the defeat of the late-nineteenth-century chal-
lenges that had emerged from what was then the most militant industrial
working class in the world, as well as from the radicalized farmers’ movement,
US capitalism entered the twentieth century having demonstrated a remark-
able capacity to integrate and subsume under its hegemony not only small
business but also professionals, middle class strata, and working class consum-
ers. And it was on this basis that the US developed the key industrial
innovations that came to be known as “Taylorism” and “Fordism”—which
together reorganized mass production in such a way as to make a high-wage
proletariat compatible with and actually functional to industrial capitalism.
The international impact of American capital as it expanded abroad was phenomenal. In *The American Invaders*, published in 1901, a British journalist reported, “these newcomers have acquired control of almost every new industry created over the past fifteen years . . . the telephone, the portable camera, the electric street car, the automobile, the typewriter, passenger lifts in houses, and the multiplication of machine tools. In every one of these save the petroleum automobile, the American maker is supreme.” Indeed, by the beginning of the twentieth century, it was impossible to speak of the international spread of capitalism without speaking of the spread of “Americanization”—so much so that another perceptive British journalist, William Stead, also writing in 1901, saw in America’s capitalist development “the greatest political, social, and commercial phenomenon of our time.”

The Active State

The American state had of course also undergone massive change alongside the dynamic development of the economy. Territorial expansion had taken place through the addition of new states, not colonies, and produced such a great “plurality of interests” that, as Madison had hoped, the masses for the most part showed little common motive or capacity to come together to challenge the ruling classes. This territorial expansion took place largely through the displacement or extermination of the native population, and the blatant exploitation not only of the black slave population but also of debt-ridden subsistence farmers. Yet not the least difference between these lay in the space it gave white farmers to infiltrate the frontier in a “chaotic and headlong process” that sustained, and often invited, the expansion that occurred through purchase and conquest by the federal government. After establishing settlements as facts on the ground—regardless of native treaty rights, or imperial French or Spanish ones—they agitated for their incorporation by the federal government as new states.

And state “rights” within the federation meant a lot. They were strong enough to eventually produce a civil war; and it was self-government at this level that lay at the heart of the localist democracy that commentators from Hegel and de Tocqueville to Marx all noted as so distinctive of the American state. But this does not mean that the federal government was unimportant—far from it. As Charles Bright points out, it “maintained the currency, funded the national debt, collected the customs, registered patents and—what was most important—assisted in the transfer of public land and natural resources to private hands and thereby played a key role in the conversion of the vast continental inheritance for commercial exploitation.” And the whole political system was held together by two nation-wide party networks of locally based patronage and logrolling machines, and by the federal customs, land and post offices through which
national revenues were distributed, votes mobilized and alliances maintained. This state played from the start a very active role in the growth of American capitalism. Apart from protective tariffs, there was a host of federal, state, and city public works infrastructure projects, and widespread financial aid directly provided to new industries. Legislation in all jurisdictions was lenient on businesses declaring bankruptcy, and harsh on workers resisting exploitation. As “haphazard and uncoordinated” as all this often was, it nevertheless added up, as McCraw says, to “a reasonably coherent formula that today would be called an import-substitution but still market-conforming and entrepreneurially-oriented strategy for rapid economic growth.” It was through this active state that “laissez faire” was enthroned by mid-century. The courts proved especially important in promoting the conversion of inactive land to competitive developmental use, rejecting feudal legal principles imported from English common law, facilitating the rapid growth of commodity and labor markets, and countering what capitalists saw as the dangerous tendencies of local democracy. After the Civil War the doctrine of “due process” (articulated in the Fourteenth Amendment to protect the rights of freed slaves) was exploited to secure the crystallization of capitalist power in the legal form of the modern corporation, and to redefine the old concept of “takings” in the Fifth Amendment (that is, confiscation of land by the state for public use) so as to constrain the use of taxation or regulatory powers that might have the “consequence” of lowering the market value of corporate assets or expected profits. (By the last decades of the twentieth century, this would have significant implications for the way property rights would come to be defined in international trade and investment agreements advanced by the US, and international law more generally.)

Yet by the late nineteenth century this “state of courts and parties”—and not least the patronage system that allowed, as Engels said, “two great gangs of political speculators” to exploit state power—was in many respects increasingly dysfunctional for American capitalism, and a movement for reform found growing support within the capitalist class. Some important elements of a more modern state had already begun to take shape during the Civil War, not least with the US Treasury’s establishment of an income tax and the nation-wide marketing of Treasury securities. The national banking system established after the war “effectively brought the Treasury into a central position within the New York money market,” so that by 1875 “63 per cent of the investment portfolios of the New York national banks was made up of Treasury securities, and the Treasury increasingly played an active role in providing liquidity during frequent periods of stringency and financial crises.” In the wake of the political fallout from the economic crisis of the 1870s, further important steps were taken to improve the state’s capability, especially through the establishment in the 1880s of the Interstate
In the absence of the kind of traditional state bureaucracy that oversaw late-nineteenth-century capitalist development in Europe and Japan, the legal profession came to play an especially important role in this modernization of the American state. The large law firms that arose alongside the new corporations acted as broker-dealers not only with Wall Street and London investment houses, but also with governments at all levels—even to the point of drafting “the documents they needed to build governance and capital structures to settle the rights, duties, and discretionary authority of the participants in the enterprise and [having] them approved by a legislature or a court.” At the same time, the scandals that tainted many a legal reputation in the era of the “robber barons” reinforced moves to professionalize the bar and the law schools, and lawyers took the lead in advancing Progressive reforms in the name of “legal and administrative science.” Thus, while acting to squeeze the interests of their clients through every possible loophole that the law allowed for, lawyers simultaneously advanced the notion of the rule of law as “a tool for the efficient management of the social order in the public interest.” And in what has been called the “institutional schizophrenia” that links lawyers to the state as “double agents,” the practice was born (often followed by capitalists in the twentieth century as well) of taking time off from the private firm to engage in public service. In US business and legal circles, and in the political culture more broadly, it came to be accepted (and remains so to this day) that it is “appropriate for lawyers in one role to do the utmost to undo their accomplishments in the other.”

What above all drove the modernization of the state was the remarkable political coalescence of business and political elites in response to intense and widespread class conflict. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the organization and militancy of US workers had often made them seem to be in the vanguard of international class struggle. This was highlighted, after the formation of the Knights of Labor in 1869, by the Great Railway Strike of 1877 (essentially the first nation-wide strike in US history), and by the movement for the eight-hour day in the 1880s. The infamous Haymarket events of May 1886, and the death sentences imposed on seven strike leaders, triggered the international solidarity protests that culminated with the first congress of the new socialist parties associated with the Second International, calling on workers everywhere to join in an annual one-day strike on May 1. These struggles by American workers reached their peak in the early 1890s, when the dramatic strikes that marked the first attempts at industrial unionization in steel, rail, and metal mining briefly threatened to coalesce with farmer radicalism, before the strikes were broken through severe state repression. The capitalist class regrouped through the formation of a wide variety of local civic, social, and cultural organizations, as well
as through powerful new national institutions like the National Association of Manufacturers (formed to stimulate US exports, as well as being an active anti-union organization). The most important expression of this regrouping was a new alliance between business and the Republican Party that was forged in the run-up to the 1896 election. It was an alliance founded on an explicit recognition that “a system based on private property needs class-conscious leadership just as much as a revolutionary movement.”

The Republicans’ historic victory over Bryanite populism in the 1896 election ushered in two key developments in the American state. The first was an extensive revision of electoral rules that tightened the eligibility to vote and incidentally weakened the old party machines. The decline in voting participation that ensued not only partially insulated the state from democratic pressures—especially from the black underclass—but also contributed to the difficulties of building a mass socialist party in the US at the very time when the socialist parties of Europe were succeeding in mobilizing workers into electoral participation. This would come to play no small part in the high regard in which “the American capitalist system” was held by capitalist classes abroad. And it would be reinforced by the crucial role the judiciary continued to play, not only in upholding the new electoral exclusions, but (as epitomized by the famous *Lochner* decision of 1905) protecting property rights against trade unions and reforms to labor standards and conditions—a factor in further moderating labor militancy. After the defeats of the 1890s, the workers’ political energy was channeled into the American Federation of Labor’s pragmatic craft and business unionism.

Second, the executive capacities of the American state were strengthened. This was seen at the state and municipal levels, where technocratic practices adopted in the name of “efficient administration” increasingly restricted the local power of the old party machines. It was also seen at the federal level as business, especially under successive Republican administrations after 1896, accepted the extension of state regulation along the lines pioneered by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the 1880s. Capitalists increasingly came to terms with the fact that, as Kolko put it, “the political structure was the only place to find a unifying mechanism and establish a legally binding common denominator and rules for conduct.” Even while the corporations sought and obtained juridical protections from interferences with their autonomy in the market, they had also been searching since the 1870s for ways to limit destructive price competition. But the self-policing of prices without state sanctions proved frustratingly unstable, while at the same time giving rise to populist enthusiasm for trust-busting. This set the stage for business’s acceptance of the regulatory reforms advanced by the Progressive movement, and by the new professional classes that the burgeoning capitalist economy had called into being. The new regulatory state apparatuses were structured so as to be insulated from democratic pressures, and their range of options was
prescribed so as not to generally disturb the structures of power in the regulated industries. While price competition and entry of new firms was limited, other forms of competition associated with new products, technologies, and services, as well as the free movement of capital across the economy, were promoted, and this was underwritten by the Treasury’s central position in the money market. Even though some leading Progressives had often been critical of capitalists in general, and bankers in particular, the main—and by no means unintended—effect of their regulatory reforms was to provide state-backed solutions to some of the contradictions of the new patterns of capitalist accumulation, and it certainly enhanced the capacities of the American state.

**Internationalizing the American State**

The Progressive era (lasting well into the second decade of the new century) also saw the beginnings of the internationalization of the American state, which initially involved above all a new promotional role, as well as a new policing role, in relation to “the American capitalist system” beyond its borders. This included taking greater responsibility and trying to develop greater capacity for overseeing and managing an increasingly international capitalism—even though that created some tension, or even contradiction, with domestic social forces. Central to the “promotional state” was the “internationalization of the tariff”—converting it from a purely protectionist mechanism (and the federal government’s main source of revenue) into a lever for bargaining with other states to “assist in the expansion of US exports through selective reductions in duties on raw materials . . . while changing the policies and actions of other countries through manipulations of the tariff.”46 This change had been inaugurated, with considerable bipartisan support, by the McKinley Tariff Act of 1890. Its further development after 1896 culminated in the bargaining flexibility allowed by the establishment of minimum and maximum tariff duties under President Taft in 1909. This flexibility was far more important than the increase in current tariff duties which the Republicans also imposed, and was the practical basis of the Open Door policy that the American state now made central to its whole international posture, with not only Latin America but also China increasingly in its sights. The Open Door’s central objective of securing “equality of opportunity” in foreign markets was now seen as a very “serious problem of statesmanship,” as the State Department’s newly created Bureau of Foreign Commerce put it in 1899.47 The establishment of the Department of Commerce and Labor in 1903, with special agents assigned “to report on worldwide markets for specific American goods,” further carried forward this development of the America state’s “promotional capacity.”48

A more dramatic dimension of the new internationalization of the American state came after its quick victory in the war with Spain in 1898,
which led to the creation of an American sphere of influence across the whole of Central America and the Caribbean, creating a colony in Puerto Rico, and separating Panama from Columbia (and building the Panama Canal as a de facto US project), as well as tethering Cuba with the Platt Amendment. Closely connected to this, and especially to the policy of the Open Door, was the development of US naval power and its policing of sea routes not only in the Caribbean Basin but also in the Pacific, through the annexation of Hawaii, the establishment of a naval base in Guam, the creation (always designated as merely temporary) of a colony in the Philippines—and the repeated deployment of the Marines to keep all this going. Before 1898 the weak US navy had undertaken numerous gunboat interventions, but these had been far less important than British naval power in defending the formal sovereignty of the new states that had emerged out of the former Spanish and Portuguese empires, and also in protecting the expansion of the United States to the Pacific coast. So long as expansion to the Pacific had continued to uncover vast natural resources—from timber and gold to oil—it had largely precluded any serious imperial temptation for a southerly expansion into Central America. But by the last decades of the nineteenth century the growing penetration of American capitalists in Central America, largely to secure resources for import to the US, inevitably led to increasing demands for a US naval presence there—demands that were also advanced by "ambitious naval officers," as well as by conservative politicians concerned with "steering American minds away from domestic ills."

So the American state now came increasingly to be seen, and to see itself, as one of the "Great Powers." Yet it was acutely aware that it had entered into a world not of its own making. The promotional and imperial roles it was now adopting were not just a manifestation of the growing weight of American capital in the world economy, but were also a reaction to the restructuring of the international trade and political regime that accompanied the long-drawn-out demise of what Polanyi called "the free trade episode" of 1846–79, during which Britain had been able—very much to the benefit of US capitalism—to practice free trade unilaterally, with the aid of the surpluses guaranteed by its formal empire, above all in India. The new global economic regime was more than ever subject to the gold standard in international finance, with the Bank of England's management of gold-sterling exchanges and the City of London's deep and liquid discount markets at its epicenter. Indeed, rigid commitment to the gold standard, which the American state now adopted as the foundation for the dollar and for international transactions (acquiring for the next three decades, as Charles Beard put it, "some of the characteristics of a fetish, a sacred thing") was part and parcel of proving before such company that the US state was "sound" and "responsible."
But it was also a world increasingly defined by the imperial rivalries resulting from the “catch-up” capitalist development policies pursued by European (and increasingly the Japanese and Russian) states which still bore many of the traces of their pre-capitalist ruling classes and state forms. Their new territorial colonizations were supplemented by spheres of influence extending from formal “protectorates” to the informal but more or less exclusive privileges that were presumed to belong to a Great Power by virtue of its dominant commercial or industrial interests in any given territory. The “internationalization of the tariff” was in this context a general phenomenon whereby all other European powers had already begun to accommodate themselves to British pressures for an “Open Door” by means of trade agreements that promised nondiscriminatory tariffs in their respective spheres of influence, well before this also became the centerpiece of American economic diplomacy. The US was by no means challenging the division of the world into these spheres of influence, except in insisting on having its own; nor did it oppose “the maintenance within colonial possessions of a tariff system” or other “regulations for the obstruction of trade”; but it did now take the lead in insisting that these restrictions be applied “equally as against all nations” so that they give “no preferences in favor of the proprietary country.”

Another dimension of the internationalization of the US state, which it again shared with other “Great Powers,” was the need to participate in various new forms of international state coordination that the tremendous growth in trade and capital flows had called into being. This increasingly involved trying to bring a common set of norms, and more ambitiously the “rule of law,” to bear on international competition—in other words, to reinforce the capitalist “law of value.” This was already seen with the negotiations that led to the Universal Postal Union, established in 1874, and the International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property, created in 1883. A crucial aspect of this was to have states commit themselves to extending to foreign capital the same legal protection for property rights in patents and trademarks enjoyed by domestic capitalists. But these bodies were hardly sufficient to meet the challenges that were already being thrown up by the globalization of capitalism. Although “levels of trade and investment among the capitalist states remained high and colonies never became fully exclusive,” colonial policies did increasingly tend towards greater exclusivity: “Where colonies, under whatever flag, had so far been open to the capital of any country, they now (around the turn of the century) became the preserves of the colonizing power.”

The reasons for this were well captured by an American political scientist, Paul Reinsch (later appointed by Woodrow Wilson as ambassador to China), who in a number of works at the time addressed the question of why “the pressure for extended political control is much stronger at present
than it ever was in the days of purely commercial colonization.” He found the answer in the fact that foreign investment in mines, forests, plantations, railways, and manufacturing enterprises involved “a far more intimate connection with the territory and the population than do purely commercial dealings.” Foreign investment required that “titles to property in land must be secure; there must be no fear of violence or of revolutions of government. Orderly methods of administration, a sound system of banking and currency—all these are prerequisites to a safe and paying investment in foreign or colonial regions.”17 And whereas, in the imperialism of the Roman type, the problem might have been solved by bringing all administration under the rubric of a singular world empire, in the prevailing conditions of “modern national imperialism,” which not only recognized the separate existence of national states but even embraced the claim that “the national state is . . . a necessary condition of progress,” the answer increasingly had to be found in rival capitalist empires policing the world in the name of good government. “Governments in many parts of the world are too unstable, too corrupt to admit of safe investments being made under them,” Reinsch wrote:

Civil courts in these backward lands are often ruled by favoritism or bribery, so that the property of the foreigner is not secure. From this naturally arises the demand that stable, responsible government be established so as to make possible the development of resources, even against the will of the inhabitants, where they stubbornly oppose all industrial progress . . . In this way, the real needs of the expanding human race are united with the self-interest of capitalism to form a lever for expansion.18

Albeit still replete with notions of superior and inferior races, this perspective recast the white man’s “civilizing” burden in explicitly capitalist terms. And this was the perspective shared by those engaged in founding an American empire at the turn of the century, far more than was the case with any of the other Great Powers—whose leaders regarded with no little cynicism American protestations that its imperial practices should not be called imperial. But this self-image had some real traction at a time when the other empires were far from ready to countenance a world of nation-states, least of all when it came to their own colonies. The American state’s own “founding myth” determined that its empire would be an informal one, not only leaving it free to appear as a champion of “national liberation” against colonialism, but also ensuring that the annexation of Hawaii and the establishment of colonies in Puerto Rico and the Philippines were seen to be, as in fact they eventually proved to be, “a deviation . . . from the typical economic, political and ideological forms of domination already characteristic of American imperialism.”19 Of course, the main business was that of
establishing the political conditions for capital accumulation in what was now defined as the American sphere of influence. In this it was following what the British had sometimes done with their own informal empire, but whereas in the British Empire this still was more the exception than the rule, for the American empire it was taken as the modular form—including, as Emily Rosenberg says, by the

new professionals, business managers and government officials, all of whom championed the global spread of market exchange [as] part of an expansive vision of an American civilizing mission and the inevitability of market-driven progress. Its supporters came not just from the Eastern-based business and professional elite but also from small-town Main streets, mid-level managers, and aspiring professionals throughout the country. Their faith that fiscal stabilization and economic expansion would bring social progress marked a broad cultural movement that would help shape the national and international order for the new century.60

The US justified its taking over of the supervision of customs houses and the collection of taxes on alcohol and tobacco in countries within its sphere of influence, and asserted substantial control over state expenditures through private American “financial advisors” to ministries of finance, “minimizing the danger of default and securing the integration of new and potentially risky areas.”61 The US also went to great lengths to ensure that the states within its sphere adopted the gold standard. This was advanced to secure monetary stability and foster foreign investor confidence, to simplify transactions for American companies doing business in the region, and to encourage countries to hold their gold balances in New York (and in some cases even to adopt the US dollar as their currency).62

At the same time, the legal foundations were being laid for the American informal empire. Strenuous efforts were made to establish trademark protection (the forerunner of today’s concern for “intellectual property rights”) that would apply in all of the states of the region. Most important, the due process doctrine evolved in the American courts was employed as a standard to measure, and if necessary object to, laws made by Latin American governments which had “an allegedly confiscatory effect upon property.”63 The early State Department view on expropriation was folded into a discourse on the protection of the right to private property in the legal systems of the “civilized nations.” In a bald assertion of the universality of American law and constitutional principles, Elihu Root, Theodore Roosevelt’s secretary of state and one of the founders of the Permanent Court of International Justice and the International Court of Justice, equated the protection of American capital with the extraterritorial enforcement of property rights in general. From Root’s perspective, all governments had a legal duty to afford
foreign investors a “minimum standard of treatment” equivalent to what they would be afforded in the United States.64

Although Theodore Roosevelt’s “Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine” in his 1904 address to Congress was full of talk about the need for the “great civilized nations of the present day” to employ force against the “regriculture of barbarism,” it also explicitly rejected colonialism and guaranteed that states within the American sphere of influence would be independent and sovereign. Within this sphere, Roosevelt insisted, it fell to the US, as part of its “general world duty” given the absence of a regime of “international law” and other means of “international control” (such as the conventions adopted at the Hague Peace Conference of 1899), to serve as an “international police,” with the purpose of establishing regimes that know “how to act with reasonable efficiency and decency in social and political matters,” and to ensure that each such regime “keeps order and pays its obligations.”65

As Thomas McCormick has recently written, the colonies and protectorates the US informal empire acquired through this practice “were principally important as means to a more important end—the economic penetration of heavily populated, emerging market areas such as Mexico and China.”

While still economically weak, such countries had the potential to become major profit makers for goods and capital if their politics could be stabilized in the hands of propertied regimes hospitable to foreign capital, if a modern railroad system could be built that would produce an integrated national market rather than fragmented local ones, if their agriculture could be commercialized and their mining mechanized so they could export and earn enough to pay for increased imports of foreign goods, and if, in like vein, they could develop cruder forms of labor-intensive manufacturing whose semifinished exports could not only earn foreign exchange but be fabricated into higher value products in core country factories . . . Rather than opting for exclusive trading privileges in spatially constrained spheres, the great powers would compete on an equal playing field where all would pay the same trade tariffs and railroad rates.

As McCormick goes on to point out, what would ultimately distinguish the American Open Door policy from Britain’s was most evident in terms of “the effort to expand it from a commercial concept to a financial one as well—an open door for investment in railroads, mines, bank loans, and the like”—which led to its funneling investment and loans through the China Consortium of international bankers established in 1912. “In other words, informal empire, as a means of penetrating China, would be done collectively by the United States, Europe, and Japan—a kind of G-7 approach.”66

The actual practice of this informal empire was, of course, replete with
contradictions, as was clearly seen in the Mexican and Chinese revolutions, as well as the rivalries which led to World War I. Moreover, the occasions for the exercise of US “police power,” even if undertaken in the name of a “world duty” to protect the rule of law and property rights in general, were all too often triggered by the complaints of a particular US capitalist. And for all its trumpeting of the Open Door policy in other powers’ spheres of influence, the American state frequently tended to close the door to their trade in its own. Moreover, in what was an early symptomatic indication of the American insistence on preserving its own sovereignty while advancing internationalization, the US refused to be bound by the Central American Court of Justice (which it had taken the lead in establishing in 1907) to adjudicate regional inter-state disputes. Above all, while its imperial role was rationalized in terms of bringing freedom and good government, the US ended up supporting local dictators and landed bourgeoisies, thereby fossilizing social structures, blocking economic development, and creating the conditions for continued political instability and revolts. The result was that, despite the repeated American military interventions in Cuba, Haiti, Nicaragua, Panama, and the Philippines, not a single one of these countries spawned a liberal democracy.

Far more successful in this respect was the type of informal imperialism practiced north of the US border. The first US multinational corporations had established branch plants to jump over the Canadian tariff barrier and get access to a rich domestic market which, in terms of social structure and political regime, resembled the American Midwest. Whereas in 1812 Jefferson had seen conquering Canada as the only way of preventing “difficulties with our neighbors,” exactly a century later President Taft could celebrate the “greater economic ties” that were making Canada “only an adjunct of the USA.” US economic penetration of Canada had the added advantage of “providing access to unfettered trade within the British Empire which could look like part of the scaffolding of a new world order, all the more as American capital had a growing stake in it.” Yet the latitude that even Canada could claim within the American informal empire was demonstrated in 1911 when Canadian voters (spurred by fears of annexation) rejected a free trade agreement with the US, and when Canada immediately entered into World War I in support of Britain, while the US initially stayed out. It was nevertheless a mark of the status of Canada as a “rich dependency” within the American empire that Canadian banks were virtually unique internationally in utilizing the dollar as a reserve currency, and maintained large external balances in New York as a source of liquidity and to cover the massive flow of goods and capital across the border. This would presage the type of relationship that would develop between the American empire and so many other capitalist countries, including the most advanced, before the twentieth century had run its course.
Yet it was precisely the fact that the dollar and New York as a financial center still lacked such status internationally that indicated the limitations of the American imperial role before World War I. In spite of the international prominence of US industry by this time—accounting for a third of world production, with exports surpassing Germany and France and matching those of the UK—"the US was the only major industrial nation whose currency did not function as an international medium of exchange, unit of account or store of value." This was only partly a legacy of its past reliance on the City of London to finance foreign trade; it also reflected the long tradition of farmer populism that had blocked the creation of a central bank and the emergence of a more centralized inter-state branch banking system. Whereas European central banking had its roots in "haute finance" far removed from the popular classes, the dependence of American small farmers on credit had made them hostile to a central bank that they recognized would serve bankers' interests. The tremendous accumulation of the post-bellum decades drew on the considerable liquidity and flexibility of a commercial paper market that knitted together the decentralized banking system, but which also gave rise to bank panics and financial crisis in 1873, 1884, 1890, and 1893 that were seen as a "curiosity in other countries." Even with the defeat of domestic inflationary forces in the 1896 election and the subsequent full embrace of the gold standard, so long as the US lacked a central bank which could help make its financial markets more stable and more resilient, "the essential prerequisites for internationalizing a national currency" were still missing.

The contradictions this posed came to a head in the great financial crisis of 1907—a year punctuated by a Wall Street stock market crash, an 11 percent decline in GDP, and accelerating runs on the banks. At the core of the crisis was the practice of trust companies to draw money from banks at exorbitant interest rates and, without the protection of sufficient cash reserves, lend out so much of it against stock and bond speculation that almost half of the bank loans in New York had questionable securities as their only collateral. When the trust companies were forced to call in some of their loans to stock market speculators, even interest rates that zoomed to well over 100 percent on margin loans could not attract funds. European investors started withdrawing funds from the US, and European central banks were reluctant to provide the liquidity to stem the bleeding. As they had done in the early 1890s, both the US Treasury and Wall Street once again had to rely on J.P. Morgan to try to mobilize and dispense sufficient liquidity to calm the markets. It was, however, a long and fraught process that was only resolved when, with $25 million put at his disposal by the Treasury, Morgan called together Wall Street's bank presidents and demanded they put up another $25 million "within ten or twelve minutes"—which they did."

"From the ashes of 1907," as Chernow's biography of Morgan put it,
“arose the Federal Reserve System: everyone saw that thrilling rescues by corpulent old tycoons were a tenuous prop for the banking system.” The Federal Reserve was founded not only to supervise the creation of money, liquidity, and credit, and not only to allay Wall Street fears that regulation by the Treasury might subject the banks to undue political pressures, but also to relieve the Treasury of its sole, precarious responsibility for managing domestic financial crises. Paul Warburg (who was the key banking figure in drafting the legislation that created the Fed in 1913) saw most clearly that the US needed a central bank that could guarantee a domestic system of interbank discount market loans through its lender-of-last-resort function. But that was not all. He also clearly recognized that this “foundation on which our own financial edifice is erected” would at the same time make “our paper part and parcel of the means of the world’s international exchange.” Although the Fed’s corporatist and decentralized structure of regional Federal Reserve boards reflected the compromise the final Act had made with populist pressures, its main effect was actually to cement the “fusion of financial and government power.” This was so not only in the sense of the Fed’s remit as the “banker’s bank” domestically, but also—and not least, given the close ties between the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the House of Morgan—in terms of the way the internationalization of the dollar underwrote the internationalization of the American state.

The New York congressman and Wall Street lawyer, John DeWitt Warner, had boasted in 1898: “Today, there are no more worlds to find. Upon us is the responsibility never laid before on a people—building the world’s capital for all time to come.” Indeed, when the tendency of nineteenth-century capitalist globalization to spawn inter-imperial rivalry came to a tragic climax with the start of the Great War among the European powers in August 1914, American capitalists were in a position to treat this as an immense opportunity. New York’s financiers and industrialists, as Burrows and Wallace’s monumental history of the city concludes, “would steadily expand New York’s imperial outreach, their efforts reaching an apotheosis during the First World War, when the United States was transformed from a debtor to a creditor nation and its leading metropolis began to replace London as the fulcrum of the global economy, emerging as heir presumptive to the title of Capital of the World.”
American State Capacities:  
From Great War to New Deal

In the context of the breakdown of the old order that World War I represented, it was not only Woodrow Wilson’s internationalist rhetoric but also the determining role of US finance and industry in the war’s outcome that presaged the pre-eminent role the US would come to play in global capitalism. As the loans provided to the Allied European states funded their massive imports of US munitions, food, raw materials, and manufactured goods during the war, US exports doubled. The same financiers who had been the conduit for London portfolio capital coming into the US now took the lead in engineering the conversion of the most indebted country of the nineteenth century into the greatest creditor of the twentieth, while the “fusion of financial and government power” coincided with growing international confidence in the dollar.

During the Wilson administration, the federal state’s powers were considerably enhanced by the establishment of the Federal Trade Commission (the most powerful regulatory body established since the Interstate Commerce Commission in the 1880s) and the passage of the Income Tax Act (making the ability to secure revenues much less dependent on tariffs), while the Departments of State and Commerce improved their promotional capacities on behalf of business. Yet, in sharp contrast to what would be the case during World War II, when it came to lending substance to Wilson’s ideas for remaking the postwar world, the “few and comparatively inexperienced officials” charged with this lacked any “real conception of effective organization for so comprehensive a program.” Even more important than the problems this caused in the Paris peace negotiations was what it meant inside the American state itself. The Senate’s refusal to allow the US to join the League of Nations highlighted the American state’s limited capacity to realize Woodrow Wilson’s ambitions for reviving a liberal international order on a more secure and legitimate basis.

Yet, contrary to the misleading terms of so much political and academic commentary, the expansive dynamism of American capitalism meant that, by the 1920s, “isolationism” was not an option for the American state. Thus when, shortly after World War I, President Coolidge referred to “our interests all over the earth,” he was already articulating the American imperial
notion that, because “the fundamental laws of justice are universal in their application,” the US practice of protecting “the rights of private property under the due process of law should apply to wherever its citizens might go.” As secretary of commerce from 1921 to 1929, Herbert Hoover argued that US investment abroad “not only increases our direct exports but builds up the prosperity of foreign countries and is a blessing to both sides of the transaction.” Whatever was going on under the Republican administrations of the 1920s, isolationism was hardly the right word for it. “The 1920s were the most economically expansionist decade in American history” to that point, and US governments were extremely active in encouraging “this private internationalist impulse.”

It was not isolationism, but the intractability of the problems now associated with trying to make the world of the 1920s run on nineteenth-century economic liberal lines, and the inadequacies of American state capacities to make it do so, that confounded this strategy. Although it now oversaw the world’s leading capitalist economy, and was active not only in fostering US capital’s overseas expansion but also in promoting postwar European recovery and integration, the American state’s limited capacities were clearly revealed by the practices of the US Federal Reserve and Treasury in the aftermath of the 1929 crash. It would take the Depression, the New Deal and World War II to bring about those changes in the American state that would allow it to play the critical role it did in the successful relaunching of capitalism’s globalizing trends.

From Wilson to Hoover: Isolationism Not

Woodrow Wilson had come to office determined to increase the relative autonomy of the American state from American capital by refusing to give unconditional government backing to particular capitalist interests in Central America—harboring, as he did, “a deep-seated suspicion of any business that violated his notion of an open, liberal order.” But his administration was nevertheless soon embroiled in even more problematic interventions than before. American intervention in the wake of the Mexican Revolution, for example, was once again justified in terms not of protecting American oil interests but rather of assisting the Mexicans to follow constitutional procedures, to elect “good men” and create “a stable, law-abiding society.” The moral contradictions of this were graphically captured in the statement by Wilson’s ambassador to London that US interventions in Mexico would be justified even if this meant staying “for 200 years . . . and shoot[ing] men for that little space till they learned to vote and to rule themselves.”

In fact, despite US leadership in the development of military hardware (from rifles, revolvers and machine guns through the nineteenth century to
military aircraft during the Great War), the type of informal empire the US had established by the early twentieth century did not require extensive occupying forces. Its advocacy of this type of empire as a model for other empires reinforced its aversion to joining in a renewed arms race, although it did develop enough naval capacity after 1900 to back up its economic ambitions in South America and, to a lesser extent, the Far East. The US had entered the Great War with little advanced military buildup, and even after the mobilization of 1917 the traditional aversion to a standing army asserted itself yet again when the war ended. The Navy had grown tenfold, from 50,000 men in 1913 to half a million in 1918, but was back down to 86,000 by 1922. This meant that the US was in no position militarily to dictate to the rest of the capitalist world, and this especially mattered in terms of Japan’s ambitions in the Far East. The American state’s increased coercive powers were in fact mainly applied at the end of the war to the violent repression of industrial militancy and socialist politics at home.

Wilson’s commitment to freer trade (which had been embodied in the 1913 Underwood Tariff reductions contingent on reciprocity from other countries) had been frustrated by the onset of war in 1914. And two years later, the US’s own entry into the war—shortly after Wilson’s re-election in 1916 on an antiwar platform—had also abruptly ended his program of Progressive reforms. Yet with Wilson’s definition of the war as a global campaign for liberal democracy rather than an inter-imperial conflict, and with the unions’ integration into wartime corporatist structures at home and propaganda activities abroad, this appeared to validate the claim of the American Federation of Labor’s president Samuel Gompers, when he was sent to address European labor leaders, that America was more “an ideal” than “a country.” Wilson’s advocacy of a “peoples’ war” for self-determination and his calls for a “peace without victory” and no secret treaties filled the vacuum created by the collapse of the Socialist International in 1914. The US became, as Arno Mayer has shown, a “powerful beacon of hope” for European Social Democrats, from Kautsky and Bernstein in Germany to the Webbs and MacDonald in Britain. This inaugurated the informal alliance between US Democratic administrations and Social Democratic parties in Europe that would later be consolidated during the New Deal, reinforced in the post–World War II era, and renewed yet again under the rubric of the “Third Way” at the end of the century.

Wilson’s promise to help establish the economic conditions that would lay the basis for social-democratic reform after the war—and offset the need for revolutionary change—appeared to be grounded in the expectation that even the victorious allies could be forced “to our way of thinking because by that time they will . . . be financially in our hands.” But expectations that the US “way of thinking” had much to do with substantial social reform were dashed at the Paris peace talks. Wilson’s sordid compromises with the
leaders of the victorious old empires—allowing them to retain their colonies, and even to extend their “spheres of influence,” while unanimously turning their face against the Bolshevik revolution in Russia—exposed how little the Fourteen Points he had brought to Paris were capable of transcending the old contradictions. In putting forward the Monroe Doctrine as the model for the League of Nations and its principles, Wilson revealed the extent to which his main goal was to get the other victorious Great Powers to adopt in their spheres of influence a more informal style of imperialism, along US lines. At the same time, the concerns of Wilson and his advisers at the Paris talks not to tie the US “to the shaky financial structure of Europe” and to preserve the US’s “freedom of action” led them to reject Keynes’s proposals for the cooperative financing of postwar reconstruction.

Together with their refusal to cancel the massive debt that the Allies owed the US at the end of war, this effectively condemned social-democratic reformist politics in Europe to failure in the interwar period.

In short, the American state failed to play the coordinating role that could have sustained capitalist economic stability after World War I. The lack of coherence in Wilson’s own project was itself largely rooted in the American state’s inability even to conceive the kind of new political framework for international capital accumulation and social reform that could have sustained economic stability in Europe after the war. The corporatist War Industries Board, established in 1917 to run the war economy, which heralded the “dollar-a-year men who came from the business community into government . . . as America’s answer to the bureaucratic statism of Europe” actually reflected the limited capacities of the state. And as we have already seen, when the Federal Reserve was finally established as the US central bank in 1913, far from this being the great Progressive victory over the unaccountable big financiers, the main elements of the Federal Reserve Bill had already been prepared by the Morgan and Rockefeller interests during the previous Taft administration.

To be sure, William McAdoo, Wilson’s Treasury secretary, saw the Federal Reserve Act’s provisions allowing US banks to establish foreign branches as laying the basis for the US “to become the dominant financial power of the world and to extend our trade to every part of the world.” But in terms of state capacity, the Fed was “a loose and inexperienced body with minimal effectiveness even in its domestic functions.” As for the Treasury itself, despite having set up the Foreign Loans Office (the department’s first subdivision dedicated to international affairs), it had no ambition to displace the New York bankers in international financial diplomacy when in 1917 it became the major source of international credit; nor did it play an active role in coordinating international economic recovery and monetary stability after the war. Indeed, the clearest measure of the Treasury’s limited ambitions was that, while promoting the 1919 Edge Act...
to loosen antitrust laws, so that bankers could form syndicates to finance American trade abroad, it simultaneously restricted its own loans to foreign governments and suspended export credits to Europe.\textsuperscript{14} Notably, however, despite all this, as well as the Senate’s rejection of the League of Nations,\textsuperscript{15} the three Republican administrations of the 1920s were in fact all “centrist internationalist,” and cooperated with the League “almost as fully as the member states.”\textsuperscript{16} They provided active support for the measures that both central and private bankers now advanced to give top policy priority to currency stability, balanced budgets, and a return to the gold standard by all capitalist states.\textsuperscript{17} Even in refusing to cancel the war debts—and encouraging private loans and investments abroad as the means of providing dollars to repay the interest on the debts and fund the purchase of US exports—they were only following in the tracks Wilson had himself already trodden at the end of the war. Nor were they the captives of the least competitive elements of American capital, as has often been suggested. American business generally was not averse to extending considerable loans to Germany and turning over the British and French debts in order to support American exports to these countries; this was supported by the AFL, although they were not always so enthusiastic about US direct investment in Europe.\textsuperscript{18} Even the increase in tariff rates under the Fordney-McCumber Act of 1922 was less an expression of US isolationism than a means of coping with the devaluations which European states were wont to undertake in order to increase exports to the US. The Republican administrations made sure, moreover, that all of Congress’s tariff bills of the 1920s, which in any case did not go back to the levels of the nineteenth century, remained linked to the Open Door reciprocity and non-discrimination principles of the 1913 Underwood Tariff.

By the mid 1920s manufactured goods exports were double what they had been before the war, and from 1922 to 1928 total exports grew almost 50 percent faster even than domestic GDP, which grew in real terms by 40 percent.\textsuperscript{19} The dollar became the major reserve currency in the world financial system, albeit still sharing the stage with sterling, and to a lesser extent the franc. Moreover, the flow of private American capital to Europe after World War I was considerably greater than immediately after World War II.\textsuperscript{20} The US Department of Commerce itself claimed that the rapidity with which the US acquired foreign assets through the 1920s was “unparalleled in the experience of any major creditor nation in modern times.”\textsuperscript{21} Over the decade of the 1920s, the book value of total American foreign direct investment increased by 129 percent in manufacturing, and 95 percent overall. In Latin America, US investment finally exceeded Britain’s, and because so much of this involved owning the region’s manufacturing as well as resource industries, rather than just providing loans through portfolio investment, US capital’s penetration was far deeper. But it was now
growing as fast in Europe as in Canada and Latin America. General Motors took over Vauxhall in the UK in 1925, and its purchase of Opel in 1928 completed the “virtual division” of the German auto industry between GM and Ford.  

All this was closely linked to the organizational innovations that American companies introduced in both production and consumption, including the development through the 1920s of a considerable degree of decentralization within large and vertically integrated corporations. These organizational changes were especially important in the new mass-production industries, where factory productivity grew by 75 percent; in the capital goods sector (machine tools and electrical equipment such as generators, transformers, and motors); and, especially, in the household goods sector (washing machines, refrigerators, electric stoves, vacuum cleaners). With productivity increasing much faster in the US than in other capitalist countries, this generated sufficient profits to allow for all the investment abroad even while domestic industrial production also grew rapidly.

In the iconic automobile industry, which had become the new growth hormone for the whole economy, US plants were producing over 80 percent of all the cars made in the world by the end of the 1920s (not even counting the cars made by American multinational auto manufacturers in Canada and Europe); 20 percent of all American steel production, 80 percent of all rubber, 75 percent of all plate glass, and 65 percent of all leather were consumed in the making of cars. The price of a car had fallen by over three-quarters in the two decades after 1909, and this opened the way to mass consumption of a kind not yet seen anywhere else in the world. At the end of the 1920s there were close to 30 million cars in the US, and the number of drive-in gas stations had increased from 12,000 in 1921 to 143,000 by 1929. By this point, one in five Americans owned a car, and 60 percent of these cars were bought on credit. In 1927, Edwin Seligman’s *The Economics of Instalment Selling* captured the ethos of Fordism in the new mass consumer age. He extolled credit-based marketing for not only increasing spending but ensuring that a “family with car payments to make would be forced to work hard to make the payments.”  

The overall explosion in demand for consumer durables also transformed the retail sector with the aid of a massive advertising industry, whose expenditures at the end of the 1920s were five times what they had been before World War I. The impact of this abroad was seen in the international emulation of the “American Standard of Consumption,” and this was as true for cultural products as for industrial goods. In 1928 the US Department of Commerce proudly published a document called “World Markets for American Motion Picture Films,” which showed that by the mid 1920s Hollywood was supplying 85 percent of the pictures shown in foreign theaters. And it was, notably, the Department of Commerce that took charge of reconciling the
vast complex of business interests through a multitude of public-private conferences, inquiries, and committees operating in accordance with Secretary Hoover’s corporatist notion of an “associative state.” The staff of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce grew five-fold, to 2,500; the head of the Division of Regional Information saw the department’s role as promoting “the aggressive expansion policy” of American corporations; and Hoover’s top aid in the department described its general objective as “the internationalization of business.”

But even as its promotional capacities continued to grow, the American state in the 1920s also made a virtue of having private capitalists represent the United States in international negotiations. Restoring international economic stability and prosperity required the “healing power” that only came with the assistance of “private finance and commerce,” Hoover wrote in 1921 to Benjamin Strong, the president of the New York Federal Reserve. It was presumed that businessmen, rather than politicians or bureaucrats, “possessed the flexibility and technical expertise required to stabilize markets”; on these grounds, American delegations to the postwar international financial conferences relied on private bankers, and especially the House of Morgan, to represent the US internationally. At the same time, the practice of imposing private “financial advisers” to guide the budgetary, monetary and customs policies of foreign states as a condition of receiving American loans, which had been adopted in Latin America at the beginning of the century, was now extended to China, Columbia, Chile, Poland, Germany, South Africa, Ecuador, Bolivia, Turkey, the Dominican Republic, Peru, and Iran.

The Federal Reserve encouraged private bankers’ solutions to the problems of reparations and debt-servicing (the Dawes Plan, the Young Plan), up to and including the establishment of the Bank of International Settlements at the beginning of the 1930s, even as the world economy collapsed about their ears. But this should not obscure the American state’s direct participation in the fraught management of international capitalism in the 1920s. Its main agent in doing so was the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, working closely with the Bank of England. Although 40 percent of the world’s gold reserves were in the Fed’s vaults and only 20 percent in the Bank of England’s, the City of London was still the linchpin of the international financial system. Together the central banks of the US and the UK sought to coordinate a modicum of postwar monetary stability and prepare for a return to the gold standard. They participated directly in foreign-exchange markets through buying and selling currencies, as well as through the loans they made to foreign governments to sustain their currencies, on condition that they reduced budgetary deficits and the public debt. But even with the re-establishment of the gold standard in 1925–26, there was no way back to the kind of discipline that the Bank of England had famously
overseen in the nineteenth century. The development of working-class unions and parties and the spread of mass suffrage rendered problematic government passivity in the face of the deflation that outflows of capital were now supposed to bring about in order to correct trade deficits “automatically.” Moreover, since unemployment caused by deflation increasingly provoked popular resistance, proclamations by governments that they would adhere to the gold standard no longer evoked confidence from capital itself.

This contradiction between capitalism and democracy was aggravated by the uncertainties created by the shift in the hierarchy of capitalist states, as the US replaced Britain as the world’s creditor, as well as by the seemingly never-ending negotiations over World War I reparations payments. There were tariff adjustments to allow for European imports to the US, but these “were never low enough for the continental countries to manage their balance of payments without serious deflationary consequences”; and the private bank loans that were encouraged and indeed orchestrated by the American state certainly “helped the Europeans to make ends meet until 1929,” but they were not structured in such a way as “to guarantee reproductive investment.” In this context, speculation on exchange rates became more common, and economies were consequently left more vulnerable to destabilizing capital outflows. After 1926 the Federal Reserve kept US interest rates low, in order to support sterling following Britain’s return to the gold standard; yet the main effect of low interest rates was to shift funds from bonds to further speculation in already overheated US stock and real-estate markets. Then, when in 1928 the Fed undertook a relatively modest interest-rate increase to dampen this down, it triggered a massive diversion of funds away from foreign loans, with immediate deflationary effects abroad. Finally the sudden bursting of the stock and real-estate market bubbles in October 1929 more or less completely cut off the flow of US credit that had kept the rickety international financial system going through the 1920s.

On the eve of the 1929 New York stock market crash, the American economy accounted for no less than 42 percent of global industrial production—far more than Britain’s share even at its peak in 1870. That said, the development of the US domestic economy was itself highly uneven. This was true not only regionally, and especially as regards the South, but also sectorally: some industries, such as agriculture and textiles, remained notoriously vulnerable to any downturn in prices. Even within each industry, the dynamic modern corporation still coexisted through the 1920s with small and weak firms that had not yet adopted the new productive systems and technologies. Moreover, the new mass consumption was rendered fragile, especially given the absence of public income-support programs, by growing income inequality and the gap between real wages and increasing
productivity. The easy credit, economic growth, and technological advances of the 1920s obscured these problems. But with the onset of the Great Depression they became magnified—especially as it became clear that, although the US now dominated the world economy, neither American business nor, even more significantly, the American state, had the capacity to end the crisis, and prevent it from reversing capitalist globalization.

The Great Depression and the New Deal State

One of the reasons “there exists no general agreement” about the causes of the Great Depression is because its magnitude placed it “in a league of its own in capitalist history.” The attempts to find its causes in domestic overproduction, underconsumption, profit rates, weaknesses of the banking system, and the uneven development of new industries and technologies are all relevant; but they cannot convincingly explain why the economic collapse was so deep, why it lasted so long, and why it spread so far. Nor can these features of the Depression be explained just by the breakdown in international trade which, however important, was not on a scale that could account for the depth of the crisis (in 1929, total American exports were only 4 percent of GDP). Flows of capital were a more significant factor, but outflows of short-term capital from some countries do not explain the stunning collapse in real domestic production everywhere. Yet whatever the continuing disagreements about its causes, what is absolutely clear is that, as economies moved in a recessionary direction, this was severely aggravated by the deflationary policy response of the capitalist states. The fundamental reason for this policy response, especially given the democratic changes in class and political relations that had occurred since the heyday of the gold standard in the nineteenth century, was to try to compensate for capital’s loss of confidence in the absolute commitment of governments to monetary stability and the protection of bondholders.

Given the growing degree of international economic interdependence in trade and finance, and the sensitivity of the whole interwar order to developments in the US, the American crisis of 1929 affected the rest of the capitalist world in a way that no crisis in any other country could have done. In spite of the US state’s financial strength, as measured in its gold reserves, its options were now also constrained by the crisis of the gold standard. With financial capital speculating as to whether the US would be next to go off the gold standard and devalue the dollar, it was hardly surprising that the Federal Reserve further raised interest rates, thereby severely aggravating the economic downturn at home and abroad. As Ingham has pointed out, a convincing indicator of the inability of the Fed to make a useful contribution to containing the international crisis was that it was unable to prevent the failure of a third of all domestic American banks. And if the
American state was unable to set the framework for other states’ economic policies at the beginning of the 1930s, neither was it yet able to channel domestic class forces in a way that was consistent with any such framework.

The Great Depression brought capitalism’s tendencies towards globalization to a standstill; indeed, the globalizing trajectory that had been made so problematic by World War I, but which had nevertheless continued through the 1920s, was now reversed. By 1932 world trade had fallen to one-third of its 1929 level, and both short- and long-term term international credit had dried up. Britain itself went off the gold standard in 1931, and forty more countries soon followed. One state after another adopted a series of ad hoc measures in defense of their national economies, through exchange controls, devaluations, and import restrictions of every description. Partly in response to the Smoot-Hawley Bill of 1930, which took US tariffs back to late-nineteenth-century levels, Britain adopted a system of imperial trade preferences that confined a third of the world’s trade within the sterling bloc; and Germany, paralleled in many ways by Japan, turned resolutely to an increasingly autarkic as well authoritarian capitalist regime that allocated scarce capital resources administratively, especially for militarist purposes.

By the time Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugurated as president in March 1933—the day before the Nazis were given full powers to govern by decree in Germany—American exports had fallen to one-third of their 1929 level, and the net outflow of US direct investment was the lowest on record. Manufacturing production had been cut in half, domestic investment had fallen by 90 percent, 3,000 banks had gone out of business, farm incomes had fallen by four-fifths, and 25 percent of the US labor force was unemployed. In the crucial auto industry, production had fallen by two-thirds, and only half of the 450,000 workers employed in 1929 were still at work. State and city governments, still carrying the primary responsibility for the distribution of public services and benefits, as they had done throughout the nineteenth century, were completely overwhelmed by demands for “relief.” Protests by the unemployed, starting with the million that took part in the demonstrations of March 1930, had continued right through the 1932 election year.³⁹ These were often led by Communists, whose influence would soon also increase significantly in the African-American community as well as among students and intellectuals, while new populist leaders like Huey Long catalyzed a more traditional distrust of the rich and powerful. While Roosevelt’s electoral platform had been vague enough to avoid any necessary implication of a radical programmatic departure from Hoover, his inaugural address reflected the atmosphere of social protest, and even legitimated many of the radical sentiments behind it—not least by intoning that “the rulers of the exchange of mankind’s goods have failed,” and that the “practices of the unscrupulous money
changers stand indicted in the court of public opinion.” Finding a solution to the Depression depended on “the extent to which we apply social values more noble than mere monetary profit.”

What distinguished the new Democratic administration from its Republican predecessors was above all the sense that the American capitalist system could not be restored by trying to reconstruct it with capitalists themselves acting as the main agents of the state. That practice obscured problems which were rooted in the very industrial, financial and class structures of modern capitalism, and left the American state with insufficient relative autonomy or capacity to attend to them. At the same time, the New Dealers’ hopes of what government could achieve were “in many ways more modest than [those of] some earlier reformers,” as Alan Brinkley has noted.

There was, they realized, no “master plan” by which capitalism would become a just, stable, self-regulating system, and no cooperative or associational scheme that would create a smoothly functioning, ordered, and harmonious whole out of the economy’s clashing parts. No antitrust strategy could create a small-scale, decentralized economy free from the influence of large combinations. The state could not, liberals had come to believe, in any fundamental way “solve” the problems of the economy. But the very limits of their ultimate ambitions made their vision of government more aggressive and assertive than those of many of their progressive predecessors. The inevitability of constant conflict and instability in a modern capitalist economy was all the more reason for government to become an active regulatory force.

Central to FDR’s brand of American liberalism was the notion that states needed to undertake from time to time a fairly broad agenda of regulatory and social reform to forestall revolutions and wars. Writing to a friend in 1930 he said there was “no question in my mind that it is time for the country to become fairly radical for at least one generation. History shows that where this occurs occasionally, nations are saved from revolutions.” This was, of course, to be what he liked to call a “sane radicalism,” one inspired by his favorite maxim: “Reform if you would preserve.” His admiration for the type of municipal social-democratic reformism in Europe that had cleared the slums and built the public housing of Red Vienna could be defended on this principle as having “probably done more to prevent Communism and rioting and revolution than anything else in the last four or five years.” But what reform might mean in the American context was cast in vague and general enough terms to appeal to the moderate elements of the labor movement, the Democratic Party’s Southern political oligarchs in Congress, the liberal lawyers and economists now brought into the state
apparatus, and—given FDR’s equally strong commitment to balanced budgets—significant elements of business too.

Such liberal consequentialism, rather than idealism, underpinned Roosevelt’s international orientation as well: relations between states also needed to be reformed to prevent revolutions and wars. He was troubled, as Wilson had been earlier, by the lack of state autonomy indicated by American interventions in Latin America that had seemingly been undertaken at the behest of specific American capitalists, and this was reflected in his concern that the 1924 Democratic Party platform should address the issue of making a “definite effort to end the hate and dislike of America now shared by every other civilized nation in the world” because of these interventions. But a Foreign Affairs article Roosevelt wrote in 1928 showed that he thought that the US interventions in places like Santo Domingo, Haiti, and Nicaragua had “accomplished an excellent piece of constructive work, and the world ought to thank us.” If, despite this, “the other republics of the Americas . . . disapprove our interventions almost unanimously,” it was because such interventions should be taken “in the name of all the Americas and only in cooperation with other republics.” It was, he argued, mainly the absence of a multilateral framework for US intervention that caused such international resentment.

While showing no enthusiasm for free trade, which like the Republicans he saw as a political impossibility, through the 1920s Roosevelt had been an enthusiast for trade competition, and he derided “those materialists who assert that all wars are caused by economic and trade rivalries.” He increasingly took the view that it was unemployment at home that led to militarism abroad, and his frustration with the London Economic Conference of June 1933 reflected the fact that, during its preparatory stages, his calls for “a synchronized international program” to deal with unemployment directly had been ignored and virtually kept off the table at the conference itself. There were considerable hopes and even expectations in the run-up to the Conference that the US was ready to assume the mantle of world capitalist economic leadership. These were dashed by Roosevelt’s famous telegram in the midst of the conference deriding “the old fetishes of so-called international bankers,” and proclaiming that “the sound internal economic situation of a nation is a greater factor in its well-being than the price of its currency.” Immediately praised by Keynes, Roosevelt had here telegraphed internationally the priorities of the New Deal.

Roosevelt’s inauguration address had already signaled these priorities by indicating that, while he would “spare no effort to restore world trade by international economic readjustment . . . the emergency at home cannot wait on that accomplishment.” One of his first moves was the suspension of the dollar’s convertibility into gold—thereby breaking with the Federal Reserve’s stubborn clinging to the gold standard under Hoover. So
frightened were the bankers themselves by the domestic situation at the
time of Roosevelt’s inauguration that they made no objection to the sweep-
ing emergency authority he immediately secured from Congress to deal
with the banking crisis, granting the Treasury extensive powers, including
the power to buy up all private gold bullion and certificates as well as to
provide liquidity to the banks. As Charles and Mary Beard noted, “With an
alacrity suggesting spontaneous combustion, excited Representatives and
Senators rushed the draft through the two houses and placed it on the
President’s desk before the end of the day. Neither Lincoln in 1861 nor
Wilson in 1917 had been granted such drastic powers with so little haggling
and bickering.” The reason, as the Beards also noted, was of course that the
emergency legislation “drove no money changers from the temple. On the
contrary it gave the support of public credit to bankers while establishing
the supremacy of the Federal Government over gold.”

The passage a few months later of the Glass-Steagall Act to regulate the
domestic banking system by separating commercial banks from investment
banks (thereby barring the latter from using deposits to speculate on securi-
ties) was widely seen as delivering “the coup de grace to the House of
Morgan.” But this was by no means unpalatable to all the bankers. If
anything, it signaled the victory of those on Wall Street, such as the
Rockefellers, who since the end of World War I had looked to making
New York the world’s financial center directly, instead of gradually expand-
ing American financial influence in London. As early as the 1928 election,
Chicago bankers, and even some major New York investment houses, had
been “enraged by the House of Morgan’s use of the New York Fed to
control American interest rates for the sake of international objectives” (in
other words, keeping US interest rates low to protect sterling under the
revived gold standard). In this context, and in light of Morgan’s close ties
with the Republican administrations of the 1920s, some of these bankers
had shifted their support to the Democratic Party.

Under the framework established by the 1933 and 1935 Banking Acts, a
compartmentalization of the institutions handling different kinds of finan-
cial risk was created: securities firms and investment banks could channel
long-term financial investment into capital formation; the insurance industry
could underwrite risk for both companies and individuals; commercial
banks could use the funds from deposits to provide commercial loans for
working capital; and savings and loans companies (“thrifts”) could act as the
repository for household savings to finance home mortgages. This compart-
mentalization provided institutional shelter for investment bankers and
allowed them to focus single-mindedly on capital markets, securities, and
financing the international projects of US oil and utility companies. And the
commercial banks welcomed the imposition of interest-rate ceilings on
deposits (known as Regulation Q), since it reduced competition and
guaranteed the banks a steady supply of cheap funds, while federal deposit
insurance made panic runs on the banks less likely and so freed up a greater
share of bank reserves for making loans. These measures thus allowed for
low-cost loans to industry and at the same time ensured bank profitability.

Roosevelt was more tentative and less innovative in addressing the crisis
in industry. Given his utterly conventional commitment to balanced
budgets, his attention was entirely directed to regenerating corporate profits
by limiting “destructive price competition.” This approach proved quite
successful in the case of agriculture. But the limited capacity of the state in
relation to industry was immediately revealed when the National Industry
Recovery Act (NIRA) reverted to the corporatist model introduced in
World War I. A National Recovery Administration (NRA) was established
to oversee industrial self-regulation through a system of codes drawn up by
the trade association in each sector. In a concession to labor, each code was
required to establish minimum labor standards and collective bargaining
rights, but its implementation was left to the discretion of the trade associa-
tion itself.

This failed as a solution to the crisis, not least because by “controlling
most of the information about industrial operations on which the NRA
codes and their enforcement would have to be based,” private firms
constructed loopholes so as to escape the labor standards and cut back
production while keeping prices high; while the “NRA apparatus, itself
thoroughly permeated by conflicting business interests, was unable to
resolve disputes in an authoritative fashion.” The experience with the
NIRA “foreshadowed the trend for the executive branch of the state
apparatus to organize and reorganize departments and decision-making
centers that would eventually circumvent conflicting interests.” But for
the time being, especially without increased wages or public expenditures
on the scale needed to generate effective demand and restore profits
(which fell by three-quarters in 1934), the promised economic recovery
did not materialize.

Nor did labor peace. The bitter class conflict that took off in 1934 ranks in
American history only with that of the early 1890s, the main difference being
that in the mid thirties the government was much less willing, and business
much less able—despite employing corporate armies of industrial “detec-
tives”—to repress industrial militancy. After 1934 “the number of strikes
annually never fell below 2,000 and every upturn in the business cycle and
tightening of the labor market stimulated greater unrest.” Moreover, the 20
percent growth in union membership in 1934 was registered in the increased
voter turnout, which reinforced the Democrats’ triumph in the midterm
elections of that year, described by the New York Times as “the most over-
whelming victory in the history of American politics.”

But it was at this point hardly clear what exactly the New Deal could
achieve. By the time the Supreme Court (using the precedents that had sustained its brand of laissez-faire liberalism since the post-bellum era) invalidated the NIRA in 1935, “support for the NRA had substantially eroded, even within the New Deal itself.” As the administration stumbled towards what has become known as the Second New Deal, it used the 1935 Banking Act to expand the powers of the Federal Reserve’s central board, so that it could be more than a lender of last resort and a passive regulator of credit creation. It was now given the capacity to conduct discretionary monetary policy by varying reserve requirements and selective credit controls, with a view to affecting not just the solvency of the banks but also the performance of the economy. Yet this left the Fed still considerably dependent on the information and expertise coming from the private banks.

This was all the more the case with the Securities and Exchange Commission and the system of regulation it put in place in 1935, whereby private firms—whose skills, personnel, and information the regulatory bodies relied on—were invested with regulatory privileges. “A regulatory world was created populated by a network of public and semi-public bodies, individual firms and professional groups like accountants. This regulatory world functioned largely independently of the competitive arenas of democratic politics.” Thus, just when the NIRA and its system of state-sanctioned industrial self-regulation was struck down by the Supreme Court, a new type of mutual embeddedness of state and finance was being established in the financial sector. As a Wall Street publication, the Annalist, put it at the time: “The large aggregates of financial capital stand to benefit in the long run from the new regime—the elimination of competitive methods, [the] close welding together of the private banking with the governmental financial apparatus, the increase of control and co-ordination—all are elements of strength of the future of financial capitalism.”

From New Deal to Grand Truce with Capital

It was, of course, not so much the administration’s financial reforms as its labor and social legislation that came to symbolize the “Second New Deal.” Although long advanced by liberal reformers, the 1935 National Labor Relations Act was only passed in response to what Senator Wagner himself, in introducing the Bill associated with his name, called “the rising tide of industrial discontent.” The Wagner Act legalized unionization campaigns, collective bargaining and the right to strike, and established quasi-juridical procedures for securing recognition and settling disputes. The Social Security Act of the same year founded the American welfare state with its national provisions for unemployment and retirement benefits. To be sure, given the state’s responsibilities for mediating class conflict and its dependence on capital accumulation, the Wagner Act also constrained labor
militancy in various ways (not least by setting strict conditions for when the right to strike could be legally exercised), while the Social Security Act (in any case funded by regressive taxation) reinforced the discipline of the labor market with its limited benefits and the many conditions it established for eligibility. But this cannot gainsay the fact that both measures were substantial reforms, born out of class struggle from below. Business opposition to these reforms at the national level coalesced with local opposition to what the Works Projects Administration was doing as well as to the massive Tennessee Valley Authority project (attacked for the dangerous example that public ownership in this sector might set for Latin American states whose public utilities were owned by American corporations).

Above all, “business opposition to the Wagner Act was probably more unified than [its] response—positive or negative—to any other piece of New Deal legislation.” The influential revisionist interpretation of the New Deal that presents even the Wagner Act as part of the class project of capital-intensive corporations—seeing the latter’s support for company unions in the 1920s as foretelling their acceptance of the legalization of independent industrial unionism in the mid 1930s—is very hard to sustain in light of this. In the auto industry, “GM spent nearly a million dollars on labor spies between January 1934 and June 1936 alone” in fighting the CIO unionization drive that Wagner’s Bill legitimated, while Ford recruited “the world’s largest private army, and established the most extensive and efficient espionage system in American industry” as part of what the new National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) would call Ford’s “war on unionism.” The National Association of Manufacturers, “dominated by some of the nation’s largest industrial interests during the Roosevelt years, attacked the Bill relentlessly”; indeed, one contemporary source called the business campaign against the Wagner Bill “the greatest ever conducted by industry regarding any Congressional measure.”

Roosevelt himself offered virtually no support to the Wagner Bill, in face of unified business opposition to it. Nevertheless, his signing of the Wagner Act helped generate the higher voter turnout that led to his landslide re-election in 1936. “In the auto centers, workers often shut down their lines and crowded their windows to cheer him. In Flint, with a dues-paying UAW membership of but 136, over 100,000 lined the streets . . . Half a million lined the streets from Hamtramck to Detroit and more than 250,000 gathered at City Hall Square to hear Roosevelt lash the auto magnates.” Nor could the synergy between political enthusiasm and industrial militancy be overlooked when the historic Flint sit-down strike began within weeks of the 1936 election. American capital certainly did not overlook the power of the sit-down strike—GM’s president, Alfred Sloan, described it as “a dress rehearsal for Sovietizing the entire country”—especially as 247 more of them, involving 200,000 workers, spread across the country
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through 1937. Union recognition was extracted from General Motors, Chrysler, and US Steel, and overall union membership increased in 1937 alone from 4 million to 7 million, with little help from an NLRB that was only just becoming functional. Despite the financial support which elements of big business had given the Democrats in the 1936 election (while still in their vast majority supporting the Republicans), by 1937 hostility to Roosevelt pervaded the whole capitalist class. They blamed him as much as, or more than, the Communists for the leftward shift in public opinion.

Having secured the key legislative achievements of the Second New Deal, yet chastened by the defeat of Roosevelt’s “court-packing” bill in Congress, “the White House and most of the President’s key advisers were ready to smooth over frayed relations with big business.” Roosevelt was in any case following his own and his Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau’s inclination for balanced budgets by cutting public works and relief spending in 1937–38. The ensuing “recession within the Depression” only highlighted the extent to which the New Deal had not slain the economic dragons of stagnation and unemployment. As investment dropped off in the fall of 1937, both Roosevelt and Morgenthau recoiled at this new “loss of business confidence.” Despite the administration’s repeated proclamations that “we are going to continue on a capitalist basis” and that it intended “to foster the full application of the driving force of private capital,” fears of an “investment strike” further weakened Roosevelt’s support in Congress.

This was reinforced by the results of the 1938 midterm election, where the effects of the cutbacks and the recession were measured in significant Republican gains. By this time, “virtually nowhere on the political landscape were there vigorous grassroots movements of the sort so common in the mid-1930s . . . attacking concentrated wealth and corporate power.” This was partly due to the support for Roosevelt entailed in the “popular front” strategy of the Communist left. The new industrial unions of the CIO, moreover, found themselves considerably weakened by layoffs in the newly organized industries during 1938 and by internal divisions between radicals and reformists within the CIO, alongside continuing tensions with the old craft unions of the AFL. Corporate counteroffensives, were now reinforced by court rulings that interpreted the Wagner Acts provisions very narrowly, had particularly dampening effects on the sit-down strike strategy.

This shift in the balance of class forces effectively ended the reforms of the New Deal’s second phase. Nevertheless, a transformation in the capacities of the American state had been effected which the halting of the New Deal’s momentum did not undo. Even though Roosevelt’s attempt to give the White House more direct control over the budget and the bureaucracy was defeated by Congress in 1938, the New Deal had given the administrative branch of the government “its greatest infusion of potential power in
Federal civilian employment almost doubled; and the seventeen new administrative agencies created by the New Deal were as many as had been set up in the previous three decades. The federal state's new capacities were not only bureaucratic but also fiscal, insofar as they met Roosevelt's preoccupation with balancing the budget while at the same time "acquiring and sustaining independent sources of revenue that enlarged executive discretion." These enhanced capacities did not signify a dichotomy of purpose and function between state and capitalist actors, since they were mainly oriented to working with regulated industries to stabilize or rejuvenate private markets and stimulating private capital accumulation.

They were most strongly institutionalized in the area of financial regulation, where a "network of public and semi-public bodies, individual firms and professional groups" existed in a symbiotic relationship with one another, more or less insulated from democratic pressures. The NRA had failed to develop this type of private-public synergy in the case of industrial regulation, but the Reconstruction Finance Corporation certainly did so, using its creditor relationships with banks, loan associations, and railroads to funnel "enormous sums of money into a stagnant economy," using "governmental resources to prop up the economic order without altering patterns of ownership or control."

With these new state capacities in place, the White House organized—through meetings Roosevelt held with leading bankers, industrialists and moderate trade union leaders—what it called a "grand truce" with capital during the first months of 1938. This truce did not spell a return to the Republican strategy of the 1920s; on the contrary, the policy initiative was now taken by "economists and lawyers operating within the Roosevelt administration," who replaced the price-fixing and corporatist productivism that had inaugurated the New Deal with a turn to Keynesianism. It was very significant that the Treasury, hitherto the bastion of balanced budgets throughout the New Deal, finally accepted that deficit public spending was required to stimulate demand and investment. Yet the fact that the actual steps taken before the war in this direction were "small and tentative—an augury of the halfhearted way in which Americans would embrace Keynesianism for most of the next forty years"—was also significant. Indeed, it was crucial for making the truce with capital possible. The embracing of fiscal stimulus by the White House and the Treasury was tempered by the use of reassuringly conservative language: for example, a Keynesian fiscal policy was explicitly likened to the land grants made to homesteaders and to railway and mining companies that had stimulated capitalist development in the nineteenth century.

This serves as an important reminder that, while the New Deal marked a crucially important moment in the development of American state capacities, its continuity with the historic role of the US state as a handmaiden of
private accumulation must not be overlooked. Roosevelt’s 1938 Executive Reorganization Bill, designed to enhance the planning and coordination capacities of the executive branch, suffered defeat in Congress in the face of a right-wing populist mobilization against such a “dictatorship” that was eventually supported by the US Chamber of Commerce—although, notably, not by most large corporations or banks. The “watered-down” bill, passed in 1939, “provided the basis for administrative reorganization in the years during and following World War II,” and this would prove very important in creating the “conditions that were necessary for the expanded reproduction of capital.”

The US state now had a central bank, a largely merit-based professional civil service, a well-staffed Treasury, and a broad range of economic and financial regulatory agencies; and with US entry into the war it would also quickly establish an unrivaled, and permanent, military-industrial complex. Its capacity to act as a Great Power would then be no longer in question. But the distinctive interdependence between the state and capital, and the deep historic orientation of the US state towards the promotion of capitalism, would prove critical for the specific way it would play its emergent role as the manager of capitalism on a world scale. It is especially important to bear this in mind when we turn to consider how, with the onset of World War II, “US state capacities shifted towards realizing internationally-interventionist goals versus domestically-interventionist ones.”
II

THE PROJECT FOR A
GLOBAL CAPITALISM
Planning the New American Empire

In May 1942 the editors of Fortune, Time, and Life magazines jointly published a statement entitled “An American Proposal,” the product of a series of “Roundtable” discussions between prominent businessmen held under Fortune’s auspices since late 1939. It began with the premise that “America will emerge as the strongest single power in the postwar world, and . . . it is therefore up to it to decide what kind of postwar world it wants.” The momentous implications of this proposition had been recognized at the very first Roundtable. Its primary interest, it had declared, was in “the longer-range question of whether the American capitalist system should continue to function if most of Europe and Asia should abolish free enterprise”; the priority of “the next peace” was “to organize the economic resources of the world so as to make possible a return to the system of free enterprise in every country.”

The “Proposal” recognized that the old Open Door strategy would be inadequate to spread the “area of freedom” throughout the postwar world. While the “ultimate goal” remained “universal free trade,” it was “no longer an immediate political possibility,” primarily because of “the upris-ing of [the] international proletariat” which was “the most significant fact of the last twenty years.” For this reason, realizing the ultimate goal of universal free trade first of all required remaking the world’s states so that not only tariffs, but also “subsidies, monopolies, restrictive labor rules, plantation feudalism, poll taxes, technological backwardness, obsolete tax laws, and all other barriers to further expansion [could] be removed.” It was necessary, the authors of the “Proposal” declared, to replace “a dead or dying imperialism” with an American empire of a new kind:

a new American “imperialism,” if it is to be called that, will—or rather can—be quite different from the British type. It can also be different from the premature American type that followed our expansion in the Spanish war. American imperialism can afford to complete the work the British started; instead of salesmen and planters, its representatives can be brains and bulldozers, technicians and machine tools. American imperialism does
not need extra-territoriality; it can get along better in Asia if the tuans and sahibs stay home . . . Nor is the US afraid to help build up industrial rivals to its own power . . . because we know industrialization stimulates rather than limits international trade . . . This American imperialism sounds very abstemious and high-minded. It is nevertheless a feasible policy for America, because friendship, not food, is what we need most from the rest of the world.¹

Yet the “Proposal” was by no means a case of capitalists imposing an agenda on the state. “Responsibility for leadership” and the US’s “great economic strength” that had thrust such responsibility upon it—these were terms being widely employed inside the Roosevelt administration since 1939 to refer to what would be the American state’s unique role after the war in enabling the internationalizing dynamic of capitalism to operate once again.² The main contribution of the “Proposal,” as its Preface recognized, was to help in establishing “some agreement among ourselves on what we are prepared to do and to undertake.”³ It was primarily an exercise in building public, and especially business, support for the strategy already being developed inside the state.⁴ That its role was going to be very different from that played by any of the imperial powers in the past was also coming to be recognized outside the US. “Let there be no mistake about it,” the Economist wrote in July 1942, “the foreign policy put forward by the American administration is revolutionary. It is a genuinely new conception of world order.”⁵

Those who were involved in planning the new imperial project were certainly aware of how difficult it would be to realize it—all the more so because the exact impact of the Depression and the war on the structures of US capitalism and the state, let alone the balance of international forces, was by no means yet clear. It was a project necessarily cast in terms of finding solutions to problems the American state had already been forced to confront, and had previously lacked the capacity to resolve. Dean Acheson, seen by many as the leading architect of postwar American strategy, began his famous autobiography, Present at the Creation, with the observation that the period “was one of great obscurity to those who lived through it. Not only was the future clouded, a common enough situation, but the present was equally clouded . . . The significance of events was shrouded in ambiguity. We groped after interpretations of them, sometimes reversed lines of action based on earlier views, and hesitated long before grasping what now seems obvious.”⁶ Yet a growing conviction was certainly developing within the American state that, as one of Acheson’s biographers puts it, “only the US had the power to grab hold of history and make it conform.”⁷ Intimations of Fukuyama’s infamous “end of history” thesis fifty years later, proclaiming the triumph of a global capitalism in the image of the US, are already
unmistakable here—but as the basis for a project yet to be launched, as opposed to one already accomplished.

**Internationalizing the New Deal**

The internationalizing tendencies of capitalism which had formerly developed within the framework of the old imperial spheres of influence had been halted by the protectionism of the 1930s. This simultaneously negated the Open Door strategy that had officially defined American policy since the turn of the century. Even more ominously, the “living space” demanded by the Nazi regime was increasingly seen by those who guided the United States into World War II as meaning “dying space for American private enterprise and for capitalism as an integrated world system.”

This kind of thinking had been very clearly articulated by Dean Acheson in a speech at Yale University in November 1939. The nineteenth-century world economy, during which American capitalism had flourished under the aegis of British-secured free trade and British naval power, had, he said, long been in an “obvious process of decline,” and it was now clear that it “probably cannot be reestablished in anything approaching its old form, if at all.” By the 1930s the profound impairment of the old system had finally produced a global situation wherein, with “credits unavailable, markets gone, and with them the means of obtaining the price of needed new materials, with populations pressing upon restricted resources, the stage had been set for the appearance of the totalitarian military state.” In this new context, any “realistic American policy” would have to be not only “prophylactic” but “therapeutic.” So, in addition to calling for massive support for the Allies in the war against fascism, Acheson proffered a long-term US imperial cure that involved “making capital available in those parts of Europe which need productive equipment” after the war, on condition that “exclusive or preferential trade arrangements” were removed—all to the end of “a broader market for goods made under decent standards” sustained by “a stable international monetary system.” But this would depend, among other things, on the US being “willing to accept the minor limitations which come from assuming some responsibility for making possible a world of order.”

The emphasis Acheson gave to trade arrangements reflected the continued commitment of many in the State Department to the Open Door strategy. The passage of the 1934 Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act had shown that the New Deal’s domestic priorities did not entail a turn to isolationism. The most tenacious advocate of this position was Secretary of State Cordell Hull, who “consistently maintained . . . that the alternative to radicalism was freer trade to restore employment and production.” If Roosevelt’s inclination was that “it is time for the country to become fairly
radical for at least one generation,” Hull’s almost fanatical devotion to free trade was based on the belief that “the question of the survival or disappearance of free enterprise” at home depended on a liberal order of international trade. But more important than the fact that the 1934 Act had turned US trade policy back in the direction of the Open Door was that, for the first time, Congress now delegated its constitutionally embedded tariff-making authority to the president (subject to Congressional renewal every three years). This had involved institutionalizing in trade policy the executive’s greater relative autonomy from particular capitalist interests, with the effect of insulating the state “from unwanted protectionist pressures after the disastrous consequences of the 1930 Smoot–Hawley Tariff Act.”

As we have seen, while tariffs had once primarily served to limit imports and generate federal revenues, since the 1890s they had been “internationalized,” in the sense of also coming to be used as a bargaining chip to open new markets—but this had been much constrained by log-rolling amendments so long as Congress had to approve each trade agreement. The Act granted the executive branch authority to raise or lower tariffs by as much as 50 percent from the 1930 levels; but, motivated by the goal of using tariffs more as a lever to expand US exports than as a means of preventing imports, this authority was used to launch a Reciprocal Trade Agreements Program, the “primary object” of which, in the eyes of the interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements, chaired by the State Department, “was to reduce tariff barriers rather than drive a sharp bargain.”

In fact, the reciprocal trade agreements signed in the 1930s with Britain, France, the Netherlands and Canada (as well as with three Latin American states) had done little to replenish foreign trade during the Depression. But their negotiation reflected the very different economic relationship that existed, on the one hand, between the US and these capitalist countries, which “made little effort to interfere with international movements of capital,” and on the other with fascist Germany, Italy and Japan, which exercised strong capital controls. The former’s linkages to the American economy in the 1930s prefigured their eventual subsumption in the informal American empire after World War II. This was most clearly seen in the enormous flow of gold into the US and the purchase by foreigners of US stocks and Treasury bills right through the New Deal. And this indicated the extent to which capitalists abroad regarded the US as “the safest country in the world and the dollar the soundest currency.”

The enhanced role of the US Treasury during the Depression was very important in this respect. The need to finance New Deal projects meant that the federal debt grew considerably; with relatively few other profitable options, financial capital at home and abroad gravitated to the “quality” debt that Treasury bills represented. The US Treasury bill market, to which the value of the dollar was now effectively tied, thus became essential to the
revival of Wall Street. Concerns that the inflow of capital from abroad would increase the value of the dollar and have inflationary consequences were allayed by the Treasury’s commitment to balanced budgets and to sterilizing the impact of the capital inflows. The alternative of using exchange controls to stop the inflow, as some economists in the Treasury suggested, was opposed by more senior Treasury officials, as well as by New York bankers who were determined to replace London as the world’s leading financial center. This too reflected the “mutual embeddedness” of the Treasury and Wall Street, despite Secretary Morgenthau’s occasional use of disparaging rhetoric about “money changers.”

It was also significant that the most important planning for the postwar world took place in the Treasury, and led straight to Bretton Woods. In contrast with the State Department—whose “moralistic, pacifist and laissez-faire” orientation to free trade during the 1930s reflected a bureaucracy that, as Acheson himself said, “had no ideas, plans or methods for collecting the information or dealing with the problems”—the Treasury had brought some of the country’s brightest young economists on board. They included not only those who had engineered the turn to Keynesianism in 1938, but also people who provided an alternative international economic policy to the State Department’s. The growing importance of the Treasury in the state apparatus was registered in its taking over of responsibility for international financial negotiations not only from private financiers like the House of Morgan, but also from the State Department and the Federal Reserve, whose subordinate status vis-à-vis the Treasury was clearly reaffirmed during the Depression.

Before the US entered the war, the State Department under Cordell Hull often seemed more preoccupied by the fear, as one senior official put it, that “a war lasting two or three years, or which may run on for even a longer time will place the people of Europe in such a terrible position as to produce revolutionary movements looking towards communistic policies.” This perspective explains the initial attempts of the US to put itself forward as an arbiter of a peace agreement whereby the Nazi regime, together with the other European states, would agree to limit armaments and lower trade barriers—only be to greeted by Hitler’s blunt rebuff to the American emissaries in 1940 to the effect that “unrestricted trade could not cure every problem in the world.” After the Nazi blitzkrieg across Western Europe in the spring of 1940 had put paid to such peace efforts, Roosevelt himself still sought to mobilize business behind US support for the Allies on free-trade grounds: it was “naïve to imagine that we could adopt a totalitarian control of our foreign trade and at the same time escape internal regimentation of our internal economy.” The priority the State Department gave to the removal of tariff barriers—even called “lunatic” by Keynes—was more understandable from the perspective of winning Congressional
and business support for Lend-Lease and preventing isolationist opinion from looking too closely into what would be entailed in the vaguely defined “new international responsibilities” the American state was embracing for the postwar world. But once the issue of entering the war was settled, and with business less fearful of a postwar depression and more confident that emerging state capacities would be an asset for capital rather than a threat, the State Department began to take seriously a much broader agenda for remaking the postwar world.

This in fact sustained what the prevailing view had been in the US Treasury all along. The recognition that full employment and economic growth after the war would depend more on accumulation at home than exports abroad did not negate the Treasury’s strong support for liberalizing trade relations; but it took the view that trade could only be liberalized on the basis of an international monetary arrangement that would also allow for economic growth and domestic accumulation in other countries. Those planning Bretton Woods could draw on their experience in fashioning the 1936 Tripartite Monetary Agreement between the US, France, and Britain (subsequently joined by Belgium, the Netherlands, and Switzerland) whereby the US Treasury used the Exchange Stabilization Fund—which it had been given in the legislation that codified in 1934 the US’s going off the gold standard—to manage the franc’s devaluation in a way that avoided competitive depreciations of other currencies. In the process it initiated close contacts between the various finance ministries, coordinating intervention in currency markets on a daily basis.25

The seeds for establishing a multinational institution through which the Treasury could coordinate such activity were sown in the plans developed in 1938–39 for an Inter-American Bank to promote currency stabilization and economic development. Moreover, as early as April 1940, Alvin Hansen (who had led the shift to Keynesianism in the Treasury) had proposed to the Council on Foreign Relations’ economic planning group the establishment of an international monetary fund to anchor the free convertibility of currencies in a system of international payments based on the American dollar.26 Harry Dexter White, who became head of the Treasury’s newly created Division of Monetary Research in the mid 1930s, could draw on all this experience when he was charged, only a week after Pearl Harbor, with developing the Treasury’s plan for what Morgenthau called a “New Deal in international economics.”27

The Path to Bretton Woods

The British Empire may have been acquired in a fit of absentmindedness, but the American empire that emerged after World War II was the product of considerable planning. The blueprints for the postwar international
order drawn up by US wartime policymakers sought to graft “the philosophy, substance, and form of the New Deal regulatory state onto the world,” recapitulating many of its legal and administrative forms in “virtually every issue area, ranging from the Food and Agricultural Organization to the projected International Trade Organization.” But above all, these blueprints were infused with a liberal conception of the rule of law, and also reflected the projection abroad of the New Deal’s “grand truce with capital.”

Widespread business concerns about the wartime planning of the domestic economy were quickly mollified by hard proof that such planning would be based on that truce. In the words of Henry Stimson, the leading Republican recruited to the administration to cement the truce with capital in the run-up to US participation in the war: “[I]f you are going to try to go to war, or prepare for war, in a capitalist country, you have to let business make money out of the process or business won’t work.” Those advisers within the New Deal administration who had a more directive and interventionist conception of planning were either increasingly marginalized, or they adapted themselves to working closely with the “dollar-a-year” corporate executives brought in by their hundreds to run the war agencies—whereas the few union leaders similarly recruited quickly accepted the role of subordinate partners. By the beginning of the war, “democratic planning” was already being presented as a technique that did “not require totalitarian control of the means of production, for it begins by research and ends in the consulting chamber . . . [T]he planners are not the bosses, nor are they rubber stamps of the bosses; they merely act as advisers.” They were the custodians of an economy owned by the capitalists.

The plans evolved for the postwar economic order reflected this, too. The questions that concerned the planners ranged very broadly: How to develop a new international monetary order built around the dollar while also addressing the need for European economic integration? How to ensure that the decolonization of the old empires would not jeopardize the security of oil and other resources? How to counter the popularity of radical nationalist, socialist, and communist forces in war-torn Europe and elsewhere? And at the same time, even though it was taking on these “profound new responsibilities in connection with practically all vital problems of world affairs,” the state of the new American empire remained the state of the American social formation. As the State Department’s history of wartime planning went on to say, “the staff at all times sought to consider problems from the standpoint especially of the long-run national interest of the United States.” And how the “national interest” was defined necessarily reflected the grand truce with capital. The question for the planners was how to make the American national interest, as determined by the domestic balance of social forces and the state’s own
relative autonomy from them, compatible with the broader tasks that the American imperial state was now assuming.

The plan Harry Dexter White developed for the Treasury, which laid the foundation for Bretton Woods, was fundamentally predicated on there being “no advantage in achieving a pseudo stability by clinging to restrictive measures that seriously hamper international economic life.” The plan addressed what needed to be done in three overlapping and interacting areas: first, securing both currency convertibility and exchange rate stability as a condition of reviving international trade; second, allowing for some degree of flexibility for governments in the face of the deflationary implications of balance-of-payments deficits; and third, providing the huge amounts of capital that the European economies would need for reconstruction. But the overarching concern was that the American state should be able to limit its own liability for funding all of this, while at the same time ensuring that, even in the absence of the old gold standard, financial discipline could be imposed on other states.

The historic significance of the Bretton Woods Agreement is that it institutionalized the American state’s predominant role in international monetary management as part and parcel of the general acceptance of the US dollar as the foundation currency of the international economy. Whereas the plans evolved for the United Nations, especially the composition of the Security Council, still bore significant traces of the old Great Power “spheres of influence,” the Bretton Woods framework was designed to avoid this, and to establish a general system of rules for mediating the international and national economic responsibilities of all states. It was thus laying the foundations, as White put it, for “new instrumentalities that will pave the way for a high degree of coordination and collaboration among the nations in economic fields hitherto held too sacrosanct for multilateral sovereignty.”

At one level, this simply referred to the fact that the kind of global program for international monetary stability the Treasury was planning would be far more difficult, if not impossible, to bring into being through bilateral arrangements than through a multilateral agreement. But it had a more profound meaning as well. Unlike the Open Door’s contingent and bilateral non-discrimination treaties across the old spheres of influence, the key objective of what the US was now proposing was to bind all states to a new rule of law in the international economy. It was true that, in contrast to the automatic discipline imposed by the gold standard, the “multilateral sovereignty” created through these new agreements was designed to give the states involved greater autonomy to pursue national economic policies. But they would simultaneously be subscribing to new constraints and responsibilities within the reconstructed international financial system. And the asymmetry of power embedded in these arrangements meant that
embracing “multilateral sovereignty” would implicitly require member-states to embrace the new American empire.

It was hardly surprising, therefore, that White summed up the Treasury’s plan as follows: “We in this country should face the fact that the success of international monetary co-operation will depend primarily on the participation and leadership of the United States. The dollar is the one great currency in whose strength there is universal confidence.” He went on to add a crucial corollary, however:

It is not enough to establish international agencies. We must also make possible the successful functioning of such agencies through the right domestic policies after the war . . . Full employment in this country will provide additional foreign exchange resources to other countries . . . facilitate the reduction of high tariffs and of exchange and trade restrictions and . . . encourage the resumption of foreign investment by Americans.

The Treasury thus recognized that the new international agencies were not necessarily the most important element of the new imperial project, but in classic New Deal fashion it nevertheless devoted enormous attention to their legal and administrative forms. The early drafts of the White Plan conceived the World Bank in terms of the need for an international public agency to supply Europe with large-scale and long-term public loans at very low rates of interest. This was because it was “futile to look to the private investor to supply more than a small part of the capital needed for the more urgent postwar reconstruction needs. The risks of loss seem to him too great and the prospects of profit too small.” This classic justification for state activity in a capitalist market society was presented by White as advantageous to private capital itself in the long run, since both the replacement of and the controls on private capital flows were to be only temporary: after “the prospects of currency stability are improved and restrictions on dividend and interest withdrawals removed, private capital will doubtless flow in increasing volume to areas in need of capital.”

Even so, in the course of the Treasury’s planning process the World Bank’s role was redefined so that direct lending was “to remain secondary”; its main role became to “encourage private capital to go abroad for productive investments by sharing the risks of private investors and by participating with private investors in large ventures.” At the same time, its mandate was expanded to include “development” (read: capitalist development), not just “reconstruction.” This famously turned the Bank’s purpose away from European reconstruction and towards arranging and guaranteeing loans from private capital for economically underdeveloped regions. In fact, one of the reasons for this was a concern to get Latin American states to join the International Monetary Fund—reflecting Roosevelt’s long-standing belief
that at the end of World War I the Senate had failed to recognize that the US could have controlled the League of Nations with the votes of the Latin American states lined up with its own. Basing voting power in the World Bank and the IMF on the size of each country’s subscription of gold, national currency, and government securities would give the US a veto on all important decisions, and, together with the Latin American states, a clear majority. The implication of this concentration of voting power was evident in the proposal that no member country would be allowed “to default on its external obligations . . . without consent of the Fund,” nor adopt any “monetary or banking or price measure or policy . . . which, in the opinion of a majority of the member votes, would bring about sooner or later a serious disequilibrium in the balance of payments.” On such vital issues, the US would in practice be able to decide.

As to what matching restrictions would be imposed on financial capital, it was of course significant that White’s plan, while insisting that the overall goal was “to reduce the necessity and use of foreign exchange controls,” permitted states to maintain them. And although it was never on the cards that the US itself would impose them, White’s early drafts had contemplated, as a “far-reaching and important requirement,” that the US would be prepared to cooperate in policing the capital controls of other countries. Without such cooperation, White reasoned, the control of capital by other states would be “difficult, expensive and subject to considerable evasion.” But even while he proposed this, White had recognized that certain of his proposals would “not stand the test of political reality”—and there was no chance whatever that this one, in particular, could. It was already much weakened in the revised July 1943 plan, and by the time of the US-UK Joint Statement of April 1944 setting the final framework for the Bretton Woods Agreement, it was effectively a dead letter. Capital controls were not prohibited, but absent the crucial cooperation of the American state, they could not really be effective in the long run.

Although the American and British Treasuries famously collaborated closely as the plans evolved, the relationship was such that “the British proposed, the Americans disposed,” as Keynes’s biographer has put it. Indeed, this reflected an asymmetry of power that would characterize the international financial order into the twenty-first century. This is not to say that the joint planning undertaken by the two Treasuries was an empty exercise; far from it, it was crucial for both the effective organization and the legitimation of the new “multilateral sovereignty” that defined the new American empire. The US Treasury attached considerable importance to the extensive negotiations over the relative merits of White’s and Keynes’s plans, since “Britain was seen as a kind of bridge between the United States and the rest of the world.” The joint planning process substantiated the shift from sterling to the dollar as the core international currency. Keynes’s
plan for a postwar Clearing Union with an entirely new international currency issued by the Fund (designed to record trade transactions and allow overdraft facilities to extend credit on easy terms to countries experiencing balance-of-payments deficits) was rendered still-born; the US Treasury insisted instead on a subscribed Fund that states could only draw on under much tighter conditions than Keynes’s plan envisaged. The Joint Statement hammered out between the two Treasuries in advance of Bretton Woods was thus largely framed in American terms, securing “discipline” on Britain’s part and “limited liability” on America’s.43

Yet however arduous the negotiations often were, the remarkable relationship between the two Treasuries prefigured the general nature of the postwar linkages that would develop between American state institutions and those of the former Great Powers in the emerging US empire. Keynes himself would speak both privately and publicly in terms of the historic novelty of British civil servants’ “trying to make good economic bricks for the world after the war” with their American counterparts, and having “much the same relations with them as if we were all members of a single office in Whitehall.”44 Yet the fact that they were not actually members of the same office, but still located in distinct state structures embedded in their respective social formations was not without its problems. This was especially evident when Keynes defended the Joint Statement in the British House of Lords with a triumphant claim that it would allow Britain to govern the value of sterling with independent domestic policies and interest rates “without interference from the ebb and flow of international capital movements or flights of hot money.” Keynes was, in fact, under no illusions about the limits the Joint Statement placed on Britain’s policy autonomy; he had only signed it because, he acknowledged, “our post-war domestic policies are impossible without American assistance,” and because “the Americans are strong enough to offer inducements to many or most of our friends [in the sterling area] to walk out on us.” But his misleading representation of the Joint Statement for his domestic audience in the UK—greatly exaggerating what he had won from the Americans (in order, as he later admitted, “to save the Fund from political extinction at Westminster”)—simultaneously sent a very different message to Wall Street, and thus had the exact opposite effect in Congress from the one he intended it to have in Parliament, revealing how the close ties between the two Treasuries also created tensions within their own states.45

Meanwhile the balance of class forces inside the UK was shifting, and would soon result in the first majority Labour Government in history. Insofar as its nationalization of the Bank soon proved to have remarkably little effect in displacing the City of London from the center of capitalist power in Britain, this had something to do with the fact that the domestic balance of forces inside the US was moving in the opposite direction. The
New Deal at home had meant corporatist regulation and suppression of competition among financial institutions, but not the suppression of financial capital as a powerful force in American society; it had never extended to controls over the international movement of capital, and the bankers were determined these should not be introduced through the back door of the International Monetary Fund. By the time many of America’s leading capitalists entered the government during wartime, the bankers’ adamant opposition to postwar controls over capital movements being introduced through an international treaty was well understood. White was no doubt well aware of this when his initial plan spoke in terms of certain proposals not meeting the test of “political reality,” and this was reinforced by the Republican victories in the 1942 midterm elections, and by Congress’s further evisceration, by 1943, of many domestic New Deal programs and agencies.\footnote{46}

The quick disappearance of White’s proposals for cooperative support for capital controls revealed the Treasury’s sensitivity to the interests and renewed power of financial capital. In their negotiations with the British, US Treasury officials constantly cited what Congress would or would not accept, but, as was proved when Congress voted overwhelmingly to endorse Bretton Woods once the Treasury had gotten the bankers onside, it was the latter’s truculence much more than that of Congress that that needed to be overcome. Indeed, when Keynes at one point complained that the White plan was “written in Cherokee,” he was told that “the reason it’s written in Cherokee is because we need the support of the braves of Wall Street and this is the language they understand.”\footnote{47}

Wall Street’s opposition to the IMF (they had no problem with the World Bank, now that it was geared to underwriting the risks of private investors) was based on an array of concerns. To be sure, even the New York bankers were pragmatic enough to see that most countries—with the key exception of the US—would continue to require capital controls after the war. But they never relinquished their view that such controls should be only temporary. In the narrowest of terms, the handling of the capital that flowed into New York during the Depression had been profitable, and they were keen to see this resume after the war. More broadly their concerns related to their ambition to replace London as the world’s international financial center.\footnote{48} But above all Wall Street’s opposition reflected the concern that New Deal–type economists and technicians ensconced in permanent international institutions might have even greater autonomy from them than those in the Federal Reserve and the Treasury (especially since the Treasury clearly wanted the Fund to displace the Bank of International Settlements, which had been created by the bankers themselves).\footnote{49} Moreover, given the Keynesian provenance of the Fund and the Bank, it was hardly surprising that bankers would be anxious lest full
employment rather than price stability might become the priority for
governments. Their anxiety about the inflationary implications of full
employment was by no means an idle concern, and would indeed prove to
be—as Michal Kalecki and Joan Robinson also predicted at the time—the
central contradiction of Keynesianism in the postwar era.

If there was ever a case where the advantages of relative autonomy
were manifest, allowing a capitalist state to act on behalf of capital but not
at its behest, it was in the extensive public campaign the US Treasury
undertook to get the Bretton Woods agreement endorsed by Congress
over the bankers’ opposition. In “one of the most elaborate and sophisti-
cated campaigns ever conducted by a government agency in support of
legislation,” the Treasury presented Bretton Woods as a “good business
deal for the United States” as well as “the symbol for a new kind of coop-
eration.” The Treasury argued that Wall Street’s portrayal of the Fund as
a vehicle for capital controls was substantially incorrect. Its official “back-
grounder” to the Bretton Woods Agreement emphasized that it “would
be incorrect to assume that most capital exports are prohibited under the
Fund’s provisions” and that a “careful examination of the fund proposal
will reveal that most capital exports can probably take place freely, and
only in a minority of cases will exchange restrictions have to be imposed.”
This was in fact the way the Treasury expected the Fund to operate—and
the way it actually did.

Even so, passage by Congress was not assured until the Treasury
struck a last-minute agreement with the representatives of the American
Bankers Association and leading Wall Street banks whereby the Treasury
agreed to various amendments in a compromise Bill which set up mech-
anisms such as the National Advisory Council, to ensure that US
representatives to the Fund would act in such a way as to impose greater
conditionalities on governments that were given access to its resources.
This effectively amounted to ensuring that the IMF would incorporate
what, ever since 1868, the London-based Corporation of Foreign
Bondholders had been doing insofar as it had “functioned like the IMF
in some respects and even practiced a weak version of conditionality.”
On this basis, the House of Representatives eventually passed the
Bretton Woods Agreement Act by 345 votes to 18—“only a declaration
of war gets a vote like that,” Acheson noted.

This victory in Congress publicly symbolized the immense managerial
capacities that the key executive agencies of the American state had de-
veloped by the end of World War II—in sharp contrast with their weak
capacities (as marked by the Senate’s defeat of Woodrow Wilson on the
League of Nations) at the end of World War I. Indeed, the importance of
these new capacities for bringing other states into the orbit of the new
American empire had already been much in evidence at the Bretton Woods
the project for a global capitalism

conference itself, where the commission responsible for creating the Fund was chaired and tightly controlled by White. Even though Keynes oversaw the commission and subcommittees responsible for the Bank, “they had American rapporteurs and secretaries, appointed and briefed by White,” who also arranged for “a conference journal to be produced every day to keep everyone informed of the main decisions.” At White’s disposal were “the mass of stenographers working day and night [and] the boy scouts acting as pages and distributors of papers”—all written in a “legal language which made everything difficult to understand [amid] the great variety of unintelligible tongues.” This was the “controlled Bedlam” the American Treasury wanted in order to “make easier the imposition of a fait accompli.” The conference ended with Keynes’s tribute to a process in which forty-four countries “had been learning to work together so that ‘the brotherhood of man will become more than a phrase.’ The delegates applauded wildly. ‘The Star Spangled Banner’ was played.”

Laying the Domestic Foundations

“If it is true that our prosperity depends on that of the world, it is true also that the whole world’s economic future hangs on our success at home.” Henry Stimson in this way captured the understanding which had developed inside the American state that, whereas the Open Door was predicated on US exports, the most important foundation of the new American empire was the unleashing of domestic consumer demand. But this is far too narrow a reading of what now transpired. What was really crucial to the postwar foundations of global capitalism was the deepening of commodification, alongside and even through the consolidation of the welfare state.

The containment of the New Deal through the wartime truce with business largely predetermined the nature of the industrial reconversion that took place at the end of the war. This had been foreshadowed in the summer of 1942 by the formation of the Committee on Economic Development (CED), which incorporated the Fortune Roundtable. The main concern of the CED was that planning for the postwar era should be guided by “a conservative version of Keynesian theory [to] promote growth in the private rather than the public sector.” Led by Studebaker’s Paul Hoffman, the corporate executives who founded the CED had many ties with the business, labor, and government representatives on the wartime planning agencies, and especially with the Department of Commerce. To this end, by June 1945 it had organized 2,800 local groups across the country, involving over 50,000 businessmen, making freely available to them experts in industrial management, product design, advertising, and sales. The CED’s goal was (as its bylaws put it) “avoid the real perils of mass unemployment or mass government employment” after the war by helping private
industry and commerce to develop conversion plans for “maximum employment and high productivity in the domestic economy.” This was the model that Hoffman would later export to Europe in his capacity as the Marshall Plan administrator, and it would prove much more important than the export of commodities for the postwar American empire’s capacity to penetrate the state policymaking apparatuses of the other capitalist countries of Europe.

As one CED research study put it in 1945, “foreign trade is offered time and again as sovereign remedy to relieve the affliction of excess capacity through getting rid of the surplus abroad. Attempting to solve the problem of ‘overproduction’ by selling abroad more than we are ready to buy is, of course, quite the ultimate in economic folly.” Exports, however important they were to particular sectors like agriculture and oil, would remain until 1970 only at the 5 percent level of GDP that had been reached in 1929. This was simply too small to sustain the American economy, and postwar Europe, with its focus on rebuilding public and private infrastructure necessarily implying consumer austerity, could not import enough consumer goods to solve the US’s postwar demand problem, even with American aid paying for such imports.

The 10 million US soldiers brought back into the civilian economy after World War II were the equivalent of 20 percent of the 1945 workforce; by this measure, it was a demobilization two-and-a-half times greater than at the end of World War I. And given that 45 percent of American GDP consisted of military production at the war’s end, it was hardly surprising that many economists feared that “V-J Day meant major depression and mass unemployment.” But in the event the corporations managed reconversion, even if it occurred in a rather haphazard fashion, with remarkable ease—aided as they were by the selling off at fire-sale prices of state-owned defense production plants (mostly to the private corporations that had been entrusted with running them during the war).

A crucial factor here was that the concentration of capital and the restructuring of production during both the Depression and the war, and the build-up of new technological opportunities, facilitated corporate planning. The 1930s had seen major innovations in synthetic rubber, aeronautics, and electrical machinery and equipment, as well as in electrical power generation, communication services, transportation, distribution, and civil engineering. All this had a great deal to do with the fact that corporate research and development had reached a new stage of maturity in the 1930s; expenditures on these activities more than doubled in real terms, and the number employed in them tripled. Although public investment during the Depression had not stimulated sufficient demand, it had very significant impacts on the supply side in terms of construction technologies and building the infrastructure (highways, bridges, roads, housing) for the postwar
automobile-driven suburbanization. And this is not even to speak of the transformation of the United States into the great military power it finally became during World War II—with enormous imperial implications for the rest of the century and beyond. The doubling of productive capacity during the war—and the seven-fold increase that was achieved in machine-tool production—involved many goods and components that could be readily converted to civilian production (from military trucks and airplanes to cars, civilian aircraft, and household appliances). The transition was further aided by easy access to investment funds from banks with wartime savings to lend at low interest rates.

By the beginning of 1947 the President’s Report to Congress proudly announced that “profits in most lines of industry and business have been highly rewarding.” But since real disposable income had fallen between 1945 and 1947, and increased government expenditures on civilian items compensated for only 11 percent of the decrease in the military budget, the question arose of how the economy’s enormous productive capacity could be sustained. The problem was aggravated by business-inspired Congressional amendments to the 1946 Employment Act that not only removed any reference to “full employment,” but watered down its provisions so as to ensure that government promotion of “maximum employment, production and purchasing power” would only be undertaken “in a manner calculated to foster and promote free competitive enterprise.” This effectively guaranteed that even though the federal state’s taxation capacity had increased enormously during the war, public spending would not play the kind of role that Keynesians had imagined would be required to sustain effective demand. American reconstruction in the postwar years was therefore bound to be heavily dependent on private consumer spending. Rising working-class incomes were the main mechanism through which this demand could materialize, but wage increases were also seen as threatening economic stability through their effects on price inflation and corporate profits. A resolution of the contradiction between the need for mass consumption and the fear of worker militancy only finally emerged out of a combination of direct state intervention to limit union strength, government-encouraged private consumption through interest-rate ceilings and mortgage guarantees, and the crucial subsequent “settlement” between capital and labor in industry.

The unions’ trading-off of the right to strike in return for recognition during the war was followed by a doubling of their membership, but this went along with the suppression of the radical union culture of the mid 1930s. Labor’s “marriage to the Democratic Party and the warfare state” thus yielded institutional gains that “advanced the union movement’s internal bureaucratic deformities.” Whether this would last was put into question by an explosion of strikes in 1945–46. At General Motors 225,000
workers walked off the job; 175,000 electrical workers and 800,000 steel workers soon did the same; and these actions were followed by national strikes in railroads and mining. The 1946 rail strike was ended by President Truman threatening to send in the army to run the railroads. The 1947 Taft-Hartley Act constrained union solidarity by banning secondary picketing and reinforcing state right-to-work laws. Moreover, the anti-Communist “witch-hunt” was already well in train by this time, especially in relation to the labor movement. Taft-Hartley included a provision that required officers of local, national, and international unions to file an affidavit swearing they were not members of the Communist Party. By 1949 Communist-led unions were being expelled from the AFL and CIO, while anti-Communist rhetoric was used to repress or at least marginalize rank-and-file militancy in the trade unions generally.

Alongside the stick came the carrot. Although wage incomes had decreased significantly in the first year after the war, by 1950 they had increased on average by 25 percent, despite the brief recession of 1949. The consumption possibilities this provided were supplemented not only by people spending wartime savings but also by their taking advantage of low interest rates and government provision for secure mortgages. The $72 billion growth in personal consumption between 1945 and 1950 (an increase of 60 percent) was more than enough to offset the decline in defense expenditures of $69 billion. And the consumption boom had ideological as well as economic effects. With investment in residential housing rising eleven-fold in the five years after the war, William J. Levitt, who supervised the building of the paradigmatic working-class suburb, Levittown, declared in 1948 that “no man who owns his own house and lot can be a communist.”

But the most important event in resolving the contradiction between the need for private consumption and the dangers posed by wage militancy was the 1950 “Treaty of Detroit.” When General Motors, the largest manufacturing company in the world, and the UAW, the most prominent union in the country, institutionalized the “Fordist” link between mass production and mass consumption through this path-breaking collective agreement, they went far beyond anything that Henry Ford ever imagined. By tying company-level wage increases to estimates of national productivity increases, and building in inflation protection through a cost-of-living index, they implicitly accepted that collective bargaining would not disturb the existing distribution of income. The Treaty also centralized power within the union. As the focus of collective bargaining shifted to the negotiation of company-wide wage and benefit increases, and as the union accepted management’s control over production at the shop-floor level, local rank-and-file power was undermined. Since the New Deal labor law allowed for the right to strike during the term of a collective agreement, the Treaty’s requirement that authority for this in any plant had to be secured from the national union
leadership further institutionalized a corporatist relationship between top company and union leaders, and the loss of local autonomy. The commitment of the union leadership to this type of corporatist “productivism” was seen in the initial five-year term of the 1950 agreement, designed to guarantee the company a long period of “labor peace.” This did become the focus of membership discontent, leading the UAW president Walter Reuther to get GM to reopen the agreement after three years (which became the norm from that point on). But in all other respects the Treaty held, including the groundwork it laid for privately negotiated healthcare, pension and other benefits that allowed the strongest unions to take care of their members, rather than secure universal public provision from the state.

The Treaty of Detroit, followed by similar agreements throughout the auto sector and other industries, was key to the resolution of the dilemma US capital had faced at the end of the war. The organized American working class would now become the backbone of a high-wage and high-consumption proletariat, but its unions were no longer prepared to challenge capital’s right to manage production, let alone question the “capitalist system” along the lines often heard in the 1930s. Reuther now welcomed GM’s high profits on the grounds they were “the goose that laid the golden egg,” thereby confirming GM chairman Alfred Sloan’s prediction that collective bargaining would prove to be an “irresistible force against encroachments on the competitive system of enterprise.”

Looking back from the vantage-point of the early sixties, Sloan observed that

it is more than seventeen years since there has been an extended strike over national issues at General Motors. To those of us who recall the violent and crisis-ridden atmosphere of the mid-1930s, or the long ordeal of the great postwar strike wave of 1945–46, the record of the past seventeen years seems almost incredible. And we have achieved this record without surrendering any of the basic responsibilities of management.

*Fortune* magazine had been right in July 1950 when it heralded the Treaty of Detroit with a headline that read “GM may have paid a billion for peace, but it got a bargain.”

What was good for General Motors was now good for the world. The Treaty of Detroit epitomized what was meant by the term “productivism,” which under the Marshall Plan also became the model for the export of American labor relations to Europe, and it gave enormous legitimacy to what the US was doing there. The appeal of the American model was powerfully reinforced by the contrasting realities the settlement highlighted between European austerity and American consumerism. What the Europeans were seeing across the Atlantic was a society in which auto production (having completely ceased during the war) by 1950 had
reached 6.5 million units a year—some three-quarters of global production—and led the way to automobiles being “the key manufacturing industry for most of the middle decades of the twentieth century.” With the enormous expansion of the American highway system in the mid fifties, cars led the way to suburbia and shopping malls, and reinforced the boom in consumer products; and this in turn brought to fruition the product innovations and new production technologies that had been building since the twenties, but whose application had been largely frustrated by the Depression and the war.

To some extent the US was reviving “old industries” that Europe would soon revive too; but it was also developing new areas of leadership which had emerged out of war production. Commercial aircraft were one critical example (the first jet aircraft went into civilian service in 1957). Synthetic petroleum-based products contributed to the development of the American chemical industry, and the government-sponsored development of penicillin and other therapeutic drugs drove expansion in the pharmaceutical industry. The electronics industry became an integral part of the postwar military-industrial complex, and by the end of the 1950s new firms—as opposed to the established firms that dominated other sectors—were leading the civilian applications that were the foundation of the later revolutions in computing and telecommunications (the “integrated circuits” so crucial to these were patented in 1959).

Meanwhile, financial institutions of various types not only participated in the rapid growth of industry across the country but also found ways to encourage and take advantage of rising consumerism to draw in the working classes, especially through state-backed mortgage securities and consumer loans. The tens of thousands of union-negotiated health insurance and pension plans established between 1949 and 1952 spread rapidly thereafter (and were also adopted by other firms to avoid unionization), providing lucrative profits for the rapidly expanding private insurance industry. International portfolio investment recovered slowly after the war, but New York’s investment banks, far from suffering from their exclusion from commercial banking under the New Deal financial legislation, “were able to create and mould [their] business free from the restraints of the traditional slow-moving commercial banking culture. Put simply the US investment banks wrote the rules while everyone else . . . was busy trying to work out what investment banking was all about.” All this meant that Wall Street investment banks became unrivaled in the role they played (and the fees they earned) in international capital-intensive infrastructural “project financing” and in the placement of corporate, state, and World Bank bond issues.

Although interest rates were low over this period, rising volumes supported bank profitability. Over the decade of the 1950s the average growth in profits was 40 percent higher in banking than in manufacturing (8.8 percent versus
6.2 percent. The postwar economic boom and the financial bull market of the 1950s provided the space, within the framework of the New Deal and Bretton Woods regulations, for American finance to further deepen its markets at home, expand abroad, and lay the basis for the explosion of global finance that occurred in the last decades of the twentieth century.

Bankers had considerable influence in the Treasury under the Truman administration—which, insofar as it still reflected any “lingering New Deal suspicion of Wall Street,” expressed it in an antitrust suit launched by the Justice Department in 1947 against the investment houses that handled 70 percent of Wall Street underwriting. When this suit failed in the courts a few years later, it was seen as a “watershed in the history of Wall Street” that not only firmly closed the door on the old tensions between the bankers and the state, but also “finally freed the Street of its image as the home of monopoly capitalists . . . the investment bankers finally proved they were vital to the economy.”

Acceptance of this was institutionally crystallized inside the state, in an Accord reached between the Federal Reserve and the Treasury in 1951. Until the Accord, the New York Fed, acting as the Treasury’s agent, had unilaterally dictated the price at which government securities were sold (this was seen on Wall Street as running the market “with an iron fist”). But now the Fed took up the position long advocated by University of Chicago economists and set to work successfully organizing Wall Street’s bond dealers into “a self-governing association that would set minimum capital standards and assure low trading spreads,” to the end of supporting “a free market in government securities” with “sufficient depth and breadth” so that dealers could take speculative positions, and thus allow market forces to determine bond prices.77 The Fed’s Open Market Committee would only intervene by “leaning against the wind” to correct “a disorderly situation” through its buying and selling of Treasury bills. Financial capital’s hostility to inflationary policies thus became “an essential ingredient in the monetary policy process,” as decreases in demand for government bonds “revealed the market’s concern that inflation could rise.” It was a measure of how far the Accord had consolidated the strength of Wall Street that “within a very short time, the Treasury invited the dealer community to advise on its financing.” And insofar as the financial sector still had any lingering concerns that Keynesian commitments to the priority of full employment, and the use of fiscal deficits to that end, might prevail in the Treasury, they were allayed by the autonomy the Accord gave the Fed: “the pursuit of macroeconomic stabilization and price level stability [had become] the rationale for central bank independence.”

The Accord was designed to ensure that “forces seen as more radical” within any administration would not be able to implement inflationary monetary policies.79 The roots of “monetarism”—understood not in the
sense of policy determined by arcane measures of money supply, but in the
sense of giving macroeconomic priority to “manipulating short-term inter-
est rates to control aggregate demand and inflation”—thus really need to be
located not in the 1970s but in the 1950s, during the supposed heyday of the
Keynesian era. When William McChesney Martin, the Fed’s chairman
from 1951 to 1970, told the Senate Finance Committee in 1958 that an
increase in interest rates “served as an indication to the business and invest-
ment community that the Federal Reserve rejected the idea that inflation
was inevitable,” he was indeed, as Robert Hetzel says, “reflecting views on
monetary policy that foreshadowed those of Volcker and Greenspan.”

These developments in the Treasury and the Federal Reserve could not
but critically affect the new American imperial project. But also important
was the change that occurred in the outlook of the State Department. The
priority given in postwar economic policy to securing the domestic founda-
tion for capital accumulation effectively ended its fifty-year obsession with
the Open Door policy.” In its representation of US economic interests, the
State Department’s role now shifted towards securing adequate natural
resources to sustain domestic accumulation, and creating conditions abroad
that would attract US foreign direct investment and ensure its security. And
yet more important was the broader role it would now play in taking
responsibility for the reconstruction of the other core capitalist states,
promoting the decolonization of their former empires, and trying to ensure
that both of these historic developments occurred in a manner consistent
with their integration into global capitalism under the aegis of the new
American empire.
Launching Global Capitalism

The mutual exhaustion of the old capitalist empires, the devastation of the European economies, and the weak political legitimacy of their ruling classes by the end of World War II created an unprecedented opportunity which the American state was now ready and willing to exploit. But the preceding thirty-year crisis had so gravely jeopardized capitalism’s future, in the face of both Soviet Communism and the strength of the Left in labor movements, that more than just an American-led postwar restoration of European economies was at stake. The resumption of accumulation primarily rested on the reconstruction of capitalist states which had to find resources both for public infrastructure and private investment, while also dealing with urgent popular demands for security and consumption—at a time when the desperate need for food, raw materials, and capital goods came up against the inability to access the dollars to pay for such imports.

Such a project now depended on the unique capacity of the American imperial state. The most crucial dimension of this in postwar Europe was the space it afforded the European capitalist states to develop internal economic coherence, deepening their domestic consumer markets and expanding their export capacity. This occurred alongside regional economic integration, but the gradual institutionalization of the Common Market was not intended to be, and did not become, the basis for a new inter-imperial rivalry based on a European super-state. Rather, it was a key mechanism, in Alan Milward’s apt formulation, for the “European rescue of the nation-state.” 1 But this was strongly encouraged by American policymakers, and what was in fact taking place was the American rescue of the European capitalist state.

The Marshall Plan’s achievements in this respect would later be called “history’s most successful structural adjustment program”—one which permitted Europe’s welfare states to be “built on top of and . . . not supplant or bypass the market allocation of goods and factors of production.” 2 US policymakers repeatedly spoke, as Allen Dulles did in 1947, of their “desire to help restore a Europe which can and will compete with us in the world markets.” 3 The economic rationale for this was that it would enable Europe
to buy “substantial amounts of our products,” and it was hoped that this
would eventually entail not only exports from the US but also production
by US corporations within Europe. In fact, in the first decade after the war,
US banks and multinational corporations were not much inclined to invest
in Western European countries (two-thirds of US foreign direct investment
still went to the informal empire within its own hemisphere). 4 American
capital was above all engaged in the massive reconversion program at home,
and US FDI was concentrated on ensuring that natural resources—above all
oil—would be available “for ourselves and our allies.”

In this context, the leading role in influencing the nature of European
postwar reconstruction fell not to American capital but to the American
state. With Europe accounting for only 13 percent of US FDI, what Susan
Strange called America’s new “imperial bureaucracy” was thus not initially
involved so much in sustaining American corporate interests further afield
as in anticipating and creating the conditions for their “invasion” of Europe
that really only took off in the late 1950s. 6 For the European capitalist classes
seeking to re-establish themselves after the war, the predominance of the
US was crucial, making adherence to the informal American empire indis-
pensable. Yet it was not so much an imposition as it was “imperialism by
invitation.” 7 American power and resources were used by European elites
to install policies that would have been impossible to pursue on the basis of
the domestic alignment of forces. 8

This was, however, no easy matter, because the postwar constellation of
class and ideological forces in Europe was so different from that in the US.
The strength and initial radicalism of European labor movements in the
early postwar years, on the one hand, and, on the other, the strength of both
financial and industrial capital in the US, constituted the crucial matrix that
determined European capitalist classes’ accommodation to the new imperial
relationship. The particular manner in which American labor came to be
integrated at home, and its active cooperation with the state and capital in
spreading this example abroad, played an important role in accommodating
European labor to a new configuration of capitalist class forces which did
not so much involve weakening European labor as inflecting it towards an
emulation of American “productivism.” This was achieved by the political
reorganization of European bourgeoisies and the integration of Catholic
trade unions into the Christian Democratic parties that came to govern
most of continental Europe in the 1950s—and also by the orientation of
European Social Democracy towards the type of welfare state and economic
planning that would be consistent with the revival of capitalist markets.

US policymakers recognized that there was a “variety of forms free
societies may take,” in Henry Stimson’s phrase. 9 But the meaning of “free
society” was explicitly framed within a conception of the state’s role in
the economy that did not depart significantly from the explicitly capitalist
way in which “democratic planning” had already come to be defined in the US itself by 1939, after the New Deal’s “grand truce” with capital. The postwar British Labour Government—the first social-democratic majority government in a core capitalist country—articulated an almost identical approach to democratic planning that “turned away from direct control by public administration and toward indirect control by manipulation of the market . . . compatible with private ownership, competition and profit-making.”

Insofar as this became the dominant framework for state intervention, it was largely a product of domestic political and class compromises. Yet these compromises were inseparable from the way in which the American state structured the reconstitution of European states. Of course these states could not and did not become replicas or branches of the American state—and this was all the more true outside Western Europe, where integration of states into the US informal empire took a qualitatively different form, not only in Japan but also in oil-producing states of the Middle East, as well as elsewhere in the “Third World.”

**Evolving the Marshall Plan**

As we saw in the previous chapter, the key condition Wall Street had set for calling off Congressional opposition to the Bretton Woods Agreement Act was the creation of the interdepartmental National Advisory Council (NAC) to oversee the making of US international economic policy. And in the immediate postwar period, as the Treasury and State Department were each going through significant changes in both personnel and orientation, the NAC in fact proved more effective and more independent from Congress, as Keynes quickly recognized, “than is usually the case with such Washington Committees.” What political economists later called the “embedded liberal” norms of Bretton Woods were little in evidence as US policymakers played the central role in shaping the World Bank and IMF. By insisting on reviewing World Bank loans as well as installing conservative bankers in its executive directorships, the NAC ensured that the Bank would be “a permanent international institution that promoted corporatist collaboration between private international investors, member government officials and economic technicians under the leadership of New York’s financial community.” And the decisions taken at the NAC played a no less formative role in relation to the IMF, ensuring that “the US conception of the conditional use of IMF resources was . . . officially established as IMF policy,” and establishing the “practice of holding confidential consultations” to set out the fiscal and monetary steps states would need to take to satisfy the conditions set for the receipt of IMF loans.

But in the postwar years neither of these institutions came to play the
major role intended by their founders or portrayed by their admirers today. In the absence of the major intervention represented by the Marshall Plan, the overwhelming economic dominance of the US would have led to balance-of-payments crises in Europe that the newly formed IMF clearly could not handle; “fixed” exchange rates would have had to be repeatedly adjusted; beggar-thy-neighbor trade policies would have been revived. The Bank and the IMF did not, therefore, become the key agencies for “internationalizing” European states. As a prestigious contemporary report by leading US policymakers and academics noted, “universal inter-governmental agencies play a peripheral or waiting part,” while American programs and government agencies “occupy the center of the stage.”

The fundamental American policy orientation throughout what is often called—somewhat misleadingly—the “Bretton Woods era” was that currency and capital controls should be transitional, not permanent. All the essential questions of policy informing the intergovernmental negotiations that defined the era were cast in terms of facilitating this transition, beginning with the condition that US negotiators attached to the 1945 British loan requiring sterling to be made convertible within one year (rather than the five years allowed for in the Bretton Woods negotiations). This was indicative of just how short both Washington and New York initially expected the transitional period for the removal of controls might be.

The rhetorical bravado of the kind occasionally heard from politicians like Morgenthau, about “driving the usurious money lenders out of the temple of international finance,” should never have been taken too seriously. The facts spoke clearly enough: even the New Deal had not included controls over the international movement of capital; the idea that the American state might cooperate in policing the capital controls of other states was quickly abandoned during the war; a wave of capital flight from Europe immediately after the war was received by Wall Street with open arms. And this was matched by the reluctance of European states, and especially the British, to confront their own capitalist classes by nationalizing and repatriating their extensive holdings of assets in the US economy. But the continuation of this correlation of short-term interests between European and American capitalists, and the fact that the latter engaged in virtually no private investment in Europe in the years immediately after the war, threatened to undermine the reconstruction of viable capitalist states in Europe.

Thus, despite Truman’s concern to secure “the return of our foreign commerce and investments to private channels as soon as possible,” it was left to the American state itself to address the economic crisis that engulfed Europe in 1947. The Marshall Plan was conceived in this context for quite pragmatic reasons, not because of a new enthusiasm for the normative framework outlined at Bretton Woods. A shift in responsibility for the
central aspects of international economic policy from the Treasury to the State Department was important here. Whereas the Treasury’s autonomy from Wall Street was diminished after the war, as reflected in both its domestic economic policy (balanced budgets) and international policy (removal of controls), the State Department’s autonomy was enhanced, as the main responsibility for international economic policy was transferred to it both from the Treasury and from the NAC and its Treasury-provided staff. Notably, Cordell Hull’s obsession with free trade as the necessary alternative to radical New Deal policies at home no longer held sway in the State Department. In his famous speech at Baylor University in March 1947, Truman had trumpeted: “We are the giant of the economic world. Whether we like it or not, the future pattern of economic relations depends upon us.” As part of this, he expressed his commitment to “the achievement, not of free trade, but of freer trade” at the first multilateral trade negotiations about to begin in Geneva, so long as the outcome of these negotiations conformed with “our devotion to freedom of enterprise,” since that was “part and parcel of what we call American.”

There was, however, a marked lack of enthusiasm in the administration, and especially in the State Department, for the Charter negotiated at Geneva for the International Trade Organization that was supposed to complement the IMF and World Bank in a new triumvirate of international economic organizations. When the Truman administration decided not to ask Congress to endorse the ITO, this reflected not just the difficulty of overcoming protectionist Congressional opposition at the time, but also the discontent of the administration—and even of the most internationally oriented US capitalists—with the Charter proposed for the ITO. As the US Council of the International Chamber of Commerce put it, the ITO Charter was “a dangerous document” because of the provisions for economic development and full employment it appeared to institutionalize permanently. Essentially this amounted to the Charter’s failure to provide sufficient openings and protection for US foreign investment—something which would become a central element in the multitude of bilateral trade treaties signed by the US government in the 1950s.

The negotiations had been handled by the State Department’s main enthusiast for free trade, Will Clayton, the undersecretary of state for economic affairs (although he was much more preoccupied with developing the Marshall Plan in response to the economic crisis in Europe). In the end Clayton was quite content to go no further than the commercial chapter of the ITO negotiated in Geneva, known as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Not only was it, as Clayton’s biographer put it, “the most sweeping trade agreement—in terms of tariff reduction and the number of goods and countries involved—in the history of the industrial world”; it also allowed for flexibility in both bilateral and multilateral negotiations,
where “the procedures of negotiation preserved the political advantage of the rich countries and permitted American dominance.”20 As a commercial trade agreement not encumbered by the proposed charter for the ITO, the GATT set out long-term liberalizing goals, and set ground rules for non-discriminatory treatment of national and international investors while leaving ample scope for the type of temporary trade restrictions that were agreed with the British in the summer of 1947.21

US trade policy, which would henceforth no longer go under the name of the Open Door, remained primarily “shaped by domestic influences” rather than an “embedded” international regime.22 But those influences were themselves increasingly structured by the way the American state had been internationalized and the responsibility it took upon itself for developing capitalism on a global scale after World War II. In the postwar period, the institutional restructuring introduced in the 1934 Trade Act was rendered much more significant than it could have been during the Depression, as successive administrations pursued “a general process of trade liberalization with only exceptional treatment to ‘special’ cases” (which were left to the play of “industry-specific pressures” in Congress).23 And now that it was recognized, even in the State Department, that accumulation at home was only marginally dependent on exports, trade strategy was determined above all by the commitment to ensuring that what Truman called “the future pattern of economic relations” internationally would be conducive to the expansion of “free enterprise” in ways that would eventually allow for the free movement of capital. In the interim, however, this explicitly involved selectively opening up the massive US market even to states that protected their own markets, whether through tariffs, subsidies, or undervalued exchange rates. Of course, it was a policy that was constantly subject to pressures from, and compromises with, protectionist lobbies that enjoyed Congressional support, but these pressures and compromises did not deflect the American state’s strategic orientation towards trade policy, which was now applied to Europe under the Marshall Plan—and soon, in a different way, to Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.

The uppermost concern was the one Acheson had expressed in 1939—namely that the US capitalist system could not survive if the core European countries took a different path. But now the concern was not with stopping the spread of fascism, but rather preventing indigenous Communist and left-socialist political forces from increasing their considerable popular support, and getting them removed from postwar coalition governments, especially since general elections were impending across much of Western Europe in 1947–48. Together with reports arriving in the State Department of severe economic crises across Western Europe in the winter of 1947, the challenge posed by the European Left, coming to a head with Greece at this time, prompted both the formulation of the Truman Doctrine on the
containment of Communism and the creation of the Marshall Plan. At a State Department meeting in May 1947, Clayton emphasized that the initiative behind the plan should “come—or, at any rate, appear to come—from Europe. But the United States must run the show. And it must start running it now.” According to Acheson’s account of the meeting, “On this main point there was no debate.”

Since the US insisted on confining Marshall Aid to Western Europe, and was especially committed to reconstituting an economically viable West German state, the Truman Doctrine was designed to avoid making it look as if it was the US rather than the USSR that was responsible for dividing Europe. It heralded the new geopolitical and military links that came to bind the core capitalist states to the American empire. These links would soon be institutionalized—not only through NATO, but also through the hub-and-spokes network that linked other states’ intelligence and security apparatuses to those of the US. But American policymakers recognized that in Europe it was domestic left-socialist or Communist forces, whose popular support was likely to be increased in the context of the economic crisis, that were the main problem. This was made very clear in 1947 by George Kennan, who as director of the State Department’s Policy Planning Staff was the primary author of the containment doctrine, when he said that US policy in Europe should “be directed not to the combating of communism as such but to the restoration of the economic health and vigor of European society.”

And even the National Security Council’s 1950 master document on the strategy of containment, NSC-68, stated that the “overall policy at the present time may be described as one designed to foster a world environment in which the American system can survive and flourish... a policy which we would probably pursue even if there were no Soviet threat.”

Alan Milward has demonstrated that the Marshall Plan funds were not as crucial to European recovery as was claimed at the time, and by some historians subsequently, nor as significant for furthering American exports and capital investment. Yet even if the funds provided were not much greater than the relief aid given from 1945 to 1947, the three-year advance commitment of funds that the Marshall Plan gave Europe in 1948 was much more effective in sustaining economic recovery than relief aid—not least to offset the capital that until this point had been escaping European controls and heading to New York. Such “offsetting financing” had been discussed at Bretton Woods, but was rejected there in favor of capital controls. Yet at a time when the new International Monetary Fund had insufficient resources to play much of a role, the provision of such offsetting finance was in a certain sense what the Marshall Plan now amounted to.

To the extent that Marshall Plan funds eased the consumption–investment
tradeoff and the balance-of-payments constraint, they also reduced tendencies to deflation and helped overcome specific bottlenecks critical to both growth (transportation, raw materials, components) and shortages of basic necessities (food, oil). In the pivotal years 1948 and 1949 Marshall Plan assistance amounted to an estimated 15 percent of the combined gross domestic capital formation of the UK, Italy, and France, while for Germany it was over 25 percent. Equivalent funds might of course have been “found” without Marshall Plan assistance, but that would have required either radical state intervention against domestic capital or even more austerity for the working class. The former was precisely what the Marshall Plan was determined to prevent; the latter risked further radicalizing workers and undermining the fragile legitimacy of both capital and states in Europe.

The bilateral pacts which each government had to sign with the US to obtain Marshall Plan funds required them “to agree to balance government budgets... restore internal financial stability... and stabilize exchange rates at realistic levels.” The recipient states were allowed to be “committed to the mixed economy. But the US insisted that market forces be represented more liberally in the mix.” Crucial here as well was that “for every dollar of Marshall Plan aid received the recipient country was required to place a matching amount of domestic currency in a counterpart fund to be used only for purposes approved by the US government.”

W. F. Duisenberg, the first head of the European Central Bank, looking back in 1997 on the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the Marshall Plan, notably celebrated its functions in this respect as “similar to the approach followed in later years by the International Monetary Fund in its macroeconomic adjustment programs.”

The American Rescue of European Capitalism

The Marshall Plan’s success in stabilizing Western European finances should not obscure its broader strategic significance—the economic, political, ideological, and military dimensions of the American rescue of European capitalism were intertwined and inseparable. John J. McCloy, the prestigious Wall Street lawyer who moved from the US Control Commission in postwar Germany to become president of the World Bank in its formative years from 1947 to 1949, summed it up as follows:

The prevailing lack of confidence in European currencies is perhaps most dramatically reflected in the flight of capital now going on. The causes, of course, are both political and economic. There can be no financial stability in the absence of sound financial policies, but there can also be no financial stability without confidence on the part of the people in the political future.
of the country. This explains why the problem of military guarantees has such direct and vital economic implications.34

What the American state was signaling with the Marshall Plan was its commitment to underwriting the European states as capitalist states, while at the same time making it possible to secure cooperation from labor in the process. Thus, while trade unions bore the immediate burden of the imposition of wage restraint and incomes policies, they were also attracted by the Marshall Plan’s explicit promotion of a “social contract” for labor peace and improved productivity. In this way, economic growth—making the pie bigger, as it was often put—assumed priority over the redistribution of income and wealth.

The postwar balance of class forces in Europe meant that labor could not be repressed as it had been before, which made it all the more important that financial discipline should be reinforced. The commitment to this varied from country to country. This was especially seen in the determination with which the Bundesbank and the Ministry of Finance in Germany espoused neoliberal monetarist policies (at the time called “ordoliberalism”) throughout the postwar period. “Whereas the rest of Europe read Keynes many West Germans read Friedrich von Hayek.”35 Notably, “the strong market orientation of US officials led them to secure important posts for ‘ordoliberals’ and provide institutional support for their ideas.”36 And the Bank of England—even after its nationalization by the postwar Labour government—continued to represent the interests of the City of London, often in alliance with a Treasury increasingly obsessed with restraining union wage power under conditions of high employment.37 Meanwhile, the Bank of International Settlements (BIS), that orthodox club of central bankers, was conscripted, now with the strong backing of the US Treasury, as the vehicle for running the European Payments Union mechanism in the late 1940s.38

As early as 1948 Per Jacobsson, who had effectively run the BIS since its inception and would later be appointed to head the IMF, reassured American policymakers that something he called “neo-Liberalism . . . has begun to gain ground” in Europe: price controls were “being replaced by ordinary financial control, involving balancing of budgets, curtailment of credit through an increase of interest rates, and cessation of the intervention by the central banks in support of government bonds.” But this success in terms of financial discipline was, he insisted, only really important as a signal of a profound change that had occurred in the balance of political forces: “Non-Socialist parties have a majority in Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Eire, France, Switzerland, Italy, Iceland, Greece, Portugal, Austria and Turkey—thirteen out of the Sixteen Nations. And in 1947–48, the elections have generally strengthened the non-socialist majority,” he
reported. “Only in Great Britain, Norway and Sweden is there now a Labour majority in Parliament.” And with respect to the latter he went on to quote the New Statesman and Nation of February 21, 1948: “[S]ocialist remedies which many propounded two years ago or even twelve months ago, have been ruled out by events.”

Nevertheless, coming to terms with popular forces in postwar Europe required balancing the need for financial restraint, in order to accommodate the priorities of rebuilding the social infrastructure and allowing room for private investment, with the need to address the high expectations of farmers and workers—the former concerned with prices and the latter with wages. It might seem that in these respects the American state made compromises that undermined the liberal objectives it had set for itself: European development came with social and industrial policies, barriers to free trade, and trade discrimination against the US. But this would be to take too idealized a view of the American imperial project. “Liberalization” was a process; pragmatic compromises were part of making progress within the overall project. Moreover, this was not just a matter of “two steps forward, one step back.” Interventionist domestic policies and regional trade protection from US exports were not contrary but essential to the imperial project’s long-term success.

Also essential to the success of the project was marginalizing the most radical impulses in the labor movement and channeling the expectations and demands of workers and farmers towards making gains within the boundaries of a growing capitalism. A great deal has been written on the isolation of Communist unions and parties, including the role played by the the AFL and CIO in establishing, with CIA funding, non-Communist—and anti-Communist—unions. But no less crucial was the consolidation of the “politics of productivism” among the majority of European workers, “superseding class conflict with economic growth.” This was in fact the crucial condition both for the distinctive development of the European welfare states and for the regional integration of their economies, which culminated in the European Common Market.

The productivity councils that emerged during the Marshall Plan were especially important in identifying productivity with “modernization.” But most influential was the example of labor relations and working-class conditions in the US itself. This was communicated through formal exchanges and visits by trade unionists to American factories, homes, and shopping centers, and also—and in the long run perhaps more importantly—through the informal dissemination of American culture and the trans-Atlantic contacts of immigrant families, friends, and visitors. It is hardly surprising that, to workers who had suffered through the Depression and the war, the tangible and immediate gains that appeared to be obtainable from “responsible” unionism seemed more attractive than alternatives that held out the
prospect of more chaos in the short term, and distant and uncertain promises in the longer term. Moreover, European social-democratic parties progressively ceased to provide the leadership, education, and confidence needed for mobilization towards a socialist alternative. In fact, their leaders’ statist notions of “socialism” identified calls for greater democratization of the state and economy more as problems for their parties than as opportunities.

But the success of the strategy for incorporating the working classes depended on having the material ability to transform European economies. And for this it seemed that at least three basic problems needed to be overcome which Marshall Plan funds, even with the disciplinary conditions attached to them, could not solve. The first problem was how to mobilize long-term capital for investment without jeopardizing the distributional compromises so essential for the fragile peace with popular forces. Second, although the American market was open to them, European companies did not (in general) have the capacity to compete there with US firms. Third, even reconstruction and larger regional markets could not in themselves overcome the technological—and institutional—advantages of American business. For all these problems Marshall Plan dollars offered only short-term relief. These were American problems as much as European ones. An uncompetitive Europe would not be able to pay for, and therefore absorb, American exports, and this therefore risked extending Europe’s status as an expensive ward of the US.

As it turned out, Europe’s accumulation problem was overcome in spectacular fashion: investment as a share of GDP through the 1950s surpassed every previous peak for European countries. Absolutely crucial to this was the American endorsement—some would say orchestration—of European regional economic integration. This started with the radical currency devaluations implemented by the European states relative to the dollar after the 1948–49 recession in the US had drastically reduced American imports from Europe. This realignment of currencies set the stage for the shift in the balance of trade between the US and Europe that took place over the course of the 1950s. The most critical institutional reform in making this viable was the European Payments Union (EPU), which came into effect in 1950. It was Paul Hoffman, the American businessman now heading the Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA), the agency responsible for carrying out the Marshall Plan’s Economic Recovery Program, who aggressively intervened in 1949 to press for the formation of a European Payments Union, arguing that “nothing less than the integration of the Western European economy” would do, and that, absent such integration, “a vicious cycle of economic nationalism would again be set in motion.”

The principle behind the EPU was simple. The American dollar, which had become the primary means of exchange even in trade between European
countries, could not, because it was in short supply in Europe, accommodate increased trade—and this led to a highly restrictive system of bilateral trade relationships. This was overcome by the EPU, which allowed each European state to use its own currency to pay for imports from other European states. By allowing national room for maneuver in economic policy, the EPU was especially important for industrial reconstruction and sustained accumulation in the context of a process of regional economic integration centered very much on the West German economy. Of course, European elites played the main part in the actual running of the EPU, as well as in the formation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951, and the negotiations that led to the Treaty of Rome in 1957. Yet the catalytic role of the US in European integration should not be underestimated. The American state’s strong encouragement of European economic integration was crucial, as was its acceptance of what it always saw as temporary and transitional barriers to selected US exports and investments while the European Common Market was being constructed.

There was thus no fundamental contradiction between the “European rescue of the nation-state” and the American rescue of European capitalism. It was precisely because the American state so clearly understood the importance of economic integration to the strengthening of Europe’s nation-states, and because these stronger states were a condition for expanded liberalization, that US policymakers were usually so determined in their support for the process that led to the European Common Market. Moreover, the centrality of Germany within the regional economy was quite consistent with the special role played by the American state. In its formative years “the FRG represented the almost ideal type of a penetrated system. American hegemony and the Marshall Plan crucially conditioned its integration into regional and global regimes of liberalized trade and payments.” Even the initiatives towards European integration that France took via Jean Monnet owed much to American encouragement. While accepting that Monnet’s “political inspiration was quite different from the Americans,” Perry Anderson rightly insists that Monnet’s “direct line to Washington was the source of his strength as an architect of integration. American pressure, in the epoch of Acheson and Dulles, was crucial in putting real force behind the conception of ‘ever greater union’ that came to be enshrined in the Treaty of Rome.”

The postwar recovery of European capitalism also involved the adoption of forms of production and accumulation which had been developed earlier in the US—large firms, competing with each other across a large “domestic” market—and which now made possible the development in Europe of the US-style productivist labor relations discussed above. And this was accompanied by the completion in Europe of the second industrial revolution (electronic machinery, chemical processes, and mass-consumer goods
Europe’s rapid and sustained growth through the 1950s was clearly based on very high levels of investment, albeit building on an industrial base that was not as totally devastated by the war as is often thought.® No less crucial was the shift of labor from agriculture to industry—and, especially in the case of Germany, the additional supplies of labor coming from the east. The demand stimulus that resulted from social programs won through pressure from below was crucial too: farmers had price supports, unemployed workers had income, and retirees could continue to consume.

To all this must be added the role played by the American technology and related productive and managerial systems which were now transferred to Europe on an historically unprecedented scale. In contrast with the immediate postwar years, when the priority was rebuilding collapsed infrastructure and overcoming the bottlenecks in production and distribution networks, by the early 1950s—when consumer demand was growing and competition was being restored—“micro” issues of quality and productivity came to the fore, and with them the adoption of specific American technologies. The European Productivity Agency was “an institution and a productivity campaign initially conceived by the Americans” that was successfully Europeanized. It included managerial retraining seminars, “pilot plant” projects, consultancy programs, and thousands of visits to American industries by European managers, technicians, and trade unionists. It was through the national productivity centers it coordinated, which were composed of European businessmen focused on quite specific industrial problems, that technology was most effectively disseminated.®

The organizational and ideological relations that went with “productivism” could be presented as merely using the advantages of “technology” to facilitate the substantiation of shared capitalist common sense, and doing so in a way that did not undermine national sovereignty. The most important transfers of technology occurred in steel, chemicals, retail and distribution, and above all in the automobile sector, which, apart from its key role in promoting the dream of mass consumption and providing the organizational structure for its achievement, was directly linked to production in machinery and tooling, steel, rubber, glass, textiles, and chemicals such as paints and fluids. General Motors and Ford had already been an influential presence in Europe for some two decades (especially in Germany and the UK), but the American influence now took on a new dimension. Volkswagen, which passed GM-OPEL as Germany’s leading automotive producer in 1952 and became Europe’s largest motor-vehicle producer by the mid 1950s, based its entire strategy on a “systematic technological transfer from the US,” as well as getting into the US market via American-style advertising and distribution.® All this meant that the evolution of the European industrial system “was unmistakably towards the structural model originally pioneered by the USA.”® But with the United States accounting
for almost half the world’s industrial production at the beginning of the 1950s, and with its leadership and dynamism so clear, what was being imported seemed to be not so much “American” productive systems as generic “modern” technology.

This was especially important in relation to the decartelization of European industry. A primary concern of the Marshall Plan administrators had been to use the added influence that the US occupation of Germany provided to turn it into, as Hoffman put it, “the kind of free competitive economy which we have in the United States.” The American concern with European traditions of cartelization was articulated in terms of the inefficiencies of non–competitive production, but a deeper cause for anxiety was the relationship between cartelization and lack of access for American capital. Firms coming together to set prices necessarily required state-supported barriers to entry such as tariffs, limits on direct investment, and “private interests being provided with political influence” (as an American–influenced section of the Schuman Plan put it). Despite no little friction between the American administrators of the Marshall Plan and their European counterparts, the foundations were established for the legal codes limiting cartelization that were introduced in the 1950s.

It was highly significant, moreover, that under the aegis of the US, German capital—especially with the imposition of an anti-cartel competitive framework—had already fully embraced what would later be called neoliberalism, and indentified “internationalization,” with the closest of ties to the US, as central to its postwar rehabilitation. While the rest of Europe increasingly exported to Germany in the 1950s, Germany increasingly exported to the US. By contrast, the UK, clinging to the imperial preference system and sterling’s place within it, and resistant to American pressures to join in European integration, proved more intractable—despite (or perhaps because of) the “special relationship.” Yet with the City of London pressing for the removal of currency controls in order to regain its place as a leading financial center, the way was being paved for the role the UK soon came to play as one of the main conduits of the American financial penetration of Europe.

“The Rest of the World”

In his 1936 State of the Union Address, President Roosevelt used the phrase “The rest of the world—Ah! there is the rub” to express his frustration that states in Europe were not following the example of the US’s “good neighbor” policy in its own hemisphere. The American state’s intense postwar focus on Europe, which marked the displacement of the old “good neighbor” trope with the Marshall Plan, ran the risk of implying that it did not attach equivalent importance to the potentials of Asia, Latin America, and
Africa. Yet its primary focus on Europe was also reflected in its commitment “to supply friendly nations as well as ourselves” with resources, leading it to assume increasingly global responsibilities.

This meshing of the American state’s particular and universal responsibilities was nowhere clearer than in relation to oil. Entering the war, the US was by far the world’s greatest oil producer; in 1940, it accounted for two of every three barrels produced in the world, while Middle East production then accounted for only 5 percent. Over 85 percent of the oil used in Europe by the Allies during the war came from the US. After the war, three seismic and interrelated shifts occurred in the relationships between the US, Europe, and the Middle East. First, by extending, especially through the special relationship it established with the Saudi Arabian ruling class, the foothold the US had previously obtained in Middle East oil production under the “Red Line Agreement” of 1928, the American state assumed responsibility for overseeing the international oil companies’ control of “the richest prize in the world in the field of foreign investment.” Second, the source of European oil supplies was shifted, so that by 1950, 85 percent of Europe’s oil was coming from the Middle East. This preserved American oil for American needs—by the late 1940s, American consumption of oil was already outrunning domestic production—while also securing from the Middle East the oil Europe needed for its reconstruction. Third, the nature of postwar economic growth in both the US and Europe led to an explosion of demand for oil. A mobile suburban car culture; the expansion of trucking for mass production and distribution; the growth of commercial aviation; new industries in chemicals, plastics, and fertilizer—all this required more oil, cheap oil, and above all secure oil. Before the war, some 90 percent of European energy came from coal, and even though the security of oil as an energy source rested on the creation of trusted regimes in the Middle East, oil was seen as “more politically reliable” than coal because “many coal miners belonged to communist unions.”

The relationship between the American state and US oil companies in this process thus already epitomized “globalization”: US companies producing abroad for markets abroad. And it was already clear by the time of the Marshall Plan that American policy in this sector could no longer be characterized as simply sustaining the interests of American oil companies. Amy Myers Jaffe’s summary of US oil policy captures this very well:

American policy in the Persian Gulf is not designed . . . simply to keep the price of US gasoline cheap or to make sure that American companies get handsome oil exploration contracts. Neither of these goals would likely merit the intense level of US intervention in the region . . . Rather, America ensures that oil flows from the Persian Gulf are available to fuel international trade and economy as part of its global superpower responsibilities. More
simply put, the physical oil needs of the US economy can certainly be met
fully by protecting oil flows closer to home, from Canada, Mexico, South
America, the North Sea and Africa. But the United States must consider the
health of the overall global economic system since a massive shortfall of oil
elsewhere would not only affect the price of oil everywhere but almost
certainly collapse the global economic system.65

The truth of this observation could already be seen in the relationship the
US established with Europe after the war. Since oil was “the largest single
item in the dollar budget of most of the Marshall Plan countries,” its US
administrators “kept up constant pressure on the companies to lower their
prices and thus lower the dollar costs of ‘oiling’ European recovery”; the
critical issue became how to “balance the US interest in European recovery
with the interests of US oil companies.”66 Similar issues were already famil-
iar in the informal empire the US had forged in its own hemisphere earlier
in the century. In 1939 a National Planning Association study argued that
“the investment program in Latin America in the future should not be
concentrated on the further specialization of raw materials, but rather should
be focused on the development of industries making goods which Latin
Americans need.” This was only one of a plethora of reports that culmi-
nated in the emphasis placed by the interdepartmental Executive Committee
on Economic Foreign Policy in 1944 on the “fostering and encouraging of
sound industrialization” in Latin America.67 As an official history of the role
of the CIA in Brazil in the immediate postwar period put it, “the United
States assumed, out of self-interest, responsibility for the welfare of the
world capitalist system.”68

Unlike in postwar Europe, however, it was private US capital rather than
the state that took the lead in Latin America. Belgium and Luxembourg
received more official American aid between 1945 and 1950 than all the
Latin American states combined.69 In this context, and as part of its turn
away from the Open Door, the US accepted restrictions on free trade as
long as American corporations had non-discriminatory access for direct
investment.70 For manufacturing corporations FDI was, of course, an alter-
native to free trade for reaching foreign markets. In 1955, for example, 94
percent of the output of American MNCs in Latin America was sold locally.
It is today largely forgotten that US foreign economic policy in the 1950s
actually supported Import Substitution Industrialization (ISI) as a develop-
ment model, and that this was underwritten by the Federal Reserve’s
endorsement of greater national control over monetary policy in the Third
World. To a significant extent this also implied temporarily living with—
even if not endorsing as permanent—protective tariffs and capital controls.71

Indeed, as Maxfield and Nolt have shown in case studies in Latin America,
Asia, and the Middle East, ISI became development orthodoxy in the 1950s,
and was often introduced on the initiative of US policymakers and businessmen who were assertive participants in the restructuring of other countries’ policies and laws to create favorable infrastructural, fiscal, and property-rights conditions for foreign investment. Although the UN Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) and its executive secretary Raúl Prebisch were often the targets of US hostility for expressing a nationalist reaction to liberalism, a report in 1951 by the US representative to the Organization of American States indicated that American officials were “much impressed with the work of ECLA and . . . especially with Dr Prebisch [who] is in a position to bring home to Latin American officials economic truths which they would not accept on the basis of any statement made by US representatives.” This should not be taken to mean that the US-ECLA relationship was ever anything but tense; yet by the 1950s this was not about ISI itself, but the specifics of how it was applied and of American participation within it. Like European reconstruction, ISI cannot be understood in terms of states versus markets or the “balance” between them. The issue was the role of states in making markets and shaping market relationships. In the Philippines the US believed that, in order to overcome the government’s inefficient and limited implementation of ISI, “it had to attain a degree of control over Philippine economic life unprecedented even during the colonial period”; and in Turkey, far from opposing state intervention, US policymakers desired “government coordination of trade, credit, and monetary and fiscal policies to provide an environment to attract private investment.”

In early 1949 Fortune magazine had applauded Truman’s inaugural address for its focus on the Third World, enthusing that a “rebirth of international capitalism through the medium of the American businessman, who alone has the strength to bring about such a revolution, is the last, best, visible hope of establishing a new world economy.” But, whereas the correlation of class forces in the US and Europe led to a successful postwar dynamic of reconstruction, development, and integration into a liberalizing global capitalism, in the Third World this dynamic largely failed to arise. The imports of machinery and equipment that ISI required could only be paid for by exports of labor-intensive consumer goods. But the American state lacked sufficient autonomy from domestic class forces to generally open the market to such imports; nor could it force American capital to invest adequately in the Third World. Moreover, the American state’s capacity to penetrate the social formations of most Third World states was limited by their relatively underdeveloped capitalist institutions and social relations. In the aftermath of the emergence of Newly Industrializing Countries and the “Asian miracle,” it is easy to forget that, at the end of the 1950s, as Benedict Anderson observes, “the income accruing to the Indonesian state was not much bigger than that of a large American university,” while the Philippines had not
recovered from being “trampled to rubble by the Japanese and American Armies” and Thailand was still “a sleepy, rice-exporting country which . . . had no effective nationwide system of primary education.”

Between the First and Third Worlds, Japan was in a category of its own: it was neither part of the underdeveloped world nor part of the capitalist core. Japan had been an imperial power, but with the American occupation Japan became an effective “ward” of the US, and its postwar revival signaled a return to “semiperipherality as a permanent second-rank economic power.” Prospects for integrating Japan into the type of larger regional economic bloc that was being constructed in Europe were severely limited by the low level of Southeast Asian economic development, as well as by the lingering French and British imperial role there. And Japan, with its large population, confined space, and unfavorable topography, was even more dependent than Europe on external sources of food and raw materials. Even by the end of the 1950s, after a decade of breakneck industrial growth, its overall productivity and living standards were still only about half those of Europe.

Under the US occupation, and with the support of a conservative capitalist class and state bureaucracy that had survived the war largely intact, the main social bases of Japanese fascism—the military and large landowners—were purged. Yet in spite of the initial US goal of breaking the industrial-financial power of the Zaibatsu and introducing legal reforms to allow for “free trade unions,” US policy began shifting to an accommodation with Japan’s business elite, including reversing its support for an independent labor movement. By 1950, with the defeat of the militant Toyota workers’ union, the Japanese labor movement was essentially smashed as a social force, disappearing into company unionism as suddenly as it had emerged anew in the short-lived postwar liberalization. In contrast to Europe, this meant that the revival of Japanese capitalism would depend less on the development of its internal market than on exports. As an important 1955 report by US policymakers put it, “it is probably valid to conclude that during the next decade, it would be politically tolerable to apply the major parts of the proceeds of Japanese growth to purposes other than consumption, with increases in consumption the residual claimant. The opposite is more nearly true of Western Europe.”

This in turn carried implications for tighter internal austerity, greater labor control, and a more limited welfare state, and all this was indeed already reflected in the policies of the American occupation authorities from 1949 onwards.

In this regard the American state played a critical role on a number of fronts. The US provided security for Japanese resource needs, especially oil, as well as continually reinforcing—with ever greater purpose and determination as the Chinese Communists emerged victorious—the US military’s strength in the region. American procurements during the Korean War
were Japan’s equivalent of the Marshall Plan; in 1952–53 they accounted for over two-thirds of Japanese commercial exports. The US regularly intervened to push the reluctant Europeans and other OECD members to ease restrictions on Japanese imports and provide access for Japan to their former spheres of influence, culminating in the US-sponsored admission of Japan to the OECD in 1962. Over the period 1952–64, Japan ran a cumulative trade deficit with the US in goods and services of $6.5 billion, essentially financed by American military expenditures of $6.2 billion.

The nature of Japan’s integration into the informal American empire was thus considerably different from that of Europe. There seemed little potential in the 1950s for Japan to serve as a platform for regional markets. Nor was the ground laid in Japan, as it was in Europe, for an influx of American industrial and financial capital. By allowing Japanese economic reconstruction through export surpluses and portfolio capital loans used to purchase US technology, the American state was taking responsibility for Japan becoming the capitalist pole around which US strategy in Southeast Asia could pivot. This involved the encouragement of a form of mercantilism that kept foreign capital out in favor of direct state support for domestic capitalists whose corporate expansion was based on the asymmetric opening of US markets alongside the relative closure of their own. Although this would become the model for Taiwan and South Korea, no other part of the Third World would be so successfully integrated in this fashion into the American empire. But even the successful integration of Europe and Japan, as we shall now see, was hardly a process without contradictions.
III

THE TRANSITION TO GLOBAL CAPITALISM
The Broadway hit of 1961 was *How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying*. If this title seemed to epitomize the vast expansion of the activities of US multinational corporations at just this time, it belied the fact that this had actually been the product, as we have seen, of a very concerted effort on the part of the American state. Towards the end of the 1950s, with the reconstruction of Europe’s physical and social infrastructure and the establishment of mass markets, supplier networks and favorable investment policies, US foreign direct investment came pouring into Europe. This was a novel experience: “Europeans had grown used to complaining that the United States was draining Europe of funds, and Americans had grown used to stressing the lack of investment opportunities in Europe, the inconvertibility of European currencies, and so on.” What US corporations had been unwilling to do for more than a decade after the war, they did in spades by the end of the 1950s—not least to retain their market shares vis-à-vis increasingly competitive European companies. American MNCs—including American banks—now became strong and dynamic elements inside most European countries.

By the time full currency convertibility in Europe was achieved in 1958, it might have been expected that the Bretton Woods framework would finally come into its own in mediating international economic relations in a way that reconciled currency stability with capital mobility, as had always been the US goal. In practice, however, serious contradictions in that framework immediately began to reveal themselves. The first of these was that growing trade competition from Europe and the growth of US private investment in Europe combined to produce severe pressure on the dollar. A second and related contradiction emerged as US financial capital, having been nursed back to health under the regulatory framework of the New Deal, increasingly strained against the limits of that framework at home, and also found new outlets through the overseas expansion of MNCs and the opportunity this gave to internationalize US banking. The vast cross-border flows of private capital this now involved were bound eventually to undermine the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates.
And a further, much more profound contradiction had arisen—one that overlapped with and to a considerable extent really underlay the others. The realization of Keynesian “full employment” objectives by the 1960s clearly brought to the fore the old question of how capital and the state were to cope with the demands made by working classes no longer restrained by the fear of involuntarily conscription into the reserve army of labor. The achievement of near full employment within all the advanced capitalist states spurred the growing militancy of a new generation of workers who drove up wages, challenged managerial prerogatives, and forced a steady increase in social expenditures—all of which not only made it very difficult for capitalist states to resolve international economic imbalances through domestic austerity policies, but generated growing worries about price stability, productivity and profits. Because this was not a zero-sum game, and capital was also strong by virtue of its having been restored to health so effectively, the contradiction became intense amid rising inflation and class conflicts.

Moreover, alongside this new balance of class forces in the advanced capitalist countries, the success of postwar decolonization of the old empires, so much encouraged by the new American empire, stoked the rise of economic nationalism in the “Third World” that challenged the international norms for the mutual interstate protection of capitalist property. The sangfroid with which the *Fortune* editors had proclaimed in 1942 that the new American empire would not be “afraid to help build up industrial rivals to its own power . . . because we know industrialization stimulates rather than limits international trade” was not much in evidence by the late 1960s. By the time the US in 1971 hesitantly ended the dollar’s link to gold, it was already clear that neither clinging to nor jettisoning the Bretton Woods system offered a long-term solution to this accumulating set of contradictions.

**Internationalizing Production**

The American state’s capacity to assume such a central role in the making of global capitalism was closely related to, and augmented by, the growing international predominance of American corporations. This was itself associated with the shift over the course of the second half of the twentieth century in capitalism’s international fulcrum from trade linkages across national spaces of accumulation to the development of transnational productive spaces characterized by the crisscrossing and straddling of borders via networks of production internal to, or closely linked to, multinational corporations.

The specifically American leadership in the development of the modern corporate form by the beginning of the twentieth century—not least in its administrative capacities for simultaneous decentralization and centralization—was crucial to the evolution of its global offspring, the multinational
corporation. “In becoming national firms,” as Stephen Hymer noted in his path-breaking work on the MNC, “US corporations learned how to become international.” That the multinational corporation has become the institutional expression of the “globalization of production” might seem an obvious consequence of capitalism’s tendency to concentration and centralization, and of its drive to “nestle everywhere, settle everywhere.” Yet the extension of national corporations into multinational networks of production did not necessarily flow from capital’s international ambitions and pressures. It was far from inevitable that this would lead to more foreign direct investment as opposed to international loans and trade, or that foreign states would accommodate such territorial penetration. Approaching this development in purely abstract terms hinders identification of the imperial role of the American state as an essential ingredient in establishing the conditions for the expansion of MNCs and their crucial role in the making of global capitalism. Though MNCs had made their modern appearance at the end of the nineteenth century, and their importance, led by investments abroad on the part of US corporations, was accelerated in the 1920s, their further development was essentially put on hold for some three decades.

The determining factor behind the explosion of US FDI by the late 1950s lay in the realization by MNCs that the capitalist reconstruction of the European states and their economies had succeeded in establishing the key structural conditions for economic growth and profitable investment. Its timing was associated with the onset of a recession in North America in 1958, but more fundamentally by the formation of the European Community in the Treaty of Rome a year earlier, soon followed by full currency convertibility. US MNCs could now use FDI to jump the EC tariff barrier and have access to the whole European market, while facing no exchange-rate problems in repatriating their profits. US corporations’ experience in producing and selling in a continent-wide market at home meant, as an Olivetti executive noted, that “American business has been very quick to grasp the profound meaning of the European integration movement, anticipating its potentials . . . very much ahead of European competitors.” Ford and General Motors, which had been in Europe since the 1920s, had understood this especially quickly. This was the basis for Servan-Schreiber’s famous lament that, while “Common Market officials are still looking for a law which will permit the creation of European-wide businesses, American firms, with their own headquarters, already form the framework of a real ‘Europeanization.’” With the Common Market in place, and with US MNCs able to locate anywhere and sell into all the European countries, their competitive strength was reinforced and nationalist strategies to limit the penetration of US capital were thwarted. Rather than trying to limit the penetration of US capital, European governments competed for American investment, offering special treatment for foreign capital; and they in turn
set up tax policies and labor relations regimes more favorable to all capital—domestic and foreign—within their borders.

In 1950 the value of manufacturing trade was still only half that of the global trade in resources; by 1973 it was two-thirds greater. International trade during the 1960s grew 40 percent faster than GDP; but this was outstripped by FDI, which increased twice as fast as GDP. It was significant that manufacturing FDI—as opposed to FDI in resource-extraction and utilities—grew fastest, tripling between 1955 and 1965, and growing two-and-a-half times faster in Europe than in the rest of the world. By the early 1960s twice as much US FDI went to Europe as to Latin America, reversing the historical pattern. Whereas in the mid fifties Europe had received only about a quarter of US manufacturing FDI, by 1966 its share had risen to over 40 percent. By then, the 9,000 US subsidiaries in Europe were not only three times more numerous than a decade earlier, but also on average much larger. With retained earnings accounting for 50 percent of their investment, and with borrowing on European capital markets accounting for another 30 percent, this meant only 20 percent involved an outflow of capital from the US itself.

Although there was widespread emulation of the American corporate model well before the mass arrival of US MNCs, it was the latter development that really drove the competitive self-transformation of European firms. By the end of the 1960s the proportion of firms in the main European countries with US-style corporate share ownership had increased more than threefold, and the adoption of multidivisional administrative structures (allowing centralized investment planning to be combined with decentralized production and distribution) had spread to about 40 percent of the largest firms in France and Germany. These changes encompassed technology and systems of work organization as well as corporate administration, and were an important element in the completion of Europe’s “second industrial revolution.” US consultancy firms, which first crossed the Atlantic mainly to service US MNCs, quickly became a primary vehicle for spreading the American business zeitgeist. In the course of a few years during the middle of the 1960s, the three dominant US consulting firms doubled their size, and the European profits of McKinsey, the most prominent of the three, grew at an astonishing 69 percent annually (indeed a new verb, “to McKinsey,” referring to the complete restructuring of a corporation, entered the lexicon). As business management started to emerge as a university subject in Europe in the 1960s, and new institutions were established (or old ones modified) to focus on this new subject, “the structure, content and pedagogical methods of European management courses were reshaped in line with the new American orthodoxy.”

The stage was thus set for the implantation of American capital as a class force inside European social formations, whereby US MNCs’ “economic
expertise, social norms, and cultural habits [tied] the recipient economies into the broader social totality out of which the investment [had] come.”

While the European social formations all retained distinctive characteristics, the evolution of their economies “was unmistakably towards the structural model originally pioneered by the USA.” The effect this had on the European capitalist classes was profound. Taking Germany as an example, companies like GM, Ford, and IBM became intimately linked with the German capitalist class through the webs of suppliers, banks, distributors, and industrial customers, not to mention the influence of the social ties that developed among them. US and German-based auto companies had a joint interest in getting lower prices from German steel companies, a common concern to counter any protectionist tendencies among smaller German companies, and a general aversion to union wage demands that they perceived as inflationary. Moreover, as German (and other European) firms became more concentrated in the form of large US-style corporations, they also increasingly became oriented to becoming multinational enterprises themselves, including the establishment of a presence in the US. European FDI in the US, marginal before the 1960s, reached a level equal to a third of US investment in Europe by the end of that decade.

Thus, as US corporations penetrated the home space of European corporations, so did the latter become more able and indeed eager to compete with the former inside the US market. From this time on, the growth of European companies in the US was increasingly interpreted as signifying a decline in the material base of US hegemony. But this missed the fact that, as increased competition took the form of two-way cross-border and cross-Atlantic networks of integrated production, European capitalists forged ties with American capitalists both within Europe and within the US, which actually reinforced the material foundation of American imperial hegemony. European capitalists no longer constituted “national bourgeoisies” inclined towards anti-American sentiments, let alone towards reviving inter-imperial rivalries. Europe’s leading capitalists, as acute observers of such diverse ideological perspectives as Raymond Aron and Nicos Poulantzas already recognized by the early 1970s, were becoming “Canadianized.”

From the late 1950s through the 1960s, the expansion of US MNCs was in good part driven by the goal of expanding sales in developed consumer markets, not by the search for resources or cheap labor. On the other hand, while Europe was of great importance to US MNCs because of its potential as a market, Japan, as we saw in the previous chapter, was not, and little effort was made to get the Japanese state to remove restrictions on FDI. Nevertheless, Japanese firms bought and adapted US technology, and increasingly came to emulate US MNCs as they embarked on their own FDI—tentatively until the mid 1970s, but much more confidently thereafter. The deepening of integrated international production came in stages, of course. The lowering of
tariffs within Europe at the end of the 1950s had supported GM and Ford’s desire to sell across Europe, but the actual integration of their production did not occur until later, in part because of ongoing national concerns within Europe to protect the status of each country’s own industry. As a study for the United Nations noted, “The process of regional integration started in the 1960s in North America with the free flow of vehicles and components between the United States and Canada while in Europe, Ford and GM began to integrate their operations in the 1970s.”

What was distinct about the Canadian-US Auto Pact in 1965 was that, unlike Third World national policies to protect or build an auto industry, this agreement accommodated Canadian concerns to retain “safeguards” for production in Canada while moving to take advantage of cross-border specialization and economies of scale (it was not until the late 1970s that Mexico moved towards significant integration into US production).

The increasing interest on the part of US MNCs to produce in many Third World economies was counteracted in the 1960s by the growing economic nationalism that accompanied decolonization and the more general assertion of national sovereignty in the Third World. The standard set down by US Secretary of State Cordell Hull in 1938 that “no government is entitled to expropriate private property, for whatever purpose without provision for prompt, adequate, and effective payment” was accepted by all the advanced capitalist states, and codified in the OECD’s adoption in 1961 of the binding Code of Liberalization of Capital Movements. But the “Hull Rule,” as this principle was known, was increasingly rejected by developing states. The central theme of a speech by US Treasury Secretary Henry Fowler to the International Chamber of Commerce in 1965 was that the experience of US MNCs in Europe showed that “a vast area of potential conflict” could be minimized provided that host states applied “equal treatment under the law for foreign and domestic enterprises,” and thus exorcised “the spectre of state confiscation and state operation of competitive units.” The role of the US and European governments and international agencies, Fowler insisted, was

to bring home to governments and people . . . the truth that the multinational corporation cannot and will not play its proper role in developing countries in an institutional environment that accepts state confiscation or state operation of competitive units on an unrestricted basis . . . [This] depends primarily on the willingness of potential host countries to forego voluntarily as a matter of national policy the exercise of the extremes of nationalism, even though within the bounds of national sovereignty.

The widespread disputes over the expropriation of foreign capital, even apart from Cuba, pitted the US against many Third World states from Brazil
to Ceylon in the early 1960s. (Notably, Germany at this time inaugurated the modern bilateral investment treaty for investor protection, signing more than forty such treaties in the 1960s.) A US Supreme Court ruling in 1964 that it would not examine the validity of a foreign expropriation of property in the absence of an explicit treaty signed by the states in question spurred the negotiation of the *Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States* (1965). This established the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) as an arm of the World Bank dedicated to the conciliation of investor-state disputes and to drafting treaties, model clauses, and model laws to stimulate “a larger flow of private international capital into those countries which wish to attract it.” The motivation for founding the ICSID was not so much to set down new substantive principles of international law as to provide a “neutral forum” to “depoliticize” and “delocalize” investment-related disputes by giving the states and private parties involved in them some “impartial” direction in selecting among and applying the relevant rules of law.

The ground was being laid here for the international state and legal foundation of what subsequently became known as global neoliberalism. But for the time being the main action in relation to FDI and the internationalization of production remained very much a North American–European affair.

*Internationalizing Finance*

Another crucial moment in the transition to global capitalism was the City of London’s deeper integration into the American empire through the creation of the Eurodollar market. From the time that Keynes led the wartime Lend-Lease negotiations right through to Britain’s resistance to the formation of the European Payments Union, the British state had been engaged in a rearguard action to save sterling as a world currency. Throughout the postwar period the Bank of England, despite having been nationalized in 1946, “continued to depend for direction and leadership upon the City’s small merchant banking community”; it had not only been anxious to end capital controls and free the City from detailed banking regulation, but also articulated the fervent belief of British “merchant” (i.e. “investment”) bankers that the Keynesian commitment to full employment had “prevented London from re-establishing its position as the world’s international financial centre.” But when sterling was made convertible in the mid 1950s, and its weakness was fully exposed after the Suez debacle (a run on the British pound was aggravated by the US preventing the IMF from lending to the UK, leading to the temporary closure of the City’s external sterling loan market), London’s merchant bankers—the financial praetorian guard of the old empire—made a bold move to switch allegiance
to the US dollar. Employing an accounting loophole in the exchange control regulations, and facilitated by the Bank of England without either approval or oversight by the UK Treasury, the City created a completely unregulated international market for the dollar.\textsuperscript{18}

London’s Eurodollar market exploded at a time when capital controls were being eased in Western Europe, when the need for financing of increased trade and FDI was becoming pressing, and when the dollar famine in Europe was turning into a dollar glut.\textsuperscript{19} For its part, the US government, in the face of its new balance-of-payments problem, was increasingly reluctant to accept the massive outflow of dollars that resulted from foreigners borrowing on Wall Street. Moreover, in the context of currency convertibility, the system of fixed exchange rates made it necessary for Western European governments to have their central banks hold dollar reserves available for possible intervention in foreign exchange markets to maintain the value of their currencies. By the early 1960s they were the main holders of the $3 billion in Eurodollar deposits in London; another large share was held by US corporations. The latter were directed there by their US banks, which could offer higher rates for short-term deposits in London, due to the continuation of New Deal “Regulation Q” ceilings on the interest banks could pay on deposits at home. These banks then imported funds from the Eurodollar market to expand their domestic US operations. The London Eurodollar market, therefore, did not threaten but complemented New York’s role as the world’s financial center. In fact, American commercial banks quickly came to dominate London’s Eurodollar market, so that as early as 1962 the nine most active of them already took most Eurodollar deposits. Furthermore, when in 1963 the Eurobond market was launched in London to tap these dollar deposits, and Eurodollar bond issues rapidly rose from $148 million in 1963 to $2.7 billion in 1970, New York’s investment banks moved in to dominate this market too.\textsuperscript{20}

The Americanization of the Eurodollar and Eurobond markets was accompanied by the entry of American banks into Europe more generally. Before the war, the branches of American banks had acted mainly as diplomatic outposts for their home offices (as late as 1960 there were only 131 foreign branches of American banks, compared with some 3,600 foreign branches of British banks).\textsuperscript{21} But during the 1960s American bank branches became significant financial actors inside Europe. This involved the export of American banking techniques and expertise as US commercial (i.e. deposit, or “high street”) banks, which had been barred since the New Deal from investment banking activity at home, started to conduct in Europe the full range of activities requested by their American clients. Like the management consultant firms discussed above, they too were soon wooing European companies, and providing a broad range of services to them as well as to US MNCs.
But none of this could have happened without the way American finance had been developing at home. The dramatic expansion of US domestic financial markets in the 1950s, including an unparalleled degree of integration from coast to coast that culminated in major mergers between New York commercial banks, contrasted starkly with the situation in Europe throughout most of that decade. By the time European countries had recovered sufficiently to restore convertibility, the American financial system had already gone through almost two decades of domestic growth—propelled by industrial recovery, heavy government lending, and the steady integration of ever more layers of the American population into the financial system. In this sense, the origins of the changes that took place in Europe from that time on are best understood not so much in terms of a sudden re-emergence of “global finance,” but rather as part of a process through which the postwar growth of American finance assumed international dimensions. The externalization of American practices and institutions, which by the 1960s had begun to create an integrated system of expanding financial markets, would characterize capitalist globalization for the rest of the century—and beyond.

Yet to see this move abroad merely as a means of escaping restrictions at home would be to miss the extent to which US banks were strengthened after the war, even under the New Deal regulations. This had been especially facilitated by the Federal Reserve’s shift to running monetary policy through the New York banks’ “market-making” in Treasury bonds. As US financial markets became internationalized, the Treasury–Fed–Wall Street money market nexus would become increasingly central to the operation of global finance, and the US domestic securities market would become the most significant international bond market, based on the volume of US Treasury securities it made available to foreign investors. The full achievement of the central role that would ultimately be played in global capitalism by US Treasury bonds depended on the removal of exchange and capital controls abroad, but it depended first of all on the growth of US domestic financial markets. The liquidity of the Treasury bond market was used to extend the geographical and institutional reach of the money market, and also had the subsequent effect of enabling the large banks to invent new financial instruments, such as certificates of deposit, which competed directly with Treasury bills.22

The American dollar’s role as an internationally secure store of value made “Yankee” bonds (foreign bonds issued in dollars in New York) especially attractive assets—so much so that between 1955 and 1962 they totaled one-and-a-half times the amount of foreign bonds issued in the principal European countries combined. This was a key factor in turning what had been an American dollar shortage in Europe into a dollar glut by the early 1960s.23 Amid a wave of takeovers and mergers, US banks built on the
development of certificates of deposit to establish the securitization of commercial banking—in other words, to encourage customers to shift from depositing money in a bank to buying a tradable financial asset from it. This transformed the role of commercial banking from that of direct credit intermediation (taking deposits from and loaning money to particular customers) to that of mediating the depersonalized interactions of lenders and borrowers in the securities markets.

But as the US financial sector expanded, it increasingly ran up against the 1930s banking regulations. It was not that financial capital had done badly under the New Deal regime, but it had outgrown it through the increasing involvement of both corporations and states in financial markets, and by the deeper penetration of financial relations into the whole society. With the development of the unregulated Eurodollar market and the international expansion of US banks as well as non-financial MNCs, the field of operations of American finance now extended far beyond what was envisaged in the New Deal’s regulatory regime. Facilitated by technological innovations in communications, the internationalization of US finance took the form of a competitive push abroad across the full range of financial services, which then rebounded back home in the form of intensified domestic competition. All this strained against the compartmentalization laid down in the Glass-Steagall Act, and was particularly manifested in mounting pressure to remove price controls on brokerage fees for investment banks, as well as the limits on the interest commercial banks could pay on deposits.

The move abroad by US finance was in fact part and parcel of a long process whereby Wall Street would gradually bring the Eurodollar market home, as “the very same practices, strategies and techniques that drove the international expansion of American finance also laid the foundation for its continued domestic expansion.” And what this clearly portended was the process of international regulatory arbitrage which would soon become so central to the making of global capitalism, in which less onerous regulations in one financial center (in this case London’s Eurodollar market) would be exploited to undermine stronger regulations in another (in this case the US’s own New Deal banking regulations).

By the early 1960s, with the securitization of commercial banking and the enormous expansion of investment banking already in train (including Morgan Stanley’s creation of the first viable computer model for analyzing financial risk), the erosion of the New Deal’s watertight financial compartments was well underway. The creation of bank holding companies (53 in the 1950s, 291 more in the first half the 1960s, and 891 more between 1966 and 1970) was undertaken explicitly to enable banks to develop the legal and market potential to span commercial, investment, insurance, and mortgage functions. The regulation of the new holding companies was assigned to the Federal Reserve, effectively making the Fed a sponsor of the process.
At the same time, the Treasury’s Office of Comptroller of the Currency, the traditional regulator of national banks since the 1860s, encouraged a growing concentration in the US’s traditionally decentralized commercial banking system by overseeing the growth in the number of local branches attached to large and diversified national banks from 5,296 in 1960 to 12,366 in 1970.21 All this was reinforced by the greater incorporation of workers into financial markets as savers as well as borrowers. A dramatic expansion of national interbank credit card networks that had emerged by the mid 1960s was spurred by the new opportunities that computers had opened up.26 The proliferation of employer-sponsored pensions plans reflected the strength of unions in collective bargaining in the 1960s: fortified by tax advantages for both corporations and workers, pension plan coverage was extended from a fifth of the private sector workforce in 1950 to almost half by 1970 (with even higher coverage in the public sector).27 Institutional fund managers began to test their strength as powerful new players in the stock market and large owners of corporate assets by challenging the “Regulation Q” interest ceilings and the fixed brokerage fees administered by the corporatist network of regulators and securities dealers through which the older, more established financial institutions had fortified themselves against competition in the 1930s.

This had nothing whatever to do with “pension fund socialism.”28 On the contrary, it had the effect of making the investment banks even more ambitiously competitive and eventually more powerful, both at home and abroad. And the incorporation of workers into the financial system through pension funds further contributed to breaking down the New Deal’s compartmentalization of finance, insofar as commercial banks were similarly driven to compete more broadly when faced with the massive volumes of consumer credit that unregulated non-financial firms were providing—so much so that by the early 1970s there was less consumer credit coming from the three largest banking companies than from either the three largest manufacturing firms or the three largest retailers.29 In a word, both domestically and internationally the baby had outgrown its New Deal–era incubator.

To understand the 1960s properly, and the role of the “baby-boomers” in it, it must not be forgotten that matching the rise of the radical new Left in sociology and history departments of US universities was a new generation of MBAs, “bright and ambitious students . . . paying more attention to business strategy, product development, marketing, and costs, the stuff of business-school curricula.”30 The members of the 1960s generation who were recruited into the expanding financial sector were also oriented to “changing the system,” albeit in a very different way from their more radical counterparts—and as it turned out they were rather more successful at it. Some of them also went into the regulatory agencies, adding to the
agencies’ prestige and confidence. But the agencies were no longer as unchallengeable as before, since economists, lawyers, and accountants now commonly intervened in regulatory debates.

The new breed of regulators themselves did not necessarily call for greater public control, since “the essential feature of the American regulatory system . . . its fusion of the public and private spheres” ensured that not only the financial institutions but also the regulatory agencies themselves became subject to the contradictory pressures that had emerged in the 1960s.31 Although the SEC itself proved largely immobile until the “big bang” it detonated in the mid 1970s, which wiped away many of the New Deal restrictions on investment banks, other regulatory agencies in the 1960s were among “the most enthusiastic destroyers of the regulatory structure.” Thus, while the Treasury’s Office of the Comptroller of the Currency underwent considerable expansion, gave a good deal more autonomy to its regional bank examiners, and established its own Research Division staffed by professional economists, the OCC under Kennedy’s appointee James J. Saxon became at the same time one of “the main sources of regulatory innovations designed to circumvent restrictions of competition.” As early as 1962 an important OCC report contended that maintaining interest-rate ceilings on bank deposits contradicted the “free market” in government bonds that had been permitted since 1951 under the Treasury-Fed Accord.32 For its part, the Justice Department by 1968 had also “put the full weight of its institutional prestige, and of anti-trust ideology behind the public critique of the anti-competitive character” of the New Deal regulatory system, and secured very broad support for this, “from Chicago-style efficient market theorists to leading Keynesians like Samuelson.”33 This broad reaffirmation of faith in the virtues of competition in the financial sector, even among those who supported the growth of the state and its regulatory agencies, was also an important foretaste of the subsequent neoliberal turn of the American state in the making of global capitalism.

Detaching from Bretton Woods

Given how much it was the internationalizing of the New Deal that was responsible for the Bretton Woods framework, it was hardly surprising that the two should have been beset by contradictions at the same time. The internationalization of production as well as finance by the 1960s increasingly made it difficult to distinguish between “productive” and “speculative” capital flows. The IMF and World Bank, which had not been able to play much of a role in addressing the dollar shortage of the previous period, found that new problems once again overwhelmed their capacities. Insofar as they played any significant role, it was at the grace of the US Treasury and Federal Reserve, which were in any case mainly concerned to establish
new arenas for cooperation with the central banks and finance ministries of the “G10” advanced capitalist states (Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK, and the US).

In the face of the build-up of dollar surpluses in Europe, the central policy dilemma for both the American and the European states became how to maintain the system of fixed exchange rates that revolved around the dollar without jeopardizing both economic growth and the momentum towards liberalized trade and capital flows. This dilemma had already been registered in the “dollar crisis” of 1960 that roiled both the outgoing Eisenhower and the incoming Kennedy administrations. As the US presidential election approached, speculation on the private gold market in London pushed the price to $40 an ounce. This forced Kennedy to pledge to maintain the value of the dollar at $35 an ounce in order to reassure European central bankers that any commitment to a more Keynesian growth strategy would not endanger monetary stability. This became the central issue of international finance during the 1960s, with significant effects on the American state itself.

In the past the Fed had “paid almost no attention to international conditions in the formulation of the country’s monetary policy”;34 but by 1960 “the US Government relied increasingly on the Federal Reserve System, and on the New York Fed in particular, to play critical roles in managing the international monetary system.”35 It was significant that the Fed’s active engagement in international economic policy in the 1960s took place through giving a larger role to the international network of central bankers whose very displacement had been the original goal of Keynes and White when they set out on the path to shifting responsibility for international finance to elected governments at Bretton Woods. The Federal Reserve Bank of New York now became more closely involved with the Bank for International Settlements, which as we saw in the previous chapter had been resurrected to play the central role in overseeing the European Payments Union. After the EPU was wound up, with the implementation of exchange convertibility in 1958, the BIS found a new role for itself as the arena where the central bankers, not just of Europe but of all the advanced capitalist states, came together to work out the politics of international finance. As David Andrews has insightfully put it: “Allowing the central banking community to return to prominence created a more conducive regulatory environment for the progressive liberalization of capital movements.”36

This involvement of the Fed with the BIS included its staff participating from December 1960 in the central bankers’ monthly meetings in Basel. The US Treasury had formerly opposed this, but now quietly approved, since it did not amount to any diminution of the Treasury’s role in international finance. To the contrary, that role was enhanced, highlighted by the movement of key personnel from the State Department to the Treasury.
Douglas Dillon, the prominent Wall Street Republican investment banker who became Kennedy’s new Treasury secretary, oversaw the conversion of the OEEC in 1961 into the OECD, which gave the US and Canada permanent membership in the most important European economic policy forum. Robert Roosa, widely considered the foremost US expert on international financial issues, was moved from vice president of the New York Fed to undersecretary for monetary affairs at the Treasury. He brought with him the young Paul Volcker, who would later occupy the same position in the Nixon administration, before President Carter appointed him chairman of the Federal Reserve at the end of the 1970s.

The Treasury was the pivot of the “Quadriad’’ that brought it together with the heads of the Federal Reserve, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the Office of Management and Budget in the White House, as well as a wider range of interagency councils and staff groups that regularly met “to facilitate the exchange of views and the coordination of policy.” It was also the pivot of the creation of a new institutional infrastructure for the internationalization of the advanced capitalist states, as the Treasury shifted “from a passive role to an active role in international transactions involving dollars and gold”—a shift explicitly designed to ensure that, in Dillon’s words, “the US should continue as banker for the rest of world.” This started in early 1962 when, at the Treasury’s initiative, the G10 was unofficially designated a “club of countries that had assumed special responsibilities for the system.” Finance ministry and central bank officials from these countries began to meet as frequently as every six weeks under the auspices of the OECD, in “an intimate setting where senior officials with responsibility for their governments’ policies would frankly review economic and political developments within their countries, consider the implications for international markets, explain their own policies, and even hint at future policy plans.” As Paul Volcker further noted:

These people were not politicians; they mainly had long careers in government. They all had an unusual sense of commitment and common purpose, and they built up a reserve of mutual trust that paid off later in an ability to reach quick decisions. Occasionally they would . . . prepare a formal letter for transmission to one government or another, typically in support of appropriately restrictive policies that might be politically unpalatable. It would be written in close consultation with the officials from the recipient country, who felt it would be useful at home to have a message of international concern and support delivered to the head of their government.

The concrete measures adopted in light of such discussions to deal with the top item on the agenda in the early 1960s on which the endangered fixed-rate currency exchange system depended—the defense of the
dollar—were both “permanent” and “temporary.” The General Agreement to Borrow and IMF Special Drawing Rights were permanent; the London gold pool to stabilize the official price at $35 an ounce, and the issuance of “Roosa bonds” by the Treasury to guarantee against a devaluation of the dollar, were designed as temporary. Roosa called all of these the “rings of outer and inner defenses for the dollar and the system.”41 In fact, in the decades to come, long after fixed rates had been abandoned, the “swap networks” that the US Treasury and Federal Reserve developed at this time to coordinate interventions by the advanced capitalist states in foreign exchange markets would become central to achieving the much broader goal of defending the system of global capitalism in the face of economic and financial crises.

As far as the Kennedy administration was concerned, while coordinating international interventions to stabilize the dollar was certainly necessary, the more fundamental solution to the problem lay in promoting US firms’ export competitiveness amid freer trade. It was on this premise that the US administration enacted the domestic Keynesian stimulus recommended by the new Council of Economic Advisers. The 1962 Trade Expansion Act gave the administration the authority to negotiate a 50 percent across-the-board reduction in tariffs, and created the Office of the Special Trade Representative in advance of the opening of the 1963–67 Kennedy GATT Round. It also effectively introduced one of the most important changes in US foreign aid policy by requiring that food aid in the form of agricultural exports be treated as loans to be paid for in US dollars. As the percentage of US agricultural exports that was outright food aid decreased from some 35 percent in the early 1960s to around 5 percent by 1970, this was a powerful inducement to Third World countries to turn to foreign direct investment and export-oriented development strategies in order to try to secure dollars to pay off food loans.42

The initial hope was that these measures, taken together, would solve the dollar problem by as early as the mid 1960s.43 Yet the impact that foreign direct investment was having on the growing US balance-of-payments deficit proved too great to be ignored. A 1961 proposal to end the deferral of tax on the foreign profits of American MNCs was universally opposed by business.44 The Treasury then turned instead to securing the passage of the 1963 Interest Equalization Tax (IET), designed to tax capital outflows. Such an intervention into what were already increasingly integrated capital markets was bound to run into all kinds of problems. Since, as Volcker explained, “short-term capital flows were too numerous and served too many essential purposes, such as financing exports, to make a transactions tax feasible,” the IET exempted foreign borrowings of less than three years’ maturity, as well as all lending to American subsidiaries. By the time the legislation made its way through international negotiations that exempted
Canada as well as Japan, it offered “a neophyte Treasury deputy undersecretary” like Paul Volcker “a very good lesson about how difficult, messy, and arbitrary controls can be.” The controls did dissuade Europeans from borrowing funds in the US, but at the same time encouraged the even more rapid entry of US banks into the Eurodollar markets—not least to attract dollar funds back to the US. This did help the balance of payments, but at the cost of undermining domestic interest ceilings and making the management of monetary policy at home much more difficult.

Insofar as there was a long-term American strategy to deal with this, it was to further open and deepen European capital markets. In fact, the Treasury’s support for the Eurodollar market in London reflected its belief that the capital outflow from the US was caused by the insufficient liberalization of domestic capital markets across Europe. Securing this was seen as the most necessary next step in the making of global capitalism. The Treasury especially used the Working Groups established under the OECD’s 1961 Code of Liberalization of Capital Movements to push for further liberalization. Since the complete opening, let alone deepening, of European capital markets could not be brought about in the short term, the Treasury soon moved beyond the interest-equalization tax to the voluntary controls on capital outflows it introduced in 1965. This was not designed to stop US MNCs’ expansion abroad, but rather to force a shift in the locus of financing for this expansion to European capital markets.

The effect of these policies was to encourage the further development of integrated international financial markets. But they also aggravated speculation against the dollar in view of the prevailing assumption, both in those markets and among economists, that only the achievement of US trade surpluses could make the dollar secure. Charles Kindleberger was one of the few economists who understood as early as the mid 1960s that the new developments in FDI and financial flows meant that the US international accounts needed to be conceived not in terms of trade and its imbalances but in terms of the role of the US as “the world’s banker.” So long as capital markets in Europe were “much less well organized . . . and just plain smaller than in the United States,” the dollar reserves and accounts held by foreign central banks as well as private actors (whether in London or New York) could be seen as the equivalent of short-term bank deposits, while US FDI and long-term bonds denominated in dollars could be seen as the equivalent of bank loans which would generate income over time. And rather than see their currencies appreciate relative to the dollar, the European countries were more likely to hold on to dollar assets, and even buy more (as would also prove to be the case with Japan, and eventually China too), whether the peg to gold was maintained or not.

By 1969 even Robert Roosa had come rather close to publicly embracing this understanding of the US role in globalizing capitalism. But whereas
the contradictions of success

Roosa still reflected the reluctance of the Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon administrations to take this route. The main reason for this was the belief that to do so would be seen as a narrowly nationalist move, and thus strike a blow to the hegemonic role the US had played in the launching of global capitalism. Yet, as Kindleberger argued, such a move could “reasonably be interpreted as internationalist. It would enable the United States to preserve the international capital market.” This would indeed prove to be the case, especially as the further expansion of capital and securities markets in subsequent decades would attract not only short-term but even long-term capital to the US. For this to occur, however, the American state would be required, as we shall see in the next chapter, to provide the kind of ironclad guarantee against inflation that only came with the Federal Reserve’s Volcker shock at the end of the 1970s.

What made such a guarantee so long in coming was the fact that behind the tensions over the dollar and the management of balance-of-payments accounts lay a set of deeper contradictions arising from both the successes of, and yet at the same time the changing balance of class forces within, all the advanced capitalist countries. As capitalism outgrew the cradle of Bretton Woods it ran up against the labor militancy as well as the popular social movements that attended the full employment conditions of the 1960s. The fact that labor markets in Europe had turned tighter by the early 1960s laid the basis for considerable class conflict over distribution, which later intensified and led to the strike explosion that occurred across Europe at the end of the decade.

In the early 1960s, when US unemployment was still relatively high, the Treasury thought wage and price inflation in Europe would allow US exports to increase sufficiently by mid-decade to ameliorate the balance-of-payments problems. But the cumulative impact of Kennedy’s Keynesian-inspired tax cuts, Johnson’s Great Society social programs, and the ramping up of the Vietnam War led to a spike in growth and lowered the unemployment rate in 1966 to below 4 percent for the first time since the Korean War. Now US inflation rates also began an inexorable rise, and US corporations began to feel the effect of greater competitive pressures on their profits when they tried to compensate for labor militancy by raising prices.

In fact, every advanced capitalist state now had to deal with this central problem of class relations, as governments were more and more drawn to containing inflationary pressures by wooing trade unions into corporatist arrangements for wage restraint. The first key instance of this was in the UK when—as part of its defense of sterling, and strongly urged on by a US government which feared that speculative pressures would spill over to the dollar—the British Labour government turned its incomes policy (initially promoted as one element in overall economic planning) into a statutory wage
freeze. Even with considerable cooperation from the union leadership, this defense proved futile in the face of hostility from British bankers to any sort of planning and the growing openness of the City of London to international finance. This finally led, in late 1967, to the devaluation of the pound.32

In Germany, strikes under full-employment conditions heralded renewed class conflict for the first time since the war—the head of Germany’s largest union, IG Metall, called the employers’ use of lockouts “class warfare waged from above.”33 The Bundesbank’s traditional opposition to Keynesianism—underscored by its concern that the Social Democrats (in government from the mid 1960s) would go too far in this direction for union wage restraint—made it especially wary of the inflationary implications of US policies that might “subordinate the pursuit of price and exchange rate stability to other goals.”34 Sustaining the mark–dollar exchange rate and containing inflation at home amid the massive trade surpluses generated by Germany’s export-led growth strategy required the Bundesbank to engage in massive purchases of dollars, yet by the end of the decade it was forced to revalue. In France, where low union density and Communist strength in the labor movement ruled out cooperation on incomes policies, de Gaulle tried to return to the gold standard as a way of imposing austerity at home—which had the added attraction, for him, of undermining the dollar internationally. In the end this led nowhere: in May 1968, when he granted a huge wage increase in order to derail a general strike and seduce labor away from the revolutionary ambitions of the students, he effectively acknowledged that the gold standard would have denied him the flexibility to do this. Before long, even the French state “stopped daydreaming about a return to gold.”35

But the focal point for the handling of the class contradictions besetting all the advanced capitalist states lay in the US itself. The panic over the dollar at the time of the 1960 US election was not unrelated to the long steelworkers’ strike that had only ended at the beginning of that year. The price and wage guidelines that accompanied the somewhat Keynesian inclinations of the new Kennedy administration had little long-term effect in dampening worker militancy—the annual total of days lost to strikes more than tripled from the first to the second half of the decade. Meanwhile President Johnson’s Great Society programs (explicitly designed to dampen racial and class conflict) brought about a doubling of public social expenditures between 1963 and 1969, increasing even faster than military expenditures.36 Both the domestic and the international pressures at work as US inflationary pressures increased were clearly revealed with the brief eruption in 1966 of the first financial crisis in the US since World War II. “Regulation Q” ceilings on what banks could pay to attract deposits had stayed above average market interest rates from 1933 to 1965. As the banks strained harder against the ceilings—and when the Federal Reserve did not
raise them sufficiently to keep up with the rate of inflation but instead imposed higher reserve requirements on the banks—the New York bond market seized up for a two-week period in August 1966.

The alleged problem was the Federal Reserve’s apparent “lack of independence” from what were seen as the Keynesian proclivities of the Treasury and Council of Economic Advisers; but what the banks were really upset about was that the Fed was showing signs of excessive independence from Wall Street. Indeed, the Fed’s action was partly a response to pressure from small banks that relied on “Regulation Q” ceilings to allow them to compete against the big commercial banks for deposits. To be sure, the Fed’s reluctance to tighten monetary policy too much was important in supporting the Treasury’s role in facilitating—through the relatively low interest it needed to pay on Treasury bonds—the cheap funding of the Vietnam War and the Johnson administration’s Great Society expenditures. It was only after President Johnson made very public and very explicit assurances that the Federal Reserve’s autonomy would not be compromised that the crisis ended, with the Fed further guaranteeing the New York banks “unhindered access to the Eurodollar market in competing for funds.”

It also ameliorated the big banks’ displeasure by applying “Regulation Q” ceilings to savings and loans firms as well as banks (albeit at a higher level that still protected their deposits from too much big bank competition). But all this indicated the extent to which the Fed was by now “pursuing several, often incompatible, objectives simultaneously.”

The inability to stem the inflationary pressures and balance-of-payments deficits of the mid 1960s, combined with the impact on US gold reserves of the British devaluation in late 1967, finally pushed the Johnson administration into imposing statutory controls on the outflow of capital in 1968, for the first time since World War II. Once again, not only the Chicago School but also many Keynesian economists vociferously opposed this on the grounds that it undermined the liberal international economic order that Bretton Woods had been designed to foster. Writing in the Wall Street Journal, John Kenneth Galbraith declared: “[T]he fruits of great strenuous private efforts and of the most carefully conceived public policy extending over the last several decades are about to be extinguished.” Although Galbraith complained of the weakness of American business in failing to stop the controls program, Wall Street’s reaction to them (like that of the central bankers in Europe) was to demand instead higher American interest rates to cope with the problem, and these were indeed instituted in the Fed by 1969, as we shall see in the next chapter.

The argument has been made in retrospect that the US government’s adoption of capital controls at this time proves that “finance was clearly weak” in the 1960s. This is extremely misleading. Not only does this fail to address the growing material strength and international reach of US
financial capital (as shown in its very high profits in the latter half of the 1960s despite the move from voluntary to mandatory capital controls); it also fails to put this in the context of the trajectory of the longer-term development of policy and further strengthening of finance in the subsequent decades. In fact, the Treasury certainly regarded the controls as only a temporary measure, and administered them in such a way as to allow for massive exemptions (their main effect, once again, was to deepen the insertion of US corporations and banks into the Eurodollar market). This aspect of the controls program actually led the new Republican administration, despite Nixon’s vociferous opposition to it in the 1968 election campaign, to keep the controls program going into the early 1970s.

But in the face of the huge amounts of private foreign debt and volatile short-term capital movements that resulted from the ever more substantive integration of European and American capital markets, the balancing act involved in trying to maintain fixed exchange rates became increasingly difficult. Just as the temporary US capital controls were a response to the strength of finance as speculation built up around possible adjustments in interest rates to cope with the emergence of simultaneous recessionary and inflationary pressures in both Europe and the US, so coordinated central bank interventions to protect fixed exchange rates became more and more onerous. The basis was laid for the dollar crisis of August 1971 and the final abandonment of the Bretton Woods system. And just as the US Treasury had been central to the establishment of new forums and mechanisms for the international management of the “dollar crisis” within the Bretton Woods framework, so was it now central to that framework’s dismantling. This did not involve withdrawing from the multilateral management of the contradictions and tensions in the Bretton Woods institutions, but rather bringing into play—as the US inexorably moved towards breaking the dollar’s link to gold—all the links the Treasury and the Fed had developed with other states’ finance ministries and central banks. Inside the Treasury itself, the fate of Bretton Woods appeared to come to rest in the large hands of Paul Volcker. He had left the Treasury for three years to do the obligatory stint on Wall Street required of senior civil servants in the American state’s financial apparatus, and now, despite being a Democrat, he was recruited to take on the post of undersecretary of the Treasury for monetary affairs under Nixon, where from 1969 to 1971 Volcker “for all practical purposes was Treasury.”

When in August 1971, after two years of trying to “muddle through,” the Nixon administration finally terminated the dollar’s link with gold, the decision was tentative and uncertain. It reflected a Treasury policy stance on international monetary reform which often appeared “schizophrenic”—as was indeed epitomized by Volcker, who “could never quite make up his mind . . . [S]ome days he would lean one way and some days another.”
There was so much reluctance to detach from Bretton Woods precisely because it had been the framework in which unprecedented economic success had been achieved, both at home and globally. Moreover, as a 1969 report on “Basic Options in International Monetary Affairs” issued by the key interdepartmental committee chaired by Volcker put it, “The available funding for our deficits has permitted the United States to carry out heavy overseas military expenditures and to undertake other foreign commitments, and to retain substantial flexibility for domestic economic policy.” So while seeking “a substantial degree of US control” of the intense, often secret negotiations with France, Germany, and the UK during the crisis (even Japan at this time was kept out of the “inner circle” of the G10), Volcker was careful not to play this up too much: “[I]n the interests of facilitating international harmony the appearance of US hegemony should not be sought.”

What was mainly at stake for the US was its ability to attract foreign capital to cover its deficit while also continuing to export capital and encourage other states to allow for this. This would indeed prove a crucial condition for the continuation, and indeed acceleration, of a globalizing capitalism under the auspices of the US empire for the rest of the century. But, as we shall see, the factors determining whether this would prove possible were to be found in domestic class relations and the state’s attempt to cope with their effects, rather than in the twists and turns of international negotiations. Between the first and second halves of the decade, as the average inflation rate increased from 1.3 percent to 5.1 percent, domestic class tensions increasingly overlapped with pressures from abroad for US “economic discipline”—even though the average US inflation rate for the decade as a whole was actually no higher than in the main European countries and Japan. What was expected of the US, precisely because the dollar and Treasury securities were now so central to international calculations of value, was that US inflation would be kept lower than in the other advanced capitalist states. The Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system finally had to be abandoned because it became more and more of a drag on the American state’s capacity to navigate between its domestic and imperial responsibilities.
Structural Power Through Crisis

There was no little irony in Richard Nixon’s intoning, in 1971, of the phrase Milton Friedman had coined in 1965—“We are all Keynesians now”—just as the crisis of Keynesianism was becoming most visible.¹ By the early 1970s the contradictions that the successes of the 1960s had produced came to a head. In the midst of a crisis of corporate profitability and financial instability, the simultaneous rise of both inflation and unemployment (“stagflation”) confounded any consistent application of fiscal and monetary policy not only in the US, but in all the advanced capitalist states. There was also a “fiscal crisis of the state”: public expenditures systematically outran revenues, as governments tried to cope with many of the increased costs of capital accumulation and of social services, as well as the growing costs of legitimating and policing an inherently inegalitarian social order.² The class conflict underlying the crisis of Keynesianism was seen not only in the industrial militancy of the period, but also in the rise of new social movements that fueled rising social expenditures. If “in the 1950s Keynesianism seemed to have erected a decisive barrier to the advance of socialism,” as Keynes’s biographer Robert Skidelsky would later put it, “the subsequent identification of Keynesianism with a disproportionate growth in the public sector accompanied by growing labor militancy was crucial in destroying the psychological or expectational function of the Keynesian revolution—the belief that it would make the world safe for capitalism and capitalists.”³

The crisis of Keynesianism also coincided with a crisis of US imperial power in relation to the Third World. To be sure, the fact the revolutions in Cuba and Vietnam did not have a “domino effect” was in good part due to US support for the dictatorships that emerged in Asia and Latin America (the first epitomized by the mass annihilation of Indonesia’s Communists in 1965, the latter by the military coup in Chile against the Allende government in 1973), as well as to the opportunities given by the Vietnam War to several East Asian capitalist countries to kick-start their export drive into US markets. Nevertheless, the growth of economic nationalism, which Treasury Secretary Fowler had identified in 1965 as the main threat to global capitalism, was increasingly unmistakable: the average number of expropriations
of foreign investments per year in Third World countries increased from eight in the first half of the 1960s to seventeen in the second half. And when such expropriations jumped to an average of fifty-six per year between 1970 and 1975, the regime of international property rules of which the US had been “the principal guarantor” in the postwar period looked very shaky indeed.4

In this situation it was hardly surprising that the breakdown of Bretton Woods appeared to signal not only the “downfall of the dollar” but the “end of multilateral liberal internationalism,” the “erosion of US hegemony” and even the return of “interimperial rivalry.”5 Such apocalyptic interpretations were misplaced. What was particularly significant, especially in the context of the challenge from the Third World coinciding with the crisis of Keynesianism, was actually the further integration of European, Japanese and American capital, as well as intensive cooperation between the European and Japanese states and the American state. In this context, it was a mistake to see the economic relations between the major capitalist states at this time in terms of US pro-market ideas clashing with European and Japanese interventionist ones.6

What was also not understood by those who saw the decline in the US share of global GDP from 35 percent in 1950 to 27 percent in 1970 as evidence that the material base of US hegemony had already disappeared, was that the project for a global capitalism was always predicated on reviving the other capitalist economies and their capitalist classes.7 Moreover, although the European and Japanese economies had certainly narrowed the gap with the US on various indicators, the notion that they had “caught up” was misleading; the US economy was not standing still in terms of technological leadership, as the computer revolution was soon to prove. This was also the case with the derivatives revolution in the financial sector in the 1970s.

The continuing predominance of the dollar in the new era of flexible exchange rates could not have been realized without the increased role played by the American state, and its restructuring to accommodate this role. What was evident here was that, just as the process of market deregulation to promote greater competition was beginning to be registered across the world’s financial centers, an increasing involvement in international financial activities was also being undertaken and coordinated among the advanced capitalist states. The US Treasury’s efforts, in particular, to sustain and develop a common purpose and solidarity along these lines among the finance officials of the core advanced capitalist states was also related, as we shall see, to its successful efforts in turning back the challenge that Third World economic nationalism posed at the time for the IMF and World Bank. But this did not involve—as so many misinterpreted the emergence of the G7 as representing—the dawn of a new trilateral capitalist order displacing the US’s postwar hegemony. On the contrary, the G7 was essentially “a vehicle for providing
support and endorsement for US-generated initiatives and ideas.”

Nevertheless, it was a measure of the severity of the crisis of the 1970s that it took a whole decade to realign the balance of class forces both domestically and internationally so as to exit the crisis in a way that left the American-led globalizing dynamic of capitalism not only intact, but strengthened.

Class, Profits and Crisis

It is generally agreed that a crucial factor in the crisis of the 1970s was a decline in manufacturing rates of profit. During the 1950s there had been a gradual decline in profitability from the very high levels of the immediate postwar years, but American capitalism’s “success story” had especially been registered in a profit spike from 1964 to 1966. By 1970, however, the US rate of profit was already down 40 percent from the high level of the mid 1960s, and, more significantly, a third below the average of the period from the mid 1950s to the mid 1960s.9 (In Europe, where there was no comparable profit spike in the mid 1960s, profits continued a steady downward trend from their very high postwar rates.) The response of corporations was to increase their rate of investment: the amount of capital invested by non-financial US corporations grew at the historically high rate of 4.3 percent (adjusted for inflation) per year between 1967 and 1973, compared with an average of 3.1 percent over the years 1949–66.10

The vigorous corporate investment strategies this represented were designed to increase productivity so as to cope with competitive and inflationary pressures. But the productivity gains secured were not commensurate with the level of capital investment undertaken, resulting in falling “capital efficiency” (see Figure 6.1). The consequence was that, far from sustaining the spurt in profits achieved in the mid 1960s, the decline in profits was aggravated. This was also true in Europe, where the rate of investment was even higher than in the US.11

This decline in output per unit of capital, which was a crucial element in the “profit squeeze” in this period, alongside the pressures of rising wages and increased competition, was closely linked to class conflict in the workplace.12 Working classes in the advanced capitalist countries were not strong enough (nor always inclined) to stop the technological and managerial reorganization of work that accompanied the high rate of investment, but they were nevertheless capable of a degree of resistance that impeded the optimal implementation and utilization of the new investments.13 A new generation of workers, sharing the anti-authoritarianism of a rising counter-culture, rejected both the dreariness of their jobs and the pace of work, and thus posed a barrier to capital efficiency. This was above all manifested in the US autoworkers’ rebellion against their “gold-plated sweatshops.” “There is a new breed of workers in the plant who is less willing to accept corporate
decisions that pre-empt his own decisions,” the UAW president Walter Reuther noted, while also acknowledging that union leaders were themselves perplexed by “a different kind of worker than we had twenty-five or thirty years ago.” In both Europe and the US there was an explosion in the number of strikes over the reorganization of work, including what this meant in terms of speeding up production lines and managerial abuse of overtime as well as other unilateral reversals of past practice, all of which had further implications for health and safety. That so many of the work stoppages were local and “unofficial” or “wildcat” reflected the workplace-based nature of the frustrations.

Corporate concern with workplace control was indicated by an explosion of articles in business journals and speeches at business forums that addressed the integration of workers into the production process and also, most notably, by the not-uncommon practice of offering higher wages as a trade-off for workplace peace. Beyond trying to win worker cooperation through higher compensation (including not only wage increases but also increases in benefits—which unions increasingly emphasized in collective bargaining), corporations tried to develop buffers that minimized the impact of disruptions, such as larger inventories and deliberate

---

**Figures 6.1: Capital Efficiency (GDP/Capital Stock)**

*Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis, NIPA Table 1.15 and Fixed Assets Accounts Table 1.1 (net private non-residential capital stock).*
excess capacity—measures that came, however, with higher overall capital costs. In general, the capital costs incurred in the investment drive of the late 1960s and early 1970s could not yield the kind of productivity growth that would be achieved by the widespread application of computerization to industry in the 1990s. This was not only because of worker resistance, but because the type of investments that were possible at the time still mainly involved variations on the technological paradigms developed for industry in the 1930s and 1940s, and by the 1960s these had reached their limits in terms of new productivity growth.

No less significantly, while productivity failed to rise fast enough, workers were generally able to prevent capital from compensating for this at the expense of wages and benefits, despite some concessions by union leaders (such as some large US unions forgoing cost-of-living adjustments in the 1968 bargaining round). The rank-and-file militancy that had emerged with full employment in the early to mid 1960s, together with the increased consumption expectations fostered by the burgeoning advertising industry, had reached new heights by the end of the 1960s. Whether wage demands were chasing inflation or causing it probably varied from country to country, and from economic quarter to economic quarter; the crucial point is that worker resistance was a significant factor in preventing the restoration of both higher profit rates and a higher profit share of national income. This increase in the worker share and the rapid increase in the social expenditures during this period, in addition to the limits worker militancy placed on further productivity improvements (see Table 6.1) makes it clear that what happened to profits cannot be understood apart from the heightened class struggles of the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Table 6.1: Productivity and Compensation 1965–73

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Annual Average Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Productivity (Business Sector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real wages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real compensation (CPI)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real compensation (PPI)**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted by Consumer Price Index
** Adjusted by Producer Price Index

It was a measure of the contradictions involved that attempts by the American state to rein in inflationary pressures at this time only compounded the problem. The fiscal restraint introduced in 1968 put a brake on Johnson’s “Great Society” initiatives even before the end of his administration. But the hope that this would obviate a turn by the Federal Reserve to higher interest rates was dashed by a rate of inflation that, by the end of 1968, had risen above 5 percent. In this context, the inauguration of Nixon, who was explicitly committed to lowering inflation even at the expense of allowing unemployment to rise above 4 percent, allowed the Fed to give top priority to defeating what its chairman, William McChesney Martin, called the “credibility gap over our capacity and willingness to maintain restraint.”

Indeed, in going so far as to raise “the ghost of overkill” by increasing its key funds rate to 9 percent by the beginning of 1970, and touching off the first recession in a decade, the Fed seemed ready to do what in fact it would only do a decade later with the Volcker shock. But on this occasion it quickly and drastically reversed direction: its funds rate was reduced through the course of 1970 by five full points.

The monetarists’ explanation of this volte-face as being due to the Fed’s lack of autonomy from the Nixon government and its short-term electoral calculations would leave a powerful ideological imprint, expressed as a generalized clarion call for “central bank independence”—a call that would become the touchstone for the restructuring of all states in the context of capitalist globalization. Yet what this episode really demonstrated was how trapped central banks had become by precisely the rapid development of financial markets which they had encouraged. With the realization that a tightening of monetary policy was having the effect of inducing a financial crisis, the central bank’s role as lender of last resort to keep the financial system afloat trumped the commitment to monetary restraint. Indeed, the deep structural relationship between the Fed and Wall Street could not but be affected by the new volatility of financial markets—all the more so since major non-financial corporations were also increasingly embedded in those markets. In a development not unlike what would happen on an even larger scale in the 1990s, the trading of shares in the New York Stock Exchange, fueled by the new mutual fund industry, gave rise to a degree of asset inflation that more than matched the price inflation of the late 1960s, and bore little relation to actual or potential earnings from stocks.

This was taking place, moreover, as the debt of corporations rose steeply through the latter half of the decade. Neither the massive capital investments by corporations in the late 1960s nor the wave of mergers at the time were funded by retained earnings, or by bank loans, but by raising funds through the commercial paper market. It was already a symptom of the contradictions the New Deal banking regulations were running into, given inflation and the expansion and internationalization of finance by the 1960s,
that the “Regulation Q” limits on the interest banks could pay on deposits were leading large depositors to secure higher returns by investing in the rapidly expanding market for commercial paper. What was involved here was the massive issuance of short-term corporate bonds by both financial and non-financial companies, some of which had “very high debt-to-equity ratios and income flows of dubious quality.” Their widespread take-up reflected little capacity on the part of the financial markets to distinguish good paper from bad (it was not until 1971 that Moody’s bond-rating agency began to grade commercial paper). This meant that when the Fed deliberately changed the financial markets’ entire risk structure by dramatically increasing short-term rates throughout 1969 and into 1970, the “ghost of overkill” ceased to be ghostly, and in June 1970 claimed the largest bankruptcy in US history to date, when Congress refused Nixon’s attempt to secure a $200 million dollar bailout for Penn Central Transportation Company, the country’s sixth-largest corporation, and its largest owner of real estate.

As Penn Central’s bankruptcy loomed, and as it also became clear that Goldman Sachs had continued to sell the company’s commercial paper even while being well aware of its difficulties, fears spread that other corporations, from Chrysler to IBM, might similarly be unable to raise the cash to turn over their debt. What made the situation worse was that such “blue chip” companies were unable to obtain credit from the commercial banks to cover their loans, because the shift to securitization had produced a massive drop in the banks’ liquidity even as their profits and dividends climbed through the 1960s. The Wall Street Journal went so far as to warn that a Penn Central insolvency would likely have domino effects that would turn “the present severe strain on the cash resources of banks and corporations into a liquidity crisis, draining the flow of money and credit and plunging the nation into a depression.”

It was in response to this “serious threat to financial stability” that Martin’s newly appointed successor as chair of the Fed, Arthur Burns, oversaw a shift from what he described as “the policy of extreme restraint followed in 1969” to one designed to meet “the precautionary demands for liquidity” generated by the commercial paper crisis. He did so by opening the “discount window” through which banks could borrow directly from the Fed to meet temporary shortages in cash reserves, and by suspending “Regulation Q” ceilings on the interest they were allowed to pay on their large certificates of deposit. The Fed thus poured liquidity into the banking system not to overcome a bank panic, as had been its traditional remit, but—as would become all too familiar in later decades—in order to defuse a “disruptive liquidity crisis” in a particular non-bank market. It was this conflict within monetary policy, more than the concern to ensure the re-election of Nixon (as Burns’s critics alleged), that led to the Fed’s
about-face in 1970. As Burns himself put it, “the financial community was reassured that the Federal Reserve understood the seriousness of the situation, and that it would stand ready to use its intellectual and financial resources, as well as its instruments of monetary policy, to assist the financial markets through any period of stress.”

Notably—if unsurprisingly, given that the Fed’s prime concern was to get the large banks to furnish cash to corporations that were unable to sell their corporate bonds—the relaxation of “Regulation Q” ceilings was not extended to the small deposits of the savings and loans companies. Coming at a time when they were subject to intense new competition from Real Estate Investment Trusts, which were offering investors short-term securities at high rates of return, this threatened to shift capital away from the savings and loans companies into the interbank money market, dramatically curtailing their capacity for long-term mortgage lending.

This was especially significant given that one major response to the urban riots of the mid 1960s, drawing on the long-standing identification of home-ownership as contributing to social stability, had been to answer the cry of “Burn, baby, burn,” with “Build, baby, build,” as one prominent mortgage banker put it. The extension of mortgage credit to marginalized communities—rather than the renewal and massive extension of public housing—would become the central means of coping with inequality in the decades to come. The basis for the subprime crisis needs to be dated all the way back to this moment. It was in this context that Fannie Mae (the Federal National Mortgage Association, semi-privatized in 1968) stepped in to underpin the mortgage market by creating the first secondary mortgage securities. Domestic and foreign investors who were not interested in coping with the details of specific mortgages could now invest in these new universalized paper (but asset-backed) commodities. Moreover, given their backing by the government, these securities now served the needs of investors such as the rapidly growing private pension funds, which looked to long-term safe investments.

Insofar as policy was conducted with an eye to electoral calculations under the Nixon administration between 1970 and 1972, it was to be seen not in the Fed’s interest-rate policies but in a roughly $3 billion increase in private housing subsidies, alongside a $7 billion expansion in the federal ownership of mortgages. The roots of the massive expansion of mortgage finance in subsequent decades, leading to the housing bubble and subprime crisis of the first decade of the twenty-first century, go back to this original intertwining of public and private financial institutions in the inflationary conditions of the early 1970s.

A further contradiction in those years was that the Fed’s abandonment of its “policy of extreme restraint” against inflation in order to cope with the commercial paper crisis took place in the midst of a strike wave that involved
one out of every six unionized workers. Even as unemployment rose through the year, nation-wide strikes by 133,000 General Electric workers in January 1970, 152,000 federal postal workers in March, 110,000 truckers in May, 355,000 General Motors workers in September, and 360,000 railroad workers in December were interspersed with protracted local strikes by construction workers, teachers, coalminers, rubber workers, longshoremen and—with the most direct impact on Wall Street—42,000 New York taxi drivers. The strikes were mostly about recouping income lost to inflation, but Arthur Burns regarded them, and the successful postal workers’ strike in particular, as nothing less than “an insurrection against the Government.” He especially identified public sector trade unionism and welfare programs (which he saw as a subsidy to strikers) as the reason why “at a time when unemployment was rising prices continued to advance at an undiminished pace and wages rose at an increasing pace.”

While lamenting “the difficulties of pursuing independent monetary policies in a world of high capital mobility,” the Fed was still determined to play a role in safeguarding the value of the dollar by stopping any attempt to “buy” low levels of unemployment by tolerating inflation.” With the commercial paper crisis having foreclosed the continuation of a tight money policy, Burns became the leading advocate of incomes policy, with the strong support of Paul Volcker at the Treasury. Steadfastly resisted for over a year by a Republican White House influenced by “free market” ideology, wage and price controls were nevertheless adopted as part of the package that accompanied Nixon’s announcement of the end of the dollar’s link to gold at Camp David on August 15, 1971. The controls were temporarily effective in restraining both wages and prices: the president’s 1973 Economic Report boasted that the US anti-inflation policy was “the marvel of the world.” Their removal later that year came when Europe and Japan had accepted that it was impossible to return to fixed exchange rates, but it was also in good part due to growing capitalist complaints, despite their initial support for the program, about bureaucratic intervention.

Given what was now a prolonged profit squeeze amid sharply reduced productivity, sufficient investment was not forthcoming to bring the crisis to an end by renewed growth. When, on top of this, the tremendous OPEC-induced spike in energy prices of late 1973 sparked a recession, the profit squeeze turned into a global economic crisis. Its severity in Europe as well as the US, in sharp contrast to the preceding golden-age decades, is clearly demonstrated in Table 6.2.

But there was a more profound aspect to the crisis than was measured by such statistics. Within the US itself, the rise of the environmental movement at the same time as the shop-floor worker rebellion was registered in a battery of legislative impositions on corporations in the areas of occupational health and safety and industrial pollution. This climate of activism
also generated new consumer-protection campaigns, including the 1968 Truth in Lending Act and the 1970 Fair Credit Reporting Act. This considerably burdened the regulatory agencies (the Treasury’s OCC, for instance, had no personnel specializing in consumer issues until this time), and the number of federal regulatory personnel increased in 1970–75 from under 10,000 to over 50,000. The Treasury’s First Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Justin Watson, lamented: “Consumer activists are running around the country literally trying to tear down banks and business.” Yet when castigated for not preventing banking crises in this period, it was notable how much such regulators intoned words almost identical to those of Greenspan in the face of the 2007–8 crisis. Thus the comptroller of the currency, James E. Smith, told the Wall Street Journal at the time of Franklin Bank’s failure in 1974: “We haven’t been as sensitive as we should have been to large institutions. Maybe we were unduly secure that a major bank that had prospered for many years couldn’t develop big problems.”

Table 6.2: Economic Indicators US and Europe, 1950–73 and 1973–79

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Average (unweighted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDP 1950–73</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–79</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFLATION 1950–73</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–79</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 1950–73</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–79</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTIVITY 1950–73</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–79</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVESTMENT 1950–73</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973–79</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Amid strong union support for legislation that would put limits on US MNCs moving abroad, a 1975 Harris poll found that only 15 percent of Americans had “a great deal of confidence” in corporate leaders—in contrast to 55 percent a decade earlier. The sense among capitalists themselves that their “golden age” was over has been well captured by Robert Rubin, who recalls one of the old partners at Goldman Sachs telling him at the time...
“that we junior partners would be unlikely to ever do as well financially as the older partners had because there would never be another period as good as the one that had just passed.”

Nelson Rockefeller, in the Annual Report of the Chase Manhattan Bank, stated that “it is clear to me that the entire structure of our society is being challenged.” A prominent corporate lawyer who was later to be appointed to the Supreme Court wrote to the head of the US Chamber of Commerce that “it was time for American business to apply their great talents vigorously to the preservation of the system itself.”

This was hardly surprising given that the crisis of Keynesianism in the US coincided with the anti–Vietnam War mobilizations, the explosion of African–American frustrations in urban riots, and the radicalization of black workers and unemployed youth. This formed the background to the emergence of a “new left” inside the Democratic Party in the early 1970s, seeking to make it more representative of the social movements and to extend state regulation of business. Even reformist calls to heal the divisions through new corporatist institutions were made in terms of the need for the type of national economic planning that the New Deal had never yielded. Not surprisingly, therefore, the joint call issued in 1975 by Robert Roosa (now an investment banker), Wassily Leontief (the eminent economist), and Leonard Woodcock (Reuther’s successor at the UAW) for a “US Office of National Economic Planning” aggravated business fears.

These fears were intensified by developments abroad—particularly what was being proposed inside Europe’s major social–democratic parties. The language of “class,” “capital,” “exploitation,” “imperialism,” and “transformation,” which had become marginalized within these parties, was again disturbing parliamentary elites. This was associated with “new left”–inspired socialist strategies based on a growing sense that the postwar reforms would be eroded if they could not be transcended by a radically democratized state and a fundamental shift in class power. Sweden’s powerful LO union federation advanced the famous Meidner Plan for the gradual takeover of the country’s big private corporations by wage-earners’ funds; German unions turned towards investment planning (“Strukturpolitik”) and the extension of co-determination; in France a push for workers’ self-management and bank nationalization led to the French Socialists’ “Programme Commune” with the Communist Party. But from the perspective of the American state, perhaps the most disturbing development of all, given the key role of the City of London in global financial markets and sterling’s role as the de facto first line of defense for the dollar, was the British Labour Party’s adoption of a radical Alternative Economic Strategy just before its election in early 1974, after a miners’ strike had brought down the Conservative government of Edward Heath.

The fears of US capital were aggravated further still by the support for
national economic planning increasingly voiced in the Third World. This seemed especially significant amid the wave of nationalizations in the petroleum industry in the mid 1970s and the sharp hike in oil prices. The danger this appeared to pose for the global capitalist project was rather spectacularly underscored in 1974 by the passage in the UN, by 120 votes to 6, of the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, which declared that each state has the right to “nationalize, expropriate or transfer ownership of foreign property under the domestic law of the nationalizing State and by its tribunals.”

However often UN resolutions had previously recognized the rights of states to control their own natural resources, the breadth of support for the 1974 Charter’s targeting of foreign capital was something the American state, as the US ambassador to the UN Daniel Moynihan said at the time, “seemingly could not understand, much less control.” The link between the American state and the fate of capitalism was never clearer than when, on July 14, 1975, the cover of Time magazine simply posed the question: “Can Capitalism Survive?”

Transition through Crisis

“It’s our dollar but your problem.” This glib remark by Nixon’s Treasury secretary, John Connally, to European finance ministers in 1971 shortly after the US effectively ended the Bretton Woods system was immediately belied by the increased attention the US gave to international economic coordination throughout the 1970s. While detaching the dollar from gold decreased one set of perceived restrictions on the US (the threat of some countries choosing gold over dollars), it at the same time expanded not only the international status but the responsibilities of the Federal Reserve and the US Treasury. What was essentially happening was a transition from the fixed exchange rates designed to foster capitalist reconstruction under the Marshall Plan and the European Payments Union, to the establishment of the legal, institutional and market infrastructure that would sustain capitalist globalization amid floating exchange rates anchored by a US dollar–Treasury bill standard. As President Ford’s Treasury secretary, William Simon, put it when the IMF finally ratified the new monetary order (five years after the fact):

This is of major interest to the United States, not only because gold is an inherently unstable basis for the monetary system but because it is inevitably linked to a fixed exchange rate system. Gold never really served fully the purpose for which it was intended under the Bretton Woods System—regulator of liquidity, enforcer of discipline. It couldn’t because of its own rigidities, and its international monetary role has been dying from natural causes, as its domestic role did.
The international adoption of the US dollar—Treasury bill standard gave the American state distinct “seigniorage” advantages, as the reward for being held responsible for securing and validating confidence in the dollar. This was all the more remarkable in that this expansion of responsibilities took place even amid Watergate—perhaps the greatest crisis of the presidency in US history. And the results were seen as the dollar continued rising from late 1973 to early 1975 through the most serious economic crisis since the 1930s. As Paul Volcker noted, “traders and investors were reminded that the United States, after all, was still a relative bastion of strength and stability and a safe haven in troubled times.”

The lead taken by the Treasury and Fed in preventing bank failures during this period from turning into an international financial conflagration also goes very far to explaining why, despite all the initial fears that the move to floating exchange rates would undermine the financing of world trade, an internal Treasury memorandum was able to note in 1976 that “businessmen have found that the difficulties of operating under floating rates were not as great as many of them had anticipated.”

The pragmatic, tentative, and uncertain steps the US had taken in approaching the decision to go off gold were replicated in successive rounds of G10 and IMF meetings to attempt to revive a fixed exchange rate system. When Volcker proposed during the IMF’s Interim Committee negotiations in 1972 that an “indicator system” be adopted, “whereby a country’s deviation from an established norm of international reserves would trigger application of ‘graduated pressures’ on the offending country to impel it to take the necessary steps towards adjustment, European participants objected to the automaticity implied in the plan . . . [They] were unwilling to accept automatic interference in their own policies.” Thus, when in early 1973 the US prevailed on the Japanese and European states to embrace a system of floating exchange rates, this decision, as Volcker put it, “was not taken out of any general conviction that it was a preferred system. It was simply a last resort when, by general assent, the effort to maintain par values or central rates seemed too difficult in the face of speculative movements of capital across the world’s exchanges.”

Just as Volcker also explains the US imposition of an import surcharge in August 1971 as a bargaining counter to secure currency revaluation and agricultural tariff reductions from the Europeans (a tactic that would again and again be deployed as part and parcel of the US push for “free trade”), so were the Europeans’ calls for capital controls mainly tactical. Indeed, Volcker himself thought the Europeans had not pushed the option of extending capital controls nearly as much as they should have. Those among the German political elite who were in favor of the temporary use of capital controls were in fact the most conservative and monetarist and the least oriented to the guiding principles of Bretton Woods; German
Keynesians (above all the social democratic finance minister, Karl Schiller) were at one with US economists like Galbraith and Kindleberger in viewing capital controls as antithetical to liberal internationalism. In fact, among the nine leading industrialized countries, by 1973 Germany’s financial system was already the most liberalized.

The fact was that, by this time, the degree of financial interpenetration among the leading capitalist states was such that controls would have had to be very extensive—and they could only have been imposed against the strong opposition of the most powerful sections of the European and Japanese capitalist classes. Eric Helleiner, who sees the Americans as imposing free-market ideology on European states more inclined to cooperative capital controls in this period (although they too he admits were unwilling to even consider “the option of rigid, comprehensive exchange controls”), nevertheless observes that their capitalist classes wanted “an open financial system” and saw New York and London as “the most attractive international markets for private and public investors.” By 1973, once the European states had embraced the new system of flexible exchange rates, it was only temporary controls for balance-of-payments purposes that they were prepared to have included in new IMF guidelines, in sharp distinction from controls “applied for economic and social reasons.” Not surprisingly, Helleiner concludes the “unique depth and liquidity of US financial markets ensured that private investors, if given the freedom to invest globally, would continue to underwrite US deficits through their holding of attractive US assets.”

Yet in a conjuncture in which both the domestic and the international balance of forces made it very difficult indeed simply to turn off inflationary pressures, the American state itself would have to be anything but laissez-faire with respect to the stability of currency markets. Although Treasury Secretary Simon (who as the young millionaire bond dealer at Salomon Brothers had acquired a reputation as “one of the greatest traders ever”) expounded neoliberal nostrums about the need for a small state more loudly than anyone else in the cabinet, he was fully aware how intertwined were Wall Street and “big government.” He knew very well that it was New York State’s bond sales that gave Salomon Brothers “more business than any other institution in the world”; that its trading inventory in government bonds was the basis for its ability to secure loans from banks; and, above all, that his firm “could take a degree of comfort from the fact that the Federal Reserve Bank of New York knew everything that was going on.” It was not really surprising, then, that Simon made it very clear in his first address to the annual meeting in Washington of the IMF and World Bank in 1974 that “we do not believe in an attitude of laissez faire, come what may. If there is a clear need for additional international lending mechanisms, the United States will support their establishment.”
The growing centrality of the American state’s role in global capitalism through the 1970s showed that whatever problems and frictions US balance-of-payments deficits might produce, they did not have the same implications for the US as they would for any other state. As a paper prepared for the Federal Reserve of Boston in 1971 put it: “This asymmetry appears to be appropriate, for it corresponds to an asymmetry in the real world.” Far from necessarily representing a diminution of American power, the outflow of capital from the US and the balance-of-payments deficits that had so concerned economic and political elites through the 1960s had actually laid the basis for further dollar-based credit expansion and financial innovation both domestically and internationally in the 1970s. This is what Jeremy Seabrooke later would aptly term the “diffusion of power through the dollar.” Indeed, one could also speak of the concentration of US power through the dollar, as more and more capital flowed into the US in the wake of the demise of Bretton Woods.

The capacity to achieve this, however, still rested not only on the international activities of the American state, but also on the material base of the American empire at home. And this was, in fact, by no means depleted, in spite of the accumulating contradictions that produced the crisis of the 1970s. For example, US expenditure on research and development at this time was about four times that of the countries of Western Europe combined. In the newly developed business computer market (with the personal computer market, initially fully dominated by the US, still to come), US firms supplied one-third of the computers in Japan, half of those in the UK and France, and more than three-quarters of those in West Germany. And given that three-quarters of the computers in use worldwide were located in the US, this meant that in the early 1970s over 90 percent of the global market was in the hands of US firms. Moreover, the US also retained its competitive advantage in agriculture. Alongside the enormous expansion of US agricultural production (with corn production and the high-fructose revolution at its core, and agricultural productivity continuing to outpace that of non-farm industries though the 1970s), the US not only benefited from high commodity prices, but saw its overall agricultural exports increase between 1972 and 1980 by more than 300 percent.

This technological lead reflected a distinctive American combination of supporting factors: the military-industrial complex; university research serving private innovation; early access to venture finance, alongside secure property rights; a base of skills in engineering, optics, chemistry, and metallurgy, as well as sales; and the mobility of managers across firms and regions, which helped to disseminate and further commercialize the new technology. The direct role of the American state itself was especially important: agencies from the Pentagon to the Department of Health ensured that “government funding and infrastructure played a key role in such
technologies as computers, jet planes, civilian nuclear energy, lasers and ultimately bio-technology.” European capital now flowed to the US (where half of all global total FDI was located by the end of the 1970s), not so much to avoid protectionist measures as to have access to the wide range of research, productive, financial, and sales capacities that were constitutive of the richest market in the world.

The significance of all this was recognized in an April 1973 memorandum prepared for Treasury Secretary George Shultz by Bill Casey, who had just moved from chairing the SEC to become undersecretary of state for economic affairs (he would later become Reagan’s CIA director). Casey argued that “the dollar’s problem comes from a failure to properly assess the solid assets which lie below the surface . . . The US is still dominant in computers, photography, pharmaceuticals, medical technology, aerospace, nuclear power, home building, heavy industrial machinery, off shore drilling utility operations and so on.” Moreover, the balance-of-payments accounts did not register the $90 billion in book value of American foreign direct investment or the operations of over a hundred American banks and 250 brokerage offices overseas. Although the US could, Casey observed, wipe out its trade deficit by a 25 percent increase in its exports, achieved through an export-oriented business strategy, a devalued dollar, and US government pressure on other countries to open their markets, this would “appall our trading partners.” So, in direct contrast to the State Department’s traditional position for so much of the twentieth century, Casey presciently argued that “trade need no longer be the only source of major gains in our balance of payments.” It was precisely because the US could instead make “securities an export” that it had such a large stake in the creation of better capital markets and in a better interrelationship of capital markets around the world. Fortunately know-how is one of our great assets and the securities markets of the world are becoming increasingly internationalized . . . With the announcement that controls on the export of capital are to be phased out, it is vital for our talented financial community to unleash itself.

Casey was not alone in expecting that the removal of capital controls and the devaluation of the dollar would themselves bring about “a substantial shift of activity back to New York” from the Eurodollar markets. But he insisted that this would need to be sustained by amending the Federal Reserve’s regulation on banks so that they could “competitively bid for foreign deposits,” while Nixon’s tax deductions on pensions would “give an enormous lift to our rate of capital formation.” All this would allow US financial institutions, Casey insisted, “to take the leadership in the developing global securities market” as long as there was also extensive action
by other states to establish “common rules of the road in the various capital markets.”

At first the signs seemed to indicate that the state would retreat further from regulation of the financial sector. The 1971 Report of the Hunt Commission, appointed by Nixon to study how to “improve the functioning of the private financial system,” had already been oriented to move “as far as possible towards freedom of financial markets and equip all institutions with the power necessary to compete in such markets.” And in August 1973 Nixon, arguing that “the public is better served by the free play of competitive forces than by the imposition of rigid and unnecessary regulation,” proposed to Congress the gradual elimination of interest-rate ceilings. This would in fact be delayed until 1980, but with the famous “big bang” it delivered to Wall Street in 1975, the SEC dramatically shifted away from its long-maintained support for the cartel-like structures of brokers, investment banks, and corporate managers that had dominated the capital markets since the 1930s. Congressional investigations attracting considerable media attention had provided the pension and mutual funds and insurance companies, supported by retail-oriented investment banks like Merrill Lynch, with a forum to make their case for the abolition of fixed rates on brokerage commissions on Wall Street.

What was notable, however, about the amendments to the Securities Acts that ushered in this foundational instance of “deregulation” was that this did not amount to reducing the power of the state. On the one hand, the SEC removed barriers to price competition and market entry, but, on the other, it acquired more powers—not only to intervene in the structures of self-regulation, so as to enforce competitive market structures, promote market transparency, and target insider practices, but also to set limits to the debt-to-capital ratios of investment banks. Whether such powers were actually used extensively or not, as Michael Moran’s insightful study shows, “the financial services revolution” was accompanied by “the growing codification, institutionalization and juridification of the system of regulation, in the effort to either prevent scandals and crisis or to manage the consequences when they have happened.”

Indeed, the sheer density of both public and semi-public regulation in US domestic financial markets meant that institutional reform in this sector became a key dimension of capitalist strategies for innovation and the construction of competitive advantage. This could especially be seen when, immediately after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange—the world’s central futures market in livestock long after the slaughterhouses were gone from Chicago—gave birth to the financial derivatives revolution by inventing a futures market in currencies. According to the head of the CME, Leo Melamed, who initiated the process in 1971 with the help of Milton
Friedman, this could not have been done without “the cadre of traders who left the known risks of the cattle, hog and pork belly pits for the unknown dangers of foreign exchange”—although it also took plenty of “planning, calculation, tenacity and arm-twisting” on his part.\textsuperscript{70} The Chicago Board of Trade, which was also still the world’s center of futures trading in wheat, corn, and soya even though grain was no longer stored in Chicago, soon followed by launching a futures market in US Treasury securities. The key role state regulation played in the process was indicated by the creation in 1974 of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) to regulate derivatives in a way that facilitated their development. Melamed recognized that the CFTC would be “beneficial to the growth of our markets. Our plans relating to new financial instrument futures were ambitious and could be greatly assisted by a federal stamp of approval.”\textsuperscript{71}

State agencies like the CFTC were keen to promote the spreading and hedging of risk, including by the many non-financial corporations that invested in derivatives to protect themselves from volatile commodity prices, floating exchange rates, and fluctuating interest rates. This determined the explicit “Why not?” approach that the CFTC adopted in allowing space for self-regulation and innovation in derivatives markets—an approach sealed in 1978 by the Treasury’s conclusion that the exchange of derivatives on the US debt that the New York Fed brought to the bond markets would, by allowing for some hedging of risk, help stabilize and increase the holdings of US Treasury bonds.\textsuperscript{72} It was on this foundation that the internationalization of the derivatives markets took off in the next decade. It was institutionalized with the opening of the London International Financial Futures Exchange in 1982, on the occasion of which Melamed noted: “It was necessary first to convince the world financial community that financial futures were a necessary adjunct to the management of risk. It took years of late nights and early mornings, an incalculable amount of traveling, unceasing gospel spreading, arm twisting and ear bending.”\textsuperscript{73} It was on this, as much or more than on risk-modeling equations provided by Nobel Prize–winning economists, that the derivatives revolution was built.\textsuperscript{74}

The derivatives revolution was crucial to the stabilization of currency markets in the wake of the end of fixed exchange rates, and was also intimately linked to the internationalization of the US bond market, which was occurring at the same time as the development of the separate Eurodollar bond market. In 1970 foreign private investors already held almost 10 percent of US Treasury securities. The aggregate value of these holdings was 50 percent higher than that of all Eurobonds, and indeed was boosted by the enhanced institutional capacity for the global distribution of Treasury securities, which was facilitated by US investment banks operating in the Eurobond market. By 1980 foreigners held over 21 percent of US Treasuries,
and over the previous decade their aggregate value had increased sevenfold. The financial uncertainty that followed the collapse of the fixed exchange rate system, amid the volatility of commodity prices and rising short-term interest rates, actually enhanced the attractiveness of Treasury bills for international investors, who recognized the depth and liquidity of the US bond market despite all the hand-wringing about declining US power and economic strength. This was accompanied, moreover, by the immediate growth (by some 230 percent) of New York’s “Yankee” bond market (where foreign governments and corporations issued securities in US dollars) after the removal of capital controls in 1974. The Yankee bond market did not in the long run retard the growth of the Eurobond market: the two financial centers, with US banks operating as central agents in both of them, continued to grow together through the 1970s.

In addition to the creation of agencies like the CFTC to facilitate the development of new financial instruments so crucial to globalization, an interdepartmental Council on International Economic Policy was established, along the lines of the National Security Council in order to pull together “domestic economic developments and our broad foreign policy objectives.” It was headed by the secretary of the Treasury, which in this period considerably advanced its claims to play, right across the policy spectrum, “a leading role in the international as well as the domestic sphere.” This was facilitated by the 1974 Trade Act’s provision for a “fast track procedure,” whereby Congress would only vote to accept or reject international trade agreements without the possibility of introducing amendments to negate trade-offs made in the inter-state negotiations. With very few exceptions, the Treasury’s consistent and effective opposition to the use of countervailing duties in relation to investigations of unfair trading practices by other states through the crisis of the 1970s permitted it not only to fend off the implementation of domestic protectionist measures, but to use the threat of these as a lever for the liberalization of foreign markets, including in relation to what were increasingly being identified as “non-tariff barriers” associated with other states’ domestic regulations.

As an internal Treasury memo on export policy and exchange rates put it in 1975, “a policy of international interdependence is politically unacceptable except where job losses through imports are offset by creating jobs in expanding export industries.” It especially stressed that, although the US enjoyed a comparative advantage not only in financial services but in those sectors where technology was most advanced, the examples of aircraft, computers, nuclear reactors, and synthetic materials showed that “the staggering cost of technology has reached levels that must be recovered from sales in excess of those that the domestic market can absorb.” Such economies of scale “would reduce unit costs in the US, and ultimately prove anti-inflationary.” Yet this was a long-range strategy. The more
immediate challenge that the Treasury still confronted, if the dollar’s new role as the anchor of global capitalism was to be made secure, was its incapacity to cope with the continuing impact of domestic inflationary pressures on global financial markets. Neither monetary restraint by the Fed, nor Nixon’s prices and incomes policy package, nor trade policy, had resolved this problem.

 Facing the Crisis Together

When Ford took over the presidency in 1974, with William Simon as Treasury secretary and Alan Greenspan as chair of the Council of Economic Advisers, monetarists seemed as baffled as Keynesians about how to respond to the simultaneous rise in unemployment and inflation. At the high-powered Financial Conference on Inflation that Simon and Greenspan immediately organized in September 1974, monetary policy received very little criticism due to the broad consensus that the Fed “had no choice but to validate the rise in prices if it wished to avoid compounding the recession” by correspondingly loosening the money supply. It was because the necessity of expanding credit was unquestionable that most of the participants, including Alan Greenspan, concentrated on fiscal policy and argued instead for public expenditure cuts in areas like health insurance and welfare.

But a stance in favor of regressive cuts in state expenditure ruled out securing union support for wage restraint at a time when, moreover, inflationary pressures were coming not just from rising wages but also from rising agricultural, metal, and paper commodity prices, even before the oil-price explosion of late 1973. Besides, the demise of US wage and price controls at this time met with strong business approval: “Initially business people had supported controls enthusiastically. However, by 1973, they had become more concerned about the bureaucratic control that came with them than with labor union militancy.” This confirmed the Treasury’s view, articulated by Volcker, that “keeping controls for any length of time would be impossible in the kind of open economic and political system we want in the United States.”

That this had nothing to do with any general laissez-faire principle could be seen in how quickly the state reacted to the collapse in October 1973 of the US National Bank of San Diego—the largest US bank failure since the Depression. The USNB had been heavily involved in the Real Estate Investment Trusts created by the banks to compete with the savings and loans sector, which, after over-stimulating construction in 1972, was especially hard hit by the 1973 recession. The OCC and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) responded “dramatically in a carefully coordinated sweep by 165 national bank examiners and 292 FDIC officials who took possession of the bank and its branches.” And both the Fed and the
OCC were by this time also closely monitoring the even larger Franklin National Bank, which had followed its Wall Street rivals to London in the early 1970s and was deeply involved in foreign exchange speculation. Actively playing the role of lender of last resort—through 1974 the Federal Reserve Bank of New York lent Franklin $1.7 billion—US regulators delayed closing Franklin as long as they could out of “concern that a failure of a bank of Franklin’s size might cause a general scramble for liquidity.”

What was especially significant was that, even by the mid 1970s, the concern that certain banks were “too big to fail” was not confined to what the effect of their failure would be in US financial markets. Much of the Fed’s intervention involved purchasing foreign currencies on Franklin’s behalf, assuring foreign creditors they would be paid—and even extending its lender-of-last-resort function to Franklin’s London office, on the grounds that “the failure of Franklin to perform on such a volume of international commitments would lead to a crisis of confidence in foreign exchange markets and possibly to an international banking crisis.”

The grounds for such fears were real enough. The UK’s 1973 “secondary banking” crisis, which was also due to the collapse of a real-estate bubble, “threatened some of the biggest financial institutions with the real risk of collapse.” Moreover, a broad range of European banks were revealing major losses amid the volatility in short-term capital flows that were initially triggered by both floating currencies and the recycling of petrodollars. This came to a head in June 1974, when the Bundesbank allowed Bankhaus I.D. Herstatt of Cologne, one of Germany’s largest private banks, to collapse. Apart from the Bundesbank’s traditional obsession with a tight monetary policy, this was justified in terms of avoiding “moral hazard”—that is, “to teach speculators, as well as banks dealing with speculators, a lesson.” But in contrast to the carefully managed Franklin crisis that the Fed and OCC were engaged in, the consequence of the Bundesbank’s action was that the Herstatt crisis immediately spilled over to the international interbank lending markets, including nearly collapsing the New York clearing house, CHIPS, which connects the dozen or so largest US banks with major banks around the world in processing payments among them primarily related to foreign exchange transactions. Since CHIPS (in contrast to the Federal Reserve’s clearing system for US banks, Fedwire) did not guarantee payments nor settle net debits and credits for each bank until the end of each day, this meant that when the Bundesbank allowed Herstatt to close down, the world’s major banks “suddenly discovered themselves to have sold millions of deutschmarks for, in effect, an empty suitcase.”

The Herstatt crisis marked a turning point. It was the Bundesbank that was taught a lesson in the internationalization of the state. By the end of the year it had agreed to assume responsibility for paying off Herstatt’s creditors, giving foreign banks preference over German banks and corporations. More
broadly, it was drawn into supporting the US position that "a firm and explicit commitment must be given to the marketplace that central banks would provide lender-of-last-resort assistance to banks operating in the Euromarkets." After this, bank regulators in different countries kept in close contact with one another, even sharing private phone numbers as well as information, so as to be able to act in a concerted way as a collaborative team of "firefighters" to deal with international financial crises. At the initiative of the Fed in the summer of 1974, this practice was gradually institutionalized, with regular meetings of the G10 central bankers at the Bank of International Settlement's headquarters in Basel, Switzerland.

The "Concordat" that the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision arrived at in 1975—whereby the home state of an international bank was responsible for the solvency of its international branches, while the host state was responsible for the supervision of all banks on its terrain—involved considerable expansion and restructuring of state regulatory functions. The role of the Basel committee was to allow member-states "to learn from each other and to apply the knowledge so acquired to improving their own systems of supervision, so indirectly enhancing the likelihood of overall stability in the international banking system." The Bank of England now offered, for the first time in its history, "formal and public instruction" to all banks operating in the City of London to "tighten up their internal control systems" on their branches' foreign exchange operations; the US Treasury's Comptroller of the Currency created a Multinational Banking Department which oversaw the international activities of all US banks, with the aid of a permanent London office and a staff of traveling examiners; and the Bundesbank established a Liquidity Consortium Bank, with the participation of the German banking industry, to perform lender-of-last-resort functions.

The liberalization of finance and the volatility that came with accelerated competition and capital mobility were accompanied by a "reregulation" that required greater state intervention and cooperation. Nurturing ties between US Treasury staff and other countries' finance ministry officials was also critical to this. Notably, the very settings where senior officials of the advanced capitalist states had met together during the decade-long effort to save Bretton Woods now provided the venues for establishing the legal and institutional framework for floating currencies. The most intimate of these settings were the private dinners attended only by US, UK, German, and French officials during G10 meetings (even the Japanese were not invited, let alone the officials from those smaller countries in the G10 whose attitudes the US Treasury resented as reflecting "the most conservative European views"). It was at one of these meetings in the White House library in the spring of 1973 that the framework was established for the G7—as the meetings of finance ministry officials and heads of state became
known when they were expanded to include Japan, Italy, and Canada in the following few years.

This new venue for “discourse construction, the promotion of shared causal and normative beliefs, mutual endorsement [and] suasion” was one in which the officials involved “often had more common ground and shared understandings than with colleagues at home.” The first Rambouillet summit, in 1975, endorsed a text that Simon’s deputy, Edwin Yeo (also a former banker), had initially hammered out with French Finance Ministry officials, in consultation with senior IMF staff, to the effect that a stable system of exchange rates would primarily be the product of “market forces” reacting to clear evidence of domestic price stability. The mandate of the IMF was to be extended to allow for its “surveillance” of the commitment of individual states to policies designed to secure such market discipline. The concept and the practice of IMF surveillance would carry a heavy load in the making of global capitalism for the next quarter-century.

The Nixon administration’s famous hostility to the IMF and World Bank had contributed to marginalizing their role in the key decisions that determined the fate of Bretton Woods. Yet a more sober appreciation of the utility of the international financial institutions to the making of global capitalism had soon prevailed in Washington. An internal US Treasury memorandum of May 1973 stated, “[T]he strategic significance of the IFIs (International financial institutions) to the US lies in their role as a major instrument for achieving US political, security and economic objectives with particular respect to the developing nations,” stressing in particular the IFIs’ alignment with “a western market-oriented framework.” The IMF’s “Committee of 20” (made up of the finance ministers and heads of the central banks of the twenty states that composed the IMF’s executive board) was formed in 1973 precisely because the G10 was, as Volcker put it, “seen as too much of a rich man’s club to provide legitimacy for fundamental reform of the international monetary system.”

When, at its 1976 Jamaica meeting, the C–20 finally produced the amendment to the IMF’s Articles of Agreement that was needed to legitimize the new system of floating exchange rates, it was clear that the US had succeeded not only in blocking proposals for IMF backing for temporary capital controls, but also in explicitly redefining the purpose of the international monetary framework as being to facilitate the international exchange of capital as well as of goods and services. Bill Simon was described in the US press as having come back from Jamaica with “everything except the kitchen sink,” and proudly told a group of Republican Congressmen: “We have succeeded in persuading the world to agree on what is essentially a US view of the operation of the exchange system under the IMF Articles.”

A number of leading Third World countries also adopted this view. This was of course very much related to their growing involvement with Wall
Street, especially in the wake of the explosion in oil prices and the removal of US capital controls. The Treasury itself played a significant role not only in encouraging Saudi Arabia, in particular, to purchase US Treasury bills and other long-term securities and equity (after the Saudis had initially been burned by undertaking speculative short-term investments), but also in encouraging New York banks to channel petrodollars to major “market-oriented” developing states such as Brazil, Mexico, and South Korea. How far any of these parties needed such encouragement is an open question, but there is no doubt that the profits to be made in the “channeling of such very large sums of money from foreign lenders to foreign borrowers,” as Simon put it, did improve the mood of New York’s bankers.

An internal Treasury document noted in the summer of 1975: “Private bankers in the US and abroad do appear to be going through a period of renewed confidence in contrast to their demoralized state after the difficulties of Herstatt and Franklin National last summer.” In fact, New York bankers now “stressed the difference between LDC rhetoric in, e.g., the UN, and their reasonableness in, e.g., dealing with banks. There is need to discount the rhetoric.” The bankers’ confidence came from first-hand experience. Since the early 1970s US banks had “emerged as the primary source of balance of payments financing [and] the prime source of funds for public and private infrastructure investments.” Private capital had moved into the void as the Nixon administration went beyond what had already been done in the 1960s to cope with the US balance-of-payments problem, by no longer offering grants and long-term credits to Third World states. The aggressive promotion of agricultural exports to replace food aid was also reinforced by the new authority granted to the executive by the 1974 Trade Act. At the same time the penetration of the US agricultural model in the Third World significantly contributed to the transformation of peasant agriculture into export-oriented and FDI-developed agribusiness. The process went well beyond the transformation of agriculture, as McMichael has pointed out; through the course of the 1970s, “the international division of labor had been remade if not reversed. The third world’s exports included more manufactured goods than raw materials and the first world was exporting 36 per cent more primary commodities than the third . . . [T]he third world share of agricultural exports fell from 53 to 31 per cent between 1950 and 1980.”

Moreover, the increased FDI and commercial bank lending that this entailed was no longer endangered by expropriations of foreign property by Third World states (which reached a high of eighty-three in 1975, and declined to an annual average of only sixteen in the last three years of the decade). This is not to say there was no concern about the long-term ability of Third World states to repay the massive debts they were accumulating. But while over half of the financing of current account deficits of Third
World countries came from private banks, the fact that most of the remainder consisted of “official” loans from the IMF and the World Bank and other international lending agencies reduced this anxiety, since “it seemed impossible to default on commercial banks while still hoping to receive official assistance . . . [S]tate and private finance were intertwined in the developing world.”

What was to be avoided at all costs, as Simon privately put it, was any “dilution of conditionality of IMF credit power. Private providers of credit to LDCs rely heavily on IMF conditionality to change the policies of countries that have wandered from the reservation in terms of conduct of their affairs.” At the October 1976 IMF meeting Simon made it clear what “wandering from the reservation” meant. It was not just about the “avoidance of the use of controls over international trade and payments, long a basic objective of the Bretton Woods system . . . [I]t also applies as much or more to governmental action to restrict the operation of market forces through the exchange rate mechanism.” As opposed to relying on “transfers of wealth which can only be one time in nature,” or foreign aid which could only “supplement” more decisive policies, development required “removing unnecessary and burdensome government controls, not . . . imposing additional barriers and impediments to market forces.”

But the most important reason to prevent any unconditional finance for Third World countries was the poor example it would set for the advanced capitalist economies themselves: “How ironic it would be if we reflated with great care domestically and blew our opportunity to grope toward price stability by creating massive amounts of international finance.” Indeed, the immediate context of Simon’s comments was the crisis just then engulfing the British state: a severe run on sterling, prompted by the scale of the fiscal deficit, had forced the government to seek a loan from the IMF. The relentless pressure that the US Treasury, as well as the banks in the City of London, now brought to bear on Britain to accept the severe conditions attached to the provision of funds must be understood in this context: getting a Labour government to make a definitive break with Keynesianism would set a crucial example for the US itself.

As his government was negotiating the IMF loan, British Prime Minister Callaghan told the 1976 Labour Party conference that the Keynesian commitment to full employment was over: “We used to think you could spend your way out of a recession, and increase employment by cutting taxes and boosting Government spending . . . Now we must get back to fundamentals.” When the delegates responded by turning to socialist fundamentals rather than capitalist ones, passing a resolution calling for the nationalization of the major banks and insurance companies, Callaghan called President Ford, hoping to use the delegates’ resistance as a lever to try to soften the IMF conditions, and playing on US fears that if his left-wing
the transition to global capitalism

Cabinet minister Tony Benn’s “alternative economic strategy” were adopted “it would call into question Britain’s role as an Alliance partner.” But the US did not let up. Bill Simon flew to London himself in the last days of the IMF negotiations with the UK to meet secretly with Bank of England and UK Treasury officials and steel their will to get the Labour cabinet to accept the IMF’s terms. It was the first time—at least since the late 1940s, when the Marshall Plan was tied to policies of social and financial discipline—that IMF conditionality was imposed on a major capitalist state.

Given that a sterling crisis had been a repeated fact of life in the UK in the postwar era, the Labour government elected in 1974 could hardly have escaped yet another one in the context of the deep crisis of Keynesianism in the 1970s. The government had clung to its old Keynesian and corporatist practices, in spite of the fact that before the election the party had embraced the Alternative Economic Strategy. On taking office the government did not have to wait to be apprised by the governor of the Bank of England of the City of London’s monetarist views; their widespread coverage in the financial press meant that they were on the new ministers’ breakfast tables every morning. Inflation was seen as being due to deficit financing of excessive public expenditure, with the latter having the further effect of soaking up resources that would otherwise go to private investment and private consumption. The monetarists’ message was clear: the Keynesian perspective was passé—at best irrelevant, at worst counterproductive. In the face of successively more intense runs on sterling, climaxing in the IMF crisis, the Labour cabinet’s turn to scaling back the welfare state, confronting industrial militancy, and dismantling capital controls was so thorough that, for the first few years of her 1979–83 government, Margaret Thatcher could claim she was only following Labour’s policies.

The Labour government’s final explicit rejection of Keynesianism in 1976 was a defining moment in the politics of globalization. London’s role, alongside New York’s, at the center of international finance, meant that Britain was expected to share with the US the responsibility for managing the crisis of the 1970s and winning the confidence of financial capital. William Rogers, who had been Nixon’s secretary of state, later explained the American state’s perspective on the crisis: “We all had a feeling it could come apart in a quite serious way . . . It was a choice between Britain remaining in the liberal financial system of the West as opposed to a radical change of course. I think if that had happened the whole system would have begun to fall apart. So we tended to see it in cosmic terms.”

The role the Treasury and Fed played in the 1976 British crisis was indeed crucial, but it was played in concert with UK Treasury and Bank of England officials. While the State Department favored a gentler handling of such a key Cold War ally, the US Treasury was unrelenting. Edwin Yeo, Simon’s undersecretary, later described how he, along with Scott Pardee of the New
York Federal Reserve, had “sweated blood” to get the Labour leadership to renege on their social-democratic ideology and so clearly distance themselves from their own party base. The Americans could not directly tell the British what to do, but, as Yeo later said, they “put up the money for the bait”—in other words, they offered a rescue that hooked the UK economy into IMF conditionality in order to secure the financial and political discipline on which they believed the global capitalist system depended. For the US to work in this way to get international agencies like the IMF to force countries to adopt certain policies was “traditional rather than innovative; what was more unusual was that the pressure in this case was being put on a rich, industrialized country, and the US made no attempt to dissemble.”

But the real significance of the triumph of monetarism in Britain in the late 1970s was the class alignment that went with it. In accepting the need to give priority to fighting inflation, industrial capital accepted that a finance-led accumulation strategy was in its interests too. Even more significant was the way previously militant industrial workers in Britain, frustrated with the effects of inflation and taxation on their income, acquiesced in these policies, especially in a context where so little was done to dissuade them that “in the face of the crisis there appeared to be no ‘practical’ alternative.”

Yet what ultimately mattered most would be what happened within the US itself: until the senior partner applied the same kind of monetarist discipline and secured the same kind of class alignment at home, it would not work in a lasting way anywhere else.
IV

THE REALIZATION OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM
Renewing Imperial Capacity

A two-page advertisement in *Fortune* magazine in March 1976 by Phillips Petroleum was headlined: “It’s time American Industry took a stand for Free Enterprise.” The text went on to say: “It’s gone past the point where an isolated business is under attack. The system itself is in danger. And if we don’t stand up for it, who will?” In fact, US capitalists had already embarked on a series of political mobilizations, including through the creation of new business associations and policy-planning organizations, which strengthened their “ability to act as a class, submerging competitive instincts in favor of joint, cooperative action.” American MNCs and international bankers also led the way in bringing together the elites of the advanced capitalist countries in 1973 to form the Trilateral Commission, dedicated to preventing the abandonment of liberal internationalism. Their mood was captured by Samuel Huntington’s report for the Commission, which saw “the crisis of democracy” in terms of a “demand overload.” Yet, faced with continuing wage pressure from US workers to catch up with inflation, and a Democratic Party legislative agenda that reflected pressure from new social movements, it took the full decade of the 1970s before the shift in the balance of class forces was effected that crystallized the turn to neoliberal discipline.

The decade of crisis appeared to come full circle when President Carter appointed Paul Volcker, who oversaw the US Treasury’s response to the dollar crisis of the late 1960s, to chair the Federal Reserve at the end of the 1970s. What was now required to resolve the dollar crisis, said Volcker, was to “discipline ourselves,” by which he meant that the Fed had to discipline *itself* to see through a policy of pushing interest rates to such “painfully high” levels—the substance of the so-called Volcker shock—as would prove that beating inflation trumped all other policy goals. By the end of the 1970s most industrial sectors of capital had come to accept the need to give priority to fighting inflation and defeating labor, and agreed that the strengthening of financial capital this would involve was in their own interest. This was crucial for the new age of US finance that took off in the 1980s, as well as for making the US Treasury bonds that covered...
the Reagan administration’s fiscal deficits seem as good as gold (indeed, since they paid interest, better than gold). All this led to the development of the “active international market in financial claims as a whole” that best defines global finance.4

But the question lingered as to whether the new age of finance would aggravate rather than resolve the profitability crisis of US industry. Many critics at the time insisted that high interest rates would not only block economic growth but further expose US industry’s vulnerability to competition from Europe and Japan. In fact, the shift in the balance of class forces in favor of capital promoted restructuring of the US economy so as to lay the basis for overcoming the crisis of corporate profitability. The way in which the crisis of the 1970s was resolved was decisive for realizing the project for a global capitalism under US leadership in the final two decades of the twentieth century.

The Path to Discipline

In 1972 the CEOs of the largest US corporations formed the Business Roundtable and launched the most extensive organizational campaign of private capital since the formation of the Committee on Economic Development in the early 1940s, while at the local level small and mid-size businesses flocked to the Chamber of Commerce, increasing its membership four-fold. The immediate catalyst for this was the introduction of a new set of regulations on worker, environmental, and consumer protection, stimulated by a militant labor movement, as well as by new social movements, that affected all industries and produced a reaction that involved “the organization of diverse business interests into a unified political front on major issues.”7

This was much in evidence when so-called internationalist and protectionist capitalist interests were brought together to defeat the Foreign Trade and Investment Act of 1973, backed by the AFL-CIO, which would have put in place import quotas and restrictions on US corporations’ export of capital abroad. A similar coalition of US capitalists actively joined in the administration’s extensive mobilizing campaign in 1973 to ensure passage of the 1974 Trade Act, which established a new trade policy advisory committee system under the Office of the Special Trade Representative that was largely composed of representatives from firms in each major sector, and soon became “the principal vehicle for translating capitalist interests into coherent trade policy positions.”8 The state’s role as organizer of the capitalist class was especially important for developing a “new coalition of supporting political forces” behind a free-trade strategy since, as Fred Bergsten (a policy advisor to Kissinger and later assistant secretary for international affairs at the Treasury during the Carter administration) pointed
out at the time, constituencies such as the auto industry that had supported “the essentially free trade approach of the last thirty-five years have either reversed their positions or become relatively ineffective.”

Meanwhile Wall Street had already also “stood up” in its own back yard. In the face of the fiscal crisis that engulfed New York City in 1975 (the same year in which the “big bang” introduced more competition in the securities markets), bankers moved decisively to take advantage of the difficulties the city had in selling its municipal bonds to restructure its class and state relations. This was done with the strong encouragement of the US Treasury, whose own crucial loans to New York City at the end of 1975 were provided on terms that were explicitly intended, as Treasury Secretary Simon told a Senate hearing, to be “so punitive, the overall experience so painful, that no city, no political subdivision would ever be tempted to go down the same road.” While municipal unions were conscripted to invest their pension funds in New York City’s bonds, committees dominated by bankers framed the loan conditions on the basis of the policies that later became widely identified with neoliberalism—a concept of fiscal rectitude that rejected higher taxes and instead cut social programs, froze wages, and privatized public services and assets.

Many of New York’s Democratic Party elite were complicit in imposing this early structural adjustment program, and this appeared to reinforce what Alan Greenspan saw at the time as a remarkable emerging consensus among Republican and Democratic leaders on economic policy—“a convergence of attitudes between the liberal left and the conservative right . . . looking to restrain inflation, cut deficit spending, reduce regulation, and encourage investment.” But it was by no means clear that the new Carter administration would sustain this elite consensus. During the 1976 election campaign Carter had surrounded himself with Keynesian economic advisors, and explicitly endorsed their view that “until you get the unemployment rate down below five percent there is no real danger of escalating inflationary pressures,” as well as their call for corporatist wage and price guidelines to deal with inflation. In a speech to the AFL-CIO, Carter had condemned the Ford administration for using “the evil of unemployment to fight inflation.” Meanwhile, a successful month-long Ford strike towards the end of the election campaign yielded real wage gains to workers in the “Big Three” auto companies, alongside a major victory on reduced work-time as a progressive way to deal with layoffs. All this seemed to confirm labor’s continuing political and economic strength.

Once the Democrats were in office, however, the extensive capitalist mobilizations against the consumer protection and labor law reforms on the legislative agenda led to “a massive outpouring of ‘grassroots’ opposition by state and local interests.” In fact, the rise of a new populism on the right (most prominently expressed in the Proposition 13 tax revolt in
California), combined with Democratic pledges to restrain deficits, put not only organized labor but also the broader social movements on the defensive. Labor suffered another major defeat with the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act in October 1978, which it correctly saw would have the effect of driving down airline workers’ wages and benefits through the removal of price controls, as well as leading to the concentration of the industry once price competition had driven out small carriers. The Act’s leading sponsor in the Senate was Edward Kennedy, and in fact Carter himself had put deregulation of the transportation industries near the top of his legislative agenda.

The most significant indicator of the changing political balance of class forces lay in the fate of the labor-backed Humphrey-Hawkins Equal Opportunity and Full Employment Bill, to which the administration—in order to win over Democratic “moderates” in the Senate and assuage business critics—attached provisions specifying that it should not encourage inflation or “employee migration from the private to the public sector.” Those endorsing the bill faced the seemingly insurmountable task of overcoming the “fears of expansive government, increased taxes, and, especially, the acceleration of inflation.” Unsurprisingly, the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill’s ambitious proposal for “nationally coordinated economic planning to bring about full employment” was countered by those “entrenched interests that opposed planning—interests that were aggressively re-organized in the 1970s.” By the time the bill was passed, in October 1978, as the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act, the promise of access to work for all was gone, and it was stipulated that for fiscal deficit reasons no new job-creation programs could be started before the end of 1980.

This reflected a pragmatic accommodation to the developing “supply-side” consensus in Washington policy circles, which lay behind cuts in the top capital gains tax rate by over 40 percent and the reduction of corporate tax rates, while social security taxes were increased. Amid this consensus the Democrats’ Keynesianism increasingly looked threadbare and confused. The federal deficit as a share of GDP fell from 4.2 percent in 1976 under Ford to 2.7 percent under Carter in both 1977 and 1978, and 1.6 percent in 1979. Yet since US growth rates in this period nevertheless exceeded those of most of the other advanced capitalist countries, thereby widening US trade deficits, the Carter administration’s lingering Keynesian commitments were increasingly focused on using the new G7 architecture to launch a joint “locomotive” strategy for economic expansion. Although this was reluctantly agreed to by Japan and Germany at the 1978 Bonn Summit, the response of the financial markets to seeing the US trying to turn the G7 away from its initial policy of fostering monetary restraint was a sustained assault on the dollar. Elaborate Fed and Treasury interventions in foreign exchange markets that were
coordinated with the European central banks and the Bank of Japan counteracted this only temporarily.\textsuperscript{19}

Carter’s famous July 1979 “crisis of confidence” speech, lamenting the end of an era when “the phrase ‘sound as a dollar’ was an expression of absolute dependability,” was made in the context of the failure of these interventions, as well as by the rise in oil prices triggered by the Iranian revolution.\textsuperscript{20} It was effectively an admission that the joint international stimulus strategy had proved unviable. As this strategy had been intended to compensate for the state’s inability to overcome the growing contradictions of Keynesianism at home, it further exposed the impact high inflation (which had reached double-digit levels even before the oil crisis) was having on both finance and industry. Persistent negative real interest rates upset the role of the financial system in mediating between savers and investors, and wreaked havoc on the traditional relationship between the costs of long-term versus short-term lending. And when, after a short recovery from the depths of the 1973–75 recession, profit rates resumed their fall, it created further doubts about industry’s ability to renew the equity capital it needed for investment, turn over its bank loans, and underwrite consumer finance.

Just as Carter made his 1979 speech, the threatened bankruptcy of Chrysler—unable to meet its debt obligations to no fewer than 180 banks—was especially sobering for all US capital. The “crisis of confidence” Carter was talking about, however much it was highlighted by the rapid depreciation of the dollar in international currency markets, was above all a crisis of business confidence.

The main contribution Carter made to restoring business confidence was to appoint Paul Volcker, with his “strong reputation” in financial circles for “soundness” and a “commitment to financial stability,” as chair of the Federal Reserve.\textsuperscript{21} If Volcker had seemed unable to “quite make up his mind” when (as we saw in Chapter 5) he was seen “for all practical purposes” as the Treasury during the Nixon administration’s attempt to manage its own dollar crisis, by the end of the 1970s he was singularly determined to save the dollar by squelching inflation permanently. Although Volcker was never a monetarist, as economists narrowly understood that term, after he left the Treasury for the New York Fed in the mid 1970s he had increasingly articulated Wall Street’s call for the Federal Reserve to adopt an unwavering anti-inflationary commitment to monetary discipline. This was the new “comprehensive symbol,” as he put it in 1978, of the Fed taking on the central “role in stabilizing expectations [that] was once a function of the gold standard, the doctrine of the annual balanced budget, and fixed exchange rates.”\textsuperscript{22} In the wake of the sharp rise in unemployment in the 1974 crisis, the Fed’s main achievement in securing the confidence of the financial markets had been to render “toothless and compromised” a multitude of Congressional attempts to challenge its independence.\textsuperscript{23} But financial
markets had been incensed when Carter’s first appointee as chair of the Fed, William Miller, continued publicly to express a preference for Keynesian-style incomes policies, rather than monetarism, to address inflationary pressures.\textsuperscript{24} What the Volcker shock entailed in policy terms, as he later admitted, was not “very fancy or very precise.”\textsuperscript{25} It ostensibly involved a change in procedure from announcing a target interest rate (and then selling or buying the quantities of Treasury bills through its “open market operations” to reach it) to targeting the money supply (and then forcing banks to bid against each other for the funds they needed to maintain their reserves with the Fed). The Fed’s embrace of restrictive monetary targets may have been, as Krippner puts it, a “political cover” to avoid direct responsibility for the resulting high interest rates,\textsuperscript{26} but the impact on the economy was clear enough: what was really significant about the conduct of monetary policy under Volcker “was not the money targeting but the austerity.”\textsuperscript{27} A new and increasingly invariant ethos for monetary policy, designed above all to “break inflationary expectations,” was in its formative stages during this period: “the change in objective was much more important and more durable than the change in procedures.”\textsuperscript{28} Volcker himself made it perfectly clear that he was prepared to embrace austerity—“and stick to it,” as he told the American Bankers Association three days after he announced the new policy in early October 1979.\textsuperscript{29}

And stick to it he did, sustained by the public show of unanimous support he secured from the Fed’s governors and Open Market Committee, as the federal funds rate reached previously unheard-of levels.\textsuperscript{30} Carter’s presidency ended with the federal funds rate at 19.1 percent; and with the interest rate still at this level six months into the Reagan presidency, the US was plunged into the deepest economic downturn since the 1930s. US inflation, aggravated by the sharp rise in oil prices at the time, had stood at over 12 percent at the end of 1979, and was still almost 10 percent at the end of 1981. The back of inflation was finally broken when unemployment (which initially rose only slowly from its 1979 level of 6 percent) reached double digits in the fall of 1982. It was at this point, exactly three years after it had been launched, that Volcker let it be understood that the “shock” was finally over: the Fed’s “policy objective” had at last changed to monetary “easing.”\textsuperscript{31} Even when growth finally resumed in 1983, inflation came down to just over 3 percent and more or less remained there for the rest of the century.

But the ability to stick to a policy of state-induced austerity for as long as three years was based on much more than Volcker’s personal determination. As we saw in the last chapter, previous attempts by the Fed to raise interest rates dramatically had run up against what McChesney Martin had once called the “ghost of overkill.” This was usually understood as meaning
that the Fed drew back from raising rates too high to accommodate the
democratic opposition to high unemployment. In fact, when the Fed drew
back it was because it was itself caught up in financial capital’s own con-tradictory relationship to monetary discipline. Despite financial capitalists
being the most vocal constituency for monetary restraint, they recoiled in
horror at the instability that the imposition of high interest rates actually
caused in financial markets. In 1969–70, as we have seen, once the financial
system proved unable to accommodate the high-interest-rate policy that
produced the commercial paper crisis and the collapse of Penn Central, the
Fed had quickly pumped liquidity back into the system. US policymakers
were subsequently haunted by the fear that this would happen again. Shortly
before becoming head of the Council of Economic Advisors under Ford in
1974, Alan Greenspan warned in a private memo to the Treasury’s Bill
Simon that a tight monetary policy would have particularly dire effects,
especially since the size and range of the US mortgage market meant that
the nature of “our peculiarly American thrift institutions places the crisis
threshold far lower than any country in the world.” He notably added that
that “the Federal Reserve’s response would be immediate and massive
support for the thrift institutions”—which could, of course, only negate the
initial monetary restraint.32

What, then, allowed Volcker to go beyond what he himself called the
earlier “hesitations and false starts”?33 Crucial to the change was the broad-
ening and deepening of financial markets through the 1970s. This reflected
the enormous growth in international finance that followed the removal of
US exchange controls in 1974, which was further spurred by the British and
Japanese liberalizations in the midst of the Volcker shock. But it also
reflected the development of new derivatives markets that allowed for the
spreading and hedging of risk, a more extensive commercial paper market,
and the development of new securitized instruments including money-
market mutual funds.34 The latter provided an escape hatch from the New
Deal “Regulation Q” controls on how much interest banks and thrifts
could pay on deposits, and so reduced the sensitivity of housing finance to
high interest rates—although this meant that the Fed needed to push inter-
est rates higher still to secure austerity.35 These changes would not have
been enough to prevent the kind of scenario that Greenspan had feared
back in 1974, if the Volcker shock had not been quickly followed by the
passage of the Depositary Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control
Act (DIDMCA) in early 1980; this Act finally accomplished what Nixon
had proposed in 1973: the phasing out of “Regulation Q” ceilings. It also
removed state usury laws that limited the interest banks could charge on
loans, and gave more flexibility to thrifts by broadening their ability to
engage in consumer and commercial lending.36

Although the previous deregulation in airlines, trucking, and railways
appeared to suggest that “banking’s time had arrived,”*12 the Depositary Institutions Deregulation and Monetary Control Act revealed by its very title the futility of seeing things in terms of a dichotomy between regulation and deregulation. Besides mandating greater regulatory cooperation between the Federal Reserve, the Treasury’s Office of the Controller of the Currency (OCC), and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Act—“the most massive change in banking laws since the Depression”—widened the state’s regulatory remit over the whole banking system.*13 All deposit institutions were now required to hold reserves with the Fed, and new rules were established for more uniform reporting to regulators, and for extended federal deposit insurance coverage. And it was this joint supervisory capacity that allowed the Fed, working more and more closely with the OCC and the FDIC, to sustain the Volcker shock by undertaking selective bailouts of those banks that were deemed “too big to fail.” This included the largest bailout in US history to that point, that of First Philadelphia Bank (whose roots went back two centuries to the first private bank in the US). The regulators feared that if the bank “collapsed slowly, in the manner of Franklin National [in 1973–74], it might provoke a crisis of confidence in the banking system.”*14

The Fed’s autonomy with respect to the financial system, and the detailed information it had about its precise workings that was unavailable to anyone else, was decisive in terms of the flexibility and persistence it needed to act. As Chris Rude has put it: “Contrary to the beliefs of certain populists, therefore, the Fed did not act in the interests of the banking system when it imposed austerity under Volcker because it was held captive by its member banks. The Fed was able to use austerity to promote the general interests of the larger US financial institutions because they were subject to its supervisory and regulative authority.”*15 Yet the Fed’s autonomy could not have been sustained without support from the White House and leading members of Congress—not to mention the Treasury, which Volcker all along saw as the real “center of gravity.”*16

Underlying this was a broad class alignment between finance and industry. This encompassed not only Wall Street but also small savers, since high inflation had eroded support for the old New Deal ceilings on the interest paid for bank deposits, as could be seen in the American Association of Retired Persons and “Gray Panthers” lobbies, which called for the phasing-out of the “Regulation Q” ceilings.*17 And the new class alignment also encompassed not only most industrialists, who were by now more than ready to endorse the bankers’ traditional hostility to Keynesianism, but even the AFL-CIO leadership who, as Volcker pointedly noted at the time, had in September 1979 reached a “National Accord” with the Carter administration that went so far as to give “top priority” to the “war on inflation.”*18 All this allowed the Fed to claim in its 1979 Report that no internal opposition existed within the US to its “new approach to central banking.”*19
Fundamentally, the Volcker shock was not so much about finding the right monetary policy as shifting the balance of class forces in American society. Inflationary “expectations” (the economists’ buzz word at the time) could not be broken without shattering aspirations of the working class and its collective capacity to fulfill them. The defeat of the working-class militancy of the previous decade had culminated politically in the failed attempt to secure the state’s commitment to full employment in the Humphrey-Hawkins Act. A bone that labor was thrown when the Act was passed in 1978 required the chair of the Fed to make annual reports to Congress on its objectives for the year ahead. Nothing symbolized labor’s defeat more vividly in the following years than Volcker using his “Humphrey-Hawkins testimony” to make the monetarist case that low inflation was the Fed’s overriding target, even at the expense of unemployment, and that this was the principal means of ultimately reaching high employment.

But it was a Democratic Congress’s imposition on labor of what was effectively a “structural adjustment program”—in the conditions attached to the loan guarantees Congress gave Chrysler in 1979 to prevent its bankruptcy—that signaled the most important factor in sustaining the Volcker shock. Whereas there had been an explosion of labor militancy in the strike wave that erupted in the wake of the Fed’s 1969–70 “policy of extreme restraint,” a decade later the acquiescence of the UAW in the “reopening” of its collective agreement, to make wage concessions and allow for the outsourcing of production to non-union plants, now became the template for the spread of similar concessions throughout US industry. The union strategy that had informed collective bargaining in the auto industry had always been based on extending unionization in the sector, and removing wages from competition through “pattern bargaining” (in other words, negotiating agreements covering all the major firms). Against the backdrop of heightened competition from Japan (aggravated by high interest rates as well as the increases in oil prices) and the political defeat of the Democrats’ full-employment policy response to the recession of 1973–75, the threatened bankruptcy of Chrysler exposed, as Kim Moody has noted, the lack of any union plan for “dealing with large-scale business failure.” But if pattern bargaining in the auto industry was ended with Chrysler, it was soon perversely restored as similar concessions were granted to GM and Ford—and rank-and-file resistance was broken as unemployment reached 24 percent in that industry in the early 1980s.

The appeal of Ronald Reagan’s tax cuts to the Democrats’ working-class constituency, followed by the explicit class war from above undertaken by his administration after the 1980 election (through cutbacks to welfare, food stamps, Medicare, public pensions, and
unemployment insurance), was a major factor in turning this initial defeat of labor in the iconic auto sector into an historic shift in the broader balance of class forces. With workers desperate to hold on to their jobs, by the end of 1982 “major concessions had been negotiated in airlines, meatpacking, agricultural implements, trucking, grocery, rubber, among smaller steel firms, and in public employment.” Anti-union appointments to the Department of Labor and the National Labor Relations Board had immediate effects in checking union organizing drives and sustaining employers’ bad-faith bargaining tactics. But, as Alan Greenspan subsequently reflected, in discussing Reagan’s legacy, “perhaps the most important, and then highly controversial, domestic initiative was the firing of the air traffic controllers in August 1981 . . . his action gave weight to the legal right of private employers, previously not fully exercised, to use their own discretion to both hire and discharge workers.”

The strike by PATCO (the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization), which had actually endorsed Reagan in the 1980 election campaign) was broken not only by the permanent dismissal of 12,000 controllers, but by military personnel being brought in to run the airports, while many of the strike leaders were arrested and led away in chains. Notably, Volcker himself thought that the breaking of PATCO did “even more to break the morale of labor” than had the earlier “breaking of the pattern of wage push in the auto industry.”

The “contradictions of success” that had erupted with worker and social-movement militancy in the mid 1960s were thus finally resolved in the early 1980s. The imposition of class discipline to break the great inflation and the wage militancy of US labor strongly confirmed the American state’s commitment to property, the value of the dollar, and the inviolability of its debt. The way in which this was achieved—high interest rates, a deep recession, and the liberalization of markets—also laid the basis not only for the new age of finance, but also for the restructuring of US industry.

The New Age of Finance

In the words of a subsequent Congressional study, the 1980s were “undoubtedly the most turbulent years in US banking history since the Great Depression.” The contradictions of the New Deal regulatory framework, brought to a head by the Volcker shock, had opened further space for the spread of neoliberalism’s deregulatory ideology. But the creation of “freer markets” necessarily involved “the reformulation of old rules and the creation of new ones.” Systemic risk inherent in the more competitive, integrated, and volatile financial markets of the 1980s quickly proved that reliance on “market discipline” produced its own severe contradictions, and actually required more, not less, state intervention.
Perhaps the most dramatic instance of the contradictions of market discipline was seen in the fate of the savings and loan industry after the Volcker shock; the S&L crisis had only been temporarily postponed by the 1980 DIDMCA legislation. And despite the “spirit of deregulation” that imbued the subsequent 1982 Garn–St. Germain Act, which was designed to aid the S&L industry by loosening the rules on what thrifts could invest in, it simultaneously allowed the FDIC to provide direct assistance to a failed bank if “severe financial conditions exist which threaten the stability of a significant number of insured banks possessing significant financial resources.”

While it would have been much cheaper to have closed out the industry in 1980 (the delay only “increased the eventual costs of the crisis,” as the FDIC later put it), the impact that this would have had on the housing market would have made it politically impossible to sustain the Volcker shock. The number of S&L insolvencies accelerated into the hundreds through the mid-1980s, amplified by the notorious shady characters and practices that were now allowed into an industry that had previously been structured to perform a type of public service. This overwhelmed the ability of the state agencies created during the New Deal to regulate the “peculiarly American thrift institutions” that were supposed to integrate the working class into the American Dream. Although the resolution of the crisis was avoided in an exemplary bipartisan manner until after the 1988 election, the final cost to the state, after winding up the old agencies and passing responsibility for the S&L debts to a new Resolution Trust Corporation, was over $160 billion.

The center of gravity in housing finance shifted to the mortgage-backed securities market, facilitated by the Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of 1984, for which Wall Street had lobbied intensely. The development of the mortgage-backed securities market had already begun in the early 1970s, with the aid of the federal mortgage agencies; and by a decade later, as Alan Greenspan later said in celebrating the “resiliency” of the mortgage-credit market, “the greater institutional diversity in the sources of mortgage finance played a key role in maintaining the uninterrupted flow of mortgage credit during the then-biggest financial debacle since the Great Depression—the S&L crisis of the late 1980s.”

By the time the dust had settled at the end of the 1990s, thrifts accounted for only 5 percent of total US financial assets—down from 20 percent in 1980. Alongside the S&L collapse, there was an enormous concentration in commercial banking: over 4,500 independent banks (36 percent of all banks) closed between 1979 and 1994. To limit the worst effects of the carnage, the takeover of small regional banks by large national banks was encouraged at the state level, thus finally producing the “true interstate banking system” which the Fed and the Treasury’s OCC had strongly encouraged by, among other things, facilitating the spread of technological and marketing
innovations such as the networks of automatic teller machines (ATMs) shared by the banks. The resulting concentration was such that the share of deposits held by the top ten banks almost doubled, reaching 37 percent by the end of the 1990s. But there was, overall, a massive decline in the proportion of total financial assets held by commercial banks.

It was really the Wall Street investment banks, as the key intermediaries in the trading of these assets, that led the way into the new age of finance, obtaining cheap cash by selling Treasury bonds to commercial banks on immediate repurchase terms ("repos") and investing the cash in making markets for securities that paid a higher return (thereby creating more and more business for credit-rating agencies in grading risk on securities). The commercial paper market, which as we saw in Chapter 6 had already become a major alternative to bank loans for the short-term funding of corporations, exploded in the 1980s, with investment banks earning massive fees as the intermediaries in this market (see Table 7.1).

Table 7.1: Growth of Financial Instruments 1980–1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONEY MARKET FUNDS (SHORT-TERM CAPITAL)</th>
<th>1980 ($ billions)</th>
<th>1999 ($ billions)</th>
<th>CHANGE %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US TREASURY BILLS</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL PAPER</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1,258</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISC</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>827</td>
<td>3,331</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPITAL MARKETS (LONG-TERM CAPITAL)</th>
<th>1980 ($ billions)</th>
<th>1999 ($ billions)</th>
<th>CHANGE %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE STOCKS</td>
<td>1,601</td>
<td>19,871</td>
<td>1,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGES</td>
<td>1,106</td>
<td>4,996</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE BONDS</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>2,021</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US GOVT SECURITIES</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>2,473</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US GOVT AGENCY SECURITIES</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1,241</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE/LOCAL BONDS</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1,425</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANK COMMERCIAL LOANS</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1,367</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSUMER LOANS</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>1,370</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL/FARM MORTG</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>1,109</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5,149</td>
<td>35,873</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: This table is adapted from Frederick S. Mishkin, The Economics of Money, Banking and Financial Markets, Boston: Addison-Wesley, 2000, Tables 1 and 2, pp. 26, 29.
The investment banks responded to the 1970s regulatory changes which had opened up competition in stock-market brokerage by shifting their operations more towards underwriting, deal-making in mergers and acquisitions, and creating new financial commodities and markets. The Fed’s 1979 change of procedure to using fluctuating interest rates to implement its monetary policy meant that bond prices (which move inversely with interest rates) fluctuated more than ever. The banks then responded to the increased volatility in interest rates that accompanied Volcker’s monetary policy by shifting further to trading in bonds, commercial paper, and other securities. This was also crucial to turning investment banking into a much more speculative business. “Had Volcker never pushed through his radical change the world would be many bond traders and one memoir the poorer,” Michael Lewis noted in his famous 1989 book Liar’s Poker on “the golden age of the bond man” on Wall Street: “A Salomon salesman who had in the past moved five million dollars’ worth of merchandise through the traders’ books each week was now moving three hundred million dollars through each day.”

The main purveyors of the new financial instruments, not only on Wall Street but globally, were the rising firms since the 1960s such as Salomon Brothers and Goldman Sachs, which displaced old established ones like Dillon Read and Kuhn Loeb. They were the principal conduits for the massive inflow of capital from abroad, assisted by the removal in 1984 of the final remnant of the tax penalties introduced in the 1960s to protect the dollar. At the same time, the US investment banks not only greatly expanded their operations in the City of London, but also spread out into the European continent, and beyond. In addition to underwriting the bonds that covered the growing indebtedness of US federal, state, and municipal governments, and facilitating the privatization of state assets at home and abroad, they were also at the center of the burgeoning commercial paper, corporate bond and stock markets of the 1980s. With the top five firms dominating in each of these markets, the return on equity for the large investment banks exploded to 48 percent between 1980 and 1984, before stabilizing over the following two decades at just below 20 percent. It was the new bankers of the 1960s generation, such as Goldman Sachs’s Robert Rubin, who now hired the economists, mathematicians, and engineers (the “quants”) who modeled risk with sophisticated computer programs—and thus, as Charles Ellis says in his history of Goldman Sachs, “deliberately and conscientiously transformed the bond business from the old business of making judgments and taking risks on interest rates and bond maturities . . . to a business that concentrated on managing spreads and arbitrages in deliberately crafted portfolios across markets and between different types of securities all over the world.”
But the action was not confined to Wall Street’s investment banks. The large US multinational commercial banks were also now fully engaged in what Gillian Tett has described as the “years of bold innovation that made high-risk trading and aggressive deal-making the gold standard of the Street [where] a ‘kill or be killed’ ethic prevailed.” She notes that, shortly after Salomon Brothers engineered the first major derivative bond swap between IBM and the World Bank in the early 1980s, J.P. Morgan used its City of London operations to circumvent the Glass-Steagall Act and allow its clients to take advantage of the explosion of derivatives markets. By the early 1990s, after also pioneering the development of credit default swaps, half of Morgan’s trading revenues came from derivatives contracts. But Morgan was only one of eight US banks that by then accounted for over 50 percent of interest-rate and currency swaps worldwide, as well as 90 percent of US bank derivatives activity; and there was a similar concentration of derivatives activity in the US investment banking sector. This concentration was closely related to the highly complex information and risk-management systems that were required to allow the risk on bonds with different interest-rate and currency structures to be traded without any bonds actually changing hands.

The derivatives activities of these banks were crucial to the making of global capitalism because they could, as Bryan and Rafferty put it, “blend together (or make transmutable) different forms of capital, [and] create a market of conversion between fixed and floating rate loans, and between different currencies.” While this certainly involved extensive leveraging and speculation, it met the hedging needs not only of financial institutions (which exchanged 40 percent of all swaps among themselves), but also of the many corporations seeking protection from the rapidly evolving vulnerabilities associated with global trade and investment. Moreover, there was also a pronounced shift from the earlier standardized commodity and currency derivatives on organized exchanges, such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, to over-the-counter (OTC) bilateral contracts that banks fashioned themselves. Following the recession of the early 1980s, these custom-made derivative products supplemented Wall Street’s fresh knack for tapping pension funds and rendering them into the loans that leveraged the corporate takeovers, mergers, and restructurings that Reagan’s tax allowances encouraged. The practice developed in the 1970s by the Bank of America, among others, of “slicing and dicing” mortgage loans and selling them to institutional investors, was applied to corporate bonds and loans in the 1980s, and to credit default swaps in the 1990s.

What had initially led Wall Street’s investment banks to sell mortgage-backed instruments that “looked and tasted” like safe bonds was the desire to gain access to the large investor base represented by institutional investors
such as pension funds and insurance companies: “If there was a master plan, it was to meet the needs of our institutional investor clients,” noted Laurence Fink, at the time Wall Street’s leading player in this arena.65 The 1970s had seen the introduction and tightening of minimum funding requirements for pension funds, while new tax breaks for individual contributions to retirement savings plans had launched a massive explosion of mutual funds. Both developments sharply increased the demand for new hedging instruments, such as mortgage-backed and other derivative securities, to protect the pension and mutual funds’ investments in bonds, equities, and real estate. By the beginning of the 1990s, four out of every five pension funds were using derivative products.66 There was no little irony in the extent to which the growth of pension funds—one of the main products of US workers’ ability to secure retirement benefits under the class compromise in the post-war era—should have become one of the central pillars of the neoliberal financial order that accompanied the defeat of American trade unionism in the 1980s.

It was highly significant that, in the new age of finance, the Federal Reserve came into much greater prominence. As a Fed paper later exulted: “In the early 60s, the Federal Reserve was little known outside of the financial services industry and university economics departments. Twenty years later Fed Chairman Paul Volcker was one of the most recognized names in American public life.”67 In fact, not only investors on Wall Street but businessmen everywhere increasingly seemed more attuned to the decisions of the Federal Reserve than Soviet managers were to Gosplan’s. Just as the Fed discovered, in its monetarist moment, that the range and diversity of liquid financial instruments that were now available made the money supply almost impossible to define and control,68 it also discovered that this very range and diversity left financial markets extremely sensitive to the Fed’s interventions in setting the interest rate for federal funds. Since this was the foundation of the calculation of risk on all other financial instruments, the Fed “increasingly became the fulcrum on which the US economy turned”—though this political role was often obscured, since Fed officials would “present their activities as the product of ‘market forces’ while at the same time continuing to regulate the economy.”69

As early as mid 1982, Volcker “clearly began to shift to an explicit interest rate target,” and this policy was continued by Alan Greenspan when he succeeded Volcker in 1987.70 But it took until 1994 before the Fed’s Open Market Committee—finally sufficiently confident its operations in the markets could always bring about its target rate—came to announce its interest-rate decisions publicly and in advance (at this point financial commentators started referring to it as the “Open Mouth Committee”). But the New York Fed’s reports in the 1980s had already noted the close
relationship between the chair of the Fed’s public speeches and movements in the market towards the desired federal funds rate. Newstadt is correct to read this as bringing the Fed and financial markets even closer together: “beyond clear social proximity, the Fed was in the process of developing a functional proximity” to financial capital—and this was true not only nationally, but also internationally.

Aside from its monetary policy role, the Fed was on what it described as “a learning curve” about how innovations in financial instruments and the blurring of lines between banks and non-banks would affect its supervisory and regulatory functions. The largest US commercial bank holding companies, long engaged in investment banking activities abroad, had by the early 1980s begun moving into a range of brokerage, insurance, financial counseling, tax-planning, and other such services at home (with ad hoc Fed approvals of such boundary crossings consistently upheld by Supreme Court rulings). Thus, although the New Deal’s Glass-Steagall Act was not formally repealed until the end of the 1990s, by the mid 1980s Fed reports recognized that the transformations in banking and finance were “simply too powerful to be overcome by a regulatory or legislative regime based on the past.” But while insisting that regulation along the old New Deal lines was now “impractical politically and substantively,” the reports also stressed the need for more extensive, although radically different, powers. The basic point of departure, as the New York Fed’s 1986 Report put it, was that “[t]here are public interest considerations associated with the banking and financial system that call for a higher degree of official supervision and regulation than is needed in other kinds of business enterprise.”

The widespread notion that the transformation of US finance was primarily due to deregulation is misleading, even though the volume of deregulation rhetoric was certainly pitched even higher during Reagan’s presidency than its already considerable level under Carter. Indeed, the US financial markets remained “among the most heavily regulated sectors of the American economy.” The supervisory burdens of the regulatory agencies actually increased through the course of the 1980s. The number of OCC bank examiners, having declined in the first half of the decade from some 2,300 to 1,800, had by the end of the 1980s returned to its 1979 peak, while the OCC’s expenditures grew 25 percent faster than the banking system’s assets. But, given the transformations in finance that had taken place, and that the regulatory agencies had encouraged, these regulatory and supervisory functions could not ward off the long series of financial crises that became characteristic of the new age of finance.

This meant that the Fed’s function as lender of last resort was increasingly called upon. The role it played in sustaining the Volcker shock was extended in subsequent years to bailing out failing banks that stood as strategic nodes
in the international circuits of capital. Troubled small banks which could not be safely merged with larger ones were closed by the Fed and the Treasury, and their depositors paid off by the FDIC, while the large banks were bailed out—thanks to their importance not only for the US economy but also for the international clearing-house system, whose hundreds of billions of dollars of daily interbank payments grease the wheels of global capitalism. The pattern of letting banks that were too small to matter go under, while acting as lender of last resort to save the ones that were “too big to fail” was set in 1982, when Volcker bluntly told the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC): “If it gets bad enough, we can’t stay on the side or we’ll have a major liquidity crisis. It’s a matter of judgment as to when and how strongly to react. We are not here to see the economy destroyed in the interest of not bailing somebody out.”

The “moral hazard” tightrope that the state had to walk in this respect was nothing compared with the practical hazard involved in figuring out whether allowing even a small bank to collapse might have systemic effects. This was vividly demonstrated in the summer of 1982, when the decision to close a small Oklahoma bank, Penn Square, immediately endangered Continental Illinois, the sixth-largest commercial bank in the US, which then immediately turned to the international interbank market for its funding. The Fed and OCC’s attempts to help Continental improve its asset and liability management proved to be in vain, and finally, in May 1984, with “the liquidity of the whole banking system” at stake according to the Treasury, the most ideologically free-market-oriented Republican administration since the 1920s nationalized the bank and bailed out its creditors. It was when the Treasury’s comptroller made it clear during Congressional hearings on Continental Illinois that the uninsured creditors of the eleven largest US commercial banks would be treated in the same fashion that the term “too big to fail” came into widespread usage.

In fact, these banks had already been effectively bailed out, albeit much more indirectly, in 1982, when the high interest rates of the Volcker shock produced, as an unintended side-effect, the Third World debt crisis. The Treasury and Fed began meetings to address the likely inability of Mexico to meet the payments on its loans from both Wall Street and other foreign banks, and this led to their secretly launching a rescue operation explicitly designed to bail out the banks that held Mexico’s debts—and then conscripting the British, Japanese, and Swiss central banks into the operation too.

What concerns us here, however, is the changing role of the American state in relation to the new domestic contradictions that emerged after the Volcker shock. By the time Volcker was replaced by Alan Greenspan, in 1987, “the Great Inflation was over” and “markets recognized it was over.” But just as the “demons of the 1970s—high inflation, oil shocks,
bitter labor disputes, stagnation—seemed to be receding, banished by liberalized markets, monetarism, Reaganism, Thatcherism, and by the vogue for aggressive financial management,” a stock market crash confronted Greenspan with a stark new contradiction: the inherent volatility of the new age of finance. It was under Greenspan that the Fed’s lender-of-last-resort role now came to play a much more systemic function than ever before.

The exorcism of the demons of the 1970s was registered in the stock market. The Dow Jones index, having stayed more or less flat throughout the crisis of the 1970s, almost tripled in the five years after monetary policy began to be eased in the summer of 1982. But on October 19, 1987, promptly dubbed “Bloody Monday,” it fell by almost a quarter (by far the largest one-day stock market decline in its history, including 1929’s Black Thursday). This was aggravated by the computerized “program trading” and the derivatives on stock market indices that had been developed to manage risk. As an important study by the US Government Accounting Office (GAO) put it a decade later, the speed and extent of the collapse could only be understood in terms of the way “the increased linkages between the equities markets and the futures markets could change the character of a financial crisis . . . The primary concern of federal officials was that the system for allocating credit would be halted, and the financial system would stop functioning.”

But what was no less remarkable than the suddenness and scale of the crash was the immediate, decisive, and coordinated state response to it. In the GAO’s words: “The readiness of federal officials to manage the market crash largely depended upon the availability of information that federal agencies had routinely collected, the existing communication networks among the agencies, and the ability of the agencies to influence the behavior of market participants and their creditors.” Although the Fed hardly had the time even to consult the previously developed written plan outlining potential responses to a range of financial crises, it immediately took the lead in response to the frantic calls from the chief executives of the New York Stock Exchange and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. It instructed them to stay open, and followed this with a statement issued before the opening of financial markets on the following day declaring its “readiness to serve as a source of liquidity to support the economic and financial system.”

This promise itself “contributed significantly towards supporting market sentiment,” but it was backed up by the New York Fed’s market operations, which pushed the federal funds rate down, and by personal telephone calls to senior Wall Street bankers to assure them of “a continuing supply of credit” so that they would continue their lending to securities dealers (on October 20 Citicorp’s margin lending soared to $1.4 billion from a normal level of $200–$400 million). As a Wall Street Journal report put it: “The
banks were told to keep an eye on the big picture—the global financial system on which all their business ultimately depends. A senior New York banker says the Fed’s message was, “We’re here. Whatever you need, we’ll give you.”

The turnaround was stunning. The Dow Jones index immediately resumed its unprecedented climb, and by 1999 the price of corporate equities had increased twelve-fold over their level in 1980. The upward drive was sustained by the Fed’s “continuing injection of reserves to buoy liquidity in financial markets.” In sharp contrast to his predecessors, the room through the 1990s that Greenspan had for doing this without compromising the Fed’s anti-inflation priority was due to the earlier defeat of labor in the 1980s: a relaxation of monetary policy no longer spawned much wage pressure. The Fed certainly watched this very closely and exercised continuing vigilance against general price inflation, but this was matched by its continuing laxity on asset-price inflation. This did not mean that it was unconcerned by the increased likelihood of further financial crises. On the contrary, as the New York Fed’s annual reports in the years after the 1987 crash make very clear, it saw what was happening in financial markets as a double-edged sword, expanding the range and cheapening the costs of financial transactions while at the same time producing such a massive increase in market volatility as to make financial crises more likely.

The Fed’s concerns were registered internationally in the importance it attached to the BIS negotiations at Basel on international capital adequacy standards for banks; while on the domestic side it was already expressing some anxiety by 1991 that the expanding securities-based mortgage market would allow even local banks and mortgage brokers to pass risk on to others, and thus relax prudential standards in their loan operations. Examiners were not only placed in all the major banking institutions, but the Fed also broadened its daily monitoring efforts to include investment banks and other securities dealers, and prepared measures to extend its emergency lending powers to them. The deepening coordination with other regulatory agencies that this required had in fact been institutionalized immediately after the 1987 crash with the creation in March 1988 of the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets. Regularly bringing together the most senior officials from the Treasury, the Fed, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission, it was seen among insiders on Wall Street as acting as a mere cover for what was dubbed the “plunge protection team.”

“It is in our national interest for the US banking and financial system to be seen as the bedrock of the international banking and financial system,” the president of the New York Fed, Gerald Corrigan, told the New York State Bankers’ Association in 1992—adding that this goal
“will only be reached if the global marketplace sees US institutions as the unquestioned leaders in financial and managerial strength.” For this very reason, he insisted, what the bankers regarded as the “regulatory over-kill” response to the turbulence of the 1980s would not be lightly abandoned in the 1990s. In a typical example of the “double agent” roles traditionally played by so many of Wall Street’s key players as they switch from acting for the banks to acting for the state and back again (see Chapter 1), Corrigan went to work at Goldman Sachs after leaving the Fed, and soon became co-chair of the Derivatives Policy Group, “whose goal was to convince legislators that the bankers themselves were in the best position to understand these complex instruments and manage their risks.” What was clearly involved here was the state walking the tightrope of allowing volatile financial markets to flourish while at the same time managing and containing the inevitable financial crises that volatile financial markets spawned.

The ability to walk this tightrope for no less than two decades after the 1987 crash was, in fact, crucial to Wall Street’s increasing ability to act as a vortex drawing in capital from around the world. Yet at the same time there was considerable anxiety about the future among US economic, political, and intellectual elites. The very high unemployment, and the devastation of whole industrial and agriculture regions—let alone the growing imbalance between imports and exports that came with the rapid appreciation of the dollar relative to other currencies—had certainly generated enormous pressure for protectionist measures. But the strong commitment of the leading US MNCs to open international markets, alongside the heightened laissez-faire rhetoric of the Reagan revolution, ensured that protection was largely limited to the imposition of selected temporary import quotas. And the threat of these measures was used in negotiations with other countries to drive the free trade agenda, which the US Trade Representative pursued with considerable autonomy from Congress. This allowed for administrative compromises in the face of industrial and popular pressures that gave the USTR room to present US trade restrictions as selective, temporary, and transitional measures for the purpose of securing agreements to further open markets abroad, and to ensure that capital controls did not stand in the way of foreign direct investment flowing into the US, as well as out of it.

The strategy of using Congressional protectionist pressures as a lever for opening foreign markets to US goods and services, and gaining greater US access to global savings, eventually proved highly successful. Its immediate results could be seen in the Canada–US Free Trade Agreement and in the foreign direct investment that poured into the US in the 1980s. The Treasury also used the threat of protectionism as leverage in pressing to secure a coordinated inter-state intervention in currency markets that would
bring about the devaluation of the dollar, which was arranged in the 1985 Plaza Accord. Nevertheless, anxiety about the underlying vulnerability of the US economy persisted. It was especially feared that any significant financial disturbance, let alone one of the order the 1987 crash, would trigger an even deeper recession than that of the early 1980s, and that under these conditions protectionist sentiment might carry the day and derail the long-term strategy. The stock market’s rapid recovery—thanks to the state intervention engineered, ironically enough, by Ayn Rand’s disciple at the Fed, Alan Greenspan—helped to allay some of the worry. It also certainly helped to elect Reagan’s vice president, George H. W. Bush, one of Washington’s most practiced imperial stalwarts, to the presidency in 1988. But if the spirits of the proponents of global capitalism were raised even higher by the ignominious collapse of the Communist world in the following year, the stubborn persistence of the US trade deficit, combined with the 1990–91 economic recession, again brought to the fore troubling questions about whether Bush’s New World Order was running on air.

The Material Base of Empire

“It’s the economy, stupid” was the slogan that got Bill Clinton elected in 1992. Yet the Clinton administration was then the beneficiary of an upsurge in US productivity through the 1990s that had its roots in the class realignment and industrial restructuring of the previous decade. After the brief recession of the early 1990s, this led to an economic expansion of unprecedented length, during which unemployment dropped to almost 4 percent, its lowest in thirty years. By the beginning of the new millennium, mainstream economists had begun to refer to the whole period after the mid 1980s as the “Great Moderation,” while pundits in the New York Times asked “what word but ‘empire’ describes the awesome thing that America is becoming?” But if the angst-ridden 1980s thesis of “American decline” by then looked quite overblown, it was equally misleading to describe the subsequent period in the self-satisfied terms of economic stability. The defining characteristic of the period was neither decline nor moderation, but restructuring. It was through the accelerated volatility of finance and an extraordinary degree of economic disruption and social dislocation that the domestic material base of the American empire was reconstituted.

The profitability crisis into which US capitalism had fallen between 1968 and 1982 came to an end. Although profits did not return to the stratospheric levels they had reached during the 1940s—their growth had steadily slowed down in the 1950s, before the brief spike of the mid 1960s—after 1982 both the rate of profit and the share of profits in GDP moved on an upward trend (see Figure 7.1).
In fact, the mass of real non-financial corporate profits—a strong indicator of capital’s capacity to accumulate—doubled between 1983 and 1999. If we include the “hidden profits” contained in the notoriously accelerating salaries, benefits, and bonuses that corporate managers paid themselves in the latter period, the upturn in profits is even more dramatic. By contrast, real private-sector wages were, in spite of a short upswing at the end of the century, lower in 1999 than in 1968. Real hourly compensation (which includes benefits) rose between 1983 and 1999 at a yearly average of only 0.6 percent—while CEO salaries increased by 650 percent. Since the annual growth in productivity averaged 2 percent over this period, the lag in workers’ compensation was significant. This was especially so in manufacturing, where real productivity gains per hour increased at an annual rate of 3.5 percent between 1983 and 1999—higher even than during the so-called “golden age.” From the late 1960s through the 1970s, investments did not lead to commensurate increases in labor output per hour, and profits were negatively affected. After the early 1980s, however, this pattern was reversed; capital investments combined with work reorganization and labor layoffs led to more than proportionate increases in productivity, the upturn in profits cited above, and the uptick in growth (see Figure 7.2).
After the crisis decade, real investment increased between 1983 and 1999 by an annual average of 6.0 percent—a rate of growth that was even greater than in the so-called “golden age” from 1950 to 1967. The strength of investment was often obscured by structural and technological changes in the economy, such as the greater weight in the economy of services, since these are generally less capital-intensive, and by the growth of research and development expenditures, which are not treated as investment in the US National Income and Product Accounts. Especially important in this regard was what the shift to greater reliance on computerized equipment and software in industry meant in terms of investment. It not only meant a reduction in the size of factories, and therefore in the amount of capital that was needed to put into physical structures; it also meant, with the unit costs of information technology falling so dramatically in this period, that much more capital could be bought per dollar of expenditure. As a consequence, measures of investment as a share of GDP that failed to reflect accurately the fall in equipment prices failed to capture what was going on with real investment. From 1950 to 1982, the price index for nonresidential investment rose at an average annual rate of 4.1 percent, approximately the same as GDP; but from 1983 to 1999, the price of investment goods was essentially flat, increasing over the entire period.

Source: US BEA, NIPA, 1.1.3; US Bureau of Labor, Productivity. Available at data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/dsrv. (Non-financial business includes services as well as manufacturing.)
by less (3.8 percent) than it had formerly increased each year, while the GDP price index increased by 57 percent.

The common periodization of the years since 1950 into an era of rapid growth until 1973 followed by a period of significantly slower growth since then, is rather misleading. Indeed, Maddison’s examination of historical US growth rates reveals that the period 1973–98 ranked in per capita growth behind 1950–73 but higher than any other period since 1820, including 1870–1913, when the US emerged as a leading capitalist power (see Figure 7.3). Moreover, if we follow the contours of the historical account presented here, we can see that the second half of the twentieth century really falls into three periods, starting with the “golden age” from 1950 to 1967, whose contradictions gave rise to the extended crisis of 1968–82, which was then followed by the recovery of profits, productivity, investment and overall economic growth from 1983 to 1999. The successes of US capitalism that came with the restructuring undertaken in this period were also subject to contradictions, as we shall see in subsequent chapters; but it is very important to understand that they were not the same contradictions that gave rise to the crisis of the 1970s.

Figure 7.3: GDP Per Capita Growth 1820–1998

The sheer scale of the restructuring that took place in the 1983–99 period is, in fact, astonishing. The Fortune 500 list of the largest US corporations had changed very little over most of the twentieth century. This changed dramatically over the last two decades, which saw the emergence of entirely new products, technologies, and industries; at the same time the annual average rate of business failures rose to twice the already high rate of failures.
seen during the crisis decade from 1973 to 1982. The merger wave that began in the 1980s tended to increase corporate concentration even as the arrival of new entrants—overseas as well as American firms—renewed competition in many markets and prevented anything resembling industrial stasis. Meanwhile, American corporations remained leaders in strategic manufacturing industries and services such as computer hardware and computer services, and the US was the location of about half of the world’s research and development in this period.

The established corporate giants also often moved into new areas of production while reorganizing the labor process in their core businesses and shifting production from urban centers to rural communities, where land and labor were cheaper. The number of workers employed in durable manufacturing industries like auto and steel actually increased by 8.7 percent in the Great Lakes region in 1983–99, but this paled in comparison to the 27 percent increase in the south-east, much of it in what previously had been rural areas. Yet many of the jobs in non-durable manufacturing (such as textiles and leather) that had previously moved to the southern states for lower wages continued their travels, to Mexico and Asia. Managerial mobility further contributed to the dispersion of the new technologies, while the weakness of unions gave American capitalists a flexibility in relation to all these changes that was envied by capitalist classes elsewhere. All this helps to explain why, in spite of the weaknesses of particular companies, and even of entire sectors that had previously been especially important in the US economy, the proponents of free trade and financial liberalization had the confidence to stress that the positive effects of “creative destruction” would ultimately outweigh the negative.

Four specific transformations were especially important in this restructuring of the economy and social relations in the US, each with particular implications for the making of global capitalism. The first of these was the relationship between industry and finance. A much larger share of total corporate profits now went to the financial sector: between 1960 and 1984, the financial sector’s share of domestic corporate profits averaged 17 percent; from then through 2007 it averaged 30 percent, peaking at 44 percent in 2002. In this context, there was an enormous increase in dividends paid to stockholders: dividends as a share of the profits of nonfinancial corporations averaged a steady 32 percent between 1960 and 1980; they then rose sharply, and averaged almost 60 percent between 1981 and 2007. The new age of finance was often portrayed as diverting corporate funds from potentially productive investment to speculative activity, forcing corporations to look for high immediate rates of return rather than longer-term growth in order to maximize “shareholder value.” The new age of finance certainly did involve enormous speculation, and was accompanied by much
economic irrationality. Yet, as was proved in the following decade’s remarkable productivity growth in manufacturing, amid an expansion of unprecedented length, it is a mistake to see the dominance of finance in terms of speculation displacing productive activity.

The greed that lay behind the assertion of shareholder value, and that drove so many of the corporate mergers and industrial closures, should not blind us to the way in which the broadening and deepening of US financial markets, including their ability to attract so much capital from abroad, expanded the availability of relatively cheap credit for US firms. This was seen not only in the enormous growth of the commercial paper and corporate bond markets, but also in what has been called the “financialization” of nonfinancial corporations. Without this usually becoming the foundation for their central activities or even their profits, large corporations increasingly engaged in financial arbitrage themselves, using both the credit subsidiaries they had developed to attract consumers and their own bond and equity portfolios. As for the impact of financial discipline on corporate governance, this was not so much imposed on managers as used by them to facilitate and accelerate restructuring within firms and across industries.

Moreover, the massive reallocation of capital that was involved in restructuring the US economy would have been inconceivable without the role financial markets played not only in pushing so-called “inefficient” firms out of business, but also in supporting risky but innovative startups through the US’s unique venture capital markets, whose disbursements grew tenfold in the 1980s alone. The development of derivatives products was also important, not only for limiting exchange-rate and interest-rate risks for corporations but also for assessing and comparing alternative accumulation strategies across both space and time; risk management, like transportation and marketing, should not necessarily be seen as a drain on the productive sectors of the economy, even if it does increase systemic volatility.

The second transformation—the one most associated with the thesis of US decline—occurred in the core industries that had fueled American economic dynamism in the postwar era. The old labor-intensive sectors like shoes, textiles, food, and beverage had seen a sharp contraction well before the 1980s, but it was rising imports and the corresponding loss of jobs in steel, auto, and machinery that occasioned alarm about the state of American manufacturing. Employment in the automobile sector fell by a quarter of a million jobs between 1979 and 1983, and by the end of the 1980s foreign-based producers had captured almost half of the US car market (up from less than 20 percent before the first energy crisis, in 1973). Steel employment had also been falling through the 1970s, but between 1980 and 1984, amid bankruptcies, closures, and layoffs that often devastated entire communities, it was cut in half (a decrease of some 200,000 jobs), and continued to fall thereafter. And the machinery sector—emblematic of the US economy’s
advanced economic status in construction equipment, turbines, precision tools, and so on—experienced a considerable contraction in its historically large trade surpluses.

But more was going on here than the word “decline” could adequately capture. By the end of the century, a major restructuring had occurred within these industries. In the auto industry there were eighteen assembly plant closures between 1988 and 1999, but thirteen new plants also opened, while the sixty-six auto-parts plants that closed over these years were more than offset by 184 new parts plants. Moreover, the number of plant expansions greatly exceeded the number of downsizings.112 The direct foreign investment flowing into domestic US auto production, primarily from Japanese companies, expanded rather than diminished the US industrial base. The spatial relocation of the industry involved not only Japanese (as well as some German and South Korean) corporations concentrating their production in the states of the US south, but also saw GM and Ford opening plants there (they also opened plants in the midwest states, sometimes just a few miles away from where old plants had closed).

This was accompanied by the reorganization of plants everywhere in the US to facilitate “lean” production and outsourcing. The emulation of Japanese firms in this respect was enhanced by the possibility of outsourcing to non-union plants, decreases in transportation and communication costs, and the logistical coordination enabled by computerization. Outsourcing was also directly promoted by the state, as was seen when federal loan guarantees to Chrysler were made conditional on it. Alongside the relocation and reorganization of production, the “Big Three” US auto companies responded to foreign competition by shifting output towards truck and SUV production in the 1990s, where they retained a strong competitive advantage. This too was at least indirectly promoted by the state, whose commitment to low interest rates and low energy prices sustained the market for such expensive and fuel-hungry vehicles. This shift restored the Big Three’s profitability through the 1990s—and it was this, not pressures from financial capital, that led them to close their eyes to the implications of oil price hikes for future car sales, let alone the environmental costs to society.113

A significant indicator of the transformation going on in the automobile industry was that US auto firms (including the Japanese transplants) through the 1990s were the leading purchasers of high-tech equipment. In steel, where US firms had lost their technological leadership, they carved out new market niches in high-quality steel while a series of mergers (especially with Japanese companies trying to escape quotas on steel imports) narrowed the technology gap with US competitors.114 And the machinery sector responded to the increasing competition it faced from abroad, including increasingly from Asia, as it led the world in the move
to computerized equipment and software.

All this brings us to the third transformation—the shift to high-tech manufacturing production. This new industrial revolution—which soon spread globally and encompassed computer and telecommunications equipment, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, and scientific instruments—was largely American-led in terms of its origins and concentration, and of the mechanisms of its subsequent diffusion abroad. The new computer and information technologies that had emerged in the 1960s really proved their worth to industrial and service corporations in the 1980s, and especially in the 1990s. Now that labor resistance was greatly diminished, corporations were more willing to undertake the additional investments in plant and equipment that were needed to integrate the new technologies with restructuring of management systems, labor processes, and relations with component suppliers. And US financial markets, as we have seen, stood uniquely ready to finance budding high-tech commercial ventures. Financial institutions were, of course, themselves early and crucial players in the information revolution, providing the major market for computers and software, and developing key information technologies and systems for themselves and others. ¹¹⁵

US high-tech firms also benefited from public subsidies—sometimes indirectly, as in the case of military procurement, but often directly in the form of government laboratories linked to particular departments (defense, energy, health, agriculture); and increasingly through the growing commercial role of American universities, aided by legislation designed to expand the assertion of property rights in relation to research conducted within them. Indeed, Congress’s general bias in favor of corporate interests was reinforced by its concern for US security interests in the high-tech arena. Congress also showed great flexibility in lowering standards geared to public protection, especially in pharmaceuticals, as its interest moved “from the safety issues of the 1970s to the upcoming ‘bonanza’ of biotechnology.”¹¹⁶

With these supports, American capital proved capable of expanding even further into new research-intensive sectors, often inventing entirely new sectors for accumulation. At the turn of the century, even not counting the extensive high-tech production by US MNCs abroad, some 35 percent of global high-tech production took place within the US—the same as the share of all global manufacturing held by the US in the early 1950s. Japan and Germany ranked second and third, with shares of 21 percent and 6 percent respectively; the EU as a whole had a share of 24 percent, and China accounted for 3 percent.¹¹⁷ This also helps explain why “large American companies maintained or increased their world market shares in 12 of the 18 most important global industries” right through the 1990s.¹¹⁸ By the end of the century, of the top dozen global firms by sector, the US accounted for 77 percent of the world’s aerospace sales, 75 percent of all
sales of computers and office equipment, 91 percent of computer software sales, and 62 percent of pharmaceuticals.119

Shored up by its high-tech sectors, during 1983–99 US manufacturing output grew faster (4.2 percent annually) than overall GDP (3.7 percent).120 The restructuring led to manufacturing productivity actually growing faster in these years (3.3 percent annually) than it had in the “golden” 1950s and 1960s (when it had averaged 2.4 percent).121 This enormous productivity growth was reflected in an increase in overall manufacturing volume of 90 percent over the same period, while manufacturing employment showed virtually no increase at all (of the 34.4 million private sector jobs created in the US in these years, 99.2 percent were outside manufacturing).122 The trajectory of the computer and peripheral equipment sector captures this well: it achieved an astonishing annual increase in real output of 29 percent throughout the 1990s; but with productivity growing at the even more extraordinary rate of 31 percent, there was no net job growth.123

The fourth structural transformation in the economy involved the growth of a diverse range of “professional and business services” that ranged across consulting, law, accounting, market research, engineering, computer software, and systems analysis. Here, the number of jobs increased dramatically. In 1983 employment in this broad sector was less than half that in manufacturing, but by the turn of the century employment—growing even faster than in financial services—had doubled, and matched total manufacturing employment. Not all of these jobs were “knowledge-intensive,” nor were they all new—many were clerical, and had previously been done by corporations in-house. Nevertheless, they brought a new set of strategic economic relations into play. Specialization in such activities by American firms spanned many countries. Their services were sought out by foreign companies and governments looking for the “efficiencies” that would promote “competitiveness,” as well as to help them navigate the new currents of international trade treaties and commercial law. At the end of the century, the US’s global share of professional and business services, measured by revenue generated, was close to 40 percent.124

The development of this sector was closely related to the accelerating expansion of finance from the 1960s onwards. Major changes occurred in the nature of what financial institutions did, taking them beyond credit provision and directly into the heart of the accumulation process through new business services, whereby the banks also took over many of the accounting, payroll, and information systems that were previously managed by their corporate clients themselves. And the banks vastly expanded their consumer services in ways that, as with Fed-Ex or fast-food outlets, completed the delivery or saved time in acquiring a product or service (ATM machines, internet payments). This was a central element in the “expansion in both the scale and scope of credit relations” throughout society.125 These new forms of credit,
through which workers gained access to higher levels of consumption, had a profoundly negative impact on working-class organization and culture in the final two decades of the twentieth century, and underpinned all the other transformations discussed above. The generally weak resistance to the restructuring of social life can only be understood if we appreciate the extent to which American workers were not only attacked, but also materially integrated into the making of global capitalism.

The American Dream has always entailed promoting popular integration into the circuits of financial capital, whether as independent commodity farmers, as workers whose paychecks were deposited with banks and whose pension savings were invested in the stock market, or as consumers reliant on credit—and not least as home-owners subsidized by the tax deductions allowed on mortgage payments. But in the context of intensified competition, stagnant wage income, and more sophisticated financial markets, this incorporation of the mass of the American population now took on a more comprehensive quality. Gains through collective action gave way to individual adjustments in lifestyles, from young couples moving in with parents to save for a down payment on a house, to a family decision to cancel a vacation and use the money to buy a “home entertainment system”—while longer hours of work stole from workers even such time as they had once had for self-education and social and political activity. Workers reduced their savings, increased their debt, and looked to tax cuts to make up for stagnant wages; they cheered rises in the stock markets on which their pensions depended, and counted on the inflation of house prices to serve as collateral for new loans, provide some added retirement security, and leave a legacy for their children. All this, along with increasing inequalities among workers themselves, left a working class more individualized and fragmented, its collective capacity for resistance severely atrophied.

These transformations—the new age of finance, the restructuring of manufacturing, the explosion of high-tech, the ubiquity of business services, and the profound weakening of working-class organization and labor identity—reconstituted the material base of the American empire. This was crucial for the way global capitalism was “made” in the final decades of the twentieth century. A truly global financial system based on the internationalization of the US financial system became “neither a myth nor even an alarming tendency, but a reality.” American MNCs—expanding much faster globally than at home—transferred technology abroad (yet maintained their home research and development base), while high-tech manufacturing came to both encourage and depend on global networks of competitive production that drew on expanding pools of newly proletarianized labor. American legal, accounting, and consulting firms provided the services to foreign firms and states that they needed in order to compete in the global
capitalist economy. Any adequate measure of success in this context went beyond the share of global GDP produced within the US itself. As we shall now see, capitalists, literally almost everywhere, generally acknowledged a dependence on the US for establishing, guaranteeing, and managing the global framework within which they could all accumulate.
Integrating Global Capitalism

Among the definitions offered by the Oxford English Dictionary for the verb “to realize” are: to bring an ambition to fruition and thus actuality; to complete and orchestrate something and thereby enrich its texture; to become clearly aware of a fact or situation; and, especially with regard to property and capital, to make a profit. It is in all of these senses that the ambitious project for the making of global capitalism, imbricated in the American empire and first articulated during World War II, was realized in the last two decades of the twentieth century.

This historic development was ideologically celebrated under the rubric of neoliberalism—a set of ideas explicitly designed to make people clearly aware of their own and their states’ structural dependence on capitalist markets. In practice this involved states actively engaged in broadening the reach and deepening the meaning of “free trade,” so that ever more facets of life became subject to market relations, and more and more subject to the discipline of the free movement of capital across national borders. As we shall see, with the defeat of the Left across Europe, European Economic and Monetary Union took on the neoliberal cast that was in fact crucial to the realization of globalization under continuing US leadership. We shall also see that the distinct way Japan was integrated into the informal American empire in the postwar era determined that the great successes of Japanese capitalism likewise ultimately reinforced the realization of global capitalism under the American aegis.

Moreover, amid the defeat of radical nationalist and socialist forces, the ever-deepening sclerosis of Communist regimes, and the widespread debt crisis of the 1980s, so many states in the “rest of the world” were led to adopt strategies compatible with their integration into global capitalism. Import-substitution strategies were abandoned, export-oriented strategies in East Asia succeeded in breaking with capitalist underdevelopment, and the regions of the globe that had been closed to capital accumulation under Communist regimes were added to the global capitalist economy.

The pattern of MNC expansion that was at the heart of the shift from the old imperialism to the new had meant, as we have seen, that the densest
economic linkages among states in the new informal US empire were forged with the other developed capitalist countries. The global division of labor coming out of World War II was rigid and clear: manufacturing was largely concentrated in the former imperial countries and resource extraction in their dependencies. The breaking down of the old imperial order and the emergence of new nation-states did not in itself overcome but rather continued to reproduce the old global division of labor through informal means, but the dynamics of capital accumulation were not centered on North–South flows as much as on the linkages between the advanced capitalist countries of the North. This pattern did not change all that much until the 1980s, when the political conditions were established—in the North as well as increasingly in the South—that laid the grounds for a truly global capitalism.

**Integrating Europe**

The accelerated push towards economic and monetary union in the 1980s, emerging at a time when Europe was mired in internal stagnation, needs to be understood in the context of the continuing integration of European and American capitalism. The abandonment of the Bretton Woods framework, wherein all European currencies had been fixed in a hub-and-spokes relationship to the dollar, was initially compensated for by the European states adopting a “currency snake” designed to prevent competitive devaluations; but “the instability of the snake reflected the fact that the 1970s was a low point for European cooperation.”¹ The formation of the European Monetary System in 1979—“the most significant development in the EC arising out of the long crisis from 1969 to 1983”—was the first major step towards the common currency, a development that the US did not oppose.² What it was much more concerned about, even in the wake of the election that brought Mrs. Thatcher to office clearly representing a powerful neoliberal response to the crisis of the 1970s, was the apparent persistence on the Western European Left of radical socialist political alternatives. This was expressed in the strength of the Bennite call for economic democracy inside the Labour Party in the early 1980s, the Swedish unions’ proposals for wage-earners’ funds to socialize capital, and especially by the electoral victory of the French Socialist Party in May 1981, on a program developed in concert with the Communist Party, that was unquestionably the most radical of any offered in the West by a prospective government in at least thirty years.³

The Mitterand government’s attempt to buck the global policy trend towards budgetary austerity amid the deepest economic downturn since the 1930s involved the immediate creation of over 60,000 public-sector jobs, with the promise of another 150,000 to come, and the
nationalization of the country’s two largest merchant banks and five industrial groups. Although the limits of this program were clear in light of the absence of capital controls and the substantive reorientation of finance and production, Mitterand’s policies produced enormous hostility from the other G7 states. As the minister of economy and finance in the new government, Jacques Delors, said later: “When they took part in international meetings, Socialist ministers were looked upon as if they had arrived from another planet, a red flag flying in their hands.” This hostility was hard to bear for a French president who was cast as “Reagan’s best ally” against the USSR in the Euromissile controversy (the main front of the New Cold War of the early 1980s), and who wanted to be seen as “a man beyond suspicion of betraying the ‘Atlantic cause.’”

But what above all determined the French Socialist government’s U-turn on economic policy was the severe market pressure on the franc in the context of the high-interest-rate and austerity policies being pursued by the US, the UK, and particularly Germany. In the face of the difficulties involved in attempting even “Keynesianism in one country” (never mind socialism), the Mitterand government proposed a “European social space” in which the ten countries of the Common Market could collectively take their distance from the Volcker turn and Reaganism. This would allow for the coordination of exchange rates in line with common policies to reduce unemployment, improve labor relations, and harmonize welfare systems. But this was soundly rejected, including by Helmut Schmidt’s Social Democratic government, which cleaved closely to the monetarist orthodoxy of the Bundesbank.

Significantly enough, it was not at an intra-European meeting but at the G7 Summit held at Versailles in June 1982 that France agreed to a policy of austerity, and to aid the IMF in “a more comprehensive multilateral surveillance exercise to promote policy convergence and exchange rate stability.” Within a week, the franc was devalued alongside the revaluation of the mark, in an agreement with the Germans that was conditional on the French Socialist government’s promise, announced the next day, to bring its fiscal deficit below 3 percent of GDP. Over the next quarter-century this would become the most durable measure of fiscal discipline in Europe—being included in the formation of Economic and Monetary Union through the Maastricht Treaty, the Stability Pact, and the creation of the euro. For Mitterand, European integration “replaced socialism as the grand project that justified his turnaround.” It did not take long before French Socialist Party leaders even supported the privatization of the firms they had earlier nationalized, while the “concepts of class and capitalism, even the very word socialism, disappeared from their vocabulary.”

They were certainly not alone in this respect, as social democracy followed a similar trajectory throughout Europe. In the British Labour
Party the defeat of the Bennite left opened the way for “New Labour” in the 1990s.9 And even in Sweden the wage-earners’ fund proposal was converted by the early 1980s into little more than a forced savings scheme to provide employers with a new source of capital.10 Although Sweden did not join the EU until 1995, this paragon of the European welfare state was already overseeing the liberalization of financial markets through the 1980s, largely because its “Central Bank no longer had the capacity to sustain the old regulations” in light of the enormous growth of those markets.11 It was already clear by the mid 1980s that, as Daniel Singer put it, “the Europe of states and of big business had made infinitely more progress than the Europe of labour unions.”12 This was seen when the European Round Table of major corporations (established in 1983 in direct emulation of the Business Roundtable in the US) joined with US MNCs in Europe in expressing “unprecedented hostility” to the EC’s Vredeling directive to extend workers’ consultation rights, while unions turned to giving priority to work-time reduction rather than the investment planning they had proposed in the 1970s.13 Although it took a seven-week strike in the German auto industry in 1984 to win work-time reduction, the companies increasingly used reductions in hours of work as a lever to win greater flexibility in the distribution of work-time, and works councils “lost their ability to force bargaining around overtime as a way of winning other things,” as Erich Klemm, chairman of the General Works Council at Daimler, put it in a subsequent interview.14 Thus even the primary progressive labor reform of the neoliberal era—the European reduction of work-time—proved quite limited and contradictory.15

Social democrats like Delors who took the lead in establishing the Single European Act of 1986 pinned their hopes on the “Social Charter” in return for facilitating “a Europe of traders and capital.” What they failed to understand was that they had already “thrown away their trump cards . . . A single market for capital and goods without common fiscal, social and ecological policies could not fail to set off a downward competition between member states, each needing to bring its trade into balance.”16 To be sure, the move towards a single European market accelerated the push for a single currency, which would eliminate the internal balance-of-trade and exchange-rate constraints. But this only further reinforced the case for the complete removal of capital controls. When the governors of Europe’s central banks came together in 1988 under the aegis of the Delors Commission to establish the goal of achieving monetary union within a decade, this was made conditional on the centralization of monetary authority in a European Central Bank patterned on the Bundesbank, and on the adoption of a fiscal “stability pact” involving the same rules for imposing ceilings on budgetary deficits that had forced France to effect its U-turn.17

Most significant in the short run, however, was the Commission’s
recommendation that the removal of capital controls should come at the beginning of the process of monetary integration rather than at its end. It was on this basis that the EC’s Council of Ministers issued a directive requiring the removal by July 1990 of all restrictions on the movement of capital between both member- and non-member-states, in advance of the adoption of the Maastricht Treaty. In the short term, this unleashed an orgy of speculation against European currencies that were no longer protected by capital controls, inducing broader financial crises (such as the Swedish bank collapse), and reinforced financial market pressures for public sector austerity. While the currency crisis destabilized the EMS and forced the adoption of a much looser Exchange Rate Mechanism, the embrace of these measures by Europe’s states meant that the march towards the single currency could be resumed with the assurance that “discipline” would prevail.

Especially significant in this respect, and indeed for the overall shift in the balance of class forces in Europe, was the transformation of European financial markets along US lines. The City of London, which had since the 1960s served US banks “as a laboratory for financial innovation” at the center of the Euromarkets, was the leading site of this Americanization. The removal of UK capital controls in 1979, the City of London’s own “big bang” in 1987, and the new stock exchange system modeled on the automated NASDAQ in the US, were all about trying to compete with New York on a level playing field, reinforced by direct pressures from the Wall Street investment banks operating in London. It was, ironically, US regulatory changes in the 1970s requiring prudent investment on the part of US pension funds that led to the diversification of these funds into equity and bond investments abroad, and US banks in London were especially well positioned to attract such funds to the London equity market. The 1987 Financial Services Act, the most “crucial piece of regulatory reform introduced in Britain,” was only adopted after the US model had been closely examined by “a stream of British visitors”; and the first chairman of the new Securities and Investment Board explicitly acknowledged: “[W]e shall, to all intents and purposes, be exercising the power of an SEC in this country.”

As one experienced City insider put it:

The triumph of American values and American ways provided an ideal background for the Wall Street investment banks. What more powerful message can there be than: “If you want to compete in an American-style market place and secure access to the vast pool of American capital who better to service you than an organization that is imbued with these practices and epitomizes these values?”
Wall Street banks were even more successful on the Continent in underwriting equity offerings, arranging mergers and acquisitions, and creating and trading in derivatives. Goldman Sachs epitomized this success, initially by pouring enormous resources into a London office that until the 1980s had been regarded in New York as having “no overall vision beyond simply selling American stocks, US Government bonds, and some Eurobonds for US corporations like Ford.” Gene Fife, who was sent in from the US in 1985, explained the challenge as being “to replicate Goldman Sachs in London and across Europe so the firm looked, felt, and tasted like Goldman Sachs as much as McDonald’s is McDonald’s in Frankfurt, Germany, or Toowoomba, Australia.”

Establishing this “global branding” first involved sending top traders and researchers from Goldman Sachs’s US operations to develop a comprehensive pan-European strategy. Goldman’s started paying very high salaries to attract the most talented local analysts to fill key positions (and in the process imported from New York an explosion in financial sector salaries and bonuses). Attention was especially given to hiring as “international advisors” prominent people in each country with extensive corporate and government connections, who met regularly to act as a “sounding board on business-development strategies and political environments in an integrating Europe.” They included the future prime minister of Italy, Romano Prodi, and the venerable Jacques Mayoux, the former CEO of France’s leading corporate bank, Société Générale, who during the 1992 privatization of Total, France’s second-largest oil company, directly and successfully intervened with its CEO to make Goldman Sachs rather than Morgan Stanley the underwriter of the stock offering. In Germany, one of Helmut Schmidt’s key advisors and the former minister of economics, Hans Frederichs, became Goldman’s international advisor. He played a key role in getting Daimler-Benz to use Goldman Sachs exclusively for its American-related business, including its listing on the New York Stock Exchange. Goldman’s also became the co-equal underwriter with Deutsche Bank of the 1995 privatization of Deutsche Telekom, after Frederichs met privately on this with Helmut Kohl and arranged for Goldman Sachs to give the Bundestag a detailed briefing on the complexities involved in what was the largest-ever initial public offering of shares in the world at the time.

As the leading German banks tried to compete with US investment banks on their home turf, they found that their “ties with specific industrial firms might then easily cause conflicts of interest between the banks’ roles as consultant and owner” when it came to arranging mergers and acquisitions. This led to the attenuation of the old links between finance and industry: Deutsche Bank’s presence on the supervisory boards of the hundred largest German firms fell from forty in 1980 to seventeen in 1998; the share of industrial company board chairmanships held by bankers fell
from 44 to 23 percent over the 1990s. For their part, German corporations looked to global capital markets for equity investment. By the mid 1990s the share of mutual funds, insurance companies, and foreign investors in the ownership of the biggest German firms had reached 21 percent; by 2005 it was no less than 46 percent, with the largest increases coming from foreign investors. The most influential European MNCs emulated American practices, while at the same time substantially increasing their investments in the US. The Daimler takeover of Chrysler—motivated by Daimler executives’ “prior decision to concentrate on auto rather than diversification” and a determination “to survive as one of the 5 or 6 world auto companies”—made more waves than any similar acquisition within Europe. It was widely seen as evidence of US decline. Yet the Daimler executives themselves explicitly saw it in terms of embracing “American spirit, attitude and drive” as well as flexible production methods, venture capital markets, broad distribution networks—and lower taxes. Since Daimler’s CEO Jurgen Schrempp had already famously “taken on board the American management values of the 1990s” by the time Daimler-Benz (whose main shareholder was Deutsche Bank) acquired Chrysler in 1998, this “confirmed the survival of German industrial muscle but it was the very reverse of European over American managerialism.” Schrempp’s popularization of “shareholder value” was explained by his successor, Dieter Zetsche, as being “one of the mechanisms for putting pressure” on Daimler managers and workers to stay competitive, while its “short-termist” drawbacks were seen as inevitable in light of the fact that “the American system is now more or less a world-wide system.”

US banks and MNCs were themselves major players in the corporate mergers and acquisitions in Europe that were so important to regional integration. By the end of the 1990s, the top five financial advisors on M&A deals of over half a billion dollars were all US investment banks (of 693 such deals in Western Europe in 1999, 53 percent were handled by US financial advisors, including 51 percent of those in the UK, 46 percent in France, and no less than 65 percent in Germany). US investment banks like Morgan Stanley, Citigroup, and Merrill Lynch, as well as Goldman Sachs, also increasingly took market share from the European banks in underwriting IPOs: this was primarily based on “the power and reach of their distribution machines,” particularly their access to “the 50 or so largest (predominantly American) global institutional investors who effectively decide whether an offering succeeds or fails.” The capital expenditures of US MNCs in Europe more than doubled in value within the first five years following the passage of the 1986 Single European Act, and continued to rise through the 1990s. And just as American capital had originally encouraged the development of the Common Market, seeing it
as serving their goal of integrated production and marketing across Europe, they now continued to be corporate leaders in cross-border production inside Europe. While Opel (GM) or Ford were by no means as politically influential in Germany (or even in Brussels) as Volkswagen or Daimler, their operations were more widely dispersed across the countries that made up “Single Europe,” coming closer than their competitors to realizing the ideal of a pan-European enterprise.34

At the same time, the two-way flow of FDI, incorporating as it did networks of production (components flowing in both directions before being assembled into final products for diverse markets), made the economies on both sides of the Atlantic more and more interdependent, and pushed the free-trade agenda well beyond European regional integration. The training of European managers was strongly linked to the leading US business schools, ensuring that the management practices that made the most impact were first “validated” in the US.35 Even Japanese methods like Just In Time and Total Quality Management were only adopted in Europe after American corporations had embraced them. By the 1990s American IT corporations such as Apple, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Microsoft were supplying over 80 percent of Europe’s software and computer market, and Europeans were “increasingly working with technologies and tools originally designed for the American marketplace.”36 While this certainly demonstrated the importance of European markets for leading US corporations, it also showed Europe becoming more rather than less integrated with the US as the information technology revolution proceeded. None of this is to deny the specificities of European production, but it does indicate that widespread notions of alternate production regimes and “varieties of capitalism” were misconceived: by sharply contrasting European with Anglo-American “models,” they failed to recognize the degree of integration noted here.37

Economic and productivity growth in the major European countries, which had already slowed considerably relative to the US in the 1970s, lagged behind the US in the 1980s and 1990s, and European unemployment rates were persistently higher (see Table. 8.1). The unemployment was in large part due to the deflationary bias embedded in the form that European economic and monetary union took, but it was increasingly attributed by employers and policymakers to unit labor costs outpacing those in the US (even though wages in Europe did not keep up with productivity growth). The solution proposed was the “flexibilization” of labor markets and reductions in the social wage.

This did not write finis to the European variety of capitalism, embedded as it was in the deeply entrenched corporatist arrangements of “coordinated capitalism” throughout the postwar era. But these arrangements were now ever more attuned to competitiveness as the overriding goal.38 Motivated by
a concern that “business and citizens in the European Union have been slower in embracing [the] new economy than in the United States,” the European Commission wanted Europe to “become the cheapest and easiest place to do business in the world.” Thus, having started with the seductive promise in the mid 1980s of a European and Monetary Union based on a “social charter,” by the time the euro was launched in 1999 it was clear that regional economic integration was, in effect, “the antechamber to broader liberalization.” As John Grahl goes on to say: “Not only financial reforms, but also labour market and social protection policies, liberalisation and privatisation of public services, the promotion of venture capital and other such measures were all put forward in a completely uncritical attempt to mimic the growth process of the US in the late ’90s.”

Table 8.1: Economic Comparisons, US-Europe, 1983–99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>US</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual average growth (%)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing output per hour</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real hourly compensation</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average unemployment rate</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


While exports among Western European countries increased by 255 percent from 1983 to 2000, their exports to North America increased by 340 percent. By the end of the century, over half of all US FDI was located in Western Europe (up from 45 percent in 1983), while Western Europe accounted for two-thirds of FDI in the US. It became increasingly clear that the project of European integration had little or nothing to do with a more progressive variety of capitalism that would challenge the American empire, but was rather part and parcel of the ongoing integration of Europe itself into global capitalism under the aegis of the American empire.

Japan’s Contradictions of Success

Japan showed even more than Europe that the different varieties of capitalism in the second half of the twentieth century were really different varieties of integration into a US-led global capitalism. However distinctive was Japan’s brand of “network capitalism,” it was dependent for its success on US support. Japan’s form of cartelized capitalist development relied on an undervalued yen in relation to the dollar and open access for Japanese goods
to US markets, even as Japan kept its own markets largely closed. In contrast to Europe, the US tolerated this asymmetry right through the 1970s and did not insist that Japan loosen the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control law of 1949, which prohibited all cross-border capital flows except those permitted by administrative decree. The toleration of this for so long partly reflected a relative lack of interest in Japanese markets on the part of US banks and MNCs, but it had more to do with the American state’s accommodation to Japan’s traditional political and economic elites in the context of US strategic calculations in Asia.

The interests of the most powerful units of Japanese industrial and financial capital were bound together through their horizontal keiretsu relations—once aptly dubbed “corporatism without labour.” This was reinforced by the state’s powerful finance and industry ministries and the Bank of Japan, not least in requiring and underwriting the banks’ provision of cheap credit to industry. Japan’s “developmental state” was able to become the incubator of capital accumulation in the economic transition from light industry (textiles) through heavy industry (steel and chemicals) to manufacturing industry (autos, televisions), in good part because of the way it adopted the US Glass-Steagall Act’s compartmentalization of finance and ceilings on interest rates paid on deposits. The result was that the savings made by workers to compensate for their inadequate pensions, and the high cost of housing and education, became the basis for Japanese industry’s low cost of capital.

The revaluation of the yen vis-à-vis the dollar in the early 1970s started the process of undoing the special advantage the US had afforded Japan in the postwar era. Japanese capitalists experienced the crisis of the 1970s very differently from capitalists in Western Europe and North America. The country certainly faced inflationary pressures and a fiscal crisis amid rapidly rising wages and social expenditures and increased commodity prices. Nevertheless Japan’s rate of inflation was brought down earlier and faster. At the end of the 1970s, when the US and most of Europe were facing double-digit inflation, Japan’s inflation rate was 3.6 percent. Its levels of unemployment remained low (just above 2 percent), and its per capita rate of growth—while a far cry from what it had been in the 1950s and 1960s—stayed above that of the other G7 economies.

Japan was immediately able to compensate for the upward revaluation of its currency (and for the oil shock of 1973) by establishing a dramatic gap between productivity and wage increases (which had run in tandem from 1968 to 1973) that averaged over 3 percent a year from 1975 to 1985. This sustained manufacturing profit rates, after their fall in the early 1970s from the stratospheric levels of the previous two decades, at a higher level than those prevailing in the rest of the G7 until the mid 1980s. A key reason for this was that increased capital investment in the leading Japanese
manufacturing sectors did not confront, as it had in the US, militant shop-
floor resistance to the organizational changes necessary to yield high
productivity increases. Even though the annual *shunto* pay round obscured
this, the consistent weakness of Japanese unions allowed for absolute
managerial control over the labor process, and for the flexibility and cost
savings afforded by extensive overtime work. This high rate of exploita-
tion, together with the low cost of capital, was the basis for the extension
of the so-called “Japanese miracle” into the 1980s.

By the 1970s Japan’s leading corporations and banks were already reveal-
ing clear signs of straining against their confinement within the incubator of
network capitalism—in rather the same way that US finance had outgrown
the banking regulations of the New Deal. They increasingly began to both
export and import capital across Japan’s borders. This was readily accom-
modated by the state so long as it involved Japanese capital’s investments in
Taiwan or South Korea, which served to sustain accumulation in the course
of the transition from light to heavy industry. But in the world of fluctuat-
ing currencies of the 1970s, Japanese firms also began to push for more
access to international capital markets, not least “since capital controls limit[ed] opportunities . . . to hedge against foreign exchange risks.”
Moreover, the large manufacturing companies were not only making such
high profits in the 1970s and early 1980s that they no longer needed to
borrow as much as before from Japanese banks, but were also confident
they could raise money in international capital markets. In other words, as
Gillian Tett has noted, “they no longer needed the financial bottle-feeding
of the old self-enclosed Ikeda system.”

Given this, the large banks were in
turn more and more attracted to breaking into the securities business and
other arenas of investment banking from which they had been excluded by
the compartmentalization of Japanese finance under network capitalism.

The Ministry of Finance only moved very slowly and inconsistently
through the 1970s to change the old framework. All along, its importance
in the developmental state was “due as much to the way it is a cockpit
within which conflicting interests battle, as to any capacity to act as the
authoritative controller of Japanese financial markets.”
The secondary market on its own bonds that it had established in 1975 as a way of coping
with growing public deficits after the 1973 oil crisis came to play “a critical
part in the history of financial liberalization” precisely because this rendered
problematic the maintenance of controls on the interest that banks paid on
savings accounts (similar to what happened with “Regulation Q” in the
US). Corporations, institutional investors, individual savers, and the banks
themselves were drawn not only to real estate but also to the stock market,
which they had previously shunned as “an arena for speculators.” To allow
the large Japanese banks to compete with this trend, they were permitted
from 1979 onwards to copy what the US banks had been doing for two
decades: that is, to issue Certificates of Deposit to attract funds. But the “most prominent turning point in the history of Japanese finance” came in 1980 with the loosening of capital controls in the major amendments to the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law.19

In the ten years following the end of Bretton Woods, the pace of Japan’s financial internationalization, measured in terms of the ratio of total cross-border capital flows, had already overtaken that of the US and Germany, and through the 1980s it accelerated even more. The growth in Japanese cross-border interbank assets and liabilities was averaging no less than 60 percent annually by the mid 1980s, while long-term capital movements from Japan grew from $3 billion in 1977 and $12 billion in 1978 (1.5 percent of GDP) to no less than $132 billion (6.7 percent of GDP) by 1986.55 Japan’s financial liberalization of 1980 coincided with the very high US interest rates that came with the Volcker shock. Together with the Thatcher government’s elimination of capital controls in Britain, this opened the floodgates to the massive foreign purchase of Treasury bonds; the strengthening of the dollar, alongside the defeat of US domestic inflation, was the measure of Volcker’s success. “The Japanese, in particular, seemed eager to lend,” Volcker later wrote. “They plainly did not feel there were equally attractive alternatives in Tokyo.”56 The status of US Treasuries as “the linchpin of the global financial order” was graphically captured in R. Taggart Murphy’s description of what made them so “irresistible” to large Japanese investors:

[In all the blizzards of financial paper that blew through Tokyo during the 1980s—the Canadian and Australian dollar twofers, the reverse dual currency bonds, the Samurai bonds, the Sushi bonds, the instantly repackaged perpetu- tals, the zero-coupon bonds, the square trips and double-dip leveraged leases—US Treasury notes bills and bonds held pride of place. These securi- ties . . . backed by the full faith and credit of the US government . . . formed a liquid market of great depth: the securities were traded around the world, and buyers and sellers were thus available twenty-four hours a day. Most other dollar debt securities were priced off Treasuries. The yields in nondol- lar markets were systematically compared with Treasuries, and with the development of interest and currency swaps, nondollar markets would be linked directly to Treasuries.57

The Japanese banks’ insatiable appetite for US securities in general provided a good deal of the fodder for the fattening of Wall Street in the 1980s. Murphy, a junior Wall Street banker at the time, observed that “Japanese banks became critical subscribers to big-ticket syndicated loans . . . American lead managers often turned around and sold most of their participa- tion in the loan to a Japanese institution.”58 This facilitated the explosion
of financial securitization in the US, just as at the same time Japanese banks started copying Wall Street’s innovations in currency trading and hedging. They presumed that if manufacturers like Toyota could “challenge the Americans at their own game,” they could “perform the same trick with financial techniques the Americans had pioneered.” But they were not so much bent on challenging the American bankers as desperate to get into their game. The increasing scale of Japan’s dependence on US securities and Treasury bonds not only contributed to the dramatic rise in the value of the dollar in the early 1980s, but also was crucial to the resumption of US economic growth after 1982, while growth rates elsewhere remained low. And the US remained by far the most important export market for Japanese goods through the 1980s.

This is not to say that Japan’s mode of integration into global capitalism in the 1980s did not produce contradictions for either the US or Japan. The cost to the US economy of the Volcker shock’s renewal of confidence in the dollar was not only that the strong dollar pulled in imports, but also that it made US exports—which had grown at 8 percent annually in the 1970s (almost as fast as Japan’s)—more expensive. The growth of US exports fell to 2 percent annually from 1980 to 1985, and in conjunction with the impact of Japan’s export success on US manufacturing jobs this produced a protectionist backlash that threatened the trajectory towards trade liberalization that had been so central to the making of global capitalism since World War II. The growth of Japanese small car exports to the US, while 200,000 workers were laid off by GM, Ford, and Chrysler, produced the Congressional pressures that led the Reagan administration in 1981 to negotiate “voluntary export restraints” that effectively set quotas on the number of cars Japan could export to the US each year. But the US MNCs that also dominated the domestic manufacturing industry were not generally keen on protectionism, because it risked retaliatory measures that might lead to the unmaking of global capitalism. They much preferred the problem to be addressed by a realignment of the yen–dollar exchange rate.

As the recession ended in the fall of 1982, the revival of demand—and a yen that was 35 percent lower in relation to the dollar than it had been before the dollar was strengthened by the Volker shock—pulled in Japanese exports, accentuating the Congressional appetite for protectionist legislation. It was notable, however, that the top US corporations, led by Lee Morgan, the Caterpillar board chairman who also chaired the Business Roundtable Task Force on International Trade and Investment, did not call for protection but focused instead on the exchange rate as “the single most important trade issue facing the US.” The MNCs’ long-standing interest in the further opening of foreign markets to both imports and foreign direct investment prompted the US Treasury to address the problem of exchange
rates by calling for the strengthening of the yen through the further liberal-
ization of Japanese capital markets, which would at the same time alleviate
the US trade deficit by opening up these markets to US financial service
providers.\textsuperscript{62}

Reagan’s first Treasury secretary, Don Regan (previously CEO of Merrill
Lynch), was reluctant to revive the previous sporadic interventions in
currency markets. The Treasury was already engaged with the Federal
Reserve in coordinating the G7 response to the Latin American debt crisis,
and taking the initial steps towards the development of international bank
capital adequacy rules.\textsuperscript{63} Moreover, the Treasury’s push for deeper and
broader capital markets in Japan resembled what it had also wanted from the
Europeans in the early 1960s, but the pressure applied now was much
greater: “[N]ever before has one country so pressed another to integrate its
financial markets with the rest of the world and to internationalize its
currency.”\textsuperscript{64} The Yen–Dollar Agreement negotiated between Japan’s
Ministry of Finance and the US Treasury in 1983–84, followed by major
steps further to liberalize Japan’s financial markets, reflected what Moran
termed “the alliance for change between core institutions of the American
state, notably the Treasury department, and the domestic Japanese interests
favouring reform.” The latter were able to tip the balance of forces inside
the Ministry of Finance by arguing that acceding to the US Treasury’s pres-
sure for liberalization was better than suffering from protectionist legislation
by Congress. Moran’s stark conclusion is apt: “There is indeed a key state
actor in the Japanese financial services revolution, but it is the American
rather than the Japanese state.”\textsuperscript{65}

The notion that the liberalization of Japan’s financial markets would
relieve the upward pressure on the dollar by suddenly turning the yen into
an alternative world currency was always chimerical. While the penetration
of US banks into Japan did indeed increase, the main effect of Japan’s further
financial liberalization after the Yen–Dollar Agreement was signed in May
1984 was to end the limits on currency swap transactions and to encourage
Japanese banks to issue more bonds overseas (initially mainly in the
Eurobond market). As a result, there was no marked effect on exchange
rates, and the US trade deficit continued to grow (from $31 billion in 1983
to $56 billion in 1985).\textsuperscript{66} It was in this context, with the National Association
of Manufacturers nipping at the administration’s heels to bring down the
value of the dollar, that the Treasury (where James Baker had replaced
Donald Regan as secretary after the 1984 election) initially revived the old
WP\textsuperscript{3} committee of the OECD, through which the G10 finance ministries
had done so much business in the 1960s.

Exhibiting the same impatience with regard to accommodating the
interests of the smaller members states of the G10 as they had manifested in
the late 1960s, the finance ministers and central bank governors of the US,
the UK, Japan, France, and Germany came together on their own in September 1985 to strike the famous agreement at New York’s Plaza Hotel to bring down the value of the dollar by concerted interventions in the currency markets. Armed with an $18 billion dollar war-chest, split evenly between the US, Japan, and the Europeans, the interventions led to a 20 percent fall in the dollar–yen exchange rate by the end of 1985. However important their cooperation was to ensure that the dollar devaluation would be “orderly,” the most pressing concern was to unite behind “the US Treasury’s desire to quell protectionist pressures in Congress.”

This “most impressive coordinated multinational attack on currency markets by governments in history” was not accompanied, however, by the coordination of domestic economic policies. Germany and Japan reneged on promises to stimulate their economies alongside the fiscal discipline promised by the US and, “unwilling to accept automatic interference in their own policies,” rejected the US Treasury’s proposal for an IMF surveillance scheme that would trigger such adjustments. Under these conditions, the dollar continued to fall despite halfhearted attempts to reverse this after another famous meeting of officials at the Louvre in Paris in early 1987. By September, there had been a 60 percent decline of the dollar relative to the yen in the two full years since Plaza had started. This was widely perceived as the “greatest symbolic reversal of wealth and economic power in the history of the world.” But in reality Plaza’s significance was not what it seemed.

Far from the Louvre and Plaza negotiations being part of Japan’s supplanting the US as the main actor in capitalist globalization, it was actually becoming more integrated into the US-led international financial system, more sensitive to the behavior of US financial institutions in both London and New York, and more subject to the volatility of US financial markets. The Plaza Accord only finally ended what Japan’s own finance minister admitted was the American state’s long-standing toleration of an exchange rate that had amounted to a “subsidy to Japan’s exports to the United States and an import surcharge on US exports to Japan.”

Japanese banks briefly came to dominate the standard rankings of the world’s largest financial institutions as they provided easy credit for Japan’s historically unprecedented purchase of assets abroad, and became conduits for a real estate and stock-market bubble inside Japan. But their vastly expanded assets concealed highly questionable lending and corporate reporting practices, as well as a technological backwardness that belied their size and prominence (in the late 1980s check-clearing in Tokyo was still done by hand rather than computer, and there were as yet no twenty-four-hour ATMs). Even before Plaza, Japanese banks were already implicated in the collapse of Continental Illinois, and after Plaza they were even more implicated in the US stock market crash of 1987. At the same time, the
Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Japan not only had increasingly less effective control over what was happening in their domestic financial system, but also demonstrated little interest in seeing the yen displace the dollar as the world’s reserve currency—much less in assuming the responsibilities of global financial leadership.

Japan was content to act as what Murphy calls “a loyal retainer,” as seen in its support for the Treasury and the Federal Reserve after the 1987 crash, when the Ministry of Finance arm-twisted Japanese fund managers to renew their dollar investments and the Bank of Japan actively cooperated with the Fed to provide both domestic and global liquidity to help restore financial stability. The significance of this kind of cooperation in combating financial volatility—especially coming as it did in the wake of the G7’s failure to coordinate fiscal policies or establish a surveillance system to end imbalances between surplus and deficit countries—was clearly articulated by Gerald Corrigan, the head of the New York Federal Reserve. The measure of success, he argued, was

not whether there is some major policy change or communiqué . . . Rather the measure of success is the ability of the participants to grasp more fully all the dimensions of their own situation and the situation of others and their ability to frame their own policies in a manner in which the sensitivities to the problems and perspectives of others loom larger rather than smaller.  

But the most fundamental role of Japan at the time, as soberly expressed by the chief economist of one of its most venerable banks, was “to assist the United States by exporting our money to rebuild your economy. This is the evidence that our economy is fundamentally weak. The money goes to America because you are fundamentally strong.” Between 1985 and 1989 alone, Japanese foreign direct investment in the US exploded from $2.6 billion to $21.2 billion, and the proportion of Japanese FDI going to the US increased from 40 to almost 50 percent. The effect of all of this was especially clear in the auto sector. The major Japanese car firms not only absorbed the effect of the higher yen by accepting lower profits, but greatly accelerated the strategy they had begun to adopt, before Plaza, of circumventing protectionist measures by building their own plants in the US, largely in the US south, and almost all non-union. This had the effect of reinforcing the defeat of US labor while creating a strong congressional constituency favorable to these Japanese firms. Above all, it contributed not just to the geographical but also to the technological and organizational restructuring of US industry discussed in the previous chapter. Meanwhile, US exports resumed a rate of growth even more impressive than in the 1970s: in the decade after 1985 they grew at an average of over 10 percent a year. The fact that US trade deficits persisted after Plaza only showed the futility of trying
to correct them through currency manipulations, and this reinforced the case for instead promoting US exports through a “free trade” offensive (see Chapter 9), which was consistent with the making of global capitalism.

During the 1980s, urban land prices in Japan almost tripled, while the value of the stock market quadrupled. The bubble that developed was further inflated with the aid of US derivatives traders who had been welcomed to Japan throughout the decade. When, in 1987, the Bank of Japan lowered interest rates (not only to offset the damage to exports caused by the raised value of the yen, but also to stimulate its economy in response to long-standing pressure from the US to do so as well as to support the global economy after the US stock market crash), this only further inflated the financial bubble, “which, by the late 1980s, had begun to look like one of the great manias in global financial history.”

When the Ministry of Finance and Bank of Japan then tried to rein this in by raising interest rates, this triggered an economic collapse from which there was no easy exit. Through the 1990s it was Japan among the G7 that suffered the worst of the contradictions associated with the realization of global capitalism.

The notion that Japan would displace the US as the hegemonic power quickly faded. As adept as Japan had been in moving from light to heavy industry, and then to motor vehicles and consumer electronics, it proved incapable of matching the US in the transition to the highest of high-tech sectors. Nevertheless, Japan remained a major exporter with large trade surpluses, while its banks were major global investors. Japan’s great manufacturing firms were by no means decimated and, driven by the pressures of a realigned yen and limited markets at home, they greatly expanded their production abroad. The “overarching strategy” of Japanese capital throughout the 1990s was “to create regional operating zones in North America, Europe and Asia—with production, finance and trade increasingly integrated over the core and periphery within these zones.”

Japanese capital consequently came to play an important role not only in sustaining the dollar, reproducing the material domestic base of the American empire, and lending support to the Treasury and the Federal Reserve in managing crises, but also in the making of global capitalism in the rest of the world.

The Rest of the World (Literally)

At the end of the twentieth century the advanced capitalist countries accounted for 90 percent of all financial assets, 65 percent of world GDP, and almost 70 percent of global exports of manufactured goods; not only did 85 percent of global FDI emanate from these countries, they were also the recipients of over two-thirds of it. But these statistics mask what was going on in the rest of the world. The major shift across so many developing countries to export-led manufacturing production meant that their
place in global capitalism was no longer that of mere suppliers of raw materials to the advanced capitalist states. In fact, this transformation in the international division of labor involved a reconfiguration of social relations in one country after another, yielding not only new capitalist classes which became ever more linked to international capital accumulation, but also a massive expansion of the global proletariat. This in turn had a profound impact on the restructuring of production, and on class relations in the advanced capitalist countries.82

The integration of these regions of the world into global capitalism was of course extremely uneven, taking very different forms according to the nature of the state and class alignments in individual countries, and the extent to which the integration was sponsored (or occasionally blocked) by the advanced capitalist states. This could especially be seen in the case of South Korea, whose export-led industrialization led it to become the beacon of capitalist developmental success in the 1980s. Crucial to this success, however, as Vivek Chibber has shown by contrasting it with the Indian case, was the unique role of Japanese companies. As they vacated light for heavy industry at home, they provided Korean firms with their sales and marketing networks, and thus positioned themselves “as middle-men in the US markets and as suppliers of capital goods to Korean exporting firms.”83 It was on this foundation, along with the repression of labor in the 1960s, that support from the powerful capitalist chaebol networks was sustained for the transformation of the Korean state, so that it could provide cheap finance and technological support, as well as coordination, planning, and regulation, which considerably reduced capital’s investment costs. A “developmental state” was thus a key factor in enabling South Korea, which was already sending half its exports to the US by 1968, to reach a level of capitalist development that led to its admission to the OECD in the 1990s. As in the Japanese case, in terms of the importance of securing currency undervaluation and asymmetric access to western markets, “the role of the US was critical.”84

It was indeed indicative of the continuing central role of the US in the making of global capitalism that it allowed South Korea to more or less follow “the same periphery strategy as immediate post-war Europe and Japan, undervaluing the exchange rate, managing sizable foreign exchange interventions, imposing controls, accumulating reserves, and encouraging export-led growth by sending goods to the competitive centre countries.”85 With the share of Korea’s exports coming from manufacturing exploding from 18 percent in 1962 to 77 percent in 1970, and increasing further through the 1970s even in the face of the devaluation of the dollar after the breakdown of Bretton Woods, it was hardly surprising that Korea’s success was increasingly emulated by other Asian states, including at the end of the decade by the new Chinese Communist leadership (see Table 2).86
Table 8.2: Manufacturing Share Of Total Exports, Asia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Many states in other regions of the third world had also, albeit usually more tentatively, tried to move from import-substitution to export-led industrialization. Long before they were finally impelled to do so by the impact of the 1980s debt crisis, they often experienced external pressures in this direction, including from the World Bank, especially after the US shifted from tepid support for ISI in the 1950s to requiring tariff-reduction and foreign investment liberalization as conditions for its foreign aid. But few states were readily able to replicate South Korea’s successes. To the extent that the push for this was primarily external, the changes were limited. As Chibber showed, in the case of India the most powerful capitalist groups had emasculated the planning agencies by the late 1950s, while “the response of most firms to export promotion programs during the 1960s and 1970s was rarely more than lukewarm.” Moreover, unlike the Japanese in Korea, those MNCs that undertook FDI in manufacturing activities in former Third World countries were overwhelmingly oriented to supplying the domestic markets of these countries, and quite uninterested in opening the way to export markets.

This was certainly true of US MNCs in Latin America, where it was only after the economic and political restructuring forced by the 1980s debt crisis that FDI increased rapidly alongside new export-oriented production. Latin American states had been drawn into the massive growth of international finance in the 1960s and 1970s, with large US banks (often operating through the Eurodollar market) taking the lead in lending to governments eager to borrow in order to cope with the increasing politicization of class conflict amid growing trade deficits and inflation. But the heady comparisons sometimes made with South Korea at the time were inapt. The so-called Brazilian miracle remained in many ways “a clear descendent of
the earlier era of import substitution” in which the home market still dominated, even as many of the old ISI price and tariff regulations were loosened and external bank financing allowed for large fiscal and trade deficits.\textsuperscript{91} For its part, the establishment of maquiladoras at the US–Mexican border proved at best a partial outlet for ISI’s contradictions.\textsuperscript{92} Such industrial development as occurred depended on a nine-fold rise in capital goods imports, which contributed heavily to a more than six-fold increase in public-sector foreign debt, mostly borrowed from US banks.\textsuperscript{93}

The recycling of petrodollars through New York and London after the 1973 oil shock further fueled international bank lending to Latin American governments. This was only partly because large US banks were encouraged to do their “patriotic duty” (as one Ford administration economic advisor put it) by thus recycling dollars to Latin American dictatorships;\textsuperscript{94} the main reason was that the profits were so tempting, hitting a peak of 233 percent of their total capital and reserves in 1981.\textsuperscript{95} This left Latin America more subject than ever to crises generated in the North American imperial heartland, as was fully revealed when it became the unintended casualty of the Volcker shock. The Latin American debtors’ net interest payments skyrocketed from 33 to 59 percent of total export income between 1979 and 1981.\textsuperscript{96} The debt crisis began with a run on the Mexican peso in February 1982, and came to a head six months later, on the eve of a presidential election, when the Portillo government first defaulted on its debt-service payments and then nationalized Mexico’s private banks, declaring that they had “looted the nation far more than had any colonialist power.”\textsuperscript{97} This was Latin America’s equivalent of Europe’s Mitterand moment, and its outcome proved as frustrating to those looking for alternatives to integration into global capitalism, as would be seen by the re-privatization of Mexico’s banks within the decade.

Attention, both then and later, focused on the IMF’s imposition on Mexico of a severe structural-adjustment program, which was then used as a template for all the others to follow. But it was, in fact, the US Federal Reserve that played the main role in managing the debt crisis, beginning with surreptitiously providing overnight swaps to bolster the Bank of Mexico’s accounts. It was “with considerable unease,” Volcker later admitted, that the Fed “would transfer the money each month on the day before the reserves were added up, and take it back the next day.”\textsuperscript{98} The Treasury and Fed also went so far as to arrange secretly for the Department of Energy and the Bureau of the Budget to approve a billion-dollar advance payment to Mexico for future petroleum sales, and supplemented this by organizing bridging credit from European and Japanese central bankers. They “instinctively understood what was at stake,” as Volcker’s account makes clear, since the Mexican crisis “brought the complex and automated international clearing machinery to the edge of breakdown, threatening confidence in the entire system.”\textsuperscript{99}
The Fed “spoon-fed” Mexican banks until the presidential election, after which negotiations with the new De La Madrid government yielded the structural-adjustment agreement with the IMF that became the model for the rest of Latin America and beyond. This included the “thousands and thousands of high-priced negotiating hours in the 1980s,” in which the most senior officials of the Fed and Treasury, as well as the IMF and World Bank, met with finance officials from other states who “by virtue of experience, tenure, and training [were] almost uniquely able to deal with each other on the basis of close understanding and frankness,” as Volcker puts it. It also included the many parallel meetings that took place with the chairmen of the dozen or so largest banks in the world, trying to convince them of their “common interest” in resolving the crisis—given that if Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela, and Argentina failed to meet their payment schedules, commercial banks faced possible loan defaults totaling more than $175 billion. Volcker candidly describes these meetings:

It was all very frustrating. The logic of the situation seemed to require that the banks at least volunteer some significant concessions on interest rates while building their reserves. But as regulators, we did not feel that we could in effect impose losses on the banks by forcing below-market interest rates or large reserves without jeopardizing their willingness to lend. As time passed, the banks did reduce their interest rate margins but it seemed to me then, as now, that the success of the whole would have been enhanced if, at an earlier stage, the banks had volunteered greater concessions. Instead, the negotiations always seemed to turn into a game of hardball in an attempt to squeeze out the last eighth of a percent or a year or two of shorter maturity on restructured loans, at the risk of undermining the cooperation of borrowers.

About forty additional countries were already in arrears on their debt payments when the Mexican negotiations started in the fall of 1982. This meant that many of the world’s largest banks faced insolvency, and not only led to a virtual halt in bank lending to developing countries but, by virtue of such high repayment risk in the interbank market, also threatened an imminent bank crisis in the advanced capitalist countries. The Fed developed a comprehensive strategy that radically expanded the superintendence of interbank repayment risk, focusing on how to inject liquidity into the payment system to “strengthen the international banks that had been severely weakened by the crisis.” The Fed took on the added short-term task of managing repayment and default risk by lending to commercial banks and restructuring bank debt at home, while the Treasury provided bridging assistance to the states negotiating with the IMF.

Throughout the 1980s the Fed and Treasury focused on ensuring that the
strict conditionality the IMF attached to its loans required not just immediate measures of fiscal austerity, but long-term structural-adjustment programs designed to protect and guarantee financial assets alongside the neoliberalization of each recipient state. But even more significant for the way developing countries would over time come to manage their social and economic priorities was that the debt crisis changed the dynamics of international financing. Developing state borrowers were increasingly forced to turn to international securities markets, where risks could be more fully diversified and absorbed. They could no longer rely on their relationships with foreign and domestic banking syndicates, and could now only attract capital if they submitted fully to the discipline of impersonal global financial markets. It was this submission that made the US Treasury’s Brady Plan successful, as the banks agreed to convert their debt claims into equity ownership of productive Latin American assets, as well as securities that could be sold on secondary markets.  

This was all taking place just as the CIA was conducting its massive counterinsurgency effort in Central America, while at the same time the State Department was engaged in “democracy promotion” to ensure that the overthrow of the dictatorships in the southern cone in particular did not lead to a break with neoliberal globalization. Latin America’s notorious “lost decade” of the 1980s involved a 9 percent fall in GDP per capita alongside unprecedented increases in class inequality. Part and parcel of this was the change that domestic capitalist classes were undergoing. The earliest exemplar of that change was Chile, but it was not primarily the advice that Milton Freidman’s “Chicago Boys” proffered to Pinochet that determined Chile’s subsequent neoliberal path. Rather, the Pinochet government used the political space provided after its murderous counter-revolutionary coup to take advantage of Allende’s land reforms and nationalizations to ensure that the traditional networks of landlords and capitalists did not reconstitute themselves in the ways that had previously impeded the development of Chilean capitalism. Trade liberalization and privatizations were combined with state support to transcend the economy’s dependence on mining and heavy industry and expand export-oriented production in non-traditional agriculture, fisheries, and related manufacturing. The antiquated banking sector was also transformed, privatized pension funds were mobilized to increase the availability of capital and credit, and financial discipline was adopted in order to achieve greater international competitiveness.

For its part, the transformation that Mexican capital went through in the 1980s was brought about less through the expansion of the maquilas than through the “apertura” involved in entering the GATT in 1986 and signing on to NAFTA in 1992. They accepted the loss of the old tariff protections and price supports as the “dose of bitter medicine . . . necessary to bring
integrating global capitalism

Mexican industry into a competitive position,” and as they shifted away from reliance on domestic markets and turned to foreign contracts, capital, and outsourcing, they embraced the notion, as one of them put it, that “business has no nationality.” In this they were at one with new technocratic elites “with degrees from Harvard Business School and other elite universities” who came to the fore not only in Mexico but more generally in Latin America; the old ruling-class families “underwent a qualitative transformation in the 1980s and 1990s, experiencing an unprecedented windfall in the amassing of private wealth and power, propelled by privatizations and other opportunities opened up by neoliberal globalization, including new types of access to the world market and forms of association with extra-regional transnational capital.”

Powerful domestic actors—from the bankers in Mexico who secured the re-privatization of the banks to the South Korean leading industrialists who, having already turned to the burgeoning domestic securities and stock markets as important sources of financing—became leading advocates for financial sector autonomy from the state, demanding they be allowed to take advantage of competitive sources of international finance. Similar trends were clearly visible in other former stalwarts of ISI, such as India, where new business groups “which gathered strength as industrialization progressed . . . came to see the system of internal controls and artificial monopolies as an obstacle to their own expansion.” They insisted that the liberalization process could not remain halting and uneven, on the grounds that “unless free of interruptions the logic of capital is unable to deliver the promised goods.” In Turkey as well, by the late 1970s, large groups of capitalists felt constrained by the existing cartelized and protected domestic markets, not to mention their problems with an increasingly militant labor movement. This was a critical factor in the military takeover of 1980, after which, with the spur of an IMF agreement, Turkey became among the first countries to adopt neoliberal reforms. Even though privatization was “a rather slow process, due to the presence of strong regulatory authorities and state-owned industries, the market orientation of the economy was gradually consolidated over the following two decades.” All this was reflected in Turkish capital’s growing interest in accession to a neoliberalizing European Union.

Even more dramatic than the collapse of ISI was the grand opening to capital accumulation that “1989” represented in the USSR and Eastern Europe. The “pioneering” lending strategies of Western banks had already combined with the sclerosis of “actually existing socialism” to turn Poland, Yugoslavia, and Hungary, among other Communist states, into sizable debtor states during the 1970s, thereby initiating “the renewal of East-West economic integration” through a new relationship between “global capital markets and command economies.” The Eastern European states were
mostly cut off from new bank loans along with the Third World states that were so severely impacted by the debt crisis in 1980s. But just at this time the new Chinese Communist leadership, having decided to adopt a strategy that might most appropriately be termed “capitalist gradualism,” was able to draw in sizable flows of both bank loans and foreign direct investment. Meanwhile, in Russia, Gorbachev’s “revolution from above” naively emulated a European social democracy that was itself being rapidly drawn into neoliberalism’s embrace. Since perestroika was based on a “vague idea that some kind of socialism could be rebuilt in the context of market forces,” it was hardly surprising that it soon “got out of control and spun into entropy,” as Robert Cox graphically put it. “Those who gained from the “market” were pre-eminently well-placed members of the former nomenklatura, speculators, and gangsters.”

Yet the stampede to capitalism in Russia and Eastern Europe generally produced nothing like the flow of foreign direct investment that was going to Latin America and to China by the early 1990s. The interest of international investors depended much less on the adoption of ersatz democracy than on a stable legal framework to guarantee contracts and secure property claims. It was estimated that in Russia, by the mid 1990s, “some 40 percent of output was being generated in the shadow economy compared to 12 percent in 1989.” The neoliberal “shock therapy” of privatizations and plant closures, which the US and Western European states quickly made a condition for extending loans and opening access to their markets, produced “the fragmentation of the Comecon region and its replacement by hub and spoke relations between isolated eastern states and the West.” As Peter Gowan went on to observe: “The death of Communism had led the West to try to stamp out economic nationalism in favour of its own national and collective interests in the region. But this does not so much suggest a new era on the globe as something rather old fashioned which, in the days of Communism, used to be called imperialism.” That said, a recrudescence of inter-imperial rivalry, which so many observers expected, was not what the Europe Union’s eastward expansion portended. Taking place as it did under the rubric of neoliberal European integration, and alongside the expansion of NATO, the US encouraged the EU’s eastern expansion just as it had strongly encouraged the original moves towards European economic and political union in the postwar era.

Of course the whole rest of the world cannot really be fitted into the three general patterns of integration into global capitalism followed by East Asia, Latin America, and the ex-Communist countries. The Middle East and Africa conformed least in this respect, as was seen in the 1980s in the American empire’s humiliation in the face of the Iranian Revolution, its loss of control over Saddam Hussein before Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait, and its palpable fears that the boycott of apartheid South Africa might help bring
Communists into government there. But even in those regions where the political relationship with the American empire was to become ever more fraught, there was still nothing like an economic rupture. This was all the more remarkable given that it was states in these regions that figured so prominently in the passage of the UN General Assembly’s Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States in 1974, which asserted the right to “nationalize, expropriate or transfer ownership of foreign property.” Even if, as we have seen, the US Treasury was well aware as early as 1975 of the need to “discount the rhetoric,” few in Washington would have been so bold as to predict that by the 1980s the expropriations would largely have become a thing of the past. Having already declined from eighty-three in 1975 to seventeen in 1979, they fell to five in 1980, four in 1981, one in 1982, three in 1983, one each year from 1984 to 1986—and zero for the rest of the decade.\footnote{118}

Even where earlier nationalizations were not reversed, such as in the oil industry, the international oil companies were quite content not to own the oil reserves or production facilities so long as the new national oil companies were dependent on them for exploration, development, and extraction. New York and London remained the nodes of the spot and futures markets where the price of oil was set, and also of the distribution networks through which “essentially all oil exports are circulated to consumers.”\footnote{119} Apart from the strategic reserves of the OECD countries that could be called into play at times of emergency to stabilize these markets, Saudi Arabia could generally be counted on to increase supply, while continuing to channel a large part of the funds accumulated via oil production “into the international organization of credit without transforming its foundations.”\footnote{120}

At the other extreme, the African states that had become so heavily indebted through London and New York’s recycling of petrodollars were among the most serious casualties of the 1980s debt crisis. And in the 1990s they experienced nothing like the integration into global capitalism that occurred in Latin America, in terms of either trade or FDI. In terms of debt, however, the integration grew ever more onerous, as Africa’s total debt-to-GDP ratio rose from 20 percent in 1980 to 60 percent in 1990, and continued to rise through the 1990s to approach 70 percent.\footnote{121} Thus, as the World Bank admitted, “despite spreading trade liberalization, the share of trade in GDP fell in forty-four of ninety-three developing countries between the mid 1980s and mid 1990s,” and it especially pointed to the tragedy of sub-Saharan Africa (which, notably, it saw in terms of “states collapsing from within”).\footnote{122}

As we shall see in the following chapter, the question of how to fashion political and legal frameworks through which such a diverse array of states could be integrated into international capital accumulation, while sustaining order and containing economic crises in the face of the contradictions to which the realization of global capitalism simultaneously gave rise, was an
immense challenge. The recognition of this was seen in the World Bank’s call by 1997 for transcending “the sterile debate of state and market” and addressing the issue of “state effectiveness” in developing the kind of public rules and institutions that “allow markets to flourish.” The constitutionalizing of free trade under the rubric of the WTO, alongside the restructuring of states in the South under IMF and World Bank conditionalities, as well as a host of bilateral treaties wherein states guaranteed investor rights, provided the political carapace for a fundamental change in MNC relationships with the South.

The administrative and technological capacity of the MNCs to centralize the crucial functions related to control (planning, research and development, allocation of investment), while decentralizing the use of technology and selected manufacturing operations, allowed them to take advantage of local conditions like cheaper and abundant labor supplies. This finally opened the door to significant manufacturing taking place within the developing countries, with a high proportion of them being in such technologically advanced sectors as electronics, transportation, and machinery. This did not mean, however, that global hierarchies in the division of labor did not persist. Most strategic activities (research, development, engineering, and capital-intensive high-valued-added production) were concentrated in the First World, as were newly emerging products and processes. Moreover, as MNCs picked and chose where to go, the distribution of FDI was very highly concentrated in a few countries of the South, with some regions, especially large parts of Africa, largely left out. Both foreign investment in these countries and their extensive dependence on global markets often came at the expense of the dense local linkages, class formations, state capacities—and synergies among all of these—that were so crucial to the development of the advanced capitalist countries in their own formative years. Nor did the increase in global production taking place in the Third World lead to anything near a corresponding convergence in income relative to the advanced capitalist countries, as evidenced not only by the conditions in the factories but especially in the slums of most Third World cities.
V

THE RULE OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM
Rules of Law: Governing Globalization

What became commonly known as globalization by the 1990s seemingly brought the whole world to a point where markets were taking on a life of their own. But, far from the globalization of production and finance “disembedding” markets from society, it was the ways in which capitalist “laws of value” were embodied in “rules of law” that made possible the further proliferation and spatial expansion of markets. Globalization was in fact intimately connected with legislative and administrative changes to deepen and extend market competition, including extensive treaties and coordination among states to this end. The accompanying new codifications of rules for the operation of “free markets” bespoke not state retreat but the restructuring and expansion of linkages between states and markets. The more capital became internationalized, the more states became concerned to fashion regulatory regimes oriented to facilitating the rapid growth of international trade and foreign investment.

It was one of the hallmarks of the centrality of the American empire in the making of global capitalism that the multilateral and bilateral treaties that established the regime of free trade and investment in the final two decades of the twentieth century were deeply inscribed with long-standing US legal and juridical rules and practices. The wide international range of US firms, as well as the relative size and importance of US markets, gave American state authorities “tremendous leverage in pressuring foreign firms and regulatory authorities” to adopt these rules and practices. But the inherent limits on the extraterritorial application of US law in a world of formally sovereign states also gave rise to extensive coordination of national regulations through international institutions like the newly created WTO, the World Bank, the Bank of International Settlements, and the IMF.

The embrace of “structural adjustment” by so many states often depended on their desperation for emergency funds on the conditional terms of the “Washington Consensus.” Yet it was not amiss of James Boughton to point out that what was “included in that rubric was similar to the indigenous revolution or evolution in thinking in developed and developing countries” on the part of state elites as well as capitalist classes around the world. As we
shall see, the interplay between “global norm making and national lawmaking” at the end of the twentieth century confirmed the extent to which the “spread of an international legal order with capitalism” still meant that “the power dynamics of political imperialism are embedded within the very juridical equality of sovereignty.”

The Laws of Free Trade

A key determinant of the realization of global capitalism at the end of the twentieth century was the capacity of the American state to maintain the postwar trajectory towards the liberalization of trade laws. We have seen in earlier chapters that, from as early as the 1890s, the US had begun to move away from the general protection of industry towards using selective protection as a lever for opening up markets abroad; the brief reversion to general protectionism immediately after the onset of the Great Depression (when Congress pushed tariff duties to an all-time high of over 50 percent) was negated in 1934 by the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act. This laid the foundation for the American state’s leading role in trade liberalization after World War II, through the GATT system, which was “fundamentally US designed.” It was only with the full recovery of Western Europe and Japan—which, as we have seen, this system was explicitly intended to foster—that the leadership of the GATT process began to shift towards the “Quad group,” which centered on bilateral consultations between Brussels and Washington, supplemented by “an expanded conversation” with Canada and Japan. Although the US was selective in implementing those portions of GATT treaties that most suited it, while exerting strong pressures on other states to meet their commitments to tariff reductions fully, by the late 1960s US tariff duties had nevertheless been reduced to 10 percent overall. Their further reduction to 5 percent by the early 1980s, through the depths of a decade-long economic crisis at home, and in the face of increased competition and balance-of-payments problems, was the essential precondition for the globalization of “free trade” that followed.

The fact that the “major trade laws passed by Congress in the 1970s and 1980s were liberal in their orientation” was a very significant element in the further internationalization of the American state. With the help of the Treasury’s direct engagement in mobilizing US business behind it, the Trade Act of 1974 centralized trade policy in the hands of a Special Trade Representative (after 1980 called the “Office of the USTR”). In addition to becoming “the primary coordinator of US trade liberalization efforts” inside the American state, the USTR became—especially through thirty-one advisory committees with over 700 members from every industrial and agricultural sector, serving two-year terms—“the principle vehicle for translating capitalist interests into coherent trade policy positions.”
But no less crucial for the “fast track” passage of trade legislation, and for anticipating and deflecting Congressional opposition despite considerable economic dislocation and rising unemployment, was the increasing juridification of the way domestic political problems arising from trade liberalization were handled. As Chorev has shown, the changes made under the 1974 Trade Act to expedite appeals for “adjustment assistance” for workers and firms affected by increased imports was indicative of “the willingness of the American government to take on itself the cost of trade liberalization rather than imposing it on others”—while the new quasi-judicial procedures established for anti-dumping measures and countervailing duties were designed to “restructure protectionist measures in a way that would limit their negative effects.” These changes allowed for tactical concessions to protectionist forces by making it easier to secure remedies for the costs of free trade. Although this was widely misperceived as a retreat from liberalization, its deliberate aim was in fact to contain protectionism by shifting the focus of political struggles away from trade liberalization itself. As Chorev concluded, “the legalization of the decision-making process would render the political influence of protectionists less determinant of the final outcome. Rules, not political considerations as such, were to govern the decision of whether a specific industry was eligible for protection.”

What globalization in good part entailed in the 1980s and 1990s was the extension of this process of juridification to other states, above all through the US drive to overcome “non-tariff barriers.” The issue was clearly defined as early as 1971, in the Report to the President by the Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy (chaired by the CEO of IBM), which contended that the US had “not received full value for the tariff concessions made over the years because foreign countries have found other ways, besides tariffs, of impeding access to their markets.” By the late 1960s, in good part because of the significant flow of US manufacturing trade that already occurred within American MNCs’ global operations, they were already pushing strongly for the adoption of a “non-tariff barriers” strategy. But such barriers were seen as especially affecting the export of financial services (as well as communications, accounting, management, consultancy, and other such services) which, as we have seen, had already been identified inside the American state by the early 1970s as a key to solving balance-of-trade deficits.

What was being targeted here was nothing less than a myriad of domestic laws and policies of other states—including the procurement practices, regulatory regimes, price controls, subsidies, and even general industrial policies—all of which could be designated as “unfair trade practices.” Unlike changes to tariff levels, agreements covering services, foreign investment, and intellectual property rights “required signatory governments to make substantive, and politically sensitive, changes to their
This focus on changing the domestic laws of other states to eliminate non-tariff barriers also contributed to containing protectionist pressures within the US by channeling them into much broader demands for liberalizing foreign markets, while at the same time complicating the conditions under which those affected at home could demonstrate unfair trade practices under the new juridified procedures.

But trade liberalization beyond tariffs also meant that the weakness of the GATT in ensuring effective implementation of international trade agreements now needed to be addressed. As we saw in Chapter 4, the US had aborted the creation of an International Trade Organization in the late 1940s on the grounds that the proposed provisions of its Charter for fostering economic development and full employment, and especially the scope it gave for restricting foreign direct investment, were antithetical to what Harry Truman at the time had called the American “devotion to freedom of enterprise.” The shift to a focus on non-tariff barriers within states now set the stage for overcoming these problems. Although the stronger dispute-settlement procedures on non-tariff items negotiated in the GATT Tokyo Round in the 1970s had proved ineffective, especially in the face of EC and Japanese resistance, that resistance was overcome in the 1980s due to fears abroad induced by the ever more heated protectionist rhetoric in Congress, alongside its sporadic use of antidumping and countervailing laws and the USTR’s “unfair trade practice” designations. The Reagan administration exploited these fears to obtain the Japanese “voluntary” auto quotas (see Chapter 8) and to induce Japanese car companies to produce in the US, as well as to advance its strong commitment to free trade in the GATT Uruguay Round.

The road to the eventual success of the Uruguay Round was paved by the 1989 Canada-US Free Trade Agreement (CUFTA). Whereas in 1911 Canadian voters’ fears of annexation led them to reject a free trade agreement with the US, the process leading to CUFTA, while contested, was ultimately successful and showed what integration into the informal US empire had already meant in terms of structural dependency. The CUFTA did not inaugurate, but rather extended and formalized Canada’s dependence on the US, as Canadian capitalists sought to minimize the risk that their exports and investments might be treated as “foreign” by a US Congress that was in a protectionist mood. Not only was fear at play here: some elements of Canadian business had already become full players on a continental plane, and others harbored ambitions that they too might reap substantial profits if Canada embraced its “continental destiny.” Notably, it was Canadian not US business that took the initiative in proposing the agreement—and it did so, moreover, with the expectation that it could be used to block both the National Energy Program and the strengthened
Foreign Investment Review Agency introduced during the crisis of the early 1980s. A strong “anti–free trade” coalition of labor, environmental, women’s, and native movements emerged, and deployed the small badge of civility that a welfare state lent to Canadian social life in comparison with its US counterpart, presenting a mythologized portrait of the Canadian state as if it had always been a staunch defender of economic independence and social justice. This set the terms of debate in the 1988 election, during which Canadian business groups pledged their allegiance to the Canadian welfare state. Despite the narrowness of the victory won by the Conservatives (thanks to the anti–free trade vote being split between the Liberal and New Democratic parties), the signing of the CUFTA set the stage for two decades of neoliberal practice by Canadian governments of all political stripes.13

It also proved to be a staging-post for the 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), encompassing Mexico and going even further in underwriting, as two of Canada’s NAFTA negotiators later put it, “the new model of international exchange . . . characterized by intra–industry transactions, the increasing importance of trade in intermediate inputs, and the growing share of global business taking place on an inter–firm, infra–network, or other interrelated corporate basis.” In this new world, “trade agreements address not only the relationship between nation states but also the investment interests of MNCs as well as the governance of related domestic economic policies.”14 Indeed, far more important than the reduction in tariffs were NAFTA’s provisions prohibiting discrimination between national- and foreign-owned corporations, and generally creating new property rights for both national and foreign investors. These went “well beyond those recognised in Canadian and Mexican law, if not that of the United States,” as Ian Robinson was one of the first to observe, when he described NAFTA as a new type of “economic constitution.”15

The chapter on monopolies and state enterprises required public enterprises to operate “solely in accordance with commercial considerations,” and to refrain from using “anticompetitive” practices that might impair benefits that investors might reasonably expect to receive under NAFTA. The chapter on intellectual property rights, which granted up to twenty years’ copyright protection to a vast array of trademarks, patents, semiconductor and industrial designs, trade secrets, satellite signals, and so on, went furthest of all to “extend existing property rights by quasi-constitutionally protecting them against future democratic governments with the threat of trade sanctions . . . even though the effect of these rights is to restrict rather than enhance the free flow of ideas across national boundaries.”16 And the famous Chapter 11, on investor rights, not only proscribed attempts by governments to impose performance requirements on MNCs but also applied an expanded version of the controversial “regulatory takings” doctrine that existed in US jurisprudence and extended it to the whole of North America.
Even though the US Supreme Court did not treat the regulatory takings doctrine as a settled rule of US domestic law, it became the key device in the legal arsenal deployed in the American state’s increasingly muscular defense of investments and private property in public international law. What was still seen as a tendentious legal argument in US domestic law was written into international trade law as though it were somehow a settled principle just at the time that the regime of investment arbitration became constituted as “an exceptionally important and powerful manifestation of global administrative law.”

In the context of the Great Depression, the New Deal and World War II, the impact of the regulatory takings doctrine in domestic US law was limited, until its revival in the 1970s as a common legal argument advanced by corporate law firms. Now, however, it was given very wide application indeed in US trade policy, initially in relation to Canada and Mexico and then much more broadly. The internationalization of the “takings” doctrine afforded corporations protection through arbitration mechanisms like those established under NAFTA from “indirect expropriation” and “measures tantamount to expropriation.”

What is particularly important to stress, however, is that this was not something imposed on the Canadian and Mexican states by the American state. Rather, it reflected the role adopted by the Mexican and Canadian states in representing the interests of their bourgeoises and bureaucracies, with their own myriad links to the American state and capital. President Bush and Secretary of State Baker seized President Salinas’s offer to negotiate a free-trade pact as “a grand chance to stabilize Mexico as a free-market, democratic nation, while providing trade expansion for American exporters.” As John H. Bryan, Jr., president of Sara Lee Corporation, put it, the “most important reason to vote for NAFTA is to lock in [Mexico’s] reforms.” It was these neoliberal reforms in the 1980s that the Mexico City newspaper, La Jornada, saw as producing the “booty of privatisation [that] has made multimillionaires of 13 families, while the rest of the population—about 80 million Mexicans—has been subjected to the same gradual impoverishment as though they had suffered through a war.”

The greatest obstacle to NAFTA’s adoption actually came from the anti-free trade coalition within the United States. The CEO of Salomon Brothers made the stakes abundantly clear when he said that the defeat of NAFTA “would be a slap in the face to all leaders in the Western Hemisphere who have chosen the capitalist road over government-controlled economies.” In response, business organizations spent up to $50 million lobbying Congress to approve it, making it “one of the most expensive foreign policy campaigns in US history,” while the pro-NAFTA campaign in Mexico was “the most ambitious private-public lobbying network ever assembled in Mexican history.” The “side deals” which the Clinton administration made on the environment and labor were crucial in order to secure
NAFTA’s passage by Congress in 1993. Not surprisingly, the labor side deal did not go as far as the environmental one, and did not allow Canadian or American groups affected by NAFTA to challenge the non-enforcement of Mexican labor laws. On the other hand, since the core elements of the agreement concerning property rights could not be challenged in domestic courts and could override domestic laws, the idea that it amounted to a “supraconstitution” captured well the powerful sense of NAFTA as something irreversible. Larry Summers, the Treasury undersecretary for international affairs at the time, later claimed that NAFTA “resulted in a profound change in the internal political dynamics in Mexico in favor of the progressive forces that believed in the market and friendship with the United States as opposed to the forces that believed more in socialism and opposition to the United States.”

The dispute-settlement mechanisms worked out for NAFTA were in many respects models for the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, which began in 1986 (the planning went back to 1982). Its crowning achievement was the replacement of GATT in 1995 by the World Trade Organization, which finally came about as the direct result of what was called “the power play” by US and EC negotiators who threatened closure of the world’s two largest markets . . . to any country that did not accept all of the WTO multilateral agreements,” including on intellectual property and trade in services. The significance of the WTO was that it finally created an effective mechanism to adjudicate trade disputes. This made it more difficult for the US itself to practice the kind of selective implementation it had practiced under the GATT, but the US acceptance of the WTO’s authority was bolstered by the doubling of the total value of US trade (exports plus imports) from 11 percent of GDP in 1970 to 23 percent by the mid 1990s. Seen from the perspective of the aborted International Trade Organization almost five decades earlier, this was one of the most significant milestones in the realization of global capitalism. But what accounted for the creation at this time of the long-postponed international trade organization was not so much the sudden appearance of neoliberal ideology as the rich soil from which it could now sprout given the spread and penetration of capitalism in the intervening half-century (subtly reflected by the replacement of “international” by “world” in the new organization’s title).

Virtually all of US business (including old bastions of protectionism in the textile and steel industries) had already supported the bill to endorse the very broad scope of the Uruguay Round in 1994, thereby disrupting the uneasy alliance between far-right conservative groups and the labor, consumer, and environmentalist opposition that had almost defeated NAFTA. The new adjudication mechanisms, legitimated by being embodied in juridical technicalities seen as reflecting an unassailable
“international law,” not only seemed to further depoliticize trade policy, but even to infringe the sovereignty of the American state. Yet they actually strengthened rather than diminished that state’s capacity to promote the realization of global capitalism. Economists at the American Enterprise Institute “applauded the agreement for bringing ‘the rule of law’ to international trade”—while a Heritage Foundation paper declared that the WTO would “expand the sovereignty of American citizens.”

Chorev was correct to conclude that the liberal orientation of the WTO made it no longer “an imposition by the United States” as much as “a carrier of the globalization project in its own right.” But insofar as this was so, it was precisely because the WTO now did fully embody the American “devotion to freedom of enterprise.”

Global Investment, American Rules

“Although trade and investment issues converged in the WTO, the complexities of international rule-making in relation to property rights limited the possibility of reaching investment agreements through multilateral trade negotiations, even though it was clear to all involved that foreign investor rights to securing “market presence—a firm foothold within states—is a constituent element of real freedom of trade.” The development of the rule of law in relation to investor rights instead proceeded through Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs). Although these were more limited, they did cumulatively establish a new international legal framework.

Especially important in this respect was the initiation by the US in 1977 of a bilateral investment treaty program, the central goal of which was firmly to establish in international law “the principle that the expropriation of foreign investment was unlawful unless accompanied by prompt, adequate and effective compensation.” This program was carefully designed to establish codified state commitments to specific standards of investment protection, and binding “depoliticized” quasi-juridical dispute-resolution procedures. These negotiations were to go beyond the non-binding conciliation and arbitration of international investment disputes established under World Bank auspices in the mid 1960s. They also went beyond the type of BITs Germany had induced Third World states to sign in that decade by offering foreign aid concessions; the US designers of the BIT program saw such inducements as “needless distractions.” The US State Department in particular was dubious about tying foreign aid to protection against expropriation (along the lines of the Hickenlooper Amendment advanced in Congress in the early 1960s). The argument was that American capital—and by extension American capitalism—would be better protected in the long run if the need to deter expropriation could be balanced with careful support for structural reforms in other states.
The core provision of the USTR’s model BIT agreement was the protection it had been designed to afford against “expropriations.” This incorporated the “Hull Formula” articulated (but not applied) at the time of the Mexican nationalizations in the oil industry in the 1930s on “prompt, adequate, and effective” compensation, adding that compensation had to reflect the investment’s “fair market value” as a “going concern” and be paid in a form that was “effectively realizable [and] freely transferable at the prevailing market rate of exchange on the date of expropriation.” It was the expansive definition of the “regulatory takings” doctrine in US jurisprudence, as discussed above in relation to NAFTA, that was now promoted and defended as though it were already an uncontroversial rule in customary international law.35 There was thus no little irony in the regulatory takings doctrine, so distinctive to US legal culture, being written into BITs over the course of the 1980s and 1990s—and not exclusively into those to which the United States was a party. From the mid 1970s onwards, the growth of international commercial arbitration was closely associated with the consolidation of US power in the global legal system. The US model BIT was the institutional innovation that made it possible to transplant the “regulatory takings” doctrine from the domestic US legal system into public international law.

In 1982, the USTR presented its prototype model BIT agreement, which became the basis for BITs with ten developing states (Egypt, Panama, Cameroon, Morocco, Zaire, Bangladesh, Haiti, Senegal, Turkey, and Grenada) already strongly tied to the US.36 This first wave of BITs, as Reagan’s secretary of state, George Shultz, put it in a letter to the Egyptian government, was oriented to ensuring that capital-importing states embraced “stable and predictable” legal frameworks for foreign investment in four particular respects: a general consent to arbitration in investor-state disputes involving US nationals; free movement of US capital into and out of the capital-importing country; “national” or “most-favored-nation” treatment for US investors, along with a commitment to a minimum standard of treatment in line with the US understanding of international law; and the application of international law, as understood by the US government, to any expropriation of American-owned investment, and to determining the manner and timing of the resulting payment of compensation.37

It was only after the central elements of this model had been incorporated in the Canada–US Free Trade Agreement that the US BIT program really took off. Apart from its incorporation into NAFTA in 1994, the US concluded no less than twenty-seven BITs from 1990 to 1995 (ten more were signed by 2005); “suddenly nations that had for decades denounced US investment policy were rushing to embrace the pro-market principles of the BIT.”38 By the 1990s it could be truly said that “international law regarding investment is now free to grease the wheels of capitalism . . .
those looking for the text that has replaced the General Assembly’s 1974 Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States need look no further than today’s bilateral investment treaties (BITs), especially the current US model draft.”

The spread of Americanized international law also relied on the growing prestige of the so-called “arbitration community”—a circle of technical legal experts closely associated with the leading Anglo-American international law firms, who gradually came to displace the retired Parisian jurists (many of them of Hayekian persuasion) who had earlier presided over international commercial arbitration. Although the authority to interpret the rules was ceded to private arbitrators, investment treaty arbitration was basically an institution of public international law: the consent to arbitration is pursuant to a treaty ratified by states. This transported international arbitration from the domain of contract into “a governing arrangement” in the domain of public law and policy. The state’s general consent to arbitration, as Gus Van Harten has explained, “incorporates within the system a broad class of potential claimants whose identity is unknown to the state at the time of the state’s consent and a wide range of potential disputes arising from any exercise of sovereign authority that affects the assets of a foreign investor.” To the extent that the state’s participation in arbitration is compulsory and arbitration awards are binding on the parties, the general consent turns arbitration “from a form of reciprocally consensual adjudication into a governing arrangement.”

The establishment and spread of Americanized international rules of law not only relied on lawyers directly attached to the State Department and the office of the USTR, but also to a considerable extent on academic experts on international law. US legal scholars who produced the multiple “Harvard Drafts” on the international responsibilities of states between 1961 and 1974 had put international law and arbitration at the center of the American state’s efforts to promote private investment in the developing world. As a small number of large North American law firms developed an “American style” of business justice in the international legal field, it became clear that “the autonomy of the law, which is necessary to its legitimacy, is not inconsistent with serving the needs of political and economic power.”

The growing role of US lawyers abroad was directly related to the international spread of US MNCs and investment banks. But insofar as the American Lawyer’s annual list of the top fifty global law firms in terms of gross revenue and numbers of lawyers always consisted entirely of US and UK firms, it was clear that this was another version of “imperialism by invitation”; both capitalists and officials in other states increasingly wanted to buy the services of these law firms. One reason for this was that their own economic liberalization policies generated “functional pressures” that induced a shift towards legal styles and expertise already developed in the
US. Another was that foreign investment was underpinned by the use that both states and MNCs made of the US and UK legal professions’ expertise in international commercial law and arbitration to change and even override domestic juridical structures. All this was reflected in the growing practice of US law firms in many other countries (see Table 9.1).

Table 9.1: US Law Firm Offices Overseas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1985</th>
<th>1999</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Europe</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyers</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>2,236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offices</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other West</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asia</strong></td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1,008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Asia</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other regions</strong></td>
<td>241</td>
<td>1,075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td></td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total overseas</strong></td>
<td>803</td>
<td>4,319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The cumulative effect of arbitration rulings established new standards in international law, increased the confidence of MNCs in the arbitration process, and escalated the growth in the number of cases, including before the WTO (269 dispute settlement complaints were filed in the first eight years alone of the WTO, compared with 335 in GATT’s forty-seven-year history). Given the “de facto veto” that the US and EC had on the WTO’s appellate bodies, “lawmaking through judicial liberalization” became
especially significant as multilateral negotiations in subsequent trade rounds became stalemated, largely as an intended consequence of the offsetting impact of bilateral trade treaties. Yet it is also notable that after a slew of adventurous claims for compensation, and a construal of the regulatory takings doctrine so broad as to threaten to cripple states’ tax and regulatory powers, some of the misgivings that US courts had always expressed over too broad an interpretation of the “regulatory takings” doctrine began to appear in international commercial arbitration. By 2004 an annex had been attached to the US model BIT text that asserted the parties’ “shared understanding” that an “action or series of actions cannot constitute an expropriation unless it interferes with a tangible or intangible property right or property interest in an investment,” and their recognition that regulatory action “designed and applied to protect legitimate public welfare objectives, such as public health, safety, and the environment, do not constitute indirect expropriation.” One of the principal US negotiators of NAFTA summed up the experience with a form of legal globalization that rested on the wording of the US constitution to protect property rights: “If the United States Supreme Court and arbitral tribunals could not do it in over 200 years, it was unlikely that the negotiators were going to do it in a matter of weeks with one line in a treaty.”

Disciplinary Internationalism

In the context of escalating global trade and especially investment, and with the rule-making regimes of NAFTA, the WTO, and so many BITs in place, it might have seemed that the era of global capitalism had been “completed.” But even apart from the complications involved in applying the new laws of free trade and investment, a deeper restructuring of states was required: to ensure that the defeat of inflation would spread from the advanced capitalist states to the rest of the world; to forestall or contain economic crises as more and more states conformed with both international and domestic pressures to remove capital controls while cross-border capital flows greatly increased; and to contain the social conflicts that so often accompanied this exposure to liberalized financial markets, as well as the vast changes in social relations that attended the globalization of production. The Bank of International Settlements, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank were invested with new responsibilities for the orchestration of changes in domestic modes of regulation and administration designed to facilitate specific reforms and enhance the economic management capacities of government officials. This usually involved, as the reports by these international organizations have often made very clear, “increasing regulation with continued liberalization.” The US was very much in the driver’s seat in this respect, less due to the
crucial proportion of the votes it controlled (as on the IMF Executive Board) than to its close quotidien relationship with the leadership and staff of these international financial institutions. This was not unrelated to the fact that the approval of the United States was “de facto necessary” for all senior appointments in these institutions. Indeed, policy debates within and between these institutions usually mirrored those within the American state itself. But this was by no means a matter of shifting the site of regulation from national to supranational bodies, contrary to widespread but superficial expectations in so much of the globalization literature that this would be the inevitable result of economic globalization. There was no real shift of regulatory authority or autonomous power to the international financial institutions, which instead became the sites for discussing, negotiating and coordinating market-based national systems of regulation among the advanced capitalist states, and the conduits for inducing developing states to adopt them as well.

Even when the IMF was not merely the “convenient conduit for US influence” (in the words of the assistant secretary of the US Treasury, Marc Leland, in 1984), it was the G7 states’ network of finance ministers, in which the US retained a pre-eminent position, that largely determined what the IMF did. What Andrew Baker calls the “discourse construction” emanating from the summit meetings of the G7 states was especially important in this respect. Reflecting the G7’s character as what UK Chancellor of the Exchequer Nigel Lawson termed an “anti-inflationary club,” its communiqués set the general tone internationally for the 1980s by their insistence on the need for vigilance against inflation. And as the global defeat of inflation was more or less accomplished in the 1990s, the emphasis in both G7 and IFI discourse increasingly stressed the importance of financial liberalization and its management.

New sets of supervisory frameworks for liberalized finance were initially developed by private-sector organizations themselves, such as the International Securities Market Association, the Federation of European Stock Exchanges, and the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, all of which established formal rules and industry standards. A prime example of this was the International Organization of Securities Commissions, which was formed in 1974 as an inter-American association, transformed into a global organization in 1984, and led the way in creating new international rules for securities markets, ratings agencies, and hedge funds. It was particularly important in spreading the practices of the US Securities and Exchange Commission abroad and creating a network of regulators eager to uphold US-style regulations on securities transactions and fraud. But as much as these private institutions played a key role in governing global finance, the American state was especially active as the “dominant regulatory innovator”—as was the UK (and, to a lesser extent, the EC)—in
providing the “back-up authority” for these private-sector regulatory organizations by trying to ensure that their own and other states’ respective national legal environments and public regulatory landscapes were reconstructed so as to facilitate relationships of trust among financial counterparties—which was indeed an essential condition for the continuing growth of capital markets.\footnote{54}

A particularly important site for this was the Bank of International Settlements. We have already seen how this old interwar “club of central bankers” was put to work in the 1950s as the institutional locus for the European Payments Union, and then used in the 1960s as part of the G10 efforts to preserve the dollar’s link to gold, before becoming in the 1970s the place where the advanced capitalist states’ bank regulators came together to discuss such national regulatory changes as might be needed to enhance “the likelihood of overall stability in the international banking system.”\footnote{55} Although kept from public view, the main site for this was the BIS’s Committee on Banking Supervision (the Basel Committee on which Federal Reserve representatives sat as full participants even though the US did not formally become a member of the BIS executive board until 1994). The Concordat of 1975 was elaborated in 1983 so as to expand the scope of national bank supervisors by requiring banks to supply data on their international operations to them, while setting out new rules for overseeing as well as supporting cross-border liquidity flows and creating new channels for increased information-sharing between central banks.

The cornerstone of the new policy regime promulgated by the BIS was the introduction of risk-based capital standards for international banking institutions. From the mid 1970s, Federal Reserve and Bank of England officials in particular expressed concern that the vulnerabilities created by low levels of tangible bank liquidity could erode public confidence in the payments system, and they used the Basel negotiations to explore ways to create a cushion against institutional risk. In December 1981, shortly after Britain introduced a capital-rating system for its banks, the US bank regulators, led by the Fed, established minimum capital adequacy ratios for banks and bank holding companies on the basis of size (such ratios had formerly applied only when new banks were opened).\footnote{56} The seventeen largest bank organizations were initially given more leeway than other banks in adopting these ratios because of their very low existing capital-to-asset ratios and their fear of losing international competitiveness; but a 5 percent rule had been applied to the big banks even before the failure of Continental Illinois in 1984. Paul Volcker in particular was concerned to improve bank supervision, and in this context regarded international regulatory coordination as “preferable to the alternative of competitive deregulation,” which in his view had “gone too far.”\footnote{57} This led the Fed to place still greater emphasis on the need to strengthen bank balance sheets, and to coordinate these with
London in particular so as to overcome European and Japanese resistance and prevent large international banks from circumventing the rules.

In January 1987, the Federal Reserve and Bank of England presented a joint regulatory agreement on assessing adequate bank liquidity. The Basel Committee at this point convened intense negotiations among the G10, and by the end of 1988 unveiled the Basel I Accord—the first of a series of agreements whereby states agreed to implement tightened capital adequacy standards. With other central banks facing the severe implications of new regulatory standards simultaneously coming into effect in the world’s two major financial centers, this set the pattern for their acquiescence to a regulatory harmonization that, even while cooperative, was always a matter of adjusting to the “dominant regulatory innovator.” By requiring banks to hold more capital against riskier assets (thereby lowering the overall investment return according to the weight of such assets), the goal was to push international banks towards safer investment portfolios. It was a mark of the reinforced centrality of the American state and its dollar in the whole process that the provisions of the final agreement were strongly skewed to bank holdings of US Treasury debt—by far the most globally marketable of the zero-risk assets.

By the time the Basel I Accord had been implemented by the G10 states in the early 1990s (proving particularly onerous for Japan, with its lower capital ratios), the Federal Reserve was already moving towards a supervisory form of regulation of big banks that involved reviewing these banks’ own internal risk-management procedures (thereby replacing general capital adequacy requirements on the grounds that this would allow risks to be more complexly assessed). It was this that led the Basel Accord to be subsequently amended in 1996 so that other states would also allow the large international banks to develop their own Internal Ratings Based (IRB) systems of capital adequacy. The era of international capital mobility and the coordinated state sponsorship of it through the BIS’s risk-based bank regulation had the effect of reinforcing the rapidly growing role and reach of bond-rating agencies. The risk-based mode of bank supervision adopted by the Fed greatly enhanced their role in the US, and since this mandated “ratings for less sophisticated banks as a means of specifying these institutions’ risk exposure,” the BIS also came to play an important role in the process by which ratings agencies, including especially the American ones, were “increasingly becoming a key regulatory tool outside the United States.”

This was “buttressed by the transformation of the Fed into a ‘cutting edge’ research institution—one whose staff economists were increasingly pushed to develop in-house econometric and risk-management methodologies,” a development of research capacities that was “augmented through unprecedented amounts of international participation.” From 1993
onwards the chairmanship of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision was occupied by the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, with the 120 economists employed there doing much of the research for the BIS and sharing data with the other central banks. This took place just as the BIS was turning its attention from the G10 to the rest of the world’s banking systems, beginning with an international conference attended by representatives of 140 countries to address the risks international banks assumed by participating in foreign exchange, commodities, derivatives, and securities markets. Even though its membership was not expanded beyond the G10’s representatives until the end of the 1990s, the original Basel Committee engaged throughout the decade with carefully selected supervisory authorities from fifteen non-G10 countries (some of the roots of the G20 also lie here) with the goal of establishing “the foundations for building a truly worldwide network of banking supervisors and promoting the dissemination of Basel Committee documents, recommendations, guidelines and standards.”62 In all this, the Fed and BIS worked in tandem in hosting foreign central bankers at training seminars, and developing a school for central bank staff.

As Christopher Rude has shown, the amendment and extension of the Basel capital adequacy rules in the 1990s created “a two-tiered system of banks”: the large multinational ones, headquartered in the advanced capitalist states, with the resources to operate their own complex risk assessments for self-regulation, and “smaller and less sophisticated banks,” largely based in the developing world, whose market risks were to be determined by the BIS’s “standard measurement method.”63 In neither case was this actually a matter of less regulation. The G10 states were still required to ensure that the big international banks’ independent rating systems were monitored by national financial supervisors, leading these banks to set up large special divisions to show their capital measurements were meeting regulators’ standards. Developing states, for their part, would be required to make “substantive changes in the legislative framework and in the practical powers of supervisors,” while the BIS committed itself to “a significant increase” in the resources it devoted to the training programs it offered, often in conjunction with the IMF and World Bank, for developing states’ banking supervisors.64

The concern with increasing states’ regulatory yardsticks, and even their capacities, went hand in hand with the push for central bank independence. Whether this was seen as countering the tendency of elected governments to bow to democratic pressures, or of authoritarian ones to serve their own self-interest, or both, the goal was to establish a regime of monetary credibility by institutionally embedding within states at least some of the discipline that had once been imposed by the gold standard.65 Central bank independence in the making of monetary policy was
designed primarily to insulate them from domestic pressures, but at the same time it meant less independence from the concerns of other central banks in the coordination of monetary policies oriented towards stabilizing global financial markets and promoting capital flows. This needs to be understood above all in terms of their collective responsibilities for ensuring that priority would be given to the anti-inflation parameter established in 1979 by the Federal Reserve, which increasingly played the role of the world’s central bank. As Paul Volcker observed of “our counterparts abroad in central banks and finance ministries . . . I sensed they saw the Federal Reserve fighting a battle for all central banks, even though some of the side effects were troublesome.”

What this involved in institutional terms was reinforcing or increasing the power of those apparatuses inside each state that were responsible for managing the national debt, the money supply and foreign currency reserves, and at the same time ensuring that what the Fed–Treasury Accord had accomplished in 1951 would be internationalized, so that the policies of finance ministries would be constrained by central banks. These two state apparatuses were precisely the ones with the closest links—facilitated by “conversations, mutual learning, the sharing of ideas, expertise and personnel”—not only to the international financial institutions, but also to bond markets and the powerful financial actors within them, both domestic and foreign. This certainly did not mean that demands emanating from elsewhere in society, such as those traditionally represented by ministries of industry, labor or welfare, were to be excluded from the state. What it did mean was that the latter were increasingly likely to restructure themselves so that their representation of non-financial interests would be more attuned to making demands and policy proposals that conformed to the exigencies of fiscal and monetary discipline.

This sort of discipline figured at the very top of the set of policies that John Williamson was referring to when he famously coined the term “Washington Consensus” in 1989 to capture the neoliberal interface between the US Treasury and Federal Reserve, on the one hand, and the IMF and World Bank on the other. And central bank independence became the institutional change that, more than any other, signaled a state’s readiness to embrace the “structural adjustment” required to ensure that this discipline was enforced against democratic pressures for social expenditure. In fact, the term “structural adjustment” was first coined by Robert McNamara in 1979 to mark a shift in World Bank lending away from projects to lending for broader policy purposes. With the onset of the debt crisis, a World Bank structural adjustment lending facility was launched whose “distinguishing function would be to promote dialogue with the borrowing country about various aspects of development policy and policy reform.” Initially used by the Bank to promote the shift from ISI to
export-orientation, the term “structural adjustment” was soon taken up by the IMF in its application of “conditionality.”

As we have seen, the fears that Wall Street had about the IMF as Keynes and White conceived it in the run-up to Bretton Woods—that it would weaken the discipline of the market on borrowing countries—had been quickly allayed in the postwar era. Although it was nowhere to be found in its Charter, the IMF had used conditionality (the policy requirements placed on a member government that requested funds from the IMF) in the relatively few loans it provided to developing states right through the postwar period. The global significance of this was on the whole minor until the IMF, working in very close concert with the US Treasury and New York Federal Reserve, applied stringent conditionality to its 1976 standby loan to the UK. The emphasis the Treasury’s Bill Simon at the same time placed on IMF “surveillance” to ensure against the provision of “unconditional finance” to developing countries was codified in its 1979 Guidelines on Conditionality.

In effect, the IMF moved from its formal role of advising countries on how to overcome temporary imbalances to providing a seal of approval for policies that offered guarantees to private investors and monitoring countries on a permanent basis on the behalf of lenders. The developing world’s increased dependence on trade, which outpaced by far the increased size of the quotas governments could automatically draw on from the IMF, had the effect of increasing the IMF’s use of conditionality even apart from the debt crisis. Notably, the IMF’s imprinting of market discipline on so many states took place under Michael Camdessus, as IMF director general from 1987 to 2000. The French civil servant who had engineered the Mitterand Socialist government’s momentous U-turn in the early 1980s was now in charge of making it very clear around the world that “the IMF did not circumvent the discipline of the financial market, but came to reinforce it.”

The global expansion of financial markets—at a rate that would have seemed inconceivable when the IMF was established—provided an alternative source of funds for borrowing countries. But the imprimatur of the IMF was increasingly looked to by private investors as they made decisions on whether and when they moved their money into any given country, and especially on whether and when they took it out. As outlined in formal agreements reached through intensive discussions between IMF and state officials—who, depending on the occasion and the context, were often prepared to use “an argument about external pressure as a way to shelter programs from criticism or domestic political debate”—conditionality was increasingly applied not just to managing financial crises and guaranteeing the repayment of loans, the restoration of external balances, and the effectiveness of development projects, but also to signal the
predictability of developing states’ policies to private creditors. By the 1990s this went so far as to cover “bankruptcy law, privatization, deregulation, the independence of national judiciaries, and the rule of law.”\textsuperscript{73} And there was indeed a clear upward trend in such conditionality from the mid 1980s onward, growing steeper through the 1990s, with about two-thirds of the conditions falling in the areas of fiscal policy, financial-sector restructuring, and privatization.\textsuperscript{74}

But once again it is important to stress that the policymakers in the states subject to conditionality were often as keen to sign on to “structural adjustment” as IMF officials were to impose it. Benjamin Cohen has pointed out that the powerful domestic constituencies who “benefited measurably” from financial liberalization included, in particular, big global tradable-goods producers, banks and other financial service firms, and large private asset holders. Exporters and importers, as well as domestic banks, gained improved access to loanable funds and lower borrowing costs; the owners and managers of financial wealth were free to seek out more profitable investments, or to develop new strategies for portfolio diversification . . . External pressure from the United States is amplified internally by the natural desire of influential societal actors to defend acquired privileges . . . No conspiracy is needed to explain a pattern of co-operation when there is so evident a confluence of interests.\textsuperscript{75}

As the policies that had come to define structural adjustment in the 1980s became ever more elaborated in the 1990s, and as it became more difficult to differentiate between their economic and their social, political, and even cultural dimensions, the term “good governance” was increasingly adopted to cover states’ institutional, administrative, and legal capacities as well as their relations to “civil society.” The World Bank tentatively began to rearticulate structural adjustment in these terms as early as 1989, partly in response to anti-IMF riots (such as the one that erupted in Caracas that year); but it was only with its 1997 report \textit{The State in a Changing World} that the Bank came out clearly as bidding to displace the “free market fundamentalism” of the Washington Consensus, which the report suggested had led many countries to “overshoot the mark.”\textsuperscript{76} Echoing the kind of “third way” arguments that had been current in social-democratic intellectual circles for the better part of a decade, the Bank now explicitly advocated a large role for the state in protecting and correcting markets. The main message was that “globalization begins at home,” and the main goal was to shift “attention from the sterile debate of state and market to the more fundamental crisis of state effectiveness.” Effectiveness was defined primarily in terms of recognizing that “maintaining liberal trade, capital markets and investment regimes is essential for economic growth,” but this was understood
to imply developing the kind of public rules and institutions that “allow markets to flourish.”

Thus, while still praising “the near-universal . . . move away from controls over financial markets and their allocation of finance,” and endorsing the selection of conservative central bank governors “more opposed to inflation than society in general,” the report also insisted that “liberalization [was] not the same as deregulation. The case for the regulation of banking is as compelling as ever. Only the purpose has changed, from channelling credit in preferred directions to safeguarding the health of the financial system.” But this was seen as only one precondition among many for active global integration for most countries. To this end, the report insisted that states must bring themselves closer to the people, make themselves more accountable to civil society, and reflect “the full panoply of a society’s interests.” While it was important that “first generation reforms” should begin restructuring the state in “a few critical enclaves [that] typically include the ministry of finance, the central bank, and the tax collection agency,” it would be necessary eventually to move on to reforming the legislature and judiciary, the civil service, unions, political parties, media, state and local government, and even the private sector—all to the end of “upgrading regulatory capacity.”

The report was in favor of privatization in general, and especially the “hiving off” of utilities and social insurance to the private sector, but “successful” privatization depended on “winning the acquiescence of employees” through generous severance pay; winning the acquiescence of citizens through share vouchers or public offerings of shares at “attractive prices”; and developing “a regulatory system that credibly restrains the abuse of power in non-competitive markets.” Even in the areas of urban hospitals, clinics, universities, and transport, where governments concentrate their spending on infrastructure and social services, the report took the view that markets and private spending could meet most people’s needs, except the very poor. A major concern of the report—arguably its central concern—was the endemic corruption that attended the state—capital interface in so much of the world. Strengthening mechanisms for juridical monitoring and punishment, making rules more transparent, reducing the scope for official discretion, introducing competitive bidding processes into government—all these were advanced as administrative reforms that would help to contain the problem, albeit always in conjunction with “policies that lower controls on foreign trade, remove entry barriers for private industry, and privatize state firms in a way that ensures competition.”

The report still repeatedly stressed that the role of international agencies was to provide “a mechanism for countries to make external commitments, making it more difficult to back-track on reforms,” including on the international treaties through which states committed themselves to
“self-restricting rules, which precisely specify the content of policy and lock it into mechanisms that are costly to reverse.” This was what the IMF especially had done, although by the mid 1990s it had also started to take up the governance theme and apply it broadly to the institutional “reform” of states, albeit in terms that hewed closely to the language of neoclassical economics, designed to “enhance market confidence in a context of increasingly liberalized capital accounts.” Notably, however, while the G7 countries wanted the IMF to be given a larger surveillance role in ensuring that emerging markets adopted legal and institutional changes to facilitate not only capital flows but also market discipline, little progress was made on the European states’ proposal to amend the IMF articles of agreement so as to prohibit all restrictions on capital mobility. The US Treasury had supported the codification of these rules in the OECD’s Code of Liberalization in 1989, but when it came to applying this across the globe through the IMF, it displayed a distinct lack of enthusiasm. Given the priority it attached at the time to securing the multilateral and bilateral trade agreements that would open up emerging markets to international competition in financial services, the US Treasury was reluctant to use up much political capital on changing the IMF articles.

Both the US Treasury and IMF were in fact more concerned with other changes to the states of “emerging markets.” In a series of high-profile decisions that marked a departure clearly associated with the collapse of Communism, the IMF even applied conditionality to the reduction of military spending as well as of corruption. And it also started making “democracy” a condition of its loans through the 1990s, alongside its new sister agency, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Yet the means by which the restructuring of the old Communist states into capitalist ones was accomplished—from the stick of the economic slump created by shock therapy to the carrot of canceling no less than a half of Poland’s private and public debt—essentially amounted to “rapid social engineering at a micro level to create the desired goal of a state open to FDI.” The loans of over $16 billion that the IMF provided to Russia in 1995 and 1996 gave Yeltsin ample resources to spend liberally for his re-election in exchange for exactly this, as well as limiting inflation and privatizing public assets. The IMF “kept lowering the hurdles” in areas where the Russian government was obviously only “pretending to conduct reforms.”

Of course, it was hardly only in the post-Communist societies that the reality was so far from how it was depicted in the idealized conceptions of “structural reform” and “good governance.” As Dezalay and Garth observed generally of IFIs in relation to the developing world: “The grand principles associated with the cosmopolitan elite, including the rule of law, were far from being fully implemented in the local contexts of power. But both the grand principles and the local clientelism and patronage were
totally embedded in local notables and balances of power." This was the “crony capitalism” that the IMF would demand be extirpated in exchange for its emergency loan packages after the Asian financial crisis erupted in 1997. And when the contagion from that crisis spread to Russia the following year, it was the IMF’s very public despair at not being able to do anything about this “crony capitalism” in the Russian case that led it to pull back from its emergency lending, sparking the Russian government’s default in August 1998 on its foreign debt (which at $61 billion represented 17 percent of Russian GDP). Yet until then the pretence had been maintained. In August 1997, just as the Asian financial crisis reared its head and exactly a year before the Russian default, the IMF executive board proudly affirmed that its staff had “assisted its member countries in creating systems that limit the scope . . . for undesirable preferential treatment of individuals and organizations.”

However hard this was to credit, what was true was that, in terms of the making of global capitalism—the main objective that structural adjustment was actually designed to foster—there had been real success. Not only had inflation been reduced to 5 percent globally, but over 6,000 privatizations had been carried out in 120 developing countries since the beginning of the decade. Moreover, no less than seventeen countries in Eastern Europe and the former USSR, thirteen in Western Europe, eleven in Latin America, nine in Africa, and four in Asia had made statutory changes towards greater central bank independence, while the number of bilateral investment treaties in force, which had stood at 165 at the end of the 1970s and 385 at the end of the 1980s, had surged to over 1,850 by 1997; 153 were signed that year alone—one every two-and-a-half days. Above all, success could be measured by the 700 changes states had made to foreign direct investment regulations since the beginning of the decade; of the 151 changes made by seventy-six states in 1997, 89 percent of them were favorable to FDI. The share of FDI in the GDP of developing countries and the sales of MNCs’ foreign affiliates abroad exploded: with cross-border mergers and acquisitions leading the way, inflows of FDI by the mid 1990s reached an annual average of 4.4 percent of global gross fixed capital formation, almost double the 1980 level. The sales of foreign affiliates accounted for a rapidly increasing share of world exports; trading in foreign securities became commonplace in stock and bond markets around the world; the amount of foreign currency in bank deposits globally, which had stood at $1 billion in 1961, reached almost $1.5 trillion by 1998; and foreign-exchange markets processed over $1 trillion daily—twenty times the amount of the early 1980s.

Over the course of a half-century, the “ultimate goal” of universal free trade, which the authors of “An American Proposal” had advanced in 1942 for a new type of empire—including “to organize the economic resources of the world so as to make possible a return to the system of free enterprise
in every country”—was largely realized. But just as the American state’s proponents of the global flow of capital beyond all barriers in the 1990s sometimes likened it to the way jet travel has “let us go where we want more quickly, more comfortably and most of the time more safely than was possible before,” so did they recognize that “the crashes, when they occur, are that much more spectacular.” How to cope with such crashes without allowing them to derail the ongoing maintenance and extension of global capitalism now became the new imperial challenge.
The New Imperial Challenge: Managing Crises

There is nothing like a crisis to clarify things. Even if the discourse of neoliberalism obscured how much states were playing a crucial role in making globalization happen, it could not obscure the extent to which states were encumbered with the responsibility for keeping it going in the face of the financial volatility to which their economies were increasingly exposed. The American state’s fight against inflation in the 1980s had confirmed other states’ view of it as “responsible for managing the international financial system.” This was reinforced in the 1990s by the pivotal role it played in containing the financial crises that attended the growing international mobility of finance. Indeed, as it increasingly became clear that the US itself was not immune to such crises, the extent to which markets anywhere could be expected to be “efficient” in capitalist terms was largely determined by how effective were the interventions of the state most central to the realization of global capitalism.

In fact, just as the Treasury, together with the Federal Reserve, was in the forefront of advancing the rules of law for allowing global financial markets to flourish, so did the constantly chaotic and intermittently crisis-prone nature of these markets increase the scope, and the demand, for global discretionary intervention on its part. The Treasury’s structural position in global capitalism was largely based on the unique capability it demonstrated not only to intervene directly itself so as to limit the contagion of financial crisis, but also to orchestrate supplemental interventions by the international financial institutions and other states—and, as we shall see, by private bankers as well, at particularly crucial moments. What has been far too little appreciated in this respect is how pragmatic about this were the key figures at the head of the Treasury and Federal Reserve.

They were under no illusions, in contrast to neoclassical economists, that globalization’s “extension of capitalism to world markets” only involved a movement from “one state of equilibrium to another”; thus, even the ideologically libertarian Alan Greenspan was quick to add to this formulation that “systemic breakdowns occur, of course.” He consistently justified the Fed’s indispensability as the main regulator and overseer of America’s
payments system in terms of its being able to act quickly in the face of inevitable financial crises: the key thing was to have “flexible institutions that can adapt to the unforeseeable needs of the next crisis.” Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin sounded like he had been schooled by Hyman Minsky’s *Stabilizing an Unstable Economy* rather than Milton Friedman’s *Capitalism and Freedom*. Rubin’s “whole adult life experience” at Goldman Sachs taught him that capitalist finance could be understood as moving from one state of crisis to another: “[W]hen you have good times, there is an inherent tendency in markets, grounded in human nature and the pull of fear and greed, to go to excess.”

The central theme of the main study the Treasury sponsored in the 1990s on the strengths and weaknesses of the US financial system was that the key role of the state needed to be one of “failure containment” rather than “failure prevention.” Together with the Federal Reserve, it also increasingly assumed the global lender-of-last-resort role when competitive capitalist actors revealed their lack of collective class discipline by running for the exits in the major financial crises of the 1990s. This occasionally strained the Treasury and Fed’s relations with the US Congress, reflecting the tensions that exist inside the American state by virtue of its being simultaneously the state of its own social formation and the state most responsible for the reproduction of global capitalism. It was indeed striking that a favorite analogy inside the Treasury for the opposition it encountered to its global lender-of-last-resort role was that of Congress “cutting off the water to the fire department when the city is burning down.” It was no less striking that this Congressional opposition was in every instance overcome.

*Firefighter in Chief*

No less than seventy-two financial crises broke out in the 1990s among low- and middle-income countries as a direct outcome of “global capital mobility.” These were very different than the 1980s debt crises, which had centered on the issue of rescheduling the big commercial banks’ long-term bank loans to developing states. The key US policy goal in dealing with these debt crises, which was central to what IMF structural adjustment programs were all about, was to ensure that debtor countries “avoided last- ing expulsion from international capital markets.” But, more than that, the goal was also to ensure that these countries were able to access the ever more liquid instruments that increasingly predominated in these markets, and it was indeed the resultant surge of capital in the 1990s that exposed more and more developing countries to the financial volatility that triggered new types of crises. As Robert Rubin would himself put it in explaining the role the US Treasury came to play in managing these crises, even sovereign debt was now diffused in the “vast variety of debt
instruments and derivatives [that] had been devised in the intervening
years . . . held privately by various institutional and individual investors all
over the world."

It was precisely the liquidity of these securitized flows to “emerging
markets” that made them so attractive to both foreign investors (from Japan
and Europe as well as the US) and domestic investors (including the wealthy
in Latin America, who now repatriated the capital that they had sent previ-
ously to foreign havens).\(^9\) Initially spurred by lower interest rates in the US
during its recession in the early 1990s, nearly $1.3 trillion in private capital
moved to the private sectors of developing countries in the 1990s (compared
with $170 billion in the previous decade). It was a measure of how far the
project for a global capitalism had been realized by 1995 that these private
flows now dwarfed the bilateral and multilateral state loans that had provided
most of the capital flows to developing countries in earlier decades.

These private flows partly took the form of interbank lending, or short-
term or securitized loans, which passed on much of the risk to the
bondholders (bond debt rose from 20 percent of total private credit to
“emerging market” countries in 1990 to 70 percent in 1997).\(^10\) They also
took the form of foreign direct investment, the proportion of which going
to developing countries increased from 15 percent in 1990 to 40 percent by
1996. The vast increase of new portfolio investment in “emerging market”
corporate stocks and bonds reflected the way institutional funds (whose
assets multiplied from $7 trillion to $20 trillion between 1988 and 1995
alone) diversified their investments around the globe as they tried to match
the very high returns they had secured in North America and Europe after
the Volcker shock had pushed up interest rates to stratospheric levels. But
since the composition of their portfolios was highly sensitive to interest-rate
fluctuations, even marginal changes which might be hardly registered in the
US could have very large effects elsewhere. As the BIS put it: “This asym-
metry, coupled with the ebbs and flows that have historically characterized
portfolio investment in emerging countries, highlights the potential for
instability as a marginal portfolio adjustment by the investor can easily
amount to a first-order event for the recipient.”\(^12\)

Even as developing states removed capital controls, liberalized their
financial systems, maintained relatively high interest rates and pegged their
currencies to the dollar not only to sustain their export competitiveness in
US markets but also to advertise their anti-inflationary credentials in inter-
national financial markets, they also often increased their foreign-exchange
reserves (which doubled for these states overall between 1990 and 2000) to
provide a cushion against capital outflows.\(^11\) But given the size of the capital
flows now involved, the insufficiency of this was evident in the sheer
number of financial crises during the decade, and their contagious effects
due to the increasingly integrated nature of international financial markets,
the convertibility of currencies, the extent of short-term private borrowing by local banks and corporations, and the ease with which currency traders could raise local credit to speculate on a national currency.¹⁴

The massive inflows to the US itself still dwarfed all others, of course, and in thereby reinforcing New York’s place at the center of an increasingly global financial system, they also increasingly required the American state to act as global lender of last resort. But it was now the Treasury rather than the Federal Reserve that played the pivotal role in this respect. The Fed had stood in the forefront of the American state’s crisis-management efforts ever since the debt crisis had begun in Mexico in 1980, not only because of its supervisory responsibilities for the big commercial banks and its swaps with other central banks, but also because not being formally part of the government provided a political shield against Congressional fears that the US taxpayer would be left holding the bag. The Treasury was, of course, quietly involved throughout, and in fact provided bridge financing in the 1980s to no less than thirty-seven countries until IMF loans could be arranged. Its discretionary Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF), established in 1934, had not only been extensively used for this purpose after the breakdown of the Bretton Woods system in the 1970s; it was also used to pay for the expansion of the Treasury’s responsibilities in the broader management of global capitalism, including to expand considerably the number of employees in the international division of the Treasury.¹⁵ When it came to providing developing states with loans in the midst of a crisis, it of course suited the Treasury that the IMF’s “role as the ‘heavy’ further depoliticized the process” (as a senior Fed official put it) vis-à-vis both Congress and the country in question.¹⁶

However, by the 1990s the US Treasury could no longer avoid taking the spotlight. This was partly due to the fact that the sheer scale of what was required to act as lender of last resort in the financial crises that struck Mexico in 1994 and Asia in 1997 overwhelmed not only the Exchange Stabilization Fund but even the IMF’s resources. But it also had deeper causes—above all the fact that the Treasury’s voice inside the state was amplified by the financialization of the economy (to which the Treasury’s own staff and policies had mightily contributed over the previous decades, of course). DeLong and Eichengreen’s pithy observation that “in any administration the Treasury Department is the listening post for Wall Street” seemingly directs attention to the Treasury’s important role in conveying to private financial market actors, and indeed to the New York Federal Reserve, what is going on inside the government. But what it captured as well was the Treasury’s “disproportionate influence” in conveying to the government “the growing importance of market sentiment in an era of financial liberalization.”¹⁷ Although the new National Economic Council, located in the White House itself, had been explicitly conceived
as a counterweight to the Treasury, the NEC was “grossly understaffed, especially on the international financial side,” in comparison with the analytic capacity concentrated at the Treasury. White House agencies and other departments “lacked the expertise to develop ideas sufficiently to argue them persuasively. The Treasury could thus exercise its veto simply by demanding a full-blown, coherent proposal, knowing that one would not be forthcoming.”

Rubin’s promotion from the NEC to the Treasury at the start of 1995 confirmed it would act as the “listening post for Wall Street”—in both directions. And the Treasury’s agenda-setting and veto power was immediately evident in the face of the Mexican financial crisis that had reached its climax at just this time. The crisis surprised most observers, since Mexico was “almost universally viewed as a model for economic recovery in the developing world.” But it was in fact because Mexico was such a model for capital mobility and free trade that it now exemplified how, in Rubin’s very words, “irrespective of past efforts or achievements,” any retreat from “economic discipline” could have “a severe impact on market confidence.” Mexico’s “past efforts or achievements” as the IMF’s poster boy for structural adjustment (including fixing its exchange rate to the dollar and re-privatizing the banking system) had been capped by its being made the first new member of the OECD in twenty years and by the coming into effect of NAFTA in early 1994. Mexico had experienced 4 percent economic growth over the previous five years (in contrast with a recession in the US), while bringing inflation down from over 100 percent to under 7 percent and attracting over $30 billion of foreign capital per year, including doubling its FDI stock. There were of course underlying economic weaknesses, signaled by an increasing trade deficit, which would have made the peso look overvalued in terms of its fixed link to the dollar, if not for the capital that continued to flow in.

But when the US Federal Reserve increased interest rates in 1994, this not only temporarily upset bond and derivatives markets in the US, but had a particularly deleterious effect on Mexico. Even as the central bank spent $15 billion of its foreign-exchange reserves in an attempt to shore up the currency against complete collapse, Mexico’s newly liberalized but under-capitalized banking system became the conduit for a massive outflow of capital (much of it from the same wealthy Mexicans who had been at the center of bank re-privatization in the 1980s). With less than $6 billion left in reserves, the Mexican state could hardly begin to cover the almost $30 billion in tesobono liabilities alone coming due in 1995. Absent immediate substantive guarantees against Mexican default, financial markets all the way to São Paulo and Buenos Aires—and even more ominously New York, London, and Tokyo—threatened to be engulfed by the “Tequila effect” of investor panic.
It was the securitization and integration of financial markets that led Newt Gingrich, the Republicans’ populist leader in the US Congress, as well as Michel Camdessus, the sophisticated French managing director of the IMF, to identify this as “the first crisis of the twenty-first century.” And managing it became Robert Rubin’s first task upon being sworn in as the new secretary of the US Treasury in January 1995. The historically unprecedented $40 billion rescue plan the Treasury quickly put together (six times the amount mobilized for Mexico in 1982, even after adjusting for inflation) was premised on the idea that only a “financial Powell doctrine” (that is, an intervention on the scale of the overwhelming show of military force against Iraq in the 1990 Gulf War) would convince “the markets” there would be no default on Mexican debts. Although Latin American finance ministers secretly told the Fed that their own domestic markets were “being very badly contaminated by the spill over from Mexico,” and even while these same officials were “very anxious that this US government effort to help Mexico be successful,” the scale of the funds required to deal with this dwarfed the Fed’s capacities for swap arrangements, as well as the Treasury’s Exchange Stabilization Fund. Nor did the IMF have sufficient resources, let alone the capacity for swift action, to cope with such an imminent and massive sovereign default.

The Treasury thus turned to Congress, where both the Republican and Democratic leaderships initially signaled their support. For its part, the Treasury quickly mobilized not only the Federal Reserve and the Departments of State and Commerce behind its plan, but also three former presidents and seventeen former secretaries of the departments of State, Commerce and the Treasury, as well as leading Republican governors like George W. Bush of Texas. This reflected the extent to which so many sectors of the US economy, and not only Wall Street, were intertwined with developments in Mexico.

But once opinion polls suggested that public opposition was running over four-to-one against the Treasury plan (whether due to hostility to bailing out foreigners or to bailing out financial speculators was unclear), less than fifty out of 205 House Democrats were prepared to indicate they would vote for the plan. It was clear that, even with a majority of Republican House Representatives (130 of 230) indicating they were in favor, the size of this Democratic Party revolt would prevent quick passage of the plan. Rubin inferred that “many members of Congress probably meant to oppose us without actually stopping us . . . Gingrich was quoted [as saying] that if the president took responsibility for the rescue plan, he would hear a ‘huge sigh of relief’ from Congress. The legislators understood what needed to be done but didn’t want to vote for it.” This would become a familiar Congressional maneuver in subsequent crises, but it effectively gave the Treasury license to do “what needed to be done” in the short run so as to
“restore market confidence,” especially since the growing Congressional opposition roiled markets even further.

The Treasury put together the largest nonmilitary commitment since the Marshall Plan, and the largest bailout of a sovereign in history to that point, by supplementing an unprecedented $20 billion from its Exchange Stabilization Fund with $10 billion from the Bank of International Settlements, and $18 billion from the IMF (a fifth of its total liquid resources), while getting the World Bank to target a few billion more to Mexico’s banking system.26 The rapidity, let alone the scale, of this mobilization of the IFIs was unprecedented—a testament to the importance of the imperial network of financial coordination that had been built up since the 1960s. Japan displayed its usual “follow-the-leader mentality” in a case where “neither transnational institutional linkages nor interest in the Mexican rescue were strong.”27 On the other hand, the IMF directors from Germany, the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland, and Norway registered their discomfort with the Treasury’s ultimatum (the Executive Board was given only twenty-four hours to look at the plan) by abstaining on the vote. But this was “as strong a diplomatic sign of disapproval as they felt they could send without undermining the rescue”; they recognized that more than their aversion to “moral hazard” would be at stake if “one of the shining stars of market-oriented reform in the developing world . . . became an international financial pariah.”28 In response to Germany’s continued harping about moral hazard, the IMF’s chief economist, Michael Mussa, commented tersely: “And if we hadn’t rescued 800 people from the Titanic, we would have taught everyone an even more valuable lesson about the dangers of ocean travel.”29

If this crisis was indeed the harbinger of a new level of global financial instability, what was just as significant was that the Mexican crisis was, to a remarkable degree, effectively contained. Whereas the debt crisis that began in Mexico fifteen years earlier had spread to the rest of Latin America, the contagion from the 1994 Mexican crisis was quite limited; and in contrast to the 1980s, when it took seven years before the Mexico state could regain much access to private capital markets, it was now able to do so within seven months.30 Mexico’s total drawing on the Treasury’s Exchange Stability Fund reached a peak of $11.5 billion by July 1995, after which repayments began; by early 1997 the Treasury could announce that it made a profit of almost $600 million. This partly reflected the higher rate of interest it charged than the IMF, while insisting behind the scenes on the onerous conditions which the IMF staff had negotiated with the Mexican authorities. These were seen by the Treasury as being “the crucial thing,” because they would engender confidence in financial markets “that the Mexicans were serious about getting their act together.”31

Indeed, the Mexican government showed itself to be quite anxious to
return to, and even accelerate, its neoliberal reforms, including opening the banking sector to foreign suitors, balancing the fiscal budget, and restraining wages and consumption in order to promote export-led growth while introducing flexible exchange rates. Of course, all this “caused real suffering on the part of the Mexican poor and middle class—and wages were very slow to recover,” as Rubin admitted. But he could point with satisfaction to a recovery in Mexico’s rate of growth from a fall of over 6 percent in 1995 to an increase of over 5 percent per year from 1996 to 1998, while Mexico’s exports doubled from 16 to 31 percent of GDP over the 1990s. Concerns the Mexican crisis would lead other states to abandon market reforms were “proven groundless,” a World Bank Report exulted. Rather, the crisis had proved to be a “wake up call” for all of South America by making it clear that “deepening reforms—and doing so more rapidly—is the only way to counter the skepticism that emerged among international financial analysts” about Mexico’s commitment to neoliberalism.

The Asian Contagion

The way the Mexican crisis was resolved had the effect of furthering the making of global capitalism. Having averaged $120 billion from 1990 to 1994, total capital flows to emerging markets increased to over $190 billion in 1995, and reached $240 billion by 1996. Capital flows to Latin America and the Caribbean, after falling by $5 billion in 1995 from the earlier four-year average of $40 billion, doubled to $80 billion in 1996. But it was Asia that experienced the greatest increase—from $40 billion to over $110 billion. This massive flow to “emerging markets” took place even while private investment in the US also grew very rapidly. Investors competed to get “a piece of the action . . . confident that they could get out in time if, in Thailand or elsewhere, something finally went wrong.”

Interbank loans were more common than equity investment in Asia compared to Latin America, and European banks (German and French more than British) were far more involved in this than American ones, as financial liberalization in Europe squeezed banks’ domestic margins and set them off in search of higher returns around the world. For their part, Japanese banks’ total loans in the Asian region grew six-fold (to $265 billion) between 1994 and 1996—four times as much as those of US banks. In Thailand, where the crisis was triggered in the spring of 1997, Japanese banks held over 54 percent of Thai external commercial bank debt. What was known as the “yen carry trade” (borrowing cheaply in Japan to lend at higher rates elsewhere) was spurred on by Japan’s very low interest rates amid its long-drawn out domestic recession. These low rates were further encouraged when the US Treasury, having proved its commitment to a
strong dollar, coordinated with the Ministry of Finance a depreciation of the yen to help support the staggering Japanese economy.

But, as Mitchell Bernard insightfully demonstrated, “while various fractions of global capital were indeed central agents in the bursting of the Thai speculative bubble, the origins of the crisis lay in the way these forces of globalization were intertwined with the Thai power structure.” Thai state initiatives to liberalize and expand its financial sector (underwritten by high interest rates and the pegging of the baht to the US dollar) induced ever more foreign lending, which “served the interest of various fractions of local and transnational financial capital in different ways.” Growth rates averaging almost 9 percent in the decade before the onset of the crisis were also fueled by the domestic real-estate bubble produced by the alliance of Japanese developers with the Thai capitalists and army generals who controlled the construction industry. China’s devaluation of the renminbi in 1994 and the devaluation of the yen in 1995 particularly affected Thailand’s pattern of cheap exports. The Bank of Thailand responded by using its reserves to defend the currency peg with the dollar, making it especially vulnerable to any outflow of capital. All it took to produce a massive run on the baht and a collapse in Thai asset prices was a suggestion from the Japanese Finance Ministry in early 1997 that it might hike interest rates to halt the yen’s fall. In short order, the massive capital flows that had earlier poured in were suddenly a dangerous liability. In 1996, the net inflows of private capital to Thailand were 9.3 percent of GDP; in 1997 the net outflows were 10.9 percent of GDP—a stunning turnaround of over 20 percent in one year.37

Notably, while the World Bank was praising Thailand for its “outward looking orientation, receptivity to foreign investment and a market-friendly philosophy backed up by conservative macroeconomic management,” the IMF grew concerned at the way the Thai central bank was propping up the baht while concealing the extent of its interventions.38 The IMF itself soon provided a secret infusion of funds, even though the US Treasury, while insisting on tough conditionality, didn’t rate the probability of financial contagion very high given how relatively small the Thai economy was in a region “still so widely viewed as economically strong and attractive to investors.”39 It expected that Japan would be able to carry the main burden in backing up the IMF as lender of last resort, although Japan had put Thailand into the IMF’s hands by refusing a request for a bilateral loan. When Japan agreed at US urging to supplement the IMF package, Tim Geithner (at the time the Treasury’s assistant secretary for international affairs) quipped to the Japanese vice minister of finance at the meeting where this was arranged in Tokyo in August 1997: “How does it feel to be a superpower?”40 What became clear as soon as the Thai fire quickly spread into a regional conflagration was not only the responsibility this implied, but the inability of the Japanese state to carry it. With Japanese banks
leading the run for the exits, “every large G-10 bank and security house in
the region was issuing weekly reports on the rising share of non-performing
loans in Asian financial systems.” The US Treasury now recognized that,
by not openly putting its own money behind the IMF rescue package, it
had “spooked the markets even further.”

Yet even if it was not unreasonable to expect that Japan should bear the
main burden of regional lender of last resort, the truth of the matter was that
the Treasury also expected it to do so under US stage direction. This was
especially seen when, not long after, the Japanese Ministry of Finance
advanced a hastily conceived proposal for a $100 billion Asian Monetary
Fund, which might have given countries with small IMF quotas more access
to funding and more flexibility on loan conditionality. When it sent details
of the proposal to South Korea, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Indonesia without informing the US, this was treated by the Treasury as a
“rude departure from the normal conduct of the US-Japanese alliance,” as
well as a breach of solidarity among the G7 finance ministry deputies (“I
thought you were my friend!” Summers yelled over the phone to his
Japanese counterpart). With Geithner playing up the opposition of the
region’s smaller countries which, like China, “dreaded the idea of Japan
controlling such a potentially powerful institution,” the US was able to
deny “any charge that the imperial Americans were blocking an Asian solu-
tion.” But, as Katada has shown, it was as much the opposition by the
Japanese banks themselves— their refusal to write down bad interbank debt
was related to the concern to meet BIS capital adequacy requirements, and
they also feared that the Finance Ministry’s Asian Monetary Fund proposal
might damage their relations with US and European banks—that ensured
that the proposal was quickly shelved in favor of “crisis management in
collaboration with the US actors.”

As the crisis spread to engulf not only Indonesia but even South Korea
through the fall of 1997, this collaboration increasingly took place on the
Treasury’s terms. Notably, this was the case inside the American state as well
as internationally, as the Treasury recognized that, to cope with the “seem-
ingly inevitable tendency” in modern capital markets “towards periodic
destabilization that is difficult to anticipate and prevent,” it would “need to
push beyond where others wanted to go,” especially including the old hands
at the Asian desks of the State Department. A new Treasury secretary for
international affairs, David Lipton, was installed (he had earlier played a
major role in setting the terms for the “shock therapy” applied to Eastern
Europe, and would later play a large role with the IMF during the 2011 Euro
crisis). And brought in from Goldman Sachs to deepen the Treasury’s capac-
ities in dealing with the newest developments in international financial
markets was Gary Gensler (who would soon go on to become undersecre-
tary to Summers and later head of the CFTC under Obama).
It was no accident that a legislative hurdle (the D’Amato Amendment), adopted after the Mexican crisis to prevent the Treasury from making large-scale use of the Exchange Stabilization Fund without Congressional authorization, was quietly not renewed when it expired in September 1997. When the IMF came up with an $18 billion rescue package for Indonesia at the end of October, the Treasury now directly committed a further $3 billion from the ESF as a “second line of defense,” while insisting (over the misgivings of the State and Defense departments not to undermine such an old anti-Communist ally in the region) that the usual IMF conditionality of severe austerity be supplemented with a host of micro-structural adjustment requirements, including the closure of the banks closely linked to Suharto’s inner circle.

The contagion had by then already spread to South Korea, as European as well as Japanese banks stopped turning over the massive short-term loans they had provided to Korean banks—and through them to the heavily indebted Korean chaebols. Coping with “the Asian crisis” became a round-the-clock activity at the US Treasury, where Korea was “regarded as a firewall that could not be breached.” As Rubin explained, since this was a “mainstream economy”—the most recent recruit to the OECD (the first since Mexico) and the eleventh-largest industrial economy in the world—“the entire financial system could be threatened, with the health of the world’s largest banking institutions at risk.” Moreover, as he put it, “in today’s world the United States is really the only country that is in a position to provide the kind of leadership that is needed to deal with issues of this magnitude and importance to our country.” Once again, the IMF was formally called in after the Japanese Finance Ministry refused a Korean request to provide a bilateral emergency loan, but the Treasury now also immediately sent Lipton to Seoul to monitor the negotiations secretly.

When the IMF staff began their talks with the Korean government, they initially concentrated on severe austerity measures and the closure of a number of merchant banks as the main conditions for a rescue package of some $30 billion. But the Treasury once again invoked the “financial Powell doctrine” to insist on the need for a much larger rescue package (in the end it would be almost twice as large, the biggest in history to that point). And it also used the IMF negotiations to “crack open all these things that for years have bothered them” (as one of the IMF staff put it) about the “extremely gradual” steps South Korea had taken since the launching of its “Financial Policy Talks” with the US in 1990. The US Treasury now insisted, as a centerpiece of the IMF agreement, that the ceilings on foreign investment be lifted from 26 to 50 percent. Notably, the negotiations took place right in the midst of the country’s presidential election campaign—and all the candidates were required to assent to the conditions before the IMF would declare the rescue package was in place. Its success in this respect
led the US economist Rudi Dornbusch to quip on a subsequent American
 television panel that “the positive side” of the Asian financial crisis was that
 South Korea “was now owned and operated by our Treasury.” The
 knowing chuckle he elicited from the other pundits may have had less to do
 with what this said about the extent of imperial power at the end of century
 than with what it implied about the shifting hierarchy of state apparatuses
 within Washington itself: after all, it used to be the State Department or
 Pentagon, rather than the Treasury, that could lay claim to the South
 Korean franchise.

 Peter Gowan concluded at the time that “the US government sought to
 use panic in the private markets dealing with Korean currency and debt as a political
 lever to further its policy objectives within Korea." But it was in fact
 misleading to see this episode simply in terms of the destruction by the
 neoliberal Wall Street–Treasury complex of the “Asian Development
 Model.” The Treasury’s agenda in fact partly coincided with the aims of
domestic Korean social forces (including those led by Kim Dae Jung, the
 prominent dissident about to be elected president) that had come to the fore
 in the urban street rebellions and independent union mobilizations that led
to the end of military rule in 1987, and had continued to mobilize against
 “the state–bank–conglomerate nexus” thereafter. For their part, the chaebol
 capitalists themselves, as we have seen, increasingly looked to end the state’s
 “micro-management of industry” while demanding more access to cheaper
 money abroad. This was especially needed, they claimed, to compensate for
 the higher wages extracted by a (still officially unrecognized) militant labor
 movement through the strike wave that had raised annual manufacturing
 wages by 11 percent in 1988, 18 percent in 1989, and 10 percent in 1990.
 It was the Korean state’s response to this, more than pressure from the US,
 that produced the increasingly dysfunctional halfway house of a partially
 liberalized Korean capitalism by the mid 1990s. The South Korean govern-
 ment had maintained stringent controls on FDI and made it difficult for
 Korean firms to borrow abroad; but in allowing Korea’s privatized banks to
 borrow freely abroad, it rendered the chaebols increasingly dependent on
 these banks’ highly leveraged international debt.

 At the same time, the state ceased to monitor these borrowings and
 abandoned its role of coordinating industrial investments, culminating in
 the abolition of the famous Economic Planning Board in 1996 to accom-
 pany entry into the OECD, even as the chaebols were allowed to go on an
 “orgy of imprudent borrowing.” A growing trade deficit, signaling the
 likelihood that some of the leading chaebols would be unable to service
 their massive debt load, led the ruling New Korea Party, on December
 26, 1996, to railroad a contentious bill through the National Assembly “in
 seven minutes of predawn action at a plenary session” in the absence of
 the opposition. It put off for three more years the long-awaited end to the
ban on independent unions, while at the same time removing restrictions on unilateral company layoffs so as to make the Korean labor market more "flexible." It was the three-week general strike that ensued in January 1997, followed by a series of chaebol bankruptcies, that first clearly signaled to foreign investors that something was really amiss with this newest of OECD members. Their dismay was only increased, leading to credit downgrades even before the Thai bubble burst, when the government was forced by the successful general strike to legalize independent union representation and adopt a two-year moratorium on involuntary redundancy dismissals.55

There was thus considerable plausibility to the Treasury's claims that "the real problems with Korea were structural and that the financial system was the point of vulnerability," and that "nothing short of a major reform program in South Korea would bring back market confidence."56 While social-democratic intellectuals were still extolling Korea's so-called "strong state" as a progressive model in the face of capitalist globalization (in contrast with the allegedly "weak" neoliberal Anglo-American states), what was being cruelly exposed was not only the Korean state's limited regulatory capacity, but even its inability to specify the size of its foreign exchange reserves.77 "To say that South Korea's finances 'lacked transparency' at this time was an understatement, if not a joke," was how Bruce Cumings put it. Notably, as Cumings also pointed out, it was "Korean officials who pleaded to include anti-labour provisions in the reform package," thereby hoping to pass responsibility to the IMF for reversing the labor victory at the beginning of the year and restoring the legislation allowing companies to undertake immediate mass layoffs.58

The failure of the IMF package to quell the turmoil in financial markets was directly related to the highly publicized suggestion by the frontrunner in the presidential campaign, Kim Dae Jung, that he might withdraw his endorsement and renegotiate the terms. Although he was not the candidate of the independent unions (they had nominated one of the leaders of the general strike at the beginning of the year), the main question that the US Treasury knew the markets wanted answered, as Blustein's authoritative account puts it, "was whether the aging crusader for democracy was willing to accept the dislocations—including job losses—that would inevitably accompany the closure of weak banks and uncompetitive chaebol units."59 Although, as soon as he won the election, Kim made it perfectly clear via an envoy to Washington that he would indeed implement the IMF package, Undersecretary Lipton was dispatched back to Seoul to meet with Kim directly and tell him the labor issue was "key to Korea's situation." Kim did not disappoint the Treasury's hopes that "a leader with a history of championing labor rights would be ideally situated politically to persuade workers of the need for sacrifice." Indeed, he publicly affirmed on television the
same day that job security would need to take second place to the neoliberal economic adjustments outlined in the IMF package.

It was with these reassurances in hand that the US Treasury now roped together not only the Federal Reserve but Japan’s Finance Ministry, the Bundesbank, and the Bank of England in coordinating a roll-over by the world’s leading private bankers of their loans to Korean banks. The very day Lipton met with Kim in Seoul, the Treasury arranged for the CEOs of the top six US commercial banks to assemble at the New York Federal Reserve’s offices, where they were told by its president, William McDonough, that a Korean default was inevitable unless they rescheduled the debt. Before they would agree to do so, the US bankers delegated the vice chairman of Citicorp to meet with Japanese and European bankers to make sure they did the same, thereby reinforcing the personal calls Summers was making from the US Treasury to his fellow G7 finance ministry deputies to ensure their bankers also got the message. With the IMF designated to closely monitor and report on which banks in fact rolled over loans, the G7’s top finance ministry and central bank officials, including Rubin himself, then called “the CEOs of banks that were balking to reiterate that a default could be catastrophic.” One managing director for global markets at an American bank in Hong Kong was quoted as saying: “We were all told, ‘Thou shalt not cut.’” A City of London banker put the whole operation in broader perspective: “The sad fact is that international banks never accomplish much unless they are pushed by the US Treasury.”

Of course, whether this would actually work to stop the contagion was in the end conditional on whether the incoming Korean government would win the international bankers’ confidence by keeping its promises to the US Treasury to restrain its own working class. It was only at the end of January 1998, after a newly established “Tripartite Committee” of government, business, and labor representatives immediately endorsed the ending of the moratorium on layoffs and the passage of new legislation allowing for immediate redundancy dismissals of workers, that the international banks agreed to reschedule Korean debt. There was no little irony in the fact that “the first time in Korean history the working class was granted a formal institutional position to participate in state management” became the occasion for sustaining “Kim Dae Jung’s readiness to embrace IMF conditionalities [which] meant a sweeping neo-liberal attack on Korean labour.” While going on to offer unprecedented incentives for foreign investors, the Kim government implemented massive layoffs (at a time when Korea’s social-welfare expenditures were the lowest in the OECD). Although GDP fell by almost 4 percent in the first quarter of 1998 (while unemployment tripled), the harsh medicine seemed to work in capitalist terms: by 1999 economic growth had resumed at a rate of over 10 percent.

The economic effects of the crisis in Indonesia were deeper and lasted
longer than anywhere else in the region: GNP dropped by 13 percent in 1998, and still registered almost zero growth in 1999, before recovering to 4.5 percent in 2000. The IMF—backed by the US Treasury after a “squabble among Washington-based IFIs and US government departments on what should happen in Jakarta”—took a much more direct role in overseeing the structural changes in Indonesia, all the way down to the choice of judges for the new commercial court established in 1998 to handle corporate bankruptcies and reorganizations. In fact, the US Treasury’s relentless pressure for compliance, and its insistence on political reform to see it through, effectively brought down the Suharto regime, which had served the imperial state so well since the slaughter of Indonesia’s Communists in the mid 1960s. Officials at the State Department and National Security Council had strongly resented the memos coming from the Treasury saying that “as long as Suharto is in charge, this is going nowhere.”

The number of structural policy conditions attached to the IMF’s emergency assistance in the Asian crisis—about seventy in Thailand, ninety in South Korea, and 140 in Indonesia—was considerably above the average for similar IMF programs. South Korea eventually complied with about 90 percent of these, a remarkably high compliance rate which was very much related to the fact, as interviews with Korean officials themselves made clear, that “most of the structural conditions included in the Fund program had been on the domestic reform agenda for a long time and thus were not viewed as ‘imposed’ on Korea.” To be sure, the letter of intent signed with the IMF had explicitly called for “outside experts” to assist with bank privatization, and in this—as well as in drafting new legislation, dealing with distressed financial assets, negotiating the sale of firms to foreigners, and advising on the wave of mergers and acquisitions that followed the crisis—“the key agents were American firms and especially leading investment banks, such as Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley.”

**Failure Containment**

But while proof of labor and capitalist class discipline was required to contain the crisis in Korea and Indonesia, no one was under any illusion that this could contribute much to containing the contagion. In Rubin’s own words, “no sooner did one country’s problems seem to be under control than pressures would erupt somewhere else.” These aftershocks were especially felt in Japan, where GDP fell by 5 percent in the first quarter of 1998, and Japanese sovereign debt was downgraded. By June, the US Treasury intervened in the foreign-exchange market to stem fears of competitive devaluations caused by the falling yen. When the G7 held an emergency meeting in Tokyo that month, Summers described the scene at
the meeting as being “like an occupying army coming in to yell at the locals . . . and tell the Japanese to get their act together.”

When the bankruptcy that summer of Japan’s giant Long Term Capital Bank (LTCB) could no longer be prevented, it was clear to the Japanese that however much they disliked it, a new occupation could not be avoided. After Summers called for the LTCB to be nationalized and then re-privatized “as a wonderful sign to the outside world that Japan was embracing reform and becoming more international,” senior Japanese bureaucrats stressed the importance of doing this so as “to appease the Americans.”

Reflecting Japan’s entanglement in what Gillian Tett called “the complexities that linked money and politics together in Washington and Wall Street,” Paul Volcker was recruited as an advisor to Ripplewood, the obscure American firm that was interested in buying the LTCB. He flew over to meet with Kichi Miyazawa, Japan’s finance minister, whom he had first come to know in the “intimate settings” of the old G10 meetings, where they had “built up a reserve of mutual trust”. It now paid off in the extraction of a promise that foreign bidders would be treated in the same way as Japanese bidders in the course of LTCB’s privatization. Goldman Sachs was selected to manage the sale, while the capital to back Ripplewood’s successful takeover of what had once been the key bank in Japan’s network capitalism came from, among others, David Rockefeller. It was scarcely a decade earlier that Mitsubishi Real Estate’s purchase of New York’s Rockefeller Center had been treated as emblematic of the Japanese takeover of America. The justification for this new American role inside the Japanese financial system (if one was needed) was that, as Rubin claimed in an important speech in April, “when countries allow financial service providers into their markets—with all the competition, capital and expertise they bring with them—the strength of the financial system is greatly enhanced.”

But if this was expected to contribute much immediately to coping with the aftershocks, the expectation was rudely belied in 1998 as the Asian contagion spread to Russia. Aided by the IMF’s commitment to Russia, “downtown Moscow was brimming with new offices and planned expansions for the financial titans of Wall Street, London, Frankfurt and Zurich.”

But declining oil prices, which had resulted from the collapse of Asian demand, aggravated Russia’s fiscal deficit. This endangered its ability to roll over the short-term bonds that were coming due at $1 billion a week by the spring of 1998 (these had been previously snapped up by international investors as a “moral hazard play,” as the saying went in financial markets, on the assumption that Russia was “too nuclear to fail”). This occasioned yet another large IMF loan package, but the Russian Duma’s rejection even of its most minimal conditions on tax-collection (which is the ultimate reason investors have confidence they will be repaid by the states they lend to) revealed that Yeltsin, unlike Kim Dae Jung in Korea, could not fulfill his
side of the bargain. The Treasury’s David Lipton was dispatched to Moscow as he had earlier been to Seoul, but this time reported to Rubin that no one in the Russian government “seemed to understand how precarious the situation was or to be too concerned about the loss of reserves.” A default by Russia on its foreign debt was understood to be inevitable once it became clear to the US Treasury that putting in any more IMF money (or even using the Treasury’s Exchange Stabilization Fund as a back-up) “would have undermined the credibility of the IMF in its efforts to apply conditionality elsewhere in the world.”

In a sense, Russia was too big not to fail. As the IMF’s deputy director, Stanley Fischer, later admitted, Russia was “too big and the forces at work there too powerful for us to have been the decisive influence.” But, rather than the Russian default being taken as an exceptional case, a great danger was that the IMF and the US Treasury would now be perceived as being incapable of preventing defaults in other large economies. Even more foreboding was the prospect that developing states might resort to extensive exchange controls, just as Malaysia did two weeks after the Russian default. Indicative of the breadth of the contagion was that international banks, which had earlier in the year shifted capital from Asia to Latin America, now began to pull their loans, and especially demanded higher premiums on Brazil’s bonds, fearing that its currency peg to the dollar would have to be abandoned.

But the depth of the contagion had already been registered on Wall Street, as a massive flight to the safety of US Treasury bonds after the Russian default precipitated a sharp upward revaluation of risk in bond and foreign-exchange markets, and in the derivative markets based on them. With the US commercial paper market in corporate debt already in turmoil, word quickly got out that the formerly remarkably profitable US hedge fund Long Term Capital Management (founded by two prestigious economists who had won Nobel prizes for their econometric contributions to the development of derivative markets) suddenly faced collapse. With the massive losses LTCM took on the $12.5 billion portfolio of securities it had amassed with money borrowed from many of Wall Street’s biggest banks, its default on a trillion dollars in over-the-counter derivatives contracts appeared imminent.

Since it could not be known who would be left holding the bag if all the counterparties tried to liquidate their positions with LTCM, “this was a classic set up for a run: losses were likely, but nobody knew who would get burned.” Reflecting the concern that credit markets generally might freeze up, Wall Street’s leading CEOs were once again summoned to William McDonough’s office at the New York Federal Reserve. McDonough’s own account of this intervention in what “had the potential to be the worst financial crisis since the war” recalled that one of the reasons the Fed was
created was that the resolution of the 1907 financial crisis had depended on J. P. Morgan’s ability to summon fellow bankers to his library and insist that “people who normally spend their lives trying to out-compete each other” look at the broader picture. There “simply was no other substitute for the New York Fed” in the crisis:

The head of a securities firm or a bank is not paid to be a patriot; he or she is paid to serve the best interests of the shareholders, so the most that one could do in a position like mine is to say the public interest may well be served by Long Term Capital Management not failing . . . Now if somebody has had many years of experience like me, the people you’re talking to at least think, well, this guy knows what he is talking about; he’s been through some of these firefights himself, and so we’re not dealing with somebody who doesn’t understand how we think or what we can do.79

With the political implications of bailing out a private hedge fund ruling out public funds being brought into play in this instance (as they very much had been in the Korean bailout less than nine months earlier), and with the pressure on them from the Fed by most accounts rather heavier than McDonough suggests, fourteen of Wall Street’s leading financial institutions agreed to organize a creditors’ consortium to take over LCTM and the responsibility to meet its obligations. “Suddenly,” as Martin Wolf put in the Financial Times, “investors discovered Russia was not too nuclear to fail, yet a mere hedge fund could be too big to do so.”80 But however significant, this would not have happened, nor would it have been enough, had the Fed not already started pouring funds into the banking system. Once it was decided to deny the Russians further bailout funds, US interest rates had to come down, and investors’ flight to the safety of US Treasury bonds would accommodate this—the only questions were when and by how much.

This was clear to the Treasury and the Fed even before Paul Krugman called for lower interest rates in the New York Times: “Mr Greenspan turned a stock market crash into a real economy non-event in 1987; he can do it again. But will he? That’s where I start to worry. The real risk to the world economy comes not from bad fundamentals but rigid ideologies.”81 Krugman was wrong to point to ideology as the main problem. Greenspan had in fact already decided to use the occasion of a speech on “the new economy” (linking productivity growth to digital technology) to indicate that the Fed had shifted its assessment of the “balance of risks”: rather than the concern with inflation, what would guide Fed interest rate policy would be the concern with “international financial breakdown.”82 It took three separate cuts to short-term interest rates in rapid succession over the following two months, reinforced by the low cost of capital at the discount window, to calm financial markets, and to leverage the banks into
providing over $30 billion in loans to corporations—well over double the usual amount—at a time when they were unable to roll over their commercial paper. Also important in stemming the crisis was the IMF’s “unusually large front-loaded package of financial assistance to Brazil in an attempt to create a firebreak wide enough to prevent the crisis from spreading further.” With President Clinton speaking in terms of “the biggest financial challenge facing the world in a half century,” the US Congress voted additional funding for the IMF. Also important in securing this Congressional support was a US Treasury report that detailed for each state in the Union the specific impact of the loss of exports due to the Asian crisis, and spelled out the even more severe impact if the contagion was allowed to spread beyond Russia to Latin America.

A far more significant report sponsored by the US Treasury, “American Finance for the 21st Century,” was also published at this time. It embraced “competition in financial services wholeheartedly,” in contrast with the “Depression-era model” which relied on “the attempt to divide the financial world into discrete segments,” a practice which had “already collapsed under its own weight.” Sustaining this had become “hopeless” in the context of “today’s quicksilver market place,” where the growth of global competition had already spawned banks and nonbanks doing much the same things. In this context, to persist in trying to make “the financial system safer by tying the hands of institutions will inevitably put a damper on innovation, at considerable cost to the economy as a whole and potentially to America’s world leadership in financial services.”

To sustain the case that US financial policy itself had long been in transition, it was pointed out that the federal government had not only removed restrictions on brokerage fees in the mid 1970s, deposit interest rates in the mid 1980s, and interstate banking in the mid 1990s, but had “a history of pioneering important new financial instruments” from mortgage-backed securities at the beginning of the 1970s to inflation-indexed bonds in the late 1990s. It was also pointed out that the last time the Treasury Department issued a major report on the financial services industry, in 1991, it had also called for an end to the “enforced sequesterization of banks from other types of financial enterprises.” This had since been further “eroded by regulatory and judicial circumventions,” including by the Treasury’s Office of the Comptroller of the Currency permitting national banks to broker securities, offer mutual funds, and sell insurance, and joining the Federal Reserve in allowing banks to engage in even broader activities through subsidiaries.

While governments would always need to require that financial institutions take reasonable precautions (“just as cities need fire codes”), finance was “a good example of a sector in which to oppose market forces is becoming an increasingly futile task, yet in which government’s core functions remain as essential as ever . . . ‘Big government, small government’ rhetoric is of little
help in financial services and is better checked at the door.” The main point of supervision and regulation, however, was to promote and support the financial sector’s expansion—and insofar as its “mercurial growth” inevitably gave rise to financial crises, the goal of financial policy should be seen as that of “failure containment” rather than “failure prevention.”

The report argued that the creation of integrated mega-banks spurred competition and market discipline. It admitted that “moral hazard” had been encouraged by the full protections given to the uninsured depositors and creditors of banks considered “too big to fail,” starting with Continental Illinois in the 1980s. But it insisted that the two great innovations in finance that the Treasury had encouraged—securitization and derivative markets—had been attended by a “renewed focus on responsibility and discipline in finance,” which was proudly attributed to regulatory measures like capital-adequacy standards and quick interventions to close insolvent banks that “put the United States well ahead of much of the rest of the world.” Although credit was thus taken for the fact that “the financial health of the banking industry has improved dramatically” after the record bank failures of the 1980s, it was also recognized that securitization and derivatives carried their own dangers, since “dynamic hedging strategies” could “behave more like a trampoline than a safety net” during a future downturn.

It could not have been said, therefore, that the Treasury was blindsided by the LTCM crisis. But, just as the success of US regulators in halting the spread of the 1994 derivatives crisis (sparked by Orange County’s default on its municipal debt) had fortified the strategic focus on failure-containment rather than failure-prevention, so did the successful LTCM firefight, however scary at the time, bolster confidence that any fallout from getting Congress to finally repeal the Glass-Steagall Act could be managed. The continuing concern with “eliminating outmoded barriers to competition” had remained central to both the Treasury’s and Fed’s agendas throughout all the 1997–98 crises. And while there was a turf fight as the new legislation was prepared over the division of regulatory responsibilities, what was never in dispute, as Greenspan would tell the House banking committee, was that regulation would be needed more than ever so as to be able to have the information at hand to act quickly and effectively when the next crisis occurred. This was seen as going hand in hand with self-regulation by the big banks. The shift to securitization of loans and the increasing use of derivatives markets to manage risk had rendered state regulator’s examinations of banks for capital adequacy so difficult and complicated that they could not guarantee to effectively limit risk exposure; and it was for this reason that the Fed, the Treasury and the BIS all came to rely on the big banks’ own models for assessing risk in the hope these would set off timely alarms that would meet the regulators’ “fire codes.” As would become very clear a decade later, competition among the big banks in securities and
derivatives markets would also expose the contradictions of self-regulation; the pressures of competition would manifest themselves in indifference to the fire codes. But, as was pointed out in the New York Times in the wake of the containment of the LTCM crisis: “so far, the combination of large capital cushions, diversified loans, stress tests and prompt regulatory action has been enough to keep banks healthy. The system is not well equipped to handle what one Government official calls ‘financial Armageddon’ . . . but the fallout from Armageddon is exactly what the Federal Reserve is designed to solve.”

The increasingly enhanced role for the state as financial firefighter had evolved through the 1990s alongside regulatory changes that encouraged financial innovation, integration, and expansion. It was the goal of advancing this even further that led to the victory of the Treasury and the Fed in the very wake of the 1998 crisis in finally getting Congress to repeal the 1933 and 1935 banking rules. By this time, as we have seen, the old compartmentalization of banking hardly existed in its original form. As a result, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 repealing the Glass-Steagall Act was more about completing a long regulatory process than about ushering in a completely new legal environment. The major effect of the bill was to simplify the regulatory framework governing bank acquisitions and to expand, rather than merely enable, the cross-fertilization of commercial and investment banking. Not only did the Act repealing Glass-Steagall draw on at least fifteen years of successful banking experience in this respect; it set out a host of new formal and informal financial rules. What was clearly involved here was the state walking the tightrope of encouraging mercurial financial markets to flourish while managing and containing the inevitable financial crises that they spawned. The ability to walk this tightrope for no less than two decades after the 1987 crash was, in fact, crucial to Wall Street’s increasing ability to act as a vortex drawing in capital from around the world.

The repeal of Glass-Steagall at the end of the 1990s was motivated by the concern to remove barriers to financial dynamics that had already gathered decisive momentum within the old form of regulation, and which by this time had largely ceased to have much practical effect. Indeed, what had been called deregulation since the 1970s was less determined by an ideological commitment to getting the state out of markets than by state actors pragmatically trying to catch up with the globalizing markets they had earlier nurtured. US financial markets in fact remained “almost certainly the most highly regulated markets in history, if regulation is measured by volume (number of pages) of rules, probably also if measured by extent of surveillance, and possibly even by vigour of enforcement.” Indeed, rather than trying to understand the relationship between states and markets in the neoliberal era as being primarily about financial deregulation, it may be
more useful to see it in terms of financialization developing through the agency of both old and new regulatory bodies. Indeed, the sheer density and continuing fragmentation of the regulatory landscape meant that either escaping or changing regulations became a key dimension in strategies of financial innovation and the construction of competitive advantage.

This could especially be seen in relation to the “derivatives revolution.” As we saw in Chapter 6, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission was created in 1974 to regulate derivatives in such a way so as to facilitate their development, not least to meet the growing demand for the spreading and hedging of risk in the expansive currency and credit markets. This determined the “Why not?” approach it adopted in terms of the space it allowed for self-regulation and innovation in derivatives markets—an approach sealed by the Treasury’s conclusion in 1978 that the exchange of derivatives on the US debt that the New York Fed brought to the bond markets would, by allowing for some hedging of risk, help stabilize and increase the holdings of US Treasury bonds. As financial markets exploded in both the US and internationally through the 1980s and 1990s, and new kinds of derivatives contracts were increasingly traded “over the counter” between financial institutions, the reluctance of the Treasury, the Fed, and the SEC, as well the CFTC, to rein this in was sealed by the 1992 Futures Trading Practices Act. Yet as derivative markets continued to evolve, creating new legal uncertainties, concern grew especially within the CFTC that “lack of consistent standards for measuring and disclosing risks associated with derivatives positions” allowed the media “to grossly overstate the true risk exposure of most derivatives portfolios . . . fuel[ing] the public perception of derivatives activity as a Godzilla-like monster posed to devour the financial system.”

Amid the 1997–98 financial contagion, Brooksley Born, whom Clinton had appointed as CFTC chair in 1996, issued a number of warnings “about the unknown risks that the over-the-counter derivatives market may pose to the US economy and to financial stability around the world.” But with the CFTC having “broken from the pack and reversed course” by calling for the type of derivatives regulation that would involve failure-prevention, not just failure-containment, the whole regulatory edifice supporting derivatives transactions was “now in jeopardy”, in the words of the managing director of the Bank of America. The danger was in fact very real that to start regulating over-the-counter derivatives for failure-prevention would spark yet another crisis. As a result it was not only Senators in the pockets of Enron like Phil Gramm who mustered his troops against Born, but also Summers and Greenspan, who co-authored the 1999 Report of the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets that rejected the CFTC proposals precisely due to the “legal uncertainty” this would create regarding trillions of dollars in derivative contracts. It was this report that
provided the conceptual basis for the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000, which clarified that certain over-the-counter derivatives were outside the jurisdiction of the CFTC.

What could clearly be seen at work here was the complex intertwining of public and private careers and interests that informed the relationship between state and market institutions both geared to fostering global financialization. This did not go uncontested within the Clinton administration. Indeed, the sharp criticisms Joseph Stiglitz made, as chief economist of the World Bank, of the Treasury’s and the IMF’s handling of the Asian crisis, was in many ways a public replay of conflicts within the Clinton administration. The “progressive competitiveness” strategy advanced by Robert Reich when he was at the Department of Labor, often joined by Stiglitz after he replaced Rubin as the head of the Council for Economic Advisors in 1995, was all about using the state to develop individual and institutional capacities to compete on the world market without resorting to competitive austerity that diminished wages and social services. Long before this argument found its place in the World Bank’s 1997 Report (discussed in the previous chapter), it had already been marginalized inside the Clinton administration.

The balance of class forces this marginalization reflected was already registered in the defeat US labor had suffered over NAFTA at the hands of the Clinton administration, while the defeat of healthcare reform “founded on the shoals of internal party divisions, before Republicans and mobilized conservative forces delivered the coup de grace.” Clinton’s subsequent initiatives to balance the budget by “ending welfare as we know it” were accompanied by the disappointment of union hopes for labor law reforms that would help undo the loss of union rights and decline in union membership; union density, which had fallen by 4 percent in the 1980s, fell by another 2 percent in the 1990s. While real annual income growth averaged 4 percent during what became known as “the Clinton expansion” from 1993 to 2000, the top 1 percent captured more than the bottom 80 percent of the total increase in personal income.

The Clinton administration especially sought to integrate working-class black and Hispanic communities into mainstream housing markets as part of its goal of fostering wider access to financial services. These policies gave a significant boost to the mortgage market and to home-ownership rates, but they also installed an infrastructure for the dramatic growth of household debt. This built directly on the full implementation by 1991 of Reagan’s Tax Reform Act of 1986, which, apart from its dramatic reduction of the top marginal tax rate, removed the tax break on consumer interest payments with the crucial exception of mortgages. The immediate impact was that consumers could borrow on their mortgages at effectively cheaper rates because of the tax break, and use the cash received to pay off their debts on
a regular basis, allowing them to keep buying on credit even if their income was stagnating.

This “democratization of finance”—following very much in train the policies the left of the Democratic Party had itself advanced in the 1970s—was one of the proudest accomplishments of the Clinton administration. In launching the “National Partners in Homeownership” at the 1994 annual meeting of the National Association of Realtors (bringing together public agencies with private banks, home-builders, securities firms, and community groups, involving no less than sixty-five leading national organizations and 131 smaller groups), Clinton affirmed that helping more Americans to own their own homes went “to the heart of what it means to harbor, to nourish, to expand the American Dream.”

This included encouraging Fannie Mae’s initiative to “Open Doors to Affordable Housing” by providing financing to lower-income borrowers and developing the guidelines and the mortgage securitization infrastructure that encouraged private financial institutions to do so, as well as providing grants and building alliances with black, Hispanic, and other low-income consumer and community groups which advocated this. This was a policy that the Federal Reserve strongly encouraged. And it was also fully embraced by the Treasury, not least in its study for Congress on the strengths and weaknesses of the US financial system. Citing figures that showed that the growth in home-purchase loans was about 6 percent for whites, 36 percent for Hispanics, and 48 percent for blacks in Clinton’s first three years in office, it proudly claimed: “Just as the government succeeded in helping markets democratize credit throughout the postwar period, so now it appears to be succeeding in helping ensure that creditworthy low-income and minority borrowers are not overlooked.”

And it went further:

Perhaps the most widely felt benefits of financial innovation in the past two decades, however, are those realized by anyone who has bought a home and financed it with a mortgage. The conversion of the individual mortgage into (in effect) a security has broadened the range of investors in mortgages far beyond the savings and loan industry that originally was created to finance home ownership. Today, pension funds, insurance companies, banks, and mutual funds—and not only American ones, but also many financial institutions and investors based abroad—hold mortgage-backed securities in their portfolios. Mortgage borrowers are the beneficiaries of what amounts to a global competition to lend to American home buyers.

Indeed, by the mid 1990s household consumer and mortgage debt surpassed the total debt of nonfinancial corporations, and it also exceeded the debt of federal, state, and municipal governments combined. The global competition to lend to American workers combined with the global
competition that free trade represented to integrate as well as weaken American labor. The main goal of the reform leadership slate elected to the AFL-CIO in 1995, committed to increasing the density of union organization, was to try to get “progressive competitiveness” back on the agenda: “We want to increase productivity,” the AFL-CIO’s new president declared in 1996. “We want to help American business compete in the world.”

Yet US labor’s accommodation to the making of global capitalism by the end of the twentieth century was accompanied by the emergence of the new anti-globalization protest movement. This especially burst into public view after the grassroots activism that grew out of continuing opposition to NAFTA was followed by the massive protest at the G7 meeting in Seattle in December 1999, which attracted enormous media attention. But one of the limits to this challenge to the making of global capitalism was that it tended to give the impression that the real decisions were made at G7, IMF and World Bank meetings. It was significant, in this respect, that when the anti-globalization protesters next gathered in Washington, DC, at the time of the IMF and World Bank meetings in April 2000, they walked quietly past the US Treasury building at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue.
VI

THE GLOBAL CAPITALIST
MILLENIUM
The success of the US in creating “a world after its own image” by the beginning of the twenty-first century was seen in corporations around the world operating increasingly, as the Financial Times’s Gillian Tett put it, “in a milieu where the American way of capitalism is considered self-evidently right.” And whereas it was still possible in the 1960s and 1970s to represent the capitalist relationship between the global north and south in terms of “the development of underdevelopment,” by the new millennium there was clearly a very remarkable, if still highly uneven, process of capitalist development taking place in the global south. The networks of transnational production as well as finance that characterized this development more than ever linked other capitalist states and economies to American capitalism’s central place in global capitalism. This was seen in the extent to which other countries’ exports depended on access to the US consumer market, and in the increasingly integrated production networks that emanated from US MNCs’ foreign direct investment, on the one hand, and the flow of global investment into the US itself on the other.

Of course, the extent of capitalist development in the “Third World” countries needed to be kept in perspective. Despite the enormous volume of manufacturing production taking place in those countries by the first decade of the twenty-first century, the advanced capitalist countries, with one-sixth of the global population, still accounted for over 70 percent of world manufacturing production by value, and over 60 percent of the value of manufactured exports. Most MNC production and sales still took place in the developed world, which in 2007 was still the recipient of 70 percent of FDI.

What this reflected was that the spread of manufacturing came with a new hierarchy within manufacturing. While production in developing countries did often move upstream in terms of value-added higher-skilled labor, fixed capital investment, and new technology in this period, developed countries were generally not standing still, and used their advantages in new sectors of production, as well as in research and development, design, marketing, business services, and finance, to sustain their overall
place in the global hierarchy. This was especially true of the US. In 1981, the US spent almost as much on research and development as Japan, Germany, the UK, Italy, and Canada combined; by the end of the millennium, because these US expenditures grew faster, it was spending more than the other G7 countries combined. The US share of global high-tech sectors (aerospace, pharmaceuticals, computers and office machinery, communication equipment, and scientific—medical, precision, and optical—instruments) remained relatively steady, at 32 percent between 1980 and 2001, whereas that of Germany was halved (to 5 percent) and that of Japan fell by a third (to 13 percent), and China’s and South Korea’s shares were still only 9 percent and 7 percent respectively.

Yet if one of the key features of global capitalism at the beginning of the twenty-first century was the continued centrality and even dominance of the American economy, there could be no mistaking that another hardly less important feature was the success of the huge and fast-growing Chinese economy. Certainly, in the wake of the Asian crisis, China’s entry into the WTO in 2001 was the most significant development in terms of the making of global capitalism. The East Asian economic integration initiated by Japan four decades earlier was now increasingly reoriented around China. Yet this regional integration was still primarily directed to maintaining and expanding ultimate export markets in the US, and an unprecedented spate of bilateral trade agreements that were now made within the region also served this purpose. But the pace was now largely determined by the growth of China’s exports and by related changes in production processes in other countries, all of which “were linked and collectively shaped by broader transnational capitalist dynamics, in particular by the establishment and intensification of transnational corporate-controlled cross-border production networks.” As the Asian Development Bank emphasized, “an open, rules-based global system of trade and investment remains a high regional priority”; and since “Asia’s continued success depends on access to global markets,” the main goal was to “move faster towards global integration.”

Moreover, the unevenness of capitalist competition and development sharpened inequalities among the developing countries themselves. For instance, the value of manufactured goods per capita in Brazil was ten times that of sub-Saharan Africa. In fact, in 2007 eight countries accounted for three-quarters of all the manufacturing output by the 140 developing countries in the World Bank’s database. The number of people living in poverty globally, as measured by the number of people living below an absolute standard such as $1 per day, had been reduced by the millennium. But such averages could be misleading. Although inequality between countries seemed to decrease, this was only because the enormous size of China and India skewed the international distribution data; once these two countries
are excluded from the data, there was a rising trend in inter-country inequality after 1980. This was especially significant since “the last two decades in the twentieth century saw a resumption in the upward trajectory of aggregate within-country inequality”—and this was as true for China and India, as it was for the advanced capitalist countries themselves. 8

Chief Financial Architect

The many economic crises that attended capitalist globalization in the 1990s presented the need to establish, in the words of the US Treasury’s Larry Summers, an “institutional architecture that links the industrialized and developing world and unifies them in the way the industrialized world is already unified.” 9 What the G7 called for by way of such a “new international architecture” 10 was a series of institutional reforms, primarily involving changes to the states and financial systems of “emerging market” countries, which would allow investors to assess risks more adequately and help the IMF address crises more expeditiously. It was taken for granted that this would be modeled on Anglo-American “best practice” in regulation and supervision, not least because so much of the world’s financial regulatory expertise was concentrated in the US and UK. 11 Robert Rubin, in particular, was determined that developing states that were attracting foreign investment should be required to adopt “a catalogue of best practices in such areas as debt management, bankruptcy, public statistics including the disclosure of levels of international reserves, and bank supervision.” 12 Indeed, he personally held up the IMF agreement with Korea for ten hours by insisting on including provisions requiring the adoption of better accounting standards by its banks and corporations. 13 And as soon as the Korean conflagration was doused, Rubin in early 1998 embarked on a series of addresses to high-powered audiences arguing that “the Asian Crisis demonstrated how badly flawed financial sectors in a few developed countries, and inadequate risk assessment by international creditors and investors, can have significant impact in countries around the globe.” 14

The US Treasury’s position, Summers explained to the American Economic Association, was that “it would be a tragedy if the lesson learned from recent events was that the flow of capital from rich to poor countries was something that should be prevented, rather than encouraged.” The “correct assessment” to be drawn from the crisis was “the importance of pacing liberalization of domestic capital markets to the development of adequate regulatory and supervisory capacity and a strong domestic financial infrastructure.” This meant emulating the US: “If one were writing a history of the American capital markets, I would suggest that the single most important innovation that has helped make it as successful as it is today was the
idea of generally accepted accounting principles.” The challenge was how to “reconcile economic integration, correcting market failure, and sovereignty,” but there could be no doubt that meeting this challenge was “an especially important goal for the United States as the world’s largest, richest and strongest economy. If leadership in managing integration is going to come, it is likely to have to come from our country.”15 As for the general perspective that would guide that leadership in the face of financial and economic crises, Summers employed an analogy with jet aircraft:

Global financial markets let us go where we want more quickly, more comfortably and most of the time more safely than was possible before. But the crashes, when they occur, are that much more spectacular . . . No one sensible is against jets. But everyone sensible is for safety regulations . . . Countries need bankruptcy laws. And they need judiciaries to enforce them. That is the price of being part of a global capital market. We also need procedures for countries which get themselves into profound difficulties with their sovereign debt . . . We consider the American financial system to be strong, not because all of its institutions succeed, but in large part, at least, because the failure of one does not jeopardise the whole. We need systems that can handle failure because until the system is safe for failure, we will not be able to count on success.16

In April 1998, the US Treasury convened a meeting in Washington, DC of the finance ministers and central bank governors of the G7 plus Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Hong Kong, India, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, and Thailand, with the heads of the BIS, IMF, OECD, and the World Bank attending as observers. The outcome of this first gathering of what was initially called the G22 was the creation of three working groups of representatives from various states—supported by US Treasury staff—which produced reports by the autumn of 1998 on what needed to be done to strengthen the international financial system by way of “enhancing transparency and accountability,” “strengthening financial systems” and “managing international financial crises.”17 But by the time these reports were ready, the LTCM failure within the US itself did indeed “jeopardise the whole,” and thus had shown that, even if “best practices” were adopted in all these areas (which for most countries was in any case a very long-term process), this would not itself prevent crises.

Moreover, the very public disagreements between the IMF and World Bank in the wake of the Asian crisis, and the widespread resentment at the way the US relaxed its own fiscal and monetary policies in the fall of 1998, after playing such a central role in the imposition of severe austerity on the Asian states, further undermined the Washington Consensus. To try to show it was now sensitive to the need for private creditors to share the
burden, the IMF helped engineer the restructuring of the debt of Pakistan, Ukraine, and Ecuador, and began suggesting more broadly that it would rethink the severity of its conditionality if states would take “ownership” of neoliberal reforms. And a new division of labor was announced whereby the IMF’s macroeconomic and financial stability focus would be complemented by the World Bank’s programs for social and institutional change, including new ones oriented to developing basic levels of health and education that would allow for the gainful employment of new workforces. These programs were designed, Paul Cammack has argued, for “making poverty work.”

More ambitious goals for the “new international financial architecture”—from an international central bank to an international bankruptcy court to an international credit-rating agency—went nowhere. George Soros’s proposal for an international debt-insurance agency was clearest among these in recognizing that since “free, competitive capital markets that keep private capital moving unceasingly around the globe in a search for the highest profits” were at the root of financial crises, all such proposals would require the IMF to regulate very closely the lending practices of international banks, as well as the borrowing practices of emerging markets. But as Barry Eichengreen (who was working at the IMF at the time) has pointed out, it was precisely the unlikelihood of states, not least the US, ceding such power to an international agency that ensured that all such proposals had “not a snowball’s chance in hell of being implemented.” All that was implemented under the rubric of the new international financial architecture was a system of IMF monitoring of emerging market states’ observance of “best practice” standards.

By early 2002, the IMF had issued no less than 165 reports on how far fifty-nine states actually were observing such codes for data dissemination, monetary and financial policy transparency, fiscal transparency, banking supervision, securities and insurance regulation, payments systems, accounting and auditing standards, and corporate governance. The only sanction attached to these advisory reports was whether they would put off international investors from a non-compliant country, although it was clearly hoped that this would work as well as it had with the BIS “goal of creating a ‘level playing field’ among banks,” insofar as 143 countries had by this time agreed to a minimum 8 percent capital-adequacy standard. The actual implementation of these codes and standards inevitably proved to be highly uneven. It was most successful where states favoring further liberalization had already, as in South Korea, “formed alliances with pro-reform social groups, partly through deliberate political outreach.” Without discussing the class alignments within the states in question, it only confused matters to speak of the IMF’s imposition of conditionality in the wake of the Asian crisis as an outright attack on their “sovereignty.”
The IMF agreements became a reference point for Asian capitalists looking to remove internal barriers that they had themselves come up against, not least as they faced increasing competition from China. And just as the restructuring in Asia should not necessarily be understood as occurring against the desires of states already keen to be integrated into a global capitalism, so should the predominant role of the American state in promoting neoliberal reforms not be seen as merely serving US banks and corporations. The restructuring that the US Treasury required of East Asian economies was not really about securing special privileges for US capital; its primary concern was to ensure that the region remained open to capital in general. During the crisis the office of the US Trade Representative had “made several attempts to say that we have commercial interests in Korea and Thailand,” but the Treasury “rebuffed these issues as petty stuff.”

In any case, US corporations which had shifted their interest to more science-based and knowledge-intensive production were not particularly interested in taking over lower-tech Asian firms, even at bargain-basement prices. US corporations that needed low-cost inputs for their high-tech production could obtain these by farming the work out to Asian firms without having to make the investment and take the risks involved in formally taking them over. As Justin Robertson has shown, it was European and Japanese corporations more than American ones that rushed in after the crisis to buy or merge with Asian companies. US investment houses, led by Goldman Sachs, J. P. Morgan, and Morgan Stanley, played a more pivotal role by “steering asset sales and advising on legislative and regulatory reforms,” as East Asian states “put their reform commitments into practice.”

But most important for the extension of global capitalism was what developing states did not do in the wake of the Asian contagion with regard to restricting capital flows. Although between 1998 and 2000 there was a slowdown in the removal of capital controls, and indeed even quiet encouragement by the IMF of limited controls of inflows (along Chilean lines), the liberalization trend continued into the twenty-first century, so that of the 1,938 rule changes covering foreign investment made in the ten years after 1997, 90 percent favored FDI. In a much-cited paper looking at why other states did not follow Malaysia in introducing capital controls, Benjamin Cohen showed that governments abjured controls less because of ideological commitment to free-market principles than more pragmatic considerations. For one, they could not help but notice that Korea, without having introduced controls, recovered as quickly as Malaysia, while the Malaysian government itself soon relaxed its controls “to lure more foreign investors back into the country.” But there was even “something more fundamental involved,” Cohen wrote:
That more fundamental “something” would appear to be the United States, which continues as it has throughout most of the postwar period to set the agenda for international financial affairs . . . Few governments today are inclined to overtly defy Washington’s wishes on monetary and financial issues . . . In fact, Washington has made no secret of its firm opposition to any significant reversal of financial liberalization in emerging markets.9

This was reinforced by the G7’s creation of the G20, which was a prime example of “a group of powerful states creating a body in an effort to obtain the voluntary compliance of weaker states through an active process of consultation and discussion.”10 Announced at the G7 Cologne Summit in June 1999, the G20 was the direct offshoot of the G22, with Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and Indonesia now added as “systemically important countries,” while Malaysia (clearly penalized for its capital controls) was dropped along with Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, and Poland.11 As had been the case with the creation of the G8 to include Russia in 1997, it was never intended that meetings of the G7 would be folded into the G20. The US Treasury insisted from the very beginning that the G20’s main focus would be “a commitment of its members to more intensive IMF examination of their national standards and practices.”12 Although the G20 was born out of the contradictions that produced the crisis at the end of the 1990s, it would take a decade of further global integration of finance and production, and another even more serious global financial crisis, before the G20 would be given much prominence—beginning with its being called to Washington by George Bush in the ominous autumn of 2008.

Meanwhile, the G7 remained a far more important site of coordination than the G20. Expectations of policy divergences among the G7 states in the wake of the Asian crisis came to nothing. Some saw the Europeans as more committed to “liberal rules for global finance” than the US; others predicted “a coming battle over capital controls” between Europe and the United States.13 In reality, the Europeans remained strongly supportive of the US Treasury and Federal Reserve’s determined leadership in promoting financial liberalization. And for all the emphasis on building the new Europe, the hub-and-spokes structure of the American empire still held in the first years of the twenty-first century. Not only did US FDI in Germany, France, and the UK still exceed that of any European country; the US also remained the largest recipient of German, French, and British foreign direct investment. Moreover, the MNCs of these other countries produced more inside the US than they exported to it.14

The European and Japanese states’ strong support for the US role as the leading financial firefighter was especially seen in the G7 agreement in the fall of 1998 to join with the Fed in lowering interest rates. They did this much more readily than at the time of Carter’s attempt to coordinate an
international stimulus in the late 1970s, and although this was presented by the G7 finance ministers and central banks as being undertaken to promote growth in their economies on the grounds that “the balance of risks in the world economy” had shifted away from inflation, there could be no doubt that the main motive was to help the Fed pour as much liquidity into the banking system as necessary to stem a financial collapse. It was also significant that, after years of protracted negotiations, the US now finally prevailed over the EU on the harmonization of accounting standards. A rather more dramatic measure of the acceptance of US imperial leadership was seen in the cooperation every European government gave to NATO’s war on Yugoslavia. That most of these governments were social-democratic was a remarkable testament at the end of the century to the informal alliance between US Democratic administrations and European social democracy, inaugurated under Woodrow Wilson during World War I.

The sobering effects of the 1997–98 crisis, coinciding with the election of Tony Blair’s New Labour government in Britain, with its “third way” definition of social democracy largely emulating Clinton’s policies, led in particular to a very close partnership between US and UK Treasury officials. A director for international finance under New Labour said he was “as likely to call up my counterpart in the US as call a colleague” in the UK Treasury. Nor did he see any fundamental differences with other G7 finance ministries: among the fifty or so officials who spoke two to three times a week and met every three to four weeks, he said, “the basic view of the world is common, the Washington Consensus still holds”; their solidarity had been deepened through collectively figuring out “how to cope with crises in the emerging market economies.” Another senior UK Treasury official explained the utility of the G7 in the crisis this way:

There is a trajectory to super-nationality but that trend is measured in centuries or half-centuries—partly because countries remain stingy about their sovereignty—with the US the stingiest about its sovereignty. In this context, G7 coordination is extremely important because commitments are informal there. It allows countries to deposit their sovereignty on an ad hoc basis to deal with crises, and then to pull back.

This coordination among finance ministry officials overlapped with the networks that included central bankers, such as the Financial Stability Forum created in 1999. Their solidarity was strengthened by the Asian crisis. Even very senior German Bundesbank officials (who, as we have repeatedly seen, were always the most reluctant to bail out individual banks in trouble) recognized that “if everything goes down the river, you have to act. There is a lot of moral hazard involved in this so we need to practice constructive ambiguity. The question isn’t the kind of crisis but whether
and when money is needed.” Nor did they think that the newly created European Central Bank would challenge the Federal Reserve’s leading role as, in effect, the world’s central bank. This was not only because “the Fed interest rate is the engine of the rest of the world,” but also because “Europe is not united and nothing happens without the United States. We all play a role but the US in qualitatively different.” Those working on creating the ECB closely studied the Federal Reserve as the model, and especially envied its team of “over 200 economists in Washington performing academic research and the preparatory work on national monetary policy for the Board of Governors.”

It was clear that what was at stake for all these officials as they worked together through the 1997–98 crisis and its aftermath was much more than “fixing” the crisis. This was an opportunity to complete the opening of Asia and other regions to global capitalism. The G7’s asymmetric macroeconomic response—austerity in the developing world and stimulus in the developed world—was very much related to this. It was defended in terms of the structural logic of global finance: the earlier defeat of inflation in the advanced capitalist countries now permitted the provision of liquidity to their banking systems; in developing countries the restraint of potentially inflationary pressures through austerity was required to induce capital inflows and strengthen domestic banking systems. The main concern of the G7 finance ministers was that “domestic banks not be treated more favourably than foreign banks,” as a UK official explained their reaction to Malaysia’s imposition of capital controls in 1998. This principle of equal treatment for foreign capital had, of course, governed the making of global capitalism, and it was largely through the American state’s determination to uphold this principle that the crisis was converted into an opportunity.

The US and the Globalized Economy

One measure of the American stake in the making of global capitalism in the decades between the end of the crisis of the 1970s and the one that began in 2007 was that total US trade (exports plus imports) equaled 30 percent of GDP that year, whereas it had still been under 10 percent four decades earlier. Moreover, US foreign direct investment abroad in 2007 equaled 22 percent of domestic non-residential investment, as compared to just 10 percent in the early 1990s, as the profits that US corporations earned internationally now stood at over 25 percent of total US profits, up from some 10 percent in the 1970s. But perhaps the best measure of the intertwining of US and global capital was foreign capital’s increased presence inside the US. Foreign direct investment into the US, which was still under 5 percent of US non-residential investment until the mid 1980s, exploded
in the following two decades; by 2007 FDI to the US was running at 20 percent of US non-residential investment.\textsuperscript{41}

All this took place while, between 1980 and 2007, global GDP doubled; trade grew twice as fast as GDP, and FDI grew twice as fast as trade (see Table 11.1). This accelerated capitalist globalization entailed major changes everywhere. This could best be seen in three interrelated areas: a) the massive expansion of finance in global accumulation; b) the impact of networks of integrated production on the global division of labor; and c) the novel aspects of US economic centrality in global capitalism.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\small
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
SHARE OF GDP & 1980 & 2007 \\
\hline
TRADE & 32\% & 57\% \\
FDI STOCK & 6.5\% & 32\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textit{Table 11.1: Globalization 1980–2007}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH & 1980–2007 \\
\hline
GDP & 3\% \\
EXPORTS & 6\% \\
FDI STOCK & 12\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

Source: UNCTADSTAT, “Inward and Outward Foreign Direct Investment,” and World Bank, World Development Indicators.

The scale of global financialization was especially stunning. While in the years 1990–2007 world trade grew at an impressive annual rate of 8.7 percent, cross-border financial flows grew at 14.5 percent, exploding over those years from $1.1 trillion to over $11 trillion a year. The turnover of derivatives, primarily interest-rate and foreign-exchange contracts, reached a daily level of some $3 trillion by 2004, and $5 trillion by 2007. Asset-backed derivative securities, more than three-quarters of which originated in the US (based primarily on mortgages, credit cards, and car and student loans), increased by 19 percent annually from 1990 to 2007. Along with the growth in equities, demand deposits, and government debt securities, this contributed to an explosion of global financial assets that reached a total value of almost $200 trillion in 2007 (see Table 11.2). Global management funds administered over $74 trillion in pension assets, mutual funds, and insurance pools (twice the 1998 level), and the so-called “new power brokers” such as hedge funds and private equity funds controlled another $12 trillion.\textsuperscript{43}
While only a quarter of global financial flows went to the developing world, the impact of these investment flows was enormous. As one BIS study put it: “Cross-border flows provide an incomplete picture of the breadth and depth of links between mature and emerging financial markets . . . local operations of foreign financial institutions are playing an increasingly important, in some cases even dominant, role in the financial systems of many emerging markets.”43 This could be seen as the culmination of a quarter-century of financial flows to the developing world. Especially after the financial crises of the late 1990s, states and domestic capitalists encouraged the development of local securities and derivatives markets to provide, as the IMF put it, “an alternative source of funding for the public and corporate sectors and to facilitate the management of the financial risks associated with periods of high asset price volatility.”44 At the same time, international banks now “turned their focus from cross-border lending to local business and capital market activities,” so much so that by 2002 their loans in domestic currencies constituted 40 percent of their total claims in emerging markets, compared with only 10 percent a decade earlier.45

By the end of 2008, the loans made by foreign banks and their affiliates inside developing countries “exceeded $1,500 billion in emerging Asia, $900 billion in emerging Europe and $800 billion in Latin America.” Not only did international banks now become “major players in the domestic financial markets of most emerging economies”; domestic financial institutions also changed so that banking systems as a whole were transformed.46 Crucial to this was the issuance of domestic
government bonds by the developing states to absorb export earnings so they did not cause inflation. This led to the growth of local bond, securities, and consumer credit markets that made it possible “for domestic banks to engage in activities that resemble those of developed countries.” Apart from strengthening the links between domestic and foreign capitalists, this also involved bringing local middle and working classes into the financial system as never before, mainly by expanding mortgage and credit-card lending.

Financialization in the global south also facilitated the outward flow of capital from developing countries. Capital flows between the developing countries increased significantly, and this came not only from the foreign banks operating there, but also from local capitalists who were expanding their horizons beyond their home base. Of course, the largest capital outflows from the developing world took the form of far larger purchases of US Treasuries as central bank reserves took on greater significance than ever before. Especially in the context of the Asian crisis and the further liberalization of capital markets, these purchases served as an insurance policy against future runs on local currencies, as well as a means of maintaining exchange rates relative to the dollar. This was not simply a costly transfer of wealth from the South to the North; it was also a necessary condition of successful export-oriented capitalist development. What the emphasis on building up their reserves to insure against another run on their currency now implied, however, was that exports should significantly surpass imports. Since the requirements of neoliberal free trade meant they could no longer protect their domestic manufacturing markets from foreign imports, the concern with restraining consumer imports while accelerating export competitiveness in turn required the limiting of working-class incomes.

This was related to the second dimension of capitalist globalization noted above—namely the global division of labor. At the beginning of the twentieth century almost 80 percent of manufactured goods and almost 90 percent of manufactured exports in the world were produced by the capitalist countries of Europe and North America. The rest of the world had provided them with natural resources and purchased their manufactured goods, while often facing imperial limits on their own industrial development. By 2000 manufacturing as a portion of GDP was higher in the developing countries (23 percent) than in the developed ones (18 percent). The greatest changes in this respect occurred in the final decades of the twentieth century, with South Korea leading the way (see Table 11.3).
Table 11.3: Manufacturing Share of Exports by Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>2000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Kozul-Wright and Rayment, “Globalization Reloaded,” Table 1, p. 10. Excluding oil exports.

The new division of labor corresponded to something equally crucial to a globalized capitalism: the development of new networks of integrated production. Far from the shift of productive activity from the developed core leading to a fragmentation of production, it was part and parcel of a much greater global coordination of production through a broad range of subsidiaries, suppliers, and distributors. The growing tendency on the part of multinational corporations to centralize their key strategic and administrative functions in their home country, while decentralizing labor-intensive production abroad, already discerned by Stephen Hymer in the early 1970s, had become pronounced by the mid 1980s. It especially accelerated through the 1990s in response to the pressures and opportunities brought on by the liberalization of trade and capital flows, the application of the new information technologies, the development of infrastructures, and, above all, the growth of new proletariats in the developing world. The mutual flow of direct investment as well as trade, which had already created such dense interdependence in production between the advanced capitalist countries, increasingly characterized their economic relations with a significant number of developing countries.

Multinational corporations increasingly outsourced many operations, now purchasing from other companies much of what they had previously performed “in house” (from accounting to janitorial services, and a great deal of production itself). Although this often led to a greater concentration of corporate power on a global scale, it also intensified competition in each sector (and indeed among divisions within each firm), as well as between nominally independent suppliers and distributors across the world bidding for entry into global networks of integrated production. The result was a more interdependent global capitalism that required more than ever the consolidation of “free trade” to facilitate borderless production. In a mature industry like automobiles, these developments had only begun in the 1980s, although they increased much further through the 1990s. For a newer
industry like computer electronics, integrated production was already common at a much earlier stage.

Apple’s iPod illustrated well the competitive integration and international hierarchy of production in this sector. By having provided “the first legal music downloading service with a large library and its control of the underlying digital rights management system network,” Apple could take advantage of global pools of labor, including skills and innovations developed elsewhere. The iPod’s 451 parts were overwhelmingly made in Southeast Asia: the US produced some of the chips, Japan the hard drive, and South Korea and Taiwan most of the other components, with final assembly done in China, mainly by the Taiwanese-owned firm Foxconn (the world’s largest electronics contract manufacturer). On top of a total factory cost of $145, Apple added $80 for its own design, software engineering, and marketing contributions; retailers in the US added $75 more, bringing the final price to $300. Thus less than half the revenue generated by the iPod went to all the producers in Asia (and only a tiny fraction—1.8 percent of the total factory cost—to China as the site of final assembly), while Apple received at least a quarter of the revenue, and over half when the iPod was sold online or through an Apple store.

This was indicative of one of the key novel aspects of US economic centrality—the third dimension of accelerated capitalist globalization, noted above. Despite all the anxiety on the one hand, and schadenfreude on the other, about the productive capacity of American capital, US corporations were able to take special advantage of the open world they had been so central to creating. The measure of this success was not the proportion of global production that took place in the US (this had clearly fallen over time as a by-product of the successful promotion of capitalist social relations abroad), but rather the strategic importance of American capital in the global economy. This was most obvious in key new areas of economic activity such as information technology, where a “powerful research infrastructure” put the US “at the forefront of major breakthroughs . . . It remains undisputed leader in software technology. US venture spending far outstrips international spending.”

The US accounted for between 60 and 75 percent of all OECD research and development expenditures in such high-tech sectors as aerospace and scientific instruments, and 45 to 50 percent in electronics and pharmaceutical. Even in office equipment and computers, where the US share had declined to under 40 percent of all R&D expenditure in the OECD, the US still spent twice as much as Japan, which ranked second. Throughout the neoliberal era, US government agencies maintained their proactive role so that while some of the state’s initiatives in this period “simply facilitated the privatization of publicly funded intellectual property . . . others significantly expanded the government’s role in directing technological change.”
To a substantial degree, the “commanding heights” of global accumulation had shifted to these high-tech sectors, and to a range of business services (management, legal, accounting, engineering, consultancy, and financial) in which American corporations overwhelmingly dominated. As of 2007, the top three or four global firms in such diverse sectors as technological hardware and equipment, software and computers, aerospace/military, and oil equipment and services were American, as were fourteen of the sixteen top global firms in healthcare equipment and services. In global media, four of the top five corporations were American, as were two of the top three in each of the pharmaceuticals, industrial transportation, industrial equipment, and fixed-line telecommunications sectors. And five of the top six corporations in the general retail sector were American. These included Wal-Mart, which used its application of computerized information systems to become one of the world’s most strategically important corporations. It is wrong to see these US MNCs, however international, as “transnational” rather than American. Not only were their controlling shareholders and headquarters located in the US, so was two-thirds of their global employment and capital expenditures and 85 percent of their research and development expenditures. No less than 70 percent of the value of the goods and services they produced was accounted for by their activities in the US. Even for the most internationalized US manufacturing MNCs—namely, those with more than 50 percent of their sales and employment outside the US, such as General Electric, Ford, IBM, and Proctor and Gamble—the most significant locale by far remained the US, their foreign activities being distributed among a wide variety of countries.

To top it all off, nine of the top ten corporations in global financial services were American—a dominance that went beyond that in any other sector. By 2007, five US investment banks accounted for 35 percent of world revenue generated by underwriting bond issues, organizing IPOs, equity trading, syndicated loans, and over-the-counter derivatives. More than half the world’s total of pension, insurance, and mutual funds were under the management of US financial firms, as were two-thirds of hedge funds and private equity funds. The extent to which the activity of US finance was intimately linked to the integration of global production could be seen from their central role in cross-border mergers and acquisitions (which accounted for three-quarters of FDI). The dominant role that US investment banks had long played in arranging these deals internationally went so far by 2007 as to account for no less than 45 percent of all merger deals worth over $500 million (Swiss and UK banks came next, with 12 percent each, followed by German banks with 8 percent, French with 6 percent, and Italian with 5 percent).

Of course, US corporations themselves were directly involved in financial markets. Although their high profit levels since the mid 1980s meant
that they did not need to rely on issuing new shares for investment funds, they remained major players in stock markets via buybacks. Following a supportive SEC ruling in 1982, net stock issuance was negative in twenty-one of the twenty-four years between 1984 and 2007 (the years 1991–93 were the exceptions), with net stock buybacks over that period totaling $3.2 trillion. And even while paying out high dividends, they were also major borrowers, raising some $3.1 trillion in the corporate bond markets over this period (60 percent of this in the last ten years), and meeting short-term expenses using commercial paper while simultaneously putting surplus funds into money markets. They were also increasingly engaged in capital markets via their consumer credit subsidiaries and employee pension plans. The activities of industry had become “financialized.” This was the case not only in the myriad ways they used financial markets, as described above, and the proportion of profits they earned from doing so, but also in terms of the proportion of executives’, managers’, and sometimes even other employees’ compensation paid in stock options. Moreover, nonfinancial firms became especially involved in hedging foreign-exchange and interest-rate risks through the derivatives markets, treating these as necessary costs, similar to expenditures on transportation and telecommunications.

These developments blurred the old lines between financial and nonfinancial activities. Yet this should not be taken too far. For all the greater complexity of the interactions between finance and industry, they each retained their distinct characteristics. Finance preserved its special role in the global allocation of savings, reinforcing competitive processes of profit-equalization, and increasingly allowing the value of assets and commodities to be compared across countries and over time, while industry took part in financial markets to supplement rather than replace productive activities. Thus, while a large part of auto company profits were derived from financial services, this mainly had to do with the way they were subsidizing their credit arms to keep their plants operating at a higher capacity. The financialization of US corporations did not mean they were no longer engaged in manufacturing. Most of the investment abroad was about capturing new markets for manufactured products (the bulk of what US MNCs produced abroad was not exported back to supply the US domestic market). A great many American jobs were of course lost—in some cases, like textiles, entire sectors were wiped out—but to the extent that this was part of American capital’s capacity to move on to new manufacturing sectors, it reflected not a hollowing-out of manufacturing but a restructuring. And there was often outsourcing within the US (for example, auto suppliers going to the southern states or call centers established in prisons), as well as outsourcing abroad.

Most US job losses stemmed not from foreign outsourcing but from the impact of the sustained increases in manufacturing productivity at home,
which in the boom of the 1990s was compensated for by job creation (usually at lower wages) in other sectors. In the context of the Asian crisis it was widely predicted that manufacturing unemployment would soar as Korean, Thai, Indonesian, and other currencies were devalued, but this lowered consumer prices in the US without any significant impact on US production, except for the steel industry. China’s entry into the WTO considerably changed the overall picture, but while US manufacturing job losses were indeed heavy after 2001 (especially in auto and electrical appliances, as well as the long-suffering textile and apparel sector), the US was still producing more manufactured goods and receiving more foreign investment in 2007 than all the BRICs (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) combined.

Rather than taking the US trade deficit as a measure of industrial decline, it is instructive to consider US exports and imports separately. The growth in the volume of US exports in the two decades up to 2007—even as the trade deficit accumulated—averaged a very robust 6.6 percent, leaving it only marginally behind Germany and China, the world’s largest exporters; it was the relative expansion of US imports that was the source of the growing deficit. The deficit, in other words, primarily came from increased US consumption, which grew faster than in other advanced capitalist countries. This was partly linked to the very high income growth and conspicuous consumption of the most well-off segments of the US population, but it was also due to much faster population growth than in Europe and Japan, the longer hours worked by much of the US population, and, very significantly, their increased consumer debt. This was supported by the international flow of funds into the US despite the size of the trade deficit. It was in good part US consumer spending that maintained effective global demand into the first years of the twenty-first century. The US trade deficit was not an adequate measure of the overall productive power of American capital; rather, it indicated its place in global capitalism. The case of the Apple iPod illustrates this at a product level; since its final point of assembly was China, each iPod sold in the US represented an increase in the US trade deficit of $145, even though it involved an increase in the surplus captured by Apple from domestic and—especially—foreign labor.

The average annual real rate of growth of the American economy in the quarter-century after the resolution of the crisis of the 1970s (from 1983 to 2007) was 3.5 percent. This was higher than in any similar period from 1830 to 1950, and was only marginally less than during the so-called postwar “golden age”; and, unlike then, US GDP growth in the quarter-century after 1983 surpassed that of the other advanced capitalist countries. In the years from 1950 to 1973, US manufacturing productivity growth averaged 2.5 percent, well below that of the other advanced capitalist countries; between 1983 and 2007, it increased quite dramatically to 3.5 percent, running ahead of all the other G7 economies. And in terms of attractiveness
as a place for capitalists to invest. The US was still, despite the wide dispersal of FDI to Europe and Asia by 2007, the largest single recipient of FDI inflows, and the rate of US manufacturing productivity growth ran considerably ahead of the growth in labor compensation at home. As a result, the share of after-tax corporate profits relative to US GDP earned by American corporations in 2006 was at its highest level since 1945.

Moreover, US MNCs’ operations abroad consistently contributed about 30 percent to total US profits in the new millennium, compared with less than 20 percent in the 1980s. At the same time, the foreign operations of so many American banks (in 2007, Goldman Sachs had about 8,000 people in Europe, including consultants, over four-fifths of them in London) were a significant factor in the increasing share of total profit going to US finance. Notably, those profits increasingly came from the fees charged for the provision of an array of services (some of them payroll and accounting outsourced from industry) rather than returns on loans (the share of the total bank income coming from services other than interest on loans rose from 15 percent to 35 percent between 1990 and 2006).

It was largely the failure to take sufficient account of the dominance and integration of American production and finance that led to the misreading of what US trade deficits signaled by way of undermining the value of the dollar and its place as the world currency. It was the balance of capital flows more than the balance of trade that now determined the dollar’s value. The issue of US “imbalances” that so many observers were fixated on in the first years of the new millennium failed to capture this central point. Far from the capital inflows signaling the dollar’s weakness, and being significant mainly in offsetting US trade deficits, they highlighted the central role of US banks and MNCs in the global economy, and the extent to which the integration of so many Third World countries was dependent on the pull of both US consumer and financial markets.

**The Integration of China**

Nowhere was this clearer than with the integration of China into global capitalism. The crucial lesson the Chinese government drew from the Asian crisis was not so much the conventional one—that measures of financial liberalization needed to be sequenced, in order to allow time for appropriate institutional developments to take place—but rather that, in a world of such massive capital mobility, a run on the currency would overwhelm capital controls if the country’s central bank was not holding massive dollar reserves. The impact of the 1994 devaluation of the renminbi on the trade balances of other East Asian countries—which put pressure on their exchange rates and portended the coming crisis in the region—already indicated China’s growing importance. China’s subsequent commitment to
prevent a fall in its exchange rate in 1997–98, and thus avoid competitive
devaluations, was much appreciated by the other East Asian governments;
and it was seen by the US as signaling China’s embracing of international
responsibilities in global capitalism.

It was China’s admission to the WTO in 2001 that positioned it to secure
the massive export surpluses that enabled these reserves to be built up. The
conditions that China agreed to in the key negotiations with the US for
entry were “far more stringent than the terms under which other develop-
ing countries had acceded . . . in certain respects China’s liberalization
commitments exceed[ed] those of advanced industrial countries.”72 This
was not simply a matter of imposition: domestic liberalizing forces used it to
lever change. The leading US negotiator, Charlene Barshefsky, emphasized
that, as with the former Communist states in the 1990s, the success of
China’s “domestic economic reform programs hinge[d] on the externality
of international commitments to reform in a particular direction.”73 China’s
chief negotiator at the WTO, Long Yongtu, concurred: “China’s economy
must become a market economy in order to become part of the global
economic system.”74 One of the key arguments Barshefsky made to Congress
was that China’s commitment to liberalize its distribution system was
“broader actually than any World Trade Organization member has made.”75
And it was especially significant in terms of US priorities that China agreed
“to substantially open its market in banking, insurance, securities, fund
management and other financial services.”76

Before it was admitted to the WTO, China’s total trade (exports and
imports) as a share of GDP was, at 43 percent, well below the average for
low- and middle-income countries; by 2007, its 68 percent trade-to-GDP
ratio was well above the average of those other countries.77 By this time,
too, China’s average tariffs on industrial products were under 9 percent,
compared with 27 percent in Brazil, 31 percent in Argentina, 32 percent
in India, and 37 percent in Indonesia. China’s growing role in transna-
tional production networks was seen in the rising share of parts and
components in its imports: these inputs into products that were eventually
largely exported rose from 18 percent of all imports in 1993–94 to 44
percent by 2006–07.78

The surge of capital investment after China’s entry to the WTO came
from MNCs that wanted to use China as an export platform. But many
were also interested in China’s domestic market. By 2002, some two-thirds
of the output of “foreign invested enterprises” (FIEs) was for sale within
China, not only as inputs to transnational production networks but also as
final products for sale to Chinese consumers.79 For example, China’s strat-
ey of trying to get foreign auto companies to produce in China by erecting
high tariff walls against vehicle imports was generally unsuccessful (fewer
vehicles were being produced in China than in Canada in 2000). It was only
after China’s entry to the WTO—signaling the state’s commitment to foreign property rights, nondiscriminatory treatment, and freedom to repatriate profits—that foreign auto companies aggressively moved in, contributing directly to the explosive growth of China’s automobile industry (by over 60 percent each year from 2001 to 2004); by the end of the decade China was producing more vehicles than the US. The impact of WTO membership was also very important in opening up service sectors, with multinationals champing at the bit to invest not only in the retail trade but also in transportation and telecommunications, as well as a variety of business services.

China’s dramatic capitalist development affected economic activity everywhere, forcing industrial restructuring not only at home but also abroad and determining global commodity prices. Though still a relatively poor country, with a per capita GDP only 15 percent of that of the US, by 2007 China’s total GDP had surpassed that of Germany and Japan to rank second only to the US. The number of manufacturing workers in China alone was double the ten leading developed countries combined; its total labor force was larger than that of the US, Europe, Japan, and all Latin America combined; and its factories exported more goods than those of any other country. While its financial markets remained comparatively small, no country had larger international reserves, or was a larger holder of US Treasuries. Yet China was simultaneously able to maintain annual levels of domestic investment which, relative to GDP, were more than double those of both the US and Europe.

China’s “open door” at the beginning of the twenty-first century was so utterly different from that of a century earlier because this time global capital entered by invitation. In the early 1980s Deng Xiaoping explained to the US secretary of state, George Shultz, the Communist Party’s new principle of China’s “two openings.” The first was in China itself, and that was important, but it was not enough. China also had to open itself to the outside world, particularly to the United States. The reason, he said, was that China was backward and needed the knowledge, the technology, and the markets that the rest of the world in general and the United States in particular had to offer.

Although Deng was especially impressed by the rapid development of Japan and South Korea, the initial Chinese reforms had by and large been creative variations on reforms attempted by other Communist states: allowing rural households to have their own plots of land; promoting collectively owned town and village enterprises (TVEs) while permitting the development of small-scale private enterprises; modest market-oriented reforms in state owned enterprises (SOEs); regional experimentation
with “special economic zones” to promote exports and induce foreign investment.83
All of this led to strong growth, but came up against the same trade and fiscal contradictions that many other developing countries had experienced. By the end of the 1980s, the rapid rise in imports of machinery and consumer goods had left China with a negative balance of trade; this, together with the stagnation of the SOEs, had led to a serious decline in state revenues.84 With the limits of the SOE reforms exposed, a broader strategic shift to the “second opening” was put in hand by the early 1990s. This involved a massive mobilization behind the market economy, and especially the far more comprehensive embrace of foreign direct investment than had been the case in either Japan or South Korea. This openness to foreign capital would pave the way for China to become, within a decade, the host to more foreign investment than any other country except the US (see Figure 11.1).

The remarkable boom in FDI to Hong Kong in 2000—after its return to China in 1997—reflected the fact that “TNCs planning to invest in mainland China [were] ‘parking’ funds in Hong Kong, in anticipation of China’s expected entry into the WTO,” as well as preparing by way of “major cross-border merger and acquisition (M&A) in telecommunications.”

Figure 11.1: Foreign Direct Investment in China, 1980–2009

Source: This table is derived from UNCTADSTAT, “Inward and Outward Foreign Direct Investment.” “FDI to Asia Booms, Fuelled by Hong Kong,” UNCTAD Press Release, September 18, 2001.85
The first wave of foreign investors, starting in the 1980s, had come from the large Chinese business communities in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Indonesia, and elsewhere in East Asia, launching China as an assembly hub for Asian production networks and giving it access to an internationalized bourgeoisie that Russia, for example, lacked. But the subsequent waves of foreign investment in the 1990s, and particularly after the WTO admission in 2001, came increasingly from advanced capitalist countries. To some extent, the Chinese leadership seems to have treated FDI “as a substitute for the domestic private sector . . . to the extent that the Chinese government has provided a space for private capital, it has shown a revealed preference for foreign over domestic firms.” This preference was expressed in various ways, including the tax system, subsidies, trade regulations, and access to finance. Domestic and foreign capital effectively operated within different legal parameters, but in contrast to many other countries, the more favorable laws applied to foreign, not domestic capital.

Notably, and very much in line with what Deng had told Shultz about the US’s special role in the “second opening,” it was investments by US MNCs like DuPont, Ford, GE, GM, IBM, Intel, Lucent Technologies, Microsoft, and Motorola that proved especially significant. Although the US accounted for only about 10 percent of overall FDI going into China, this still put it at the top of the list of foreign investors. The significance of US FDI was less as a capital inflow (China had no shortage of capital funds) than as a source of technology and expertise. The preoccupation with the latter on the part of the Chinese leadership was also apparent in the more than 50,000 Chinese students who were sent to do doctorates in science and engineering at US universities between 1987 and 2007 (exceeding by a third the total for all those doing US doctorates in these fields from Europe, Canada, and Mexico combined). At the same time, US legal education became “increasingly necessary to a career in China in international trade and investment.”

Among the various reasons why foreign capitalists invested in China—a cheap labor force, the potentially massive domestic market, high-quality public infrastructure in transportation, communications, and education—confidence that their investments would be protected by the state was far from the least important. The host of new laws that benefited foreign investors was an element in this, but the law generally followed, rather than constructed, the realities on the ground. China’s lawyers did not so much inform clients about the legal landscape as help them to establish the proper contacts with regional and state officials. In other words, it was not so much the legal system that was crucial in protecting property rights as it was “the political structure itself [that] served as an alternative to the formal legal system in providing a reasonable degree of security.” This was not just a matter of confidence in the central Chinese state; it also applied to regional
governments, which competed to create the most favorable conditions for joint ventures. Of course, as joint ventures grew in size and significance, and as Chinese firms' supplier relationships with them and with foreign MNCs expanded, the line between domestic and foreign capitalists, as well as between them and the families of Party elites and state officials at all levels, inevitably became blurred. At the same time, the laws benefiting foreign investors spilled over into better protections for all private businesses, making the legal regime for Chinese capitalists “look more like the one for foreigners, not the other way around.”

It was still the case, however, that “the growth of mixed property forms that maintain central or local government ownership and control has far outstripped the growth of private firms.” State owned enterprises continued to play a very important role in the Chinese economy, even though some sectors, such as textiles, were allowed to shift into the “competitive” sector, and what remained of the state sector was significantly restructured, so that the SOE share of employment fell by 45 percent between 1995 and 2004. In order to establish foreign business confidence without surrendering its control over the economy, the Chinese state clearly defined the boundaries of the state sector, promising to limit its extension into new sectors and to allow more space for foreign participation in the existing ones. To be sure, the Chinese state held on to its ability to affect the rate and direction of investment, not only in steel but also in oil, petrochemicals, auto, rail, and telecommunications—not least through state control of the largest Chinese banks (in the vast majority of cases where shares of SOEs were publicly offered, the state retained effective control). Of the top 500 companies in China in 2008, the largest forty-three were state-owned; privately-owned firms accounted for only one-fifth of the list, and for only 10 percent of total sales revenue.

It was nevertheless significant that, although by the early years of the twenty-first century foreign invested enterprises (FIEs) only accounted for some 20 percent of China’s industrial production, FIEs had captured 47 percent of sales in China’s domestic high-tech market, while the share of SOEs had slipped to 42 percent. Moreover, the FIE’s share of China’s industrial exports had grown to well over half (up from 17 percent in 1990). By 2003, the extraordinary reorientation of China’s industrial role in the global division of labor towards electronics, telecommunications, and machinery was very clear: high-tech manufacturing already represented 27 percent of China’s manufactured exports, compared to an OECD average of 18 percent. But what was no less remarkable was the FIE’s increasing domination in this sector: foreign firms and joint ventures accounted for almost 80 percent of China’s exports of industrial machinery; 90 percent of computers, components, and peripherals; and 71 percent of electronics and telecommunications equipment. Exaggerated claims about China’s
growing economic dominance need to be somewhat discounted in light of this. Alongside its model of rapid catch-up facing profound environmental challenges, at the time the global economic crisis began in 2007, China was still catching up technologically to Korea and Taiwan, let alone the US. Of prime importance for FIEs, and increasingly for SOEs as well, has been the restructuring and management of the immense Chinese labor force. Indeed, China’s new place in the global order required nothing less than the remaking of its working class. As one group of workers tried to hang on to the remnants of the old “iron rice bowl” regime, a new generation of workers that migrated to urban centers outside their home region had no rights whatsoever. In 1978, China’s workforce was 70 percent agricultural and 30 percent non-agricultural; by 2004 this ratio had been exactly reversed. From 1991 to 2006, the urban workforce increased by 260 million, 85 percent of that through migration to the cities. An estimated 120 to 150 million workers, accounting for almost two-thirds of the industrial workforce and one-third of the service sector, had no formal status in the cities; they joined newly laid-off SOE workers to swell the ranks of the 270 million Chinese known as “dispatch workers”—the world’s largest “precariat.” Notably, the commodification, deregulation, and exploitation of labor power was based, as Ching Kwan Lee has emphasized, on a “remarkable and momentous increase in law-making activity by the central authority and the professionalization of the judiciary . . .” Workers were left vulnerable to local administrations competing to attract investment, and to overworked judges closely linked to the same local officials. The tens of thousands of riots and protests that took place from the late 1990s (officially called “incidents”) belied the Chinese Communist Party’s claims that it still provided workers with anything like a protective regulatory system. Notably, foreign capital threatened to withdraw its investments if the balance of class power was altered in the workers’ favour.

Ho-fung Hung has accurately summarized the relationship between the party-state and the working class that lay at the heart of China’s capitalist development:

What made the Chinese miracle possible was first, the capacity of subnational states to promote local economic growth in a single-minded manner; and, second, the capacity of the national party-state to repress labor’s demands and the growth of civil society. While the autonomy and competitive pressure among local states perpetually goaded them to increase their individual attractiveness, and hence China’s overall attractiveness to global capital, the authoritarian national rule kept discontent at bay without requiring large-scale income redistribution through taxation and wage increases. These two processes, when unfolding on the vast geographical and demographic scale of China, made China the most dynamic center of capital accumulation in the world system.
The transformations in China lowered poverty levels, but also predictably and dramatically increased inequality. The official justification of “let some get rich first, so others can get rich later” oversaw China’s shift from one of the world’s most egalitarian societies to one of the most unequal. This was reflected in Chinese household consumption: from a share of GDP in the early 1980s that, at approximately 50 percent, matched the rest of Asia and other developing countries, by 2007 the share of household consumption had fallen to 36 percent, far below that in neighboring countries, or in other major developing countries such as India—never mind the over 70 percent share of GDP that household consumption took in the US (see Figure 11.2).

**Figure 11.2: Consumption and Investment Shares of GDP, 2007**

China’s low domestic consumption left it with a profound dependence on American consumer markets, sustained by the policy of keeping the renminbi low relative to the dollar despite China’s ever larger trade surpluses and capital inflows. Although a managed floating exchange band was implemented in 2005, supported by the introduction of an over-the-counter derivatives market, and of foreign-exchange and interest-rate swaps, the renminbi’s relative appreciation was small in real terms. This was only possible because extensive capital controls were maintained, even as China’s securities and bond markets were opened up to foreigners in line with the
WTO accession agreement. But while US institutional investors and investment banks became key players in Chinese financial markets (they were especially involved in major merger and acquisitions activity, and in purchasing the lion’s share of stock offered for sale by SOEs), China’s capital markets, while growing fast, remained “among the smallest in the world relative to the size of the domestic economy.” Despite China’s having consented under the WTO agreement to open its domestic banking sector to foreigners by 2007, the financial system remained dominated by five large state-owned commercial banks primarily engaged in lending to SOEs, while interest rates were administered by the central bank with the primary goal of avoiding upward pressures on the exchange rate. This system of extensive capital controls and administered interest rates, which was a crucial part of the state’s arsenal for engineering and channeling its massive domestic investment, left China “considerably less integrated into the global financial system than its importance as an investment destination and major exporting country might suggest.”

This uneven pattern of China’s integration into global capitalism reflected the party-state’s development strategy. It gave it more autonomy from global financial flows, but the same development strategy also made it ever more dependent on US consumer markets and tied to US Treasury bonds. Even apart from how much China would have lost from its accumulated reserves if the dollar were devalued, and the lack of alternative assets in which to park its surpluses nearly as safely, these domestic factors were especially important for understanding why the widespread expectations that China would respond to growing US trade and fiscal deficits by pulling out its massive dollar-asset holdings were proved wrong.

As we shall see in the next chapter, the first global crisis of the twenty-first century would not be caused by the build-up of external imbalances, such as the US trade deficit and indebtedness to China, triggering a collapse of the dollar. On the contrary, it was caused by the build-up of domestic contradictions rooted in US society’s own envelopment in the volatility of finance. It was a crisis made in America.
American Crisis / Global Crisis

However much global capitalism was made in the image of American capitalism, this took place in a manner that was full of contradictions, and was also always contested. The protests in Seattle that announced the emergence of the anti-globalization movement as the twentieth century drew to a close confirmed this, and so, in a horrific manner, did the attack on the World Trade Center in New York on September 11, 2001. The turn of the century will now forever be associated with that spectacular act of symbolic violence against imperial power—and with the war unleashed by the imperial state in its aftermath.

The new Bush administration certainly appeared more interested in military interventions than economic ones, despite the millennium also opening with a stock market crash (the bursting of the “dot.com” bubble), with the scandal-ridden downfall of Enron (Fortune magazine’s choice as “America’s Most Innovative Company” for six years running), and with major financial crises in Turkey and Argentina. Bush’s first secretary of the Treasury, Paul O’Neill, was publicly critical of his predecessors’ repeated efforts to contain economic crises around the world, going so far as to deride Robert Rubin for playing at being “chief of the fire department.” Rubin’s response was that, once faced with “the messy reality of global financial crises,” the new administration would soon take up its imperial economic responsibilities: “They say they won’t intervene. But they will.”

The Treasury and Fed’s dramatic interventions in 2007–08 in the face of what Ben Bernanke, in a closed-door session with the Congressional Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission in 2009, called “the worst financial crisis in global history, including the Great Depression,” would prove Rubin more correct than he could have imagined. Tim Geithner, President Obama’s Treasury secretary (who as president of the New York Federal Reserve had also worked very closely with Henry Paulson Jr., Bush’s third Treasury secretary, in trying to contain the crisis), told the Commission that “none of [the] biggest banks would have survived a situation in which we had let that fire try to burn itself out.” Whereas it was Volcker’s experience with the moments of crisis produced by the inflationary pressures of
full-employment capitalism that prepared him for his climactic role when he became Federal Reserve chair in 1979, Geithner’s preparation for the job of US Treasury secretary two decades later was his experience of moments of crisis produced by the volatility of international finance. When the Treasury and Fed immediately intervened in mid 2007 to try to contain the crisis, this inevitably involved acting as lender of last resort not only to domestic banks that were deemed “too big to fail,” but also to foreign ones. And in the aftermath of this crisis the growing significance of the internationalization of the state in global capitalism became clearer than ever.

One indication of this was the apparent shift in the locus of strategic economic coordination from the G7 to the G20. Another was the remarkable consensus among them about strengthening rather than challenging the international regulatory regime that had fostered the development of global finance. In this respect, the crisis reinforced rather than undermined the role of the American empire. In 2011 Geithner would tell the IMF that “the rules on banks fell behind the pace of innovation in markets,” and that it was especially important to develop the state capacities “necessary for the new rules to work.” He concluded: “So we will do what we need to do to make the United States financial system stronger. We will do so carefully. And as we do it, we will bring the world with us.”

The response of the Treasury and the Fed to the first global capitalist crisis of the twenty-first century demonstrated not only the range of their interventionist capacities, but also that they had learned the lessons of the early 1930s. Their dramatic actions to save the banks and other financial institutions, followed by the largest peacetime fiscal stimulus in US history as well as the monetary policy of “quantitative easing,” would have real effects in halting the economic crash. The stimulus coordination with the G20, combined with the room for maneuver provided by the international rush to hold Treasury bonds for safety in the global storm, confirmed the importance of the political infrastructure of global capitalism that had been developed over the previous decades. Nevertheless, the sangfroid that had led the Treasury by the end of the 1990s to define state intervention in the economy in terms of “failure-containment” rather than “failure-prevention,” rooted in the context of asset inflation and credit consumerism, was no longer tenable. In light of the depth of the crisis a decade later, low interest rates and flooding the banks with liquidity could no longer spark sustained economic growth, nor prevent the crisis from further unraveling internationally. The empire’s practice of crisis-management designed to align its own social formation with the reproduction of global capitalism, as well as to “bring the rest of the world with us,” would remain beset by acute contradictions.
Smoldering Bushfires

To put the depth and scale of the crisis and the American state’s responses to it in proper perspective, it is first of all necessary to examine the extent to which the US Treasury and Federal Reserve had themselves stoked the fires that led to the global financial conflagration. In contrast to what had been so common in the 1990s, it was quite remarkable that, before 2007, the Bush administration faced only two serious financial crises, both occurring in its first year. Like Rubin before him with the Mexican crisis, O’Neill had barely settled into his office at the Treasury when he was confronted by the outbreak of the most severe financial crisis in modern Turkish history. With the Turkish government’s attempts to maintain a currency peg undermined by financial markets’ response to its rising public debt, there was no question of letting the markets decide the fate of this crucially strategic US ally. But the US Treasury was content to leave it to the IMF, which had provided conditional loans to Turkey on eighteen occasions since 1958, to contain the Turkish crisis.

Nevertheless, when the Argentine crisis came to a head only six months later, in August 2001, the Treasury’s behavior “encapsulated the degree to which the United States was making policy for the IMF.” As Blustein’s authoritative account puts it, the Treasury’s initial worries that “an implosion in Argentina would spread financial turbulence worldwide” quickly led it to reassert its “primary responsibility for ensuring financial stability” at a global level. To indicate that his approach to intervention was different than Rubin’s, O’Neill insisted that a large part of an $8 billion IMF loan to Argentina had to be geared towards “leveraging” bondholders into accepting a debt restructuring. This scheme was adopted by the IMF, despite being regarded by its staff as “muddle-headed,” while Wall Street CEOs would soon make it clear that O’Neill’s leveraging plan was “faring dismally.”

It would be a mistake to see this as a function of the Bush administration’s unilateralism. Not only did the G7 publicly adopt a common position on Argentina, but their multilateral cooperation was also crucial a few weeks later, when Wall Street was temporarily knocked out on 9/11, and their central banks’ long-standing emergency plans for keeping the international banking system going were immediately activated. Thus preoccupied, the US Treasury adopted a less active stance on the Argentine crisis, backed by the view which now came to predominate in internal discussions that “pulling the plug on Argentina could not result in serious financial consequences internationally.”

The IMF’s effective abandonment of Argentina towards the end of 2001 left its government to cope with the crisis alone. Drastic cuts in public spending, as well as restrictions on bank withdrawals and
the transfer of money abroad, produced a popular revolt and a series of presidential resignations, soon followed by an inevitable default and the introduction of capital controls. Amid fierce social struggles over which classes would bear the costs of the crisis, the Kirschner government (elected in 2003 on an explicitly anti-neoliberal platform) rejected the external pressures—notably coming more from Europe and Japan than from the US—to deepen structural adjustment and prioritize debt payment. It thereby gave itself more room to intervene in the economy “in a way that would have been unthinkable in the context of traditional IMF programs.”

Yet, despite a certain degree of political contagion (which contributed to derailing the Bush administration’s plan for an overall Free Trade Agreement of the Americas), by the middle of the decade—once Kirschner’s measures had restored financial stability without any fundamental change in class and state structures—foreign capital began to return to Argentina. Strong regional growth, spurred by rising commodity prices, was a major factor in this, together with Argentina, like other states with export surpluses drawing on the lessons of the Asian crisis to build up central bank reserves.

But the main reason why there was no international financial conflagration this time was once again to be found in the global effects of US interest-rate policies. Whereas twenty years earlier a by-product of the Fed’s adoption of very high interest rates to slay the dragon of inflation at home was that it triggered Latin America’s “lost decade,” now the region was the beneficiary of “more than five years of exceptional liquidity after the Fed, concerned to head off deflation at home, cut interest rates in 2001.” It is important to put this remarkable volte-face in perspective. It was no longer fears of wage-push inflation but what Greenspan called the “irrational exuberance” fueling the stock-market bubble that had motivated the Fed in determining interest-rate levels in the mid 1990s. Yet this concern was more than negated by the Fed’s interest-rate cuts in the wake of the Asian crisis to contain the LTCM collapse at home and avert a Brazilian default abroad, thereby contributing to the Dow Jones index reaching a level by 2000 that was three times what it had been just six years earlier. But as unemployment came down to 4 percent in 1999 (its lowest level in three decades), the Fed’s anti-inflation priority was temporarily reasserted, even in a context of price stability, and interest rates were raised six times by the first quarter of 2000. This was undertaken against opposition from a minority on the FOMC who argued that concerns a tight labor market would inevitably lead to inflation were, as the New York Federal Reserve’s William McDonough put it, “a fiction of our own minds,” and that it would be taken as evidence that “what we believe in is not price stability but a differentiation in income distribution that goes against the working people.”
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With the collapse in the NASDAQ high-tech stock index in March 2000, signaling the end of the dot.com bubble and the possibility of a recession, the Fed reversed course again and adopted a very loose monetary policy that continued through 9/11 and the Argentine financial crisis, bringing interest rates down from 6 to 2 percent in the course of 2001. The short and mild recession of that year had come to an end by November 2001, just when Argentina was engulfed by economic collapse; yet interest rates were then maintained at under 2 percent for the following three years. This was partly due to the Fed’s fears that the US might now replicate Japan’s decade of deflation. What made it possible for the low-interest-rate policy to be sustained was, on the one hand, the weakness of non-residential domestic investment and the infamous “jobless recovery,” which made it difficult for inflation hawks to call for raising the rates, and on the other, the foreign purchases of Treasury bonds and other dollar-based securities, which meant that the US did not have to cover its trade deficit by raising interest rates.

This policy was maintained in spite of the fact that investors were increasingly stretching the boundaries of financial prudence by purchasing risky securities that provided higher yields than Treasury bonds offered. This took place despite the bursting of the dot.com bubble having already unleashed a series of financial scandals, which soon brought about the demise not only of Enron and WorldCom but also of Arthur Andersen, one of the five great US global accounting firms. As Paul Volcker put it at the time, since Wall Street’s “infectious greed” and Enron’s “outright fraud” belied the model of “good corporate practices” which the rest of the world was being expected to follow, US laws for greater “corporate responsibility” needed to be seen as “part and parcel of an effectively operating, open, free, global financial system.”

It was to secure such faith in financial markets that Congress adopted the Sarbanes-Oxley Bill in 2002. Its central prescription to deal with “Enronitis” was to make CEOs, chief financial officers, and boards of directors more accountable to investors for the accuracy of financial statements, while also establishing a new public board to oversee large accounting firms. It set out to improve the quality of corporate reporting to investors, while not really limiting the bounty that financial elites could reap from their interconnections and privileged access to information. By addressing a particular aspect of the general problem, it created legitimacy for the economic and financial practices that had given rise to the problem in the first place. And before the first decade of the twenty-first century was over, it would become clear that legislative measures to ensure corporate responsibility could not be expected to ensure that even the strong institutions of the US would be able to withstand the financial volatility they were still engaged in fomenting.

This was especially the case because, just at this time, American capitalism was enveloping the whole world in the enormous funding of US
mortgages and consumer credit. This generated the jumble of derivative and securitized instruments which, once wrapped in the triple-A status bestowed by the rating agencies, could be spread onto the books of a wide variety of institutions both at home and abroad. These included not only the great New York investment banks, but also the largest US commercial banks—as well as the European banks, which had increasingly been emulating them. And they also included the world’s biggest insurance company, AIG, which aggressively sold the credit default swaps that were used to hedge the purchase of mortgage-backed securities. Much of this edifice of financial obligations was built through a “shadow banking system,” whereby in order to leverage their resources and enhance their lending capacity banks created “special investment vehicles” (SIVs) which did not fall under the Fed’s regulatory purview, and so were not subject to constraints such as reserve requirements.

Before the crisis hit in 2007, the financial sector’s share of corporate profits reached 33 percent (more than double its share in 1980), with an increasing proportion of earnings generated by banks trading in derivatives and securities on their own account, as opposed to traditional underwriting practices. The assets of Goldman Sachs quadrupled between 1999 and 2007, growing at a rate of 21 percent a year; Bank of America’s grew by 14 percent, and Citigroup’s by 12 percent. The financial practices that made this growth possible involved raising debt-to-capital ratios (from 18-to-1 to 27-to-1 for Bank of America; from 18-to-1 to 32-to-1 for Citigroup; and from 17-to-1 to 32-to-1 for Goldman Sachs). Wall Street was effectively engaged in a huge “carry trade” reminiscent of East Asia in the mid 1990s (i.e. borrowing at a low rate of interest to fund the purchase of assets that yield a high rate). This was facilitated by incentives in compensation schemes for financial market actors that drove “transactions that produced immediate income but exposed the financial system to massive risks.”

Housing finance was a particularly attractive arena for such strategies because of the collateralized nature of home loans. The acceleration of mortgage-backed securitization, taking place amid rising house prices that seemed to increase the wealth and creditworthiness of those borrowing, gave rise to the acceptance of lower standards by regulatory agencies, acting with the connivance of both parties in Congress. Securitized mortgage credit served to tie together high finance and low finance: it came to play an important role in the super-leveraging and integration of global financial markets, just as it had become a key element in consumer demand and credit. Constrained in what they could get from their labor, US workers were drawn into the logic of asset inflation not only through the investments of their pension funds, but also through the one major asset they held (or could reasonably aspire to hold) in their own hands—their family homes. As wages stagnated and the income gap widened, growing segments of the
home-owning working class sustained their consumption by taking out second mortgages on the bubble-inflated values of their homes. The apparent guarantee of forever-rising housing prices led to an increase in the share of consumption financed in this way—from 1.1 percent in the 1990s to 3 percent in 2000–05 (with a similar trend occurring in the growth of investments in “home improvements”).

It is significant that this went so far as to include poor African-American communities, so long the Achilles heel of working-class integration into the American Dream. The roots of the subprime mortgage crisis thus lay in the way the anti-inflation commitment had since the 1970s ruled out the public expenditures that would have been required just to start addressing the crisis of inadequate housing in US cities. As we saw earlier, a key factor in the steady expansion of Americans’ consumer and mortgage debt since the 1970s had been reformers’ faith that private finance could be used by the state in the public interest—in other words, that financial institutions could be so regulated and reformed as to ensure their functioning in the interest of social groups that they had hitherto excluded. The rising demand for home-ownership at lower income levels had been encouraged by government support for meeting housing needs through financial markets backed by mortgage tax deductions. Of course, the desire to realize the American dream of home-ownership on the part of so many of those who had previously been excluded was one thing; actual access to residential finance markets was another. Access for such unprecedented numbers by the turn of the century was only possible because financial intermediaries were frantically creating domestic mortgage debt in order to package and resell it in the market for structured credit.

Already well underway during the 1990s, this trend was given a great fillip not only by the Fed’s low interest rates but also by the Bush administration’s determination to expand the scope for “entrepreneurs” in the business of selling home mortgages, although it was mainly long-established private mortgage companies like Countrywide, and new ones that specialized in subprime loans like New Century Financial, that benefited from this. How common not just lax lending practices but outright predatory lending became can be seen from the fact that between 2000 and 2007 in Florida alone, 10,500 people were licensed as mortgage brokers who had criminal records (including over 4,000 who had previously been convicted of “fraud, bank robbery, racketeering and extortion”). But no less responsible than those brokers, who were essentially licensed loan sharks, were the mainstream financial institutions for which the brokers were the middlemen, and which actually secured the loans for home purchases in areas they had previously redlined. With most middle-class income-earners already in the market, mortgages were structured in such a way as to capture consumers who could not otherwise have afforded home-ownership. The majority of these loans were Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARMs) with initial
two-year fixed-rate periods at lower interest rates, and many offered borrowers the option of limiting their monthly payments to the interest (or even less, so that the principal owed would increase over time). By 2004, subprime loans represented over 20 percent of total US mortgages.21

The whole edifice was connected to the American state itself via Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which, although they had been privatized three decades earlier, had remained government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs). At the beginning of the 1980s they held and guaranteed some $85 billion in mortgage assets, equivalent to 7 percent of the mortgage market; by 2002, this had grown to $3.7 trillion, equivalent to almost 45 percent of the total mortgage market; by 2007, the total had reached $5.3 trillion, although it was a slightly smaller proportion of the total mortgage market since so many others had gotten into the game. As Ralph Nader put it, referring especially to the tax deduction allowed on mortgage-interest payments, Fannie and Freddie “swiftly and skillfully managed to pick up the roughshod tactics of the private corporate world and at the same time cling tightly to the federal government’s deepest and most lucrative welfare troughs.”22 Above all, given the implicit guarantee the federal government gave to GSE securities, financial markets regarded them as virtually as safe as Treasury securities while yielding a higher return—no small consideration at a time when interest rates on Treasuries were effectively negative.

Commercial banks competed to extend residential mortgages in order to bundle them and transfer them to investment banks as well as to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Between 1990 and 2006, the amount of residential debt held by issuers of asset-backed securities increased from $55 billion to over $2 trillion. As house prices increased after 2000 especially (by 60 percent more than inflation—the most in over half a century), banks increasingly shifted the debt on their books to the financial marketplace. This allowed them to minimize the constraints posed by Basel capital standards, and made them more willing to increase their exposure to low-income households.

The worlds of high and low finance had never been so closely interconnected. For its part, the Fed increasingly boasted about its role in promoting, in Greenspan’s words, “financial education [as] a process that should begin at an early age and last throughout life.” He insisted that the increasing technological capacities of financial markets for “collecting and assimilating the data necessary to evaluate risk” ensured that “where once marginal applicants would simply have been denied credit, lenders are now able to quite efficiently judge the risk posed by individual applicants and price that risk appropriately.”23 But the promise of a mass public of informed, financially literate borrowers was already belied by how common manipulation by mortgage brokers had become, and by the readiness of the largest and most prestigious banks to securitize the debts thereby created. Securitization techniques as they had evolved over the previous decades produced
tremendous pressure on, or temptation for, brokers to pursue ever more aggressive sales strategies, while the Fed joined Fannie and Freddie and the large US banks in taking all this mainstream.

It also went mainstream internationally, as foreign investors piled into mortgage-backed securities. While Middle Eastern and developing Asian states (especially China) increased their holdings of US Treasury bonds by 23 percent between 2003 and 2007 (accounting for all of the $771 billion growth in US Treasuries in those years, as purchases by US investors fell), these same states increased their purchase of Fannie and Freddie (GSE) mortgage-backed securities by no less than 231 percent to $656 billion. And while private European banks (who followed American financial institutions in expanding into off-balance-sheet SIVs) increased the holdings of these GSE securities from less than $200 billion in 2003 to over $300 billion by 2007, they also followed US investors in greatly increasing their purchases of private US mortgage-backed securities (from $100 billion in 2003 to almost $500 billion in 2007) thereby contributing to the explosive growth in these even riskier assets – from $100 billion in 2003 to almost $500 billion in 2007 (see 12.1).

Figure 12.1: Change in US Securities Holdings 2003–2007 ($ billion)

The extent of the interpenetration of US and foreign financial markets was especially marked in the years leading up to the 2007 financial crisis. The infusion of foreign credit not only fueled US consumption, but also removed the constraints that a growing trade deficit would otherwise have entailed for the US economy. This did not mean that the US was merely living off its borrowings; alongside a total financial inflow of $8.3 billion from 2000 to 2006, there was an outflow of $4.4 trillion, which was indicative of the extent to which US capital had remained not only the largest source of foreign direct investment, but also “a net provider of knowledge, liquidity and insurance” to the rest of the world. Yet, as foreign financial markets became intertwined with US financial markets, so did they become subject to their smoldering contradictions. European banks in particular were drawn even more heavily into the US commercial paper and inter-bank markets, and this was not discouraged by the European Central Bank, in part because it helped to lower the euro’s exchange rate relative to the dollar. Since the integration of global finance meant that the stability of US financial markets now also depended on the solvency of Europe’s banks, the Fed had little option as soon as the crisis hit but to supply those banks with dollars directly.

“The Worst Financial Crisis in Global History”

By 2006, the US economy had experienced three years of over 3 percent growth in real terms, with exports rising by over 8 percent, unemployment falling from 6 to 4.6 percent, and capacity-utilization returning to its long-term norm of just over 80 percent. Real non-residential investment grew by 6 percent in 2004 and 2005, and further increased by almost 8 percent in 2006; this increase occurred even as American MNCs also quickened the pace of their investments abroad. Annual productivity growth had continued to increase right through the first six years of the new millennium: its 2.8 percent average rate of growth matched US levels during the postwar “golden age.” Corporate profits were at a peak and corporate balance sheets were exceptionally strong. As had happened in earlier periods of technological breakthrough, the late 1990s saw very large over-investments in the computer and telecommunications sectors; although the 2001 recession was largely the result of this, it turned out to be relatively mild. Residential investment boomed and consumption continued to grow as people tapped into the inflated value of their homes via secondary mortgages.

Since non-residential investment, on the other hand, fell by over 10 percent in 2001 after the bursting of the dot.com bubble, and did not show much sign of life until well into 2003, this was sometimes taken, along with rising US trade deficits, as evidence of an unresolved crisis of overaccumulation going back to the 1970s. But there was in fact a strong resumption of
investment by 2004, accompanied by rising profits and productivity that more than matched their peaks in the 1990s. The increasingly integrated manufacturing networks of American MNCs on a global scale certainly accelerated the shift in US employment from manufacturing into consumer and business services, but this reflected the strengthening rather than weakening of American capital, while the continued inflow of foreign capital to the US, in spite of the trade deficits, also confirmed the strength of the dollar. The American crisis that started in 2007 was not caused by either domestic industrial “overaccumulation” or international trade and capital “imbalances,” but rather by the volatility of capitalist finance. It was triggered in the seemingly mundane sector of mortgage credit, where finance mediated working-class access to housing, and then quickly spread into the more rarefied world of interbank lending and corporate commercial paper markets. It was because US finance had become so integral to the functioning of twenty-first century global capitalism that the ultimate impact of this crisis throughout the international economy was so profound.

As the Fed began to raise interest rates in mid 2004 (to over 5 percent by mid 2006), partly in an effort to gradually deflate the housing bubble, it faced what Greenspan called a “conundrum.”28 Housing prices peaked in 2005, accompanied by a dramatic rise in the number of mortgage defaults; yet since foreign capital was attracted all the more by the higher interest rates, there was no drying up of mortgage credit, and house-building starts only peaked at the beginning of 2006. But the end was nigh: between the last quarter of 2005 and mid 2007, residential investment fell by 22 percent, along with a sharp reduction in the number of subprime borrowers. As the rise in the default rate of non-prime borrowers started to exceed projections, the issuance of asset-backed securities slumped by almost 30 percent. Securitization everywhere quickly lost a lot of its luster, as banks ended up holding assets that they were unable to value, and rating agencies now fueled the problem by downgrading the risky securities they had previously treated as virtually equivalent to US Treasury bonds. It was now clear that once a debt had been sold on, sliced up, and mixed with a variety of other debts, there was little hope of establishing in any meaningful way the value of the resulting asset. Paul O’Neill later graphically captured the predicament facing investors: “If you had ten bottles of water and one bottle had poison in it, and you didn’t know which one, you probably wouldn’t drink any one.”29

By March 2007 the newly appointed chairman of the Federal Reserve, Ben Bernanke, warned that Fannie and Freddie could be a source of “systemic risk.”30 Meanwhile, New Century Financial went bust. As late as July 2007, Tim Geithner at the New York Federal Reserve and Hank Paulson at the Treasury were still playing their appointed role of trying to calm markets with reassuring speeches about the housing slump being “at or
near bottom,” and financial markets outside the US being “now deeper and more liquid than they used to be.” But by this time an unraveling of financial positions and credit chains was already producing a liquidity crunch in the US commercial paper and money markets that had become so pivotal in global finance. It was the difficulty of raising funds on these markets that forced France’s largest bank, BNS Paribas, on August 9, 2007, to suspend payments due on three of its investment funds. By September Northern Rock, the UK’s fifth-largest lender, had gone to the Bank of England for emergency support, leading to a classic bank run. Within days the UK government had guaranteed Northern Rock’s deposits, and the Bank of England announced that it would provide loans to keep the bank going and extend the same support to other banks.

Although President Bush declared in a major speech on the crisis at the end of August that “the government has got a role to play—but it’s limited,” the Treasury had by the beginning of that month already switched to full crisis-management mode, with Paulson “in hourly contact with the Fed, other officials in the administration, finance ministries and regulators overseas and people on Wall Street.” Meanwhile, the Fed was in contact with the European Central Bank, the Bank of Japan, and the Bank of England about the role they would all play as lenders of last resort. Bernanke, drawing on his academic work at Princeton University in the 1980s on how the Great Depression could have been prevented, had warned Paulson that massive US government loans to banks might be necessary, and Paulson had agreed. “I knew he was right theoretically,” he said. “But I also had, and we both did, some hope that, with all the liquidity out there from investors, that after a certain decline that we would reach a bottom.” Yet what the crisis of 2007–08 proved was that without the state the private market has no secure bottom.

The really crucial point of contagion was the short-term wholesale lending market between large international financial institutions. This interbank market had become increasingly central to the operation of the global payments system, and with seven out of every ten transactions taking place in US dollars, it was the most important focus of the Fed’s monetary policy; a select few Wall Street banks, operating as “market makers,” were especially central in reallocation the liquidity provided by the Fed. Since the benchmark for the trading of wholesale funds was the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR)—effectively the internationally “traded version” of the Fed’s interest rate—the increasing spread between the Federal funds rate and LIBOR (as banks feared that their loans to other banks might not be repaid) represented a near-freezing of the payment networks between the world’s largest financial institutions, and endangered the capacity of the Federal Reserve to manage the global financial system. As a result, the Fed acted quickly to ensure that banks all over the world had access to an
adequate amount of dollar holdings to meet their obligations. By mid-August, lining up at the New York Fed’s discount window for hundreds of millions were not only US banks such as J. P. Morgan Chase, Bank of America, and Wachovia, but also Germany’s Commerzbank, and even the Bank of China Ltd. 

For all the talk over the previous decade about the need for financial transparency, these loans were concealed for fear that they would further undermine market confidence and stir up domestic populist resentments (they would only be revealed by a court order in April 2011, almost four years later). To get around this political problem, the Fed established new swap lines of credit to funnel dollars to foreign central banks so they could allocate dollars directly to their banks. Unlike earlier swap arrangements between central banks, set up to compensate for balance-of-payments deficits, these arrangements were explicitly aimed at providing international liquidity, with the additional effect of getting foreign central banks to act as conduits for the application of the Fed’s looser monetary policy to their own domestic economies. The US Federal Reserve was indeed acting as the world central bank in the context of the crisis, trying to ensure thereby that interbank rates would decrease and normal mechanisms for access to dollar funding would be restored.

For its part, the US Treasury organized, first, a consortium of international banks and investment funds, and then an overlapping consortium that included mortgage companies and financial securitizers, to take concrete measures to calm the markets. As they had done a decade earlier during the Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) crisis, Treasury officials convened the CEOs of the nation’s ten largest commercial banks in September 2007, with the goal of determining whether there were “market-based solutions that could help reduce the possibility of a disorderly solution in the marketplace.” Sovereign wealth funds of other countries were also encouraged to invest directly in Wall Street banks to beef up their capital. Both the Treasury and Federal Reserve staff also continued to work through the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets (established after the stock market crash of 1987) to coordinate their firefighting activities with the Securities Exchange Commission and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

At the beginning of 2008 insurers of US municipal bonds were in deep trouble, and stock markets in Asia and Europe were shaken at the prospect of a serious American recession. The Fed made a large emergency cut in interest rates, and soon followed this by supplying other central banks with even more dollars. By March, just as the Treasury was about to issue a “Blueprint for a Modernized Financial Regulatory Structure” designed to enhance the Fed’s regulatory authority over the whole financial system, two Bear Stearns hedge funds went bust. The Fed directed, oversaw, and
guaranteed to the tune of $30 billion, J. P. Morgan’s takeover of Bear
Stearns, which was so highly leveraged that it was borrowing as much as $70
billion in overnight markets. (Ironically, Bear Stearns was the lone major
investment bank which had refused to cooperate with the Fed-engineered
bailout of Long Term Capital Management a decade before.) The Fed
placed examiners inside each of Wall Street’s investment banks (thereby
compensating for the SEC’s failure to do so). And the Fed dramatically
expanded the programs through which it provided liquidity to banks,
including taking mortgage-backed securities onto its own books.\textsuperscript{41} By
taking responsibility for illiquid securities that otherwise could not be sold, or even
find a value, the Fed was thereby acting not only as lender of last resort but
also as “market maker of last resort.”\textsuperscript{42} Indeed, what was being recognized
in all this was that the key monetary policy instrument during the Greenspan
era—the lowering of the federal funds rate—would not have much leverage
in a situation where the interbank market had become almost fully para-
lized. Increasingly, the Trading Desk at the New York Fed now effectively
functioned as a “lender of only resort.”\textsuperscript{43}

But while all this state intervention resembled similar activism that had
succeeded relatively well in containing crises in the past, it could not prevent
this crisis from assuming still greater proportions. In early September 2008,
after a summer of considerable turbulence, uncertainty and anxious antici-
pation, during which major investors began selling their holdings of GSE
securities and seeking refuge in Treasury bonds, the American government
took direct control of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Given the importance
of these two giant GSEs, not only for households’ spending power but also
for interbank rates and foreign economic relations, the top priority was to
preserve their operations and prevent any market rumors of default.\textsuperscript{44} The
GSE takeover prevented a full-scale meltdown, and had the crucial effect of
converting their debt into Treasury debt, but it added little additional
liquidity in the markets for mortgage-backed securities, and could not
prevent the demise of two major investment banks. One catastrophe was
averted when, through the Treasury’s orchestration, Merrill Lynch was sold
to the Bank of America (which would itself receive $45 billion in federal aid
in the coming months). But another catastrophe—at Lehman Brothers,
whose banking business had begun with commodities-trading and broker-
age operations in the 1850s—was not.\textsuperscript{45}

When Geithner once again convened Wall Street CEOs, now in the
depths of the greatest crisis they had ever seen, and urged them to arrange
a private-sector bailout of Lehman, their fear of ending up with each
other’s bad debts ruled out the kind of collective action they had agreed
to a decade earlier with LTCM.\textsuperscript{46} As Lehman went bankrupt, and inves-
tors immediately questioned both the government’s commitment and
organizational capacity to support the private institutional pillars of the
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financial system, Fed Chairman Bernanke came to the conclusion that twelve of the thirteen most important institutions in the United States “were at risk of failure within a period of a week or two.” What had to be faced most immediately was the imminent collapse of AIG, the world's largest insurance company, which had provided so much credit-default-swap protection for the investment banks.

The Federal Reserve had already gone well beyond the normal boundaries of its regulatory remit by extending help to investment banks, but it now ventured into even newer territory as it took responsibility for the survival of an insurance company whose commitments constituted a key pillar of the markets for securitized products and complex derivatives. By virtue of this bailout of AIG, which involved paying 100 percent of face value to AIG's credit default swap counterparties, Goldman Sachs notoriously received almost $20 billion; but upwards of two-thirds of the payments to AIG counterparties actually went to foreign financial institutions, including some $17 billion to Société Générale, $15 billion to Deutsche Bank, $8.5 billion to Barclays, and $5.5 billion to UBS. The Fed now fast-tracked applications by both Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to be regulated as bank holding companies, thereby giving them permanent access to the Fed's discount window. The importance of this only became clear when, almost three years later, the Fed released documents that showed that, in the days before this access was secured, Morgan Stanley drew $48.4 billion from the Primary Dealer's Credit Facility, while Goldman Sachs drew $12 billion; the PDCF had not been set up to sustain drawings on this scale. The Fed also extended a lifeline to the huge Reserve Primary money market fund (which had been forced to write off $785 million of commercial paper following Lehman's bankruptcy). And this was soon followed by the Treasury's blanket guarantee on the $3.4 trillion in mutual fund deposits, a ban on short-selling of financial stocks, and the seizure and resale of Washington Mutual to prevent the largest bank failure in US history.

At the same time, the New York branches of foreign banks were given greater access than ever to the Fed's discount window; indeed, as the crisis reached its peak they were the biggest borrowers there, “accounting for at least 70 per cent of the $110.7 billion borrowed during the week in October 2008 when use of the program surged to a record.” The integration of global financial markets was now such that the Belgian bank Dexia, which guaranteed bonds such as those issued by the Texas State Veterans Land Board and the Los Angeles Transportation Authority, received $37 billion from the Fed in the eighteen months after Lehman's collapse. Had this not been forthcoming, it would have led to “a catastrophe for municipal finance and money funds” in the US itself. The further expansion of the Fed's swap lines to other central
banks provided foreign banks with more than $560 billion by the end of 2008. The justification later offered for the Fed’s acting as the world’s central bank was that “foreign banks support the trade of other countries with the United States, facilitate international purchases of US financial assets and foreign direct investment in the country, and deepen global financial markets for dollar assets.”

With the end to the crisis still nowhere in sight, the Fed and the Treasury now faced the prospect of becoming involved in an endless series of interventions that would have entangled them in patchworks of ad hoc financial arrangements. In this situation, the government proposed a sweeping plan to try to flush sufficient toxic debt out of the system to restore its liquidity. In early October 2008, after weeks of resistance, a reluctant Congress was finally induced to pass the Economic Stabilization Act, which included a $700 billion Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP). A particularly memorable example of US elites accommodating to—and at the same time overcoming—a populist political culture was the way Henry Paulson, who as head of Goldman Sachs had but recently been Wall Street’s highest-paid CEO, structured his testimony before the House Financial Services Committee as he tried to get his TARP plan through Congress. Paulson acknowledged that Wall Street’s exorbitant compensation schemes were “a serious problem,” going so far as to declare that “the American people are angry about executive compensation and rightfully so.” But he immediately added: “We must find a way to address this in legislation without undermining the effectiveness of the program.” What was clearly implicit in this statement was that the cooperation from bankers, which was the sine qua non for the program to work, would not be forthcoming if they were asked to bear what they considered to be too heavy a financial burden.

The Treasury was given full discretion over the allocation of the TARP funds—and it soon exploited this latitude, when Paulson announced that most of the funds would be used to purchase equity stakes in financial institutions. In buying bank shares, they were following the lead of the UK’s Labour government, whose prime minister, Gordon Brown, was widely credited with having saved the financial system by initiating the provision of massive public capital to the banks in the fall of 2008; but it was quickly also made clear that the nationalized banks would still “operate on a commercial basis at arm’s length” from any government direction or control. With the US taking the same route, so that the federal government soon owned a third of Citigroup’s shares, both the US and the UK were effectively socializing the losses of the private banks. But socializing their losses did not entail socializing control. The fact that the Treasury did not ask for much in return for covering the bank’s losses threw into sharp relief the accumulating
political contradictions that came with this crisis. With one firm after another apparently buckling under the weight of their bad investments, the socialization of the banks’ losses was increasingly seen to be both ineffective and unfair—a factor that had already played its part in the outcome of the November 2008 presidential election.

The TARP’s emphasis on the recapitalization of American banks helped to reduce the spread between the rates at which the state was lending to the banks and what banks charged borrowers, but the trickle-down effects were limited because lending institutions, still unsure how to evaluate financial risk, tightened the terms on all major types of loans. This reluctance to lend was related to the fact that when a housing bubble bursts it affects not just the financial system, but the whole economic system, in a way stock market meltdowns do not. Since for most people the value of the family home accounts for most of their wealth by far, any significant decline in that value can undermine consumer confidence, with effects that go well beyond the most immediate impact on the construction industry and the purchase of furniture, appliances, and even cars. In contrast with the recession of 2001, a slowdown in consumption preceded the beginning of the recession in late 2007, and turned into a massive collapse in the second half of 2008. Although non-residential investment did not immediately match the fall in residential investment, its growth had begun tailing off as soon as the financial crisis hit in mid 2007 and had turned down by the time the financial conflagration reached its climax in the fall of 2008, after which it fell dramatically (see Figure 12.2).

*Figure 12.2: Real GDP, Consumption, and Investment, 2004(1)=100*

Source: US Bureau Of Economic Analysis, NIPA Table 1.1.3.
The depth of the crisis was directly related to home mortgages having become such a central component of financial markets. The rapid effect of the collapse in the mortgage market on the whole economy was seen between mid 2007 and the end of 2008, as 3.3 million jobs disappeared (over 1 million in manufacturing), as the S&P index fell by 40 percent, and as—with the market value of their homes and retirement assets rapidly declining—households lost $14 trillion (22 percent) of their net worth. From the third quarter of 2008 through the third quarter of 2009 the absolute fall in both annual US retail sales (8 percent) and capital investment (17 percent) was unprecedented since World War II. Before the year was out, General Motors—the iconic American corporation of the twentieth century, which in 2000 had been ranked by Fortune as the largest corporation in the world—had lost over $30 billion, and was petitioning the Bush administration for an equivalent amount in order to stave off bankruptcy.

A great many commentators since the summer of 2007 had predicted widespread “delinking” from the US-centered global order. European media and policymakers in particular had expressed considerable schadenfreude at the damage that “Anglo-American capitalism” had inflicted on itself through its lack of responsibility and prudence, all the while proclaiming “Euroland” as the new standard for civilized capitalism. In the event, the satirical newspaper The Onion contributed more insight: “Bush Proud US Economic Woes Can Still Depress World Markets.” It was not only British banks, with their long tradition of a wide variety of transatlantic linkages, which quickly succumbed to the US subprime crunch in 2007; so did German regional banks (often still seen as epitomizing the virtues of coordinated capitalism and bank-based financial systems) that had invested heavily in American mortgage-backed securities. Initial expectations that the Asian countries would be able to decouple themselves from the US amid the crisis also proved illusory. The impact of the crisis varied across regions, and the countries within them, depending on the specifics of their housing market, their degree of global integration through trade and finance, their fiscal positions, and the responses of their states. What they all had in common, however, was that they could not avoid being affected by the crisis; and, as they were forced to react to it, they inevitably looked to the US for leadership.

Most remarkably, the crisis actually had the effect of strengthening the global role of the dollar. As many investors found that their attempts to extricate themselves from unfavorable positions required dollar-denominated transactions, the vortex-like capacity of American financial markets to draw in foreign funds was once again confirmed. But it was the special value and liquidity of US Treasury bonds for both governments and private
investors that was the main factor driving the international flight to the dollar. By early 2009, the market for US Treasury debt was virtually the only financial sector marked by vigorous growth and trading. Investment firms that had spent most of the past decade playing the markets for corporate stock and asset-backed securities now shifted their attention and resources to government bond trading, in large part to exploit some of the bountiful opportunities offered by the mammoth expansion of Treasury debt sales (this was also a hedge against the very real threat of deflation).

It was not only financial linkages that were at work here. US consumption had accounted for over a third of the growth in global consumption between 2000 and 2007. Through 2007, global exports increased at more or less the same rate as in the period since 1994 (an average of 7.4 percent per year); then, in 2008, global export growth slowed to 3.4 percent; and in 2009 global exports decreased by an unprecedented 11.3 percent (the last decrease was in 1975, when, amid the twinned economic and energy crises, global exports fell by 2.9 percent). Given that world GDP growth, which had run at 3 percent annually from 2000 to 2007, also decreased in 2009 for the first time since World War II, a slowdown in trade was hardly surprising. But global trade (exports plus imports) that year in fact fell much more than GDP itself, largely reflecting the drying up of trade credit. What this fall notably did not reflect, in spite of the scale of the global crisis, was any rise in protectionism.

This was not left to chance. The leaders of the G20—of which little had been heard after the dust from the 1997–98 financial crisis had settled—were suddenly summoned to Washington in November 2008. At one of the preparatory meetings of finance ministry deputies held in São Paolo a week before, a senior US Treasury official averred that “a big proportion of what’s happened has been due to some of the challenges we’ve had in the United States. We recognize our responsibility to take leadership.” The consensus that was reached on a process for adopting new global banking regulations was significant, but the real work would be done by the representatives of the advanced capitalist states on the BIS’s Basel Committee, supplemented by an expanded Financial Stability Forum. What was really important about the first G20 leaders’ summit—at a time when the financial conflagration was triggering a deep economic collapse—was what it did to avoid a descent into protectionism, which would obviously have had even worse consequences than in the 1930s, given current global networks of integrated production. In this respect, the “Commitment to an Open Global Economy” in the final communiqué was most significant: “We underscore the critical importance of rejecting protectionism and not turning inward . . . we will refrain from raising new barriers to investment or to trade in goods and services, imposing new export restrictions, or implementing World Trade Organization inconsistent measures to stimulate exports.”
Meanwhile, a “Global Plan for Recovery”—jointly advanced by the UK and US in the face of more economically orthodox opposition from Germany and France—was agreed at the second G20 Summit in London in April 2009. It attempted on an even grander scale the kind of coordinated G7 stimulus that the Carter administration had proposed towards the end of the 1970s, and that had been accomplished more successfully by the Clinton administration in late 1998. The much-trumpeted $5 trillion collective global stimulus pledged was not nearly as important as the guarantee given for collective action, without which there was the danger that stimulus by any one state would simply lead to more increased imports and balance-of-trade problems, as well as larger government deficits and accusations of fiscal laxity. The actual stimulus undertaken varied from country to country: in China, massive loans by state banks and even larger investments in infrastructure; in Germany, subsidized reductions in work-time; in the UK and Brazil (despite both being governed by labor parties) the stimulus was overwhelmingly through tax cuts.

In the US, Obama’s election had already paved the way for the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act passed in February 2009. Of the $530 billion stimulus at the federal level ($250 billion more was set aside for the states), over half came as tax cuts, compared to less than a quarter as direct public expenditures (the remainder took the form of transfer payments). The Wall Street Journal decried this as “one of the largest single stimulus packages in history”—and indeed it constituted 39 percent of the total global fiscal stimulus in 2009, dwarfing the 13 percent contributed to the global stimulus by China. But any expectations that radical Keynesian economists would now be running the Treasury proved otherworldly. Paulson’s conversations with Obama before the 2008 election, at the height of the financial crisis, had convinced him that Obama “genuinely seemed to want to do the right thing. He wanted to avoid doing anything publicly—or privately—that would damage our efforts to stabilize the markets and the economy.” Obama’s appointment of Geithner as his secretary of the Treasury was in fact predicated on this; as head of the New York Federal Reserve Bank, Geithner was particularly seen as “onside” with Wall Street.

Ironically it was Paul Volcker, despite his central role in overcoming Keynesian-era inflation three decades earlier, who was now seen as Obama’s most economically progressive advisor. Geithner’s “Financial Stability Plan,” introduced in March 2009, followed what had gone before. The Treasury would purchase more bank stock, while emphasizing that the long-term objective was to keep the banks in private hands. The new asset-management funds the Treasury would set up to unblock financial markets (along the lines of the Resolution Trust Corporation during the Savings and Loan crisis) were accurately described by the Financial Times’s Martin Wolf: “Under the scheme, the government provides virtually all the finance and
bears almost all the risk, but it uses the private sector to price the assets. In return, private investors obtain rewards—perhaps generous rewards—based on their performance via equity participation, alongside the Treasury. I think of this as the ‘vulture fund relief scheme.’”

Amid public outrage over the millions the banks were still paying to the executives who had created the mess, President Obama justified his Treasury secretary’s plan with words very similar to Paulson’s six months earlier: “You’ve got a pretty egregious situation here that people are understandably upset about . . . So let’s see if there are ways of doing this . . . that are constitutional, that uphold our basic principles of fairness, but don’t hamper us from getting the banking system back on track.” Obama’s “but” spoke volumes, since it showed that the incentives that capitalists insisted on as necessary to save the economy trumped basic principles of justice. Paying bankers so astronomically much more than workers could, in the context of the crisis, hardly be justified in terms of their contribution to market efficiency. It could only be explained in terms of “failure-containment.” This was also clearly seen in the role the Fed and Treasury played in preventing the “pay czar,” whom Obama appointed to oversee executive salaries in the businesses that the US government now formally owned, from drastically cutting the salaries of Chrysler and General Motors managers, even though the conditions imposed under the March 2009 bailout legislation required massive concessions on wages, pensions, and working conditions from the rest of the workforce—explicitly taking non-unionized Japanese auto plants as the model. All this in fact meant that the system of class power and inequality that had generated the crisis was being reproduced.

Just as unemployment was well on its way to reaching over 10 percent (from under 6 percent as late as mid 2008), the “stress tests” the Fed conducted on the nineteen largest US bank holding companies in May 2009 showed that nine of them already had adequate capital. And in June 2009 the White House, declaring that financial regulatory reform would be a top priority alongside healthcare reform, released A New Foundation: Rebuilding Financial Supervision and Regulation. Alongside its promise of greater oversight and increased transparency in financial markets, as well as a new consumer protection agency, what was most remarkable was how little it aimed to disrupt the regulatory status quo. There was no move to place absolute limits on the size of bank holding companies or to change the nature of the private rating system, let alone to reinstate Glass-Steagall. With Goldman Sachs’s net income surging to a record $13.4 billion for the year, while unemployment remained stuck at 10 percent, Obama’s frustration at the political costs of this—which were hardly mitigated by Goldman’s promise to reduce its annual bonus pool from $22 billion to $16 billion, and to donate $500 million to charities—led the president to propose two new measures in January 2010. One was a “Financial Crisis Responsibility Fee”
to be paid by the largest banks; the other was to prohibit “proprietary trading” by deposit-taking banks (i.e. using their own capital to speculate as well as operate their own hedge funds)—a reform prominently associated with Volcker.71

Expressing his irritation over “the activities of lobbyists on behalf of those institutions” against such measures, Obama proclaimed that he “did not run for office to be helping out a bunch of fat cat bankers”; and he warned them that now the banks were “back on their feet we expect an extraordinary commitment from them to help rebuild our economy.”76 This served to present the minor reforms he was advancing in a way that led to misleading headlines such as “Obama Declares War on Wall Street” and “Banks Face Revolutionary Reform.” It also obscured the fact that the Fed and the Treasury shared a distinct lack of enthusiasm for even such modest proposals because of what they saw as their problematic implications for a highly integrated financial system: the responsibility fee could further limit lending by banks and complicate the conduct of monetary policy. And they recognized that isolating banks’ own proprietary trading would be very difficult, since this practice was so closely related to the trades in stocks, bonds, and derivatives they carried out for their clients. Indeed, the integration of commercial and investment banking on a global scale now made any return to the New Deal type of regulation virtually impossible. Even Volcker spoke not in terms of reviving Glass-Steagall but only of returning to its “spirit.”77

In fact, the new regulations introduced under the Obama administration conformed to the regulatory regime that had facilitated the immense growth of US and global financial markets since the 1970s: “failure-containment,” more than “failure-prevention,” was still the operative doctrine, with the goal being less to save any given financial institution than to limit the systemic financial risk that might be caused by its insolvency, and to take macro and micro prudential measures that would limit the scope of bank failure and make containment possible. The Fed and Treasury’s response in the wake of the crisis was not so much to alter the direction of financial regulation as to close off some of the more glaring loopholes and remove some of the deficiencies of the existing system. The Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, passed into law in July 2010, was largely based on drafts by Federal Reserve and Treasury staff, although its proposals were given a tremendous political fillip by the way Senators Chris Dodd and Barney Frank arranged a merger between Senate and House versions of the legislation.78 Dodd–Frank (as the Act came to be known) established a new Financial Stability Oversight Council (composed of various regulatory agencies, including the Fed and chaired and advised by the Treasury), which limited the Fed’s ability to lend directly to financial firms in trouble by preventing it from extending credit other than through programs with “broad-based eligibility.”79
While the Act narrowed the Fed’s emergency lending powers that had drawn so much popular ire, the practical impact of the legislation was to give the Fed the central role in the supervision and regulation of “systemically important financial institutions” (SIFIs), including big hedge funds and insurance companies. All those with assets exceeding $50 billion would be subjected to greater scrutiny by the Fed. Since the Oversight Council could also place other financial firms under the Fed’s authority, its potential regulatory and firefighting range was considerably expanded. The higher capital adequacy requirements were carefully constructed so as not to undercut the competitive advantages enjoyed by large financial firms. The hype about Dodd-Frank’s prohibition of proprietary trading (“the Volcker rule”) was largely negated by the numerous exceptions it specified, and in effect left it to the Fed to impose greater capital requirements and some broadly defined limits on these activities. Dodd-Frank allowed the Federal Reserve to preserve its key interventionist tools, as well as the room to develop new ones. Broadening the Fed’s regulatory remit over the financial system was, as we have seen, precisely the direction in which the American state had been heading for more than two decades.

Potentially more important in setting a new direction was the regulation of derivative transactions. Although towards the end of the Clinton administration the Treasury and Fed had combined to prevent this, the Obama administration made it a key aspect of its legislative agenda. By May 2009 it had set out a plan to require standardized derivatives to be centrally cleared along the lines of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, with financial safeguards and comprehensive oversight. The leading derivative dealers, despite having resisted such a move for two decades, were now prepared to support this for reasons that were “not entirely defensive,” since it was “in the long-term material interest of the derivatives industry given the economic costs experienced during the crisis”; their main concern was for “a form of regulation that was flexible and which delegated the details and implementation to the private sector.” Nor did the plan upset the largest Wall Street banks such as Goldman Sachs, J. P. Morgan Chase, or Morgan Stanley, which were confident that they could dominate the clearing-houses.

In the event, Dodd-Frank’s provisions on derivatives regulation largely left it to the regulators to work out the details. It was not long before the Treasury announced that the most commonly used derivatives, foreign-exchange swaps and “futures”—“a vital tool of business” used to hedge against fluctuations in currency values—would be exempt from the rules because an “additional process” of regulation “could have serious negative economic consequences” on global trade and capital flows. This was similar to what happened when the ratings agencies responded to Dodd-Frank’s provisions by refusing to allow their evaluations of these securities to be
publicly disclosed. Since this negated the government’s goal of re-establishing a private mortgage market, the SEC immediately issued a “no action letter” indicating that it would not enforce this provision.84

It cannot, however, be said that the state was literally “captured,” in the sense of being told what to do by the Wall Street banks, let alone by other derivatives dealers or the ratings agencies. In fact, the Treasury and Fed were genuinely concerned with strengthening their own capacities to manage the effects of systemic financial volatility, and to establish new measures to increase these dominant market actors’ own capacities to stabilize large diversified financial firms. Offering a remarkably clear example of the relative autonomy of the state, Geithner addressed the issue head-on at a meeting of bankers from twenty-seven countries organized by the American Bankers Association in Atlanta in June 2011: “The success of the Dodd–Frank Act will depend on a sustained effort to improve the level of expertise in the regulators charged with oversight and to ensure there are enough ‘cops on the street.’” He insisted that those in the US financial community who were “looking for leverage over the rules still being written” by supporting Congressional efforts to block resources and appointments would only “create the conditions again for a situation in which the weak and poorly managed risk bringing down the financial system.” In making the case for “tougher rules to limit risk and leverage in individual institutions” as well as “shock absorbers that are critical to limiting catastrophic risk in modern financial systems,” Geithner articulated the state’s central challenge in making financial markets flourish in the wake of the crisis:

This is a complicated endeavor. It requires judgments about the costs and benefits of too much or too little capital and the tradeoffs between innovation and stability. It requires employing the power of disclosure and market discipline to reinforce the constraints and incentives we establish through regulation. It requires better supervision, because no system of rules can anticipate all sources of risk. And it requires better ways of managing the inevitable failures that will happen in competitive markets, by adapting bankruptcy type processes to handle the unique difficulties in unwinding large, leveraged financial institutions. And because of technology and the much tighter integration of national financial systems, the challenge of reducing the risk of contagion from a financial crisis requires much more global coordination internationally than has ever been the case.85

The continued attention the Fed attached to monitoring Wall Street firms was seen when the Fed institutionalized the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review, which required the thirty-five biggest banks to prepare and submit annual plans “to ensure that institutions have robust, forward-looking capital planning processes that account for their unique
risks and that permit continued operations during times of economic and financial stress.” Also significant was the New York Fed’s new Financial Institutions Supervisory Group, in which some 150 of its staff (projected to increase to 300, and supported by many hundreds of others working inside the Fed) were directly placed inside big Wall Street firms to participate in crafting as well as monitoring their internal risk strategies. This was apart from the broader group of Fed field examiners, which climbed to 1,948 by 2011 (up 40 percent from 2006), and the 500 staff from the Treasury’s comptroller of the currency, who also worked on location in big banks. This meant that Fed officials would virtually become integrated with the management structure of these firms, including their boards of directors. The further development of state capacity that all this entailed was designed to address “too big to fail” in a way that strengthened large diversified financial institutions, and thereby reinforced the central role they played in integrated financial markets.

But as the Fed went through yet another phase of what it saw as “institutional learning,” perhaps the most important innovations occurred in the conduct of monetary policy. In the first stages of the crisis, the Fed had sterilized the money chain—it did not increase the money supply, but rather exchanged the bad credit banks were holding (such as securitized mortgages) with good credit (particularly Treasuries); this was intended to stabilize the banks rather than stimulate the economy. But in the aftermath of the collapse of Lehman and the ensuing panic in financial markets, the Fed turned to increasing the overall liquidity in the system to levels never seen before. But as it did so, the Fed’s ability to influence short-term interest rates and bank activity was severely eroded. It was in this context that the Fed moved to a very different system of monetary policy management—one based for the first time on paying interest on the reserves that banks held at the Fed. By manipulating the spread between its “interest on reserves” (IOR) rate in relation to market rates, the Fed now had greater capacity to influence the aggregate quantity of reserves, and to direct liquidity to specific sections of the banking system, with the goal in particular of reducing systemic risk in the interbank market.

The centerpiece of this new system was what came to be known as the practice of “quantitative easing.” At a time when interest rates were already near zero, this essentially involved flooding the financial markets with so many dollars as to prevent what economists called a “liquidity trap.” The US had not objected when this had been undertaken by Japan at the beginning of the decade, and this was no doubt a factor in ensuring it did not produce a run on the yen; its application in the US was seriously explored as a matter of Treasury policy as early as 2005. Previously, anyone suggesting such direct and massive pump-priming would have been judged economically illiterate. A sell-off of Treasuries by other
purchasers would have been predicted, amid a massive run on the dollar. That nothing like this occurred, and that the Treasury’s endorsement of quantitative easing initially elicited little critical comment, was a strong measure of the recognition on the part of global capital—and of the other capitalist states—of the central role of the American state in keeping the system going. The ultimate aim of quantitative easing was to try to get the banks to lend so as to stimulate the economy at a time when, despite continued high unemployment, the balance of Congressional forces was shifting against any further fiscal stimulus.

Quantitative easing essentially involved an audacious printing of US dollars, and thus relied on the willingness of foreign investors and central banks to continue to hold dollars; it served as the strongest reminder to date of the special ongoing attractiveness of the dollar. Although the loose monetary policy lowered the price of the American dollar, it did not undermine its status, or role, as the global currency. Other states faced a Hobson’s choice. A lower dollar devalued their holdings of US assets, undermined the relative competitiveness of their economies, and—as excess dollars found their way abroad—aggravated inflationary pressures. But given these states’ structural positions within global capitalism, and their economic ambitions, they saw no option but to continue to hold and even increase their dollar holdings. Although there was no little handwringing at home and abroad about the potentially inflationary effects of quantitative easing, inflation was not a problem in the US, especially given the continuing weakness of American labor, and this was reinforced by high unemployment. As for Europe, although quantitative easing did provide additional liquidity for European banks, inflation was also not a serious problem there. This was because European governments had already been forced to move so far in the direction of austerity by the toll financial markets had exacted on the bond sales that many of them needed to cover fiscal deficits following the bailouts of their banks and decline in tax revenue. It was capitalism’s emerging market states that experienced significant inflation (ranging from 15 to 30 per cent in Brazil, Russia, India, and China in 2010–11); this was spurred by higher growth rates, and monetary policies that could not stray far from the objective of keeping currencies aligned with the dollar.

Indeed, whatever grumblings were evinced, and whatever fantasies of an alternative reserve currency were concocted, the US monetary policy turn did not result in a substantive challenge to the role of the dollar and the centrality of the Federal Reserve as the world’s global banker. As an advisor to the People’s Bank of China put it: “It’s ironic isn’t it? The US is the epicentre of the global financial crisis, but the US dollar is the monetary safe haven.” Moreover, as he pointed out, the Chinese leadership’s ambition eventually to establish the renminbi as an international currency involved accepting the leadership of the US in the international monetary sphere.
Even amid tensions with emerging market states over US quantitative easing, a remarkably quick consensus was reached on continuing with the same operating principles and the same regime of international regulatory coordination as before the crisis. This is precisely what the US Treasury insisted was now required more than ever for the recovery of global finance.

As we have seen, after the 1974 Herstaat crisis it had taken some fifteen years for the central bankers who made up the BIS Basel Committee on Banking Standards to come up with the so-called Basel I accord on capital adequacy.92 As for Basel II, which was initiated soon after the US move, in the mid 1990s, to allow capital adequacy self-regulation based on the large banks’ “risk models,” this had only been agreed in 2004, and was still not fully implemented when the crisis began in 2007. By contrast, in September 2009, less than a year after the 2008 G20 meeting in Washington, the BIS Committee arrived at a framework for Basel III, and this was endorsed by the G20 the following year at its November 2010 meeting in Seoul. Indeed, the fact that Dodd-Frank largely left the specifics of new capital-adequacy requirements to be worked out by the Basel Committee already reflected Washington’s confidence that an international consensus would quickly be reached which, like Dodd-Frank itself, would not disturb the basic pillars of the existing regulatory system. Despite the fact that more emerging market states, including China, were now involved, the Basel III framework did not depart from the basic principles of Basel I and II. The negotiations took off from rules already being developed, not only in the US but also in Germany and the United Kingdom, that were designed to tighten and improve the bank’s methods of measuring risk, and increase the amount of top-quality capital that banks would eventually be required to set aside.93

The overall result was that, with the G20’s blessing, “the dominant outcome of the crisis has been, and is likely to continue to be, a strengthening of the international standards regime and reduction in variation across jurisdictions,” as Tony Porter has put it. “Alternatives such as bank taxes, breaking up banks seen as too big to fail, or the separation of deposit taking and investment banking activities, have not made it onto the agenda.”94 Basel III was deliberately constructed to produce a greater symmetry between national and international regulations than in the past, but the accord still left room for further contention and compromise as to the form in which these would actually be applied by individual states, and the schedule for full implementation was stretched out over nine years. This was much longer than the US Treasury and Fed would have preferred and, especially in light of the fact that the largest US banks had already more than reached the capital-adequacy levels specified in Basel III, it did not take long before they were exerting pressure on other states to speed up implementation along US lines.

It was notable in this respect that not only had Japan proved compliant
again, but so had the Chinese leadership. Ever since the Asian Crisis, China had followed Korea, Indonesia, and Thailand in looking above all “towards US rules and practices,” having concluded that “there was only one game in town as regards financial regulation.” This was due less to international pressure than to the fact that “key actors in China’s domestic political economy continue to see advantages in continuing to import financial regulatory and managerial ‘technology’ from the advanced countries.” They were reluctant to discredit BIS financial standards, since these provided “a powerful weapon which Chinese reformers, as elsewhere in Asia, used to sideline opponents of reform.” Although the Basel Committee faced some muted criticism from Chinese officials in the wake of the crisis, it remained “the only game in town for Beijing and its membership of this body reduces the likelihood of rival standards emerging.”

Indeed, the US Treasury was more anxious about Europe’s implementation of Basel III (as well as the specifics of their derivatives regulation). The US concern to quickly create a level trans-Atlantic playing field was partly related to reassuring the large US banks that meeting the capital-adequacy requirements ahead of schedule (as they had done) would not leave them in an uncompetitive position. But it also reflected the Treasury’s own concern that insolvencies of European counterparties in the international interbank market might immediately trigger another systemic crisis on Wall Street and in global finance. For all the critical comments by politicians about lax American regulation, not only were the actual measures adopted by most European governments laxer than those in the US, but financial capital strutted its traditional orthodoxies more boldly on the European political stage than it was able to do in the US. As the idea that the euro could be an alternative to the dollar as a reserve currency was exposed as an illusion, so was the myth of Europe’s allegedly more progressive “variety of capitalism.” The European Commission and the European Central Bank were fully in tune with the demands of Deutsche Bank (as well as French and British banks) over the application of “rescue packages” to Greece, Ireland, and Portugal, with conditionalities of austerity and privatization that were just as draconian as those that had been attached to IMF structural-adjustment programs for developing countries in the 1980s.

The tensions between the US and Europe over relatively slight differences in the application of new banking and derivatives regulations amounted to very little in 2010, compared with the neoliberal solidarity all the advanced capitalist states showed in embracing fiscal austerity as the primary means of coping with the so-called “exit costs” of the crisis. The barrier to further quantitative easing and stimulus in the US did not come from the international sphere, but rather from renewed populist fixations about “big government” that were generated as much by the Wall Street Journal as by the Tea Party, while a capitalist crisis of historic proportions
was still playing itself out in high unemployment and a stagnating economy. In spite of the widespread anger at the role of Wall Street in causing the crisis, US finance emerged not only more concentrated, but also still encompassing the general interest of capital amid a broader neoliberal consolidation of class power.

But while the bailouts and stimulus to stave off a complete collapse had done their work, they prompted no sustained upturn. As the crisis that was initially triggered in mid 2007 entered its fifth year in the summer of 2011, the level of GDP in the US stood where it had been at the end of 2007, which showed how shallow was the recovery after the deep fall in GDP in 2008–09. When the final numbers on the cost of containing the financial conflagration itself came in—the $1.2 trillion lent by the Fed (with almost half of its top borrowers being European firms) was equivalent to more than the total earnings of all US banks in the decade up to 2010—so did the news that the major restructuring in US finance had led to an 11 percent drop in the sector’s workforce. The loss of these jobs—no less real than the loss of those in the manufacturing sector—also needed to be counted in the doubling of US unemployment from 7 million in 2006 to 14 million by 2009, a level that remained largely unchanged two years later.

Nevertheless, the stagnant growth and employment were not due to falling profits—corporate profits had quickly recovered after the 2009 downturn, and by mid 2011 were not only 23 percent above the mid 2007 level but even 16 percent above their record peak in mid 2006. The persistence of stagnation and high unemployment was due to three other factors: the lack of investment (as firms were hoarding their profits in liquid assets); the reluctance of the banks to lend (despite the liquidity with which the state had provided them); and declining consumption (most consumers were no longer able to leverage rising house prices into credit, while a great many others had to “deleverage” in order to pay off debt). With the cooperation of unions in strategies to make workers bear the brunt of private-sector restructuring, most successfully in auto, and the US labor movement in general being too weak to prevent the new assault on public-sector workers and services at the state level, this further undermined a revival of consumer demand and offset the overall effect of federal stimulus.

In the context of the fiscal deficits generated by the earlier tax cuts and the impact of the crisis, state revenues fell to their lowest level, relative to GDP, in six decades. Demands for even lower taxes rather than social expenditures, highlighted in the revolt by the populist Tea Party against the Obama administration, were supported by the very bankers just saved by state intervention. Even as deflation loomed, they repeated their traditional ideological orthodoxies regarding fiscal deficits leading to inflation, while the wealthy generally refused to contemplate giving up any part of the enormous tax benefits they had previously been given. The pressures for
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With austerity this created left the Treasury and Fed unsteadily walking a tightrope between the need for further stimulus and the promise to cut the deficit. This came to a head with the political saga that concentrated the world’s attention on Washington, DC in the summer of 2011 over the Treasury’s need to secure Congressional approval (required since 1917, and secured seventy-two times since 1962) for increasing the “debt ceiling”—i.e. the total sale of Treasury bonds that investors in the US as well as the rest of the world were so eager to buy.

This confrontation between the Treasury and Congress starkly revealed the tensions the American state experienced between the governance of its own social formation and its imperial responsibilities for the reproduction of global capitalism. Although this tension was much amplified during what in fact had emerged as the first global crisis of the twenty-first century, the deal that was finally struck to raise the debt ceiling was reminiscent of the problem the Treasury had confronted during the Mexican financial crisis in early 1995 when Rubin, it will be recalled, accurately described Congress’s behavior as “meant to oppose us without actually stopping us.”

The continuing centrality of the American state in the global economy was in fact reinforced as the crisis unfolded, with virtually no trace of such inter-imperial conflict that a century earlier had given rise to world war. This is not to say that the problems of crisis-management became any less acute, as was especially evident in the crisis of the euro. By refashioning for themselves a system of fixed exchange rates thirty years after the American state had abandoned them for the dollar, while simultaneously advancing the policies of free trade and neoliberal finance, the European states had reproduced the disjuncture between democracy and capitalism that appeared so starkly when they attempted to resurrect the automatic discipline of the gold standard in the interwar period.

It is notable that, the conflicts that have emerged today in the wake of the greatest capitalist crisis since the 1930s are taking shape, not only in Europe but much more generally, less as conflicts between capitalist states and their ruling classes than as conflicts within capitalist states. It is to the political significance of the fault-lines of global capitalism running within states rather between states, and the implications of this for the American empire’s capacity to sustain global capitalism, that we now turn in conclusion.
Conclusion

Although Marx discerned in the middle of the nineteenth century that a new class of capitalists was creating “a world after its own image,” it actually took until the beginning of the twenty-first century before “a constantly expanding market” could be said to have fully spread capitalist social relations “over the entire surface of the globe.” Moreover, it was not a generic “bourgeoisie” driven by competition to “nestle everywhere, settle everywhere, establish connections everywhere” that alone made global capitalism after its own image. It took an empire of a new kind, founded on US capitalism’s great economic strength and centered on the capacities of the American state, to make global capitalism a reality. Yet no sooner did the task look to be more or less complete when the fourth great crisis of global capitalism (after those of the 1870s, the 1930s, and the 1970s) spread rapidly across the world. Marx’s observation 150 years earlier that the making of capitalism on a global scale was “paving the way for more extensive and more destructive crises” while at the same time “diminishing the means whereby crises are prevented,” seemed all too fully confirmed. And it was now the American empire that seemed to resemble “the sorcerer who is no longer able to control the powers of the nether world whom he has called up by his spells.”

Given the severity and duration of the latest crisis in a global capitalist economy that the American state had been so central to constructing, it was hardly surprising to see a resurgence of pronouncements that US hegemony was coming to an end. As pundits of every persuasion once again blur the lines between a capitalist crisis and the decline of the US empire, it is especially important to recognize the central role which the American state continues to play in reproducing global capitalism. The current crisis has amply demonstrated the many challenges and contradictions it faces in doing this; but it has also demonstrated that, while the American empire is certainly not always able to control the spirits it has called up from the deep, it nevertheless remains critical to the system’s survival.

The new crisis has confirmed more generally the continuing significance of states in global capitalism. Although the institutions of the European
Union have more constitutional authority than other international organizations, their inability to intervene so as to resolve the debt crisis of their smaller member-states is largely due to the internal political dynamics within other member-states, above all Germany. The eurozone crisis also confirms a basic fact about the nature of both globalization and informal empire: state sovereignty is not effaced within it. This can be seen in the difficulties the American state has continually had to confront in getting the German state—from the time of the Herstaa banking crisis in the 1970s to the Mexican crisis in the 1990s to the crisis of the euro today—to overcome its obsession with inflation and “moral hazard,” and to take its share of responsibility for containing crises. Yet this cannot be understood in terms of states, least of all Germany, retreating from free trade and free capital flows in favor of economic nationalism. After decades of economic integration, there are no national bourgeoisies like those that supported the fascist turn in Germany or Italy in the interwar period.

When the term “empire” was openly embraced to characterize the American state at the time of the Bush administration’s response to 9/11 (including by some of its advisors), the stress was placed, in Niall Ferguson’s words, on the “potential advantages of a self-conscious American imperialism” as against “the grave perils of being an ‘empire in denial.’” The anxieties of a Kansas farmer that “we are trying to run the world too much . . . like the Romans used to” were taken as exemplifying not just the difficulties of mediating the American state’s international and domestic roles, but the loss of imperial vigor and discipline—the main measure of which, allegedly, was that the bill for Social Security in the US was larger than the bill for national security. Notably, it was not a new world of rival imperial states that occupied the minds of such analysts of US empire. The resentments over the disloyalty of Germany and France at the time of the invasion of Iraq quickly dissolved once these states introduced the motion at the UN to have it endorse the occupation a year later; while the US integration with China was such that Ferguson himself dubbed it “Chimerica.” With the typical hyperbole that was so common in the years after 9/11, he rather claimed it was now only “non-state actors” like criminal organizations and terrorist cells “who truly wield global power.”

The real problems of the US empire today appear in a very different light. As the global economic crisis triggered by the American financial crisis of 2007–08 persists, these problems have more to do with the difficulties of implementing adequate measures for “failure-containment,” let alone “failure-prevention.” Yet, unlike in the 1930s, this has not been due to a breakdown of cooperation among capitalist states. As the G20 Toronto Summit communiqué of June 2010 proclaimed: “While the global economic crisis led to the sharpest decline of trade in more than seventy years, G20 countries chose to keep markets open to the opportunities that trade and
investment offer. It was the right choice.” The leaders renewed their “commitment to refrain from raising barriers or imposing new barriers to investment or trade in goods and services [and] minimize any negative impact on trade and investment of our domestic policy actions, including fiscal policy and action to support the financial sector.”

But capitalist state solidarity itself could not resolve the crisis of a finance-led global economy, where the orthodoxy of insisting on austerity—both to ensure that states pay their bond-holders and to maintain vigilance against inflation—reinforces the stagnationist tendencies of underconsumption that come with the diminished consumer credit available to sustain effective demand. The liberalization and expansion of finance, as this book has shown, was essential to the making of global capitalism, yet it came with a degree of volatility that threatened economic stability. Reviving capitalist health today requires strengthening the confidence of bankers that their activities will be appreciated and their assets protected. The unresolved dilemma for all capitalist states today is how to both stimulate the economy and regulate financial markets so as to limit increasingly dangerous volatility without undermining the ability of finance to play its essential role in global capitalism.

For most states, any attempt at fiscal stimulus aggravates the fears of bond-holders that they won’t be repaid, and the increased rate of interest on the bonds necessary to fund fiscal and trade deficits requires the restructuring of state expenditure to prioritize interest payments over social expenditures, infrastructure development, and public employment—thereby negating the very attempt at stimulus. This is less true for the US itself due to the “safe haven” that Treasury bonds represent, the appreciation of which is inseparable from the role of the American state as the ultimate guarantor of global capitalist interests. But the US faces its own policy dilemmas in relation to economic stimulus. The one immediate measure the US administration could take on its own to quickly revive effective demand—instructing the US housing agencies it directly controls to write off mortgage debt above the current value of existing homes—has been ruled out because it would reduce the banks’ mandated capital adequacy just as they are being required to raise it, and lower their revenues as home-owners made smaller monthly payments. This once again reveals the structural relationship between Wall Street and Washington: what makes such a move so unlikely is not the state of play in Congress, but rather that it would threaten the solvency of some of the very large banks who are more than ever “too big to fail”—because their failure would trigger the failures of other financial institutions, not only in the US but around the world.

To be sure, the conflict between Congress and the administration, reflecting the internal contradiction which the American state faces in acting as both the state of the United States and the “indispensable” state of global
capitalism, has certainly worried leading capitalists and officials. The CEO of Caterpillar, the world’s largest manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, called Washington’s debt-ceiling saga in the summer of 2011 not only “ugly” but also “a red herring,” which got in the way of Congress’s ratification of outstanding free-trade agreements, as well as much-needed domestic infrastructure programs. The Fed’s Ben Bernanke, noting that Congress had “disrupted financial markets,” warned that “similar events in the future could, over time, seriously jeopardize the willingness of investors around the world to hold US financial assets or to make direct investments in job-creating US businesses.”

Yet, although it was precisely on these grounds that the credit-rating agency Standard & Poor’s downgraded US Treasury bonds, what was especially remarkable was that the appetite for these bonds, even at record-low interest rates, far from abating, increased. Ruminations about an alternative reserve currency went nowhere—especially as the smoldering crisis in Europe’s interbank markets burst into flames, sending the widespread earlier expectations that the euro would challenge the dollar up in smoke.

Much like Germany in the crisis of the 1970s, even China today explicitly speaks in terms of the US’s unique responsibilities for “the world’s economic soundness,” given its status as “the world’s largest economy and the issuer of the dominant international reserve currency.” American political leaders were reminded that “political brinkmanship in Washington is dangerously irresponsible . . . It risks, among other consequences, strangling the still fragile economic recovery of not only the United States but also the world as a whole.” Similarly, the concerns of many capitalists in developing states were that the US might now abandon them. The extent to which they continued to look to the American state to help them restructure their own states was seen when Obama visited India in November 2010, accompanied by the largest-ever entourage of US businessmen on such a trip, and told an assembly of Mumbai capitalists: “We don’t simply welcome your rise, we ardently support it. We want to invest in it.” The importance of this to Indian capitalists was made very clear by the co-founder of India’s National Association of Software and Service Companies, who recalled that the US “was the one who said to us . . . ‘Go for free trade and open markets.’” This was crucial to his industry’s success in “pushing our government to open our markets for American imports, 100 percent foreign ownership of companies and tough copyright laws when it wasn’t fashionable.” Stressing the continuing importance of the US in overcoming “the socialist/protectionists among India’s bureaucrats,” he emphasized: “We don’t want America to lose self-confidence . . . there is nobody else to take that leadership. Do we want China as the world’s moral leader? No. We desperately want America to succeed.”

There were deep structural factors at work here, reflecting the extensive
networks that link the world’s capitalists not only to US MNCs, but to US financial, legal, and business services more generally. The enormous demand for US Treasury bonds showed the extent to which the world remained on the dollar standard and the American state continued to be regarded as the main underwriter of value. Also confirmed was the US Treasury and Fed’s central role in global crisis-management—from currency swaps to provide other states with much needed dollars, to overseeing policy cooperation among the G20 as well as G7 central banks and finance ministries. It was the formerly highly touted supranational system of European governance—exposed in the crisis for its lack of central authority over taxation, bond issuance, and budget approval—which now appeared most dysfunctional for the management of global capitalism.

The eurozone crisis was not something that cheered the American state. The Fed’s provision of liquidity to US financial institutions was undertaken with one eye to their passing that liquidity to Europe through the interbank market. The Treasury was intimately involved in policy discussions, directly as well as through the IMF, with Geithner discretely “pressing Europe to take more decisive action” at the regular conference calls of the G7 finance ministers now taking place almost weekly. It was a sign of “the growing concern in Washington at Europe’s handling of its debt crisis” by the fall of 2011 that Geithner flew over to attend meetings of European finance ministers. Particularly frustrating was the limited extent to which the European Central Bank was prepared to act as lender of last resort. But behind this lay a frustration with the European states themselves. At a meeting in Washington an ECB official was greeted by his American host, who “brandished the Articles of Confederation, the 1781 precursor to the United States Constitution, to use as an example of why stronger unions become necessary.”

It was clear by this time that all the heady talk between Russia, China and other emerging market states about using “SDRs” (the IMF’s “special drawing rights”), let alone the euro, to displace the dollar as the international reserve currency had amounted to little more than rhetoric. Rumors that the Middle East’s oil-exporting states would abandon the dollar vanished with the 2011 “Arab Spring,” just as May ’68 put a stop to expectations that France might lead a return to the gold standard. The dollar’s continuing central global role certainly produced problems for rapidly growing emerging market economies, which experienced high capital inflows and currency appreciation as a result of the Fed’s low interest rates and quantitative easing policies. This stoked real-estate and stock-market bubbles in these countries, and threatened to undermine their competitiveness and bring back hyperinflation. But criticisms such as those repeatedly heard in 2011 from Brazil—that US policy might lead to “currency wars”—amounted to nothing like a challenge to US hegemony.
The notion that the G20 would effectively become the linchpin of crisis-management and policy-coordination appeared mere window dressing by the time of the Cannes summit in the fall of 2011, with the BRIC countries left to insist that whatever financial contributions they might make to the European bailout would be channeled through an IMF still dominated by the G7, and especially the US Treasury. The most significant change from the pattern of crisis-management in the 1980s and 1990s was that, whereas it had earlier been the developing states that were required to practice austerity, the prescription of a capitalist cure for this structural crisis was reversed: the G7 states now committed themselves to austerity, while encouraging the emerging market states to stimulate their economies. This reflected the fact that the major developing states were now much more an integral part of global capitalism, so the priority was no longer just to restructure them to facilitate free trade but also to make them more responsible for sustaining global demand. Yet the rising purchasing power of the developing countries could hardly make up for stagnation in the developed ones (US consumption expenditure alone in 2010 was still over three times that of China and India combined).

The real issue was less about changing consumption patterns than whether any other state would be capable of playing the crucial role in the reproduction of global capitalism played by the American state. Claims that this would be a European supra-state now looked threadbare indeed. And amid all the talk about the impending dominance of China, the crucial question rarely posed was whether the Chinese state had the capacity to take on extensive responsibilities for managing global capitalism. No one seriously imagines Russia, even with its admission to the WTO, could readily develop such capacity; but even China is manifestly still a very long way from being able to do so. To this point, far from displacing the American empire, China rather seems to be duplicating Japan’s supplemental role of providing the steady inflow of funds needed to sustain the US’s primary place in global capitalism.

Were this to change, it would require deeper and much more liberalized financial markets within China, which would entail dismantling the capital controls that are key pillars of Communist Party rule—at a time, moreover, when its own banking system is under severe stress. Furthermore, a major reorientation of Chinese patterns of investment and production away from exports towards domestic consumption would have incalculable implications for the social relations that have sustained China’s rapid growth and global integration. It would involve a restructuring of the country’s coastal industries, which would come up against powerful vested interests among Chinese capitalists and regional officials. And getting households to spend their savings on current consumption would also require the development of a welfare state, as well as ongoing increases in wages. Given the
redistribution of income that this would entail, which could only happen through a substantial shift of power to the working class, all of this—while certainly possible in the long run—would meet resistance that would go well beyond just those firms involved in exporting low-wage goods.

The current conflicts in which Chinese workers are engaged—as seen in strike waves that have yielded some large wage increases but no clear organizational transformation in Chinese trade unionism—pose increasingly sharp choices for the whole of Chinese society. It cannot be known in advance whether working-class struggles in China will lead to the emulation of the West’s individualized consumerism, or whether they will lead to new collectivist claims. What is clear is that the outcome cannot but impinge on, and possibly even be affected by, the direction working classes elsewhere take out of the current crisis.

While the first global capitalist crisis of the twenty-first century was rooted in the volatility of finance, not in a crisis of production, an important factor in generating the conditions that led to it was what had happened with the world’s working classes since the crisis of the 1970s. The massive growth of the global proletariat that has been the sine qua non of capitalist globalization produces tendencies towards a narrowing of the differences in wages and conditions between developed and developing countries, and the continuing travail of trade unionism in the developed capitalist countries has partly been a reflection of this. The very financialization through which global capitalism was realized was also the means through which workers were disciplined; and the political and organizational defeats they had suffered since the 1980s were closely linked to the recovery of corporate profitability—albeit a recovery characterized by new vulnerabilities, above all that so much consumption was dependent on credit.

The severity and extent of the current crisis has once again exposed how far the world’s states are enveloped in capitalism’s irrationalities. Even when states committed in 2009 to stimulate their economies, they felt impelled at the same time to lay off public-sector workers or cut back their pay, and to demand that bailed-out companies do the same. And while blaming the volatile derivatives market for causing the crisis, states promoted derivatives trading in carbon credits in the hope that green capitalism would provide a two-for-one remedy for the global climate and economic crises. In the context of such readily visible irrationalities, a strong case can be made that, if jobs and the communities that depend on them are to be saved in a way that will convert production and distribution to conform with ecologically sustainable priorities, there must be a break with the logic of capitalist markets rather than the use of state institutions to reinforce them.

When in 1942 “An American Proposal” envisaged the replacement of “a dead or dying imperialism” with an American empire of a new kind, in order to establish “universal free trade” by reorganizing “the economic resources of
the world so as to make possible a return to the system of free enterprise in
every country,” it acknowledged that the primary barrier to this was the
“uprising of the international proletariat” that had occurred over the previous
twenty years. Despite all the subsequent Cold War rhetoric, it was not the
threat of external Soviet military expansion but the new political and economic
strength of working classes in so many societies, including within the advanced
capitalist countries, which was the real barrier. It was only overcome, as we
have seen, once the postwar contradictions of strong working classes coexist-
ing with increasingly strong capitalist classes had led to the crisis of the 1970s,
and then to the defeats suffered by the working classes in its wake. To the
extent that, in the course of the postwar years, the working classes increas-
ingly lost interest in the idea of socialism, this had much to do with the belief
that the Bretton Woods agreement and Keynesian economics would usher in
a crisis-free, socially just “mixed economy.” Yet not only the crisis of the
1970s, but also the economic instability and growing inequality of the neoliberal
decades that followed, proved this to be an illusion.

Equally illusory is the belief that there is a way back to a supposed post-
war “real economy” from the finance-led capitalism which greased the
wheels of globalization. Capitalist finance is in truth no less real than capital-
ist production—and not just because of the way it affects the rest of the
economy during both boom and bust, but because it is integral to capitalist
production and accumulation as well as to the extension and deepening of
global capitalism. There is in fact no possibility of going back to the largely
mythical “mixed economy” the New Deal and Keynesian welfare state are
imagined to have represented. In the US itself, as the last chapter showed,
just as democracy appeared to trump race with the election of a black presi-
dent, so did he reinforce once in of
fi
cence, even through his timid reforms, the
neoliberal system of class power and inequality. We have seen Southern and
Eastern Europeans being sharply rebuked for even having aspirations to
catch up with what Northern Europeans can still claim from their reduced
welfare states after the neoliberal reforms of recent decades. An already
marked democratic deficit in Europe was further expanded, as the crisis in
Greece and Italy ushered in “national unity” governments headed by central
bank technocrats, whose mettle was supposed to be tested by whether they
could calm German anxieties about “moral hazard”—which would itself
largely depend on whether they could “get tough enough with the unions.”

The real danger the eurozone crisis poses to global capitalism is that states
that had sworn off capital controls forever may be forced by domestic class
struggles into adopting them, not least as a way of coping with electoral
outcomes that effectively narrow the democratic deficit while expanding
economic contradictions. Against this, similar external pressures to those
that led most developing states to abjure capital controls for pragmatic rather
than ideological reasons in the wake of the Asian crisis (see Chapter 11) are
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being felt by states in Europe today. Whether changes in the balance of class forces as well as other pragmatic considerations—not only the concern with their own legitimacy, but the accumulating irrationalities of an orthodoxy that demands austerity without much prospect of growth through exports—will instead lead these states to opt for capital controls will be a key sign of whether the American empire is indeed unable to control the spirits it has called up by its spells.

Yet to break with the politics of austerity by defaulting on public debt and adopting capital controls is daunting for any state. This is not only due to the strength of external and internal capitalist forces that are opposed to it. It is also because the costs for most of its citizens would in fact be severe. The popular sacrifices required would be reduced in any given country were there also to be a shift in the balance of class forces in other countries that would lay the grounds for measures of international solidarity with, rather than retribution against, any state that set out to break with the logic of capitalist financial markets by introducing capital controls. This brings us back to one of the central dilemmas of the revolutionary politics earlier associated with the “uprising of the international proletariat,” that is, the very uneven political landscape in the nation-states within which that uprising was politically located (as the very different trajectories of Russia and Germany after World War I made all too clear).

That said, the widespread conviction that global socialism, whether gradually achieved or otherwise, would effectively constitute the alternative to global capitalism remained one of the greatest strengths of the world’s proletariat in the middle of the last century. As it turned out, the working-class political institutions that fostered the socialist idea in the twentieth century proved unsuitable for realizing it. Even so, it was only through a long and contradictory path that individualized consumerism rather than collective services and a democratized state and economy became the main legacy of working-class struggles in the twentieth century. Yet capitalism’s capacity to sustain this is now in severe doubt, especially when it is put in the context of the ecological limits to capitalist growth. Whether there can be a radical redefinition of socialist politics in the context of new working-class struggles, both in the North and the South, is now on the agenda as never before.

The enormous inequalities as well as insecurities that the state’s promotion of capitalist markets engenders within each country, and the protests and even revolts that this provokes, provide fertile ground for replanting the idea of an alternative to global capitalism. For well over a decade before the onset of the current crisis, there were many signs of the exhaustion of popular faith in capitalist markets, and a growing impatience with the political institutions that fostered their globalization. The lesson the World Bank claimed states needed to draw from the 1994 Mexican crisis was that neoliberal reform was “a continuing process which never stops . . . The global
economy is a bit like Alice, *Through the Looking Glass*: it takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place."\(^9\) It was as an indignant response—initially inspired by the uprising in Chiapas—to such an all-encompassing competitive capitalist logic, that the anti-globalization movement took root in the late 1990s.

A revival of progressive economic nationalism in most developing states today is ruled out by the absence of anything like a national bourgeoisie for popular classes to ally with. This is an old story within the advanced capitalist countries, which increasingly determines just how limited is the room for progressive reform within them. It is thus hardly surprising that the relentless drive to reduce living standards amid this crisis has triggered not only riots but also searches for new forms of collective action and social organization. “They call it the American Dream,” read one handmade sign at Occupy Wall Street in October 2011, “because you have to be asleep to believe in it. Wake up!”

Yet the gap that exists between the stubborn realities of capitalism and the revolutionary spirit so manifest in public squares around the world which inspired the occupations in the US itself teaches a sobering lesson. It is not in fact possible to change the world without taking power.\(^{10}\) It is precisely because the aspiration for a world beyond capitalism is once again so broadly extant today that it is especially useful to recall “one of the basic axioms of historical materialism: that secular struggle between classes is ultimately resolved at the political—not at the economic or cultural—level of society.”\(^{21}\) Whether called socialism or not, today’s revived demands for social justice and genuine democracy could only be realized through such a fundamental shift of political power, entailing fundamental changes in state as well as class structures. This would need to begin with turning the financial institutions that are the life-blood of global capitalism into public utilities that would facilitate, within each state, the democratization of the decisions that govern investment and employment. But very different movements and parties from those that carried the socialist impulse in the previous century would be necessary to see this through.\(^{22}\)

Advancing such a radical politics requires a sober perspective on what currently exists, and how we got here, so as to understand more clearly the nature and scale of the task involved in getting somewhere better. This has been our goal in writing this account of the making of global capitalism. Its unmaking will only be possible if the states that have made it are themselves transformed—and that applies, above all, to the American state.
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5 US Treasury Secretary Donald Regan thought it to be a “fraud” that the US was offering bonds paying 5 percent interest while inflation was up around 13 percent. He corrected this by offering “savings bonds that yielded as much as 8 percent. By then the rate of inflation was down to 4 percent and I had no trouble in recommending the bonds as a good investment to anyone.” See Donald Regan, For the Record: From Wall Street to Washington, New York: Random House, 1988, esp. pp. 161–2.
By the end of the 1970s, foreign exchange transactions were already ten times higher than those of trade, although this represented only a taste of the explosive growth to come.


11 Doug Henwood, who describes the municipal unions as “weak, divided, self-protective, [and] unimaginative,” quotes Jack Friedgut of Citibank as follows on the advantages that the banks had over the unions: “One is that since we were dealing on our home turf in terms of finances, we knew basically what we were talking about and . . . had a better idea of what it takes to reopen the market and sell this bond or that bond . . . The second advantage is that we do have a certain noblesse oblige or tight and firm discipline . . . when we spoke to the city or the unions we could speak as one voice.” *Wall Street: How it Works and for Whom*, New York: Verso, 1997, pp. 296–7. See also Kim Moody, *From Welfare State to Real Estate: Regime Change in New York City, 1974 to the Present*, New York: New Press, 2007, p. 41; and David Harvey, *A Brief History of Neoliberalism*, Oxford: OUP, 2005, esp. pp. 44–8.
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The Fed established and expanded swap lines of credit with major foreign central banks, while the Treasury used the Exchange Stabilization Funds, drew on its reserve position at the IMF, resumed public auctions of gold, and sold special drawing rights to the Bundesbank for marks. It also attempted to navigate the growing financial market revolt by issuing US bonds denominated in foreign currencies in the German and Swiss capital markets. The sale of these so-called Carter bonds rested on a conceptual distinction between the credibility of the US state and the forward value of the US dollar. This was supported by the European central banks, who nevertheless rejected a proposal the Fed floated for an international agreement to have reserve requirements on Eurodollar accounts, once again demonstrating that the European states were unwilling to embrace cooperative capital controls, even to prevent the demise of Keynesianism. See J. Hawley, “Protecting Capital From Itself: US Attempts to Regulate the Eurocurrency System,” International Organization 38: 1 (Winter 1984); Andrew Baker, The Group of Seven: Finance Ministries, Central Banks and Global Financial Governance, London: Routledge, 2006, pp. 29–30; and I. M. Destler and C. Randall Henning, Dollar Politics: Exchange Rate Policymaking in the United States, Institute for International Economics: Washington, DC, 1989.
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The Fed’s new Primary Dealers Credit Facility, which immediately made $200 billion available to investment banks, was also designed to ensure the continued functioning of the long-established system whereby two major Wall Street “clearing banks” (Bank of New York Mellon and J. P. Morgan Chase) spread the Fed’s liquidity to other banks in the US and abroad.

In the months following the Bear Stearns collapse, the Fed used its new programs to accept $219 billion in risky assets from financial institutions. And on one day in mid May alone, the Fed not only provided J. P. Morgan with $10 billion as part of its revolving credit line for its takeover of Bear Stearns, but also provided Bank of New York Mellon with over $4 billion to support Barclays in the UK, as well as Countrywide in the US. This data is derived from “Primary, Secondary and Other Credit Extensions Outstanding on Friday, May 16, 2008 by Remaining Term,” one of the 29,000 documents the Fed made available under court order in the spring of 2011.


Fannie and Freddie were put under a government “conservatorship” directed by the new Federal Housing Finance Agency, with their obligations uploaded to the Treasury’s balance sheet. The creation of a program of governmental demand for Freddie and Fannie debt (culminating in March 2009 with the Fed’s purchase of $700 billion of their debt) further blurred the distinction between GSE issues, government obligations like Treasury bonds, and indeed the direct expansion of the money supply.

By 2008, Lehman’s over-the-counter derivatives business alone was composed of 900,000 contracts (including 150,000 with Deutsche Bank, Union Bank of Switzerland, and J. P. Morgan), while its debt-to-capital leverage ratio had reached 40-to-1. With its counterparties pulling out, the panic in the commercial paper market was such that, as the bankruptcy lawyer for Lehman later went so far as to say, “the biggest corporations in America thought they were finished.” Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, p. 355.

Geithner had been more successful three years earlier, in September 2005, when he had summoned the fourteen largest Wall Street banks to a meeting at the New York Fed for the first time since the 1998 LTCM crisis, and was able to get them all to agree to overhaul their back-office procedures for confirming trades on credit derivatives. See Timothy Geithner, Callum McCarthy, and Annette Nazareth, “Safer Strategy for Credit Products Explosion,” Financial Times, September 27, 2006. In September 2008,
under heavy pressure from the US Treasury, Barclays was on the verge of absorbing Lehman’s as Morgan had done with Bear Stearns, but it drew back in the face of the British Financial Services Authority’s refusal to allow Barclay’s to assume Lehman’s obligations and the US Treasury’s refusal to allow the Fed to guarantee that it would cover them. See Tett, Fool’s Gold, pp. 186–8.


48 Over the previous year, Goldman Sachs in particular had not only stopped buying mortgage-backed securities on its own account while still reaping fees by selling them to others (in a manner reminiscent of its behaviour in the 1970 commercial paper crisis), but had also demanded that AIG put up massive amounts of collateral to back up its credit default swaps with Goldman. Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, pp. 265–74.

49 Financial Crisis Inquiry Report, Figure 20.4, p. 377.

50 This data is derived from an internal New York Fed email from the Credit Risk Management Division, titled “9-25-08 Final PDCF Numbers,” one of the 29,000 documents the Fed made available under court order in the spring of 2011.

51 Bradler Keoun and Craig Torres, “Foreign Banks Tapped Fed’s Secret Lifeline Most at Crisis Peak,” Bloomberg, April 1, 2011.


54 See David Stout, “Paulson Gives Way on CEO Pay,” New York Times, September 24, 2008 (emphasis added); and Simon Bowers, “Wall Street Man,” Guardian, September 26, 2008. Paulson received $38.3 million in salary, stock, and options in the year before joining the Treasury, plus a mid-year $18.7 million bonus on his departure, as well as an estimated $200 million tax break on the sale of his almost $500 million shares in Goldman Sachs (a sale legally required in order to avoid “conflict of interest” in his new job).


56 A particularly graphic example of this socialization of losses was the guarantees provided (outside the TARP program) for Citigroup’s mortgage debt portfolio by the Treasury, FDIC, and Federal Reserve. The bank would be responsible for the first $29 billion of losses, but only for 10 percent after that, which in effect meant a state guarantee of over $300 billion. See Heidi N. Moore, “Citigroup Bailout: Outrageous or Courageous,” Wall Street Journal, November 24, 2008; and Government Accountability Office, “Financial Assistance: Ongoing Challenges and Guiding Principles Related
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to Government Assistance For Private Sector Companies,” GAO Report to Congressional Committees, August 2010, esp. p. 16.


58 The data on household credit here is from Federal Reserve Board Flow of Funds Accounts, Data Download Program. The data on sales is from US Census Bureau’s “Monthly and Annual Retail Trade” report.


62 The total official reserve holdings of Treasuries increased steadily from $1.6 trillion in August 2007 to $3.1 trillion by the end of 2010. China’s portion alone doubled from $500 billion to well over $1 trillion, finally surpassing Japan’s. Treasury International Capital System, Securities (b) Special Data Series, “Major Foreign Holders of Treasury Securities.” Available at treasury.gov.

63 The figures in this paragraph are drawn from World Bank, World Development Indicators. Available at databank.worldbank.org.


65 Set up after the Asia crisis to allow greater interaction between finance ministry deputies, central bankers, and other regulators, primarily among the G7 states, the Financial Stability Forum, now called the Board, had its membership expanded to include the G20 countries. See Eric Helleiner and Stefano Pagliari, “Towards a New Bretton Woods? The First G20 Leaders’ Summit and the Regulation of Global Finance,” New Political Economy 14: 2 (June 2009).


74 With the great help of what the state had taken off their books, the nineteen firms that were put through the stress test had by 2011 increased their common equity by more than $300 billion over 2008, and reduced their average leverage ratios from 16-to-1 to 11-to-1. The implementation of the detailed plan the Fed required of those banks that did not meet the stress test, involving raising additional capital, would soon put all these banks in the position to gradually pay off their government loans and buy back their stock.


79 See the New York Fed’s own page on discount window operations. Available at newyorkfed.org.

80 See Thomas Cooley and Ingo Walter, “The Architecture of Financial Regulation,” in Myron Scholes, Viral V. Acharya, Thomas F. Cooley, and Matthew P. Richardson, *Regulating Wall Street: The Dodd-Frank Act and the New Architecture of Global Finance*, Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2011, p. 45. The Act’s new “Special Resolution Regime,” which set out provisions to deal with the collapse of a SIFI, focused on the need for SIFIs to write “living wills” (that is, complex plans prepared in advance to ensure an orderly wind-down of operations), so as to allow creditors and equity-holders to take losses without destroying the system, and generally to make it easier for the Fed to try to contain financial crisis.


85 “Remarks by Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner to the International Monetary Conference,” Atlanta, Georgia, US Treasury Press Center, June 6, 2011. The International Monetary Conference is an annual meeting of leading bankers from twenty-seven countries, with the American Bankers Association serving as its secretariat.


The aim of quantitative easing was less to control medium- and long-term market rates, although this was how the program was sold to the public, than to stabilize market valuations of securities and sustain interbank markets. Thus, while QE1 in November 2008 involved the purchase of both Treasury bonds and GSE securities ($300 billion and $200 billion respectively), the essence of the project was the socialization of bank losses and risk. The QE2 purchase of Treasury bond securities ($600 billion) two years later had the similar effect of increasing private banks’ reserve holdings, but with bank balance sheets now significantly improved, the Fed was now able to manipulate the interest it paid on the reserves that the banks held with it. See Alan S. Blinder, “Quantitative Easing: Entrance and Exit Strategies,” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, November–December 2010, esp. p. 469.


The quotations in this paragraph are from Andrew Walters, “Chinese Attitudes towards Global Regulatory Co-operation: Revisionist or Status Quo,” in Helleiner, Pagliari and Zimmermann, Global Finance in Crisis, pp. 154, 162, 168.

For a particularly scathing attack on Geithner’s June 2011 speech to the International
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100 The relatively few consumers who were able to refinance their debt at lower rates made little difference to total consumption in the context of widespread economic insecurity. In the four years after the crisis hit in the fall of 2007, real consumption increased by only 1.1 percent, which on a per capita basis in fact represented a decline. See US Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts, Tables 6.16d and 2.3.3.

101 For a useful discussion of this structural problem, see Maria N. Ivanova, “Consumerism and the Crisis: Whither ‘the American Dream?’” Critical Sociology 37: 3 (2011).

Conclusion

1 Marx and Engels, Communist Manifesto, pp. 38–42.

2 Niall Ferguson, Colossus: The Rise and Fall of the American Empire, New York: Penguin, 2005, pp. viii, xxvii; see also his “Empire Falls,” Vanity Fair, October 2006. For an excellent account of “Ferguson’s metamorphoses in the last decade—from cheerleader, successively, of empire, Anglobalisation and Chimerica to exponent of collapse-theory and retailer of emollient tales about the glorious past—which have highlighted broad political and cultural shifts more accurately than his writings,” see the review of Civilization (Ferguson’s latest tome) by Pankaj Mishra, “Watch This Man,” London Review of Books 33: 1 (3 November 2011), pp. 10–12.


Alex Barker and Peter Speigel, “Geithner Set to Join European Meeting,” Financial Times, September 13, 2011.


See the discussion in Chapter 3, above, of “An American Proposal,” Fortune, May 1942.

Alain Badiou has recently put this very well: “There has been a lot of talk recently about the ‘real economy’ (the production and circulation of goods), and what I suppose has to be called the ‘unreal economy,’ which is supposedly the root of all evil, given that its agents have become ‘irresponsible,’ ‘irrational’ and ‘predatory.’ They greedily recycled what had become a shapeless mass of shares, securitizations and money, and then they panicked. The distinction was absurd, and was usually contradicted two lines later by the very different metaphor that described financial circulation and speculation as the ‘bloodstream’ of the economy. Can the heart and the blood be divorced from the living reality of a body?” Alain Badiou, The Communist Hypothesis, Verso: London, 2010, p. 95.

Kevin Hope, “New PM Faces a Long List of Greek Priorities,” Financial Times, November 11, 2011. It was quite wrong to see the appointment of Lucas Papademos or Mario Monti as presaging a turn to direct rule by the bankers (see Michael Roberts, “Italy and Greece: Rule by the Bankers,” available at thenextrecession.wordpress.com). They were rather typical centrist technocrats whose deep ties to the American empire were all the more valuable for their relative autonomy from narrow capitalist interests. Previous to his elevation to the Greek Premiership, Papademos was an economic adviser to the PASOK government who had studied at MIT, taught at Columbia, and briefly served as senior economist for the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, before being made chief economist of the Bank of Greece, and later deputy governor of the European Central Bank. After a long academic career in Italy (but with an economics PhD from Yale), Monti served in key economic posts at the European Commission, where he handled competition cases against Microsoft, General Electric, Honeywell, and the German landesbanken – even though he also has been an active member of the Bilderberg Group and the Trilateral Commission, as well as an adviser to Goldman Sachs and Coca-Cola.

Register published a few months earlier to make a rather different point: “Think of the Red Queen’s Garden as capitalism. The relentless search for markets and profits brings about faster and faster changes in production and space, industry and commerce, occupation and locale, with profound effects on the organisation of classes and states. It is through this ferocious process of extension and change that capitalism preserves itself, remains capitalism, stays the same system . . . Now think of Alice, frantically running alongside the Red Queen, as the labour movement, or the social movements, or the broadly defined ‘Left’. For all the running they have made in this century, for all the mobilisation and reform, even the moments of revolution and national liberation, the world today is most certainly still very much capitalist, indeed it would seem ever more so . . . [T]he institutions of the Left, not least the once powerful Communist and Social Democratic parties, increasingly could not even keep pace and lost more and more initiative to the forces of capitalist change. Their original ambition to get somewhere else, to a social order beyond capitalism—that is, to socialism, however conceived—more or less gradually gave way to attempts at adaptation and accommodation to the dynamics of capitalist change.” Panitch, “Globalization and the State.”

